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PREFACE/ INTRODUCTION 

Overview of Project Modifications 

'This EIR Addendum has been prepared to address the changes to the Lion's Gate Reserve projecl that have 
been proposed since the time that the EIR on the project was certified by the County Board of Supervisors in 
August 1996. These changes to the project are briefly described below and addressed in detail in the body of 
this document. 

l) Wastewater Treatment: Modification of the proposed wastewater collection and treatment process 
and treatment plant location such that all of the project-generated wastewater would be conveyed 
by conventional gravity sewers to a treatment plant located in the southeast portion of the site near 
Turlock Avenue. (There would be no individual on-site septic tanks as previously proposed.) The 
wastewater would receive tertiary treatment using the Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR) process, 
with final treatment and denitrification provided by an adjacent constructed wetland area. (The 
principal difference between tertiary treatment and the secondary treatment system previously 
proposed for the project is that tertiary treatment provides a higher level of filtration for the 
removal of contaminants. heavy metals and suspended solids. and also provides a higher level of 
nutrient removal. Under the tertiary treatment process proposed. the treated effluent would contain 
nitrate concentrations of less than 2 mg/I and a coliform count of less than 2.2/lOOmJ. while 
secondary treated effluent would contain nitrate levels less than 25 mg/1 and a coliform count of 
less than 23/lOOml.) The treated effluent would be stored in a dedicated pond located to the south 
o f the treatment facility, and would be applied as irrigation water on the nearby landscaped areas 
along the project frontage. The previous proposal involved collection of effluent only (with solids 
to remain in on-site septic tanks). which would be pumped up-gradient to a conventional treatment 
plant where it would receive secondary treatment, and then sprayed over the nearby practice range 
and open space areas. 

2) Flood Control: Modification of the proposed on-site flood control facilities such that a substantial 
portion of stormwater exceeding a flowrate of the 10-year storm would be diverted to the 
residential lake proposed for the southeast portion of the site. thereby significantly reducing the risk 
of downstream flooding during major storms including the 100-year event. During the lO0-ycar 
event. approx_imately 400 cfs of the 800 cfs that would overspill West Branch Llagas Creek west 
of Coolidge/Turlock Avenues under existing conditions would be diverted to the lake, thereby 
reducing downstream flooding by about half. 1be previous proposal was to provide sufficient on
site attenuation o f storm runoff such that the project would not result in any increased potential for 
downstream flooding relative to existing conditions. Thus. under the previous plan. the lake would 
have provided detention storage for approximately 65 cfs added by the project during the JOO-year 
event, but would not have provided additional protection for the existing downstream flooding 
problems. 

Fonnal of CEQA Review 

'This document has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the California Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA) which sets forth specific requirements for the documentation of potential environmental impacts 
which may result from modifications made to a proposed project after an EIR on the project has been certified. 
Under these circumstances, Sections 15162 through 15164 of the CEQA Guidelines provide for the preparation 



of one of three types of documents depending on the situation. The criteria to be met for each type of document 
are as follows: 1) a 'Subsequent EIR' shaJl be preparoo if the changes to the project are substantial, and will 
result in major revisions to the EIR, and involve a substantial increase in the severity of previously identifioo 
impacts; 2) a 'Supplement to an EIR' shall be prepared if the changes are substantial and the severity of impacts 
are increased, but only minor changes or revisions to the EIR are necessary; and 3) an 'Addendum to an EIR' 
shall be preparoo if some minor changes and additions are necessary, but the conditions which would 
necessitate the preparation of a Supplement to an EIR are not present. In the present case, the proposoo 
modifications may or may not be considered substantial, but the overall effect of the changes would be 
beneficial environmentally, and in no instance would the severity of the impact be increased, as discussoo in the 
body of this document. In addition, the changes to the EIR required to address the proposoo project 
modifications are minor in nature. Thus two of the requiroo criteria for preparing a Subsequent Em and one of 
the requiroo criteria for preparing a Supplement to an ElR would not apply. Therefore, according to CEQA 
criteria notoo above, the type of environmental document that should be preparoo in this instance is an 
'Addendum to an EIR.' 

Organization of This Document 

As an Addendum to the EIR, !his document identifies revisions to the certified EIR which reflect the changes in 
analysis resulting from the proposed modifications to the project. In order to facilitate the reader's 
comprehension without having to refer back to the certified project EIR, this document contains the affected 
impact sections in their entirety. Thus the impact sections from the project EIR on Hydrology and Drainage. 
and Wastewater Treatment and Disposal, as well as their corresponding summary sections, have been included 
in this document Changes Lo the text are indicated by sl:rikelhrottgh for deletions and underline for additions. 
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SUMMARY 

"' 
"' 

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATIONS 
• 
• 
• 

E. HYDROLOGY AND DRAINAGE 

I. The project would potentially result in increased 
downstream flooding during the I 00-year and 10-
year stonns. 
(Potential Significant Impact) 

2. Portions of the residential cluster subdivisions .ruld 
the wastewater treatment facHity ~ ™ be 
subject to shallow flooding (one-foot average 
depth) during a I 00-year event, and the proposed 
structures could also partially obstruct this sheet 
flow through the site. However. the total area of 
the site subject to shallow floodin2 would be 
reduced by Oood control improvements included 
in the project. 
(Potential Significant Impact) 

I. 

2. 

Toe on-site lake proposed for the southern 
residential cluster subdivision would be 
designed to provide sufficient detention 
storage for increased peak runoff resulting 
from site development. In addition. a 
diversion structure would be constructed in the 
creek channel 10 divert a substantial portion of 
the flows exceedin2 the exisIin2 IO.year flow 
rates to the residential lake. which would be 
sized to accommodate Oows from the 100-year 
event. With this pond With 1hese facilities. the 
peak flow rates leaving the project site during 
the 100 )'e-M 11:nd the 10 )'CM stmms si2nificant 
stoun events would be substantia)Jy lower than 
under existing conditions. 
(Less-than-Significant Impact with 
Mitigation) 

Potential impacts 10 the residential 
subdivisions and 1he wastewater treatment 
facility from shallow flooding would be 
mitigaled by constructing building pads on 
fills raised above flood elevations. The partial 
obstruction of shallow overland sheet flows by 
the proposed development would be mitigated 
by balancing fills with cuts within the flood
prone areas. 
(Less• than-Significant 
Mitigation) 

Impact with 

Q. WASTEWATER TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL 

I. The proposed project would increase lhe demand 
for wastewater treatment and disposal facilities at 
the site. 
(Potential Significant Impact) 

I. Increased wastewater from the project would 
be treated and disposed with new facilities to 
be constructed in conjunction with the project. 
(Less-than-Significant Impact with 
Mitigation) 



Q. WASTEWATER TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL (CONT'D) 

2. The proposed wastewater disposal facilities may 
result jn degradation of surface water and 
groundwater quality. 
(Potential Significant Impact) 

3. The use of reclaimed wastewater for golf eourse 
landscape irrigation, and storage of the treated 
effluent near the residential area W0Hk4 could 
expose humans to possible physical contact with 
the treated wastewater, resulting in a potential 
public health hazard. 
(Potential Significant Impact) 

4. There is a potential for overflow of the storage 
reservoir, resulting io a public health hazard. 
(Potential Significant Impact) 

5. The wastewater treatment and disposal system 
could generate odors. However, since the SBR 
process proposed involves no odor-producing 
anaerobic digestion and would he entirely 
enclosed, no noticeable cxiors would be generated. 
(Petenlial 6ignitieaet lmpeet) 
(Less-than-Significant Impact) 

6. The existing pond and proposed open water areas 
of the project, such as the wastewater storage pond 
and resjdential lake, have the potential to be sites 
for breeding of mosquitoes, which could create a 
nuisance and a potential public health problem. 

(Potential Significant Impact) 

2 

2. Groundwater wells would monitor water quality 
uirgradient and down-gradient of the proposed 
spray irrigation area and the storage ponds, 
with corrective action taken as necessary. 
(Less-than-Significant Impact with 
Mitigation) 

3. The wastewater would be treated to leYels 
eeemee aeee1:nable fer et91'0S&I OR golf eourses, 
tertiary levels, and would therefore be 
acceptable for unrestricted landscape irrigation. 
ana l:he areas affeetee weule ee f>0Slee l0 Aotify 
golfers af\El employees whefe irrigatioR by 
l:featee was~ewaler is oeeurring Signs would be 
posted within the irrigated landscape areas and 
at the effluent storage pond to notify residents 
of the presence of reclaimed water. (Less
than-Signiflcant Impact with Mitigation) • 

4. 1be wastewater storage reservoir would have 
sufficient capacity to accommodate high 
rainfall years. (Less-than-Significant Impact 
with Mitigation) 

5. Oaor eonl:Fol woulEi ee aeh:ie¥ee hy meel=laA::isfRS 
ineorpora~ee huo Ille EiesigR ef llle 1=1ttm1=1 
stalioRS aAEi the 1:reaunent 1=1laRl. aAEi ay 
measures lo ee ttReertalEt!A IH tile ~n:iu~Al 
Sl0rage p0RCL (Less thee Signifieent lmpaet 
with Mitigetiee) 

No mitigation required. 

6. Mosquito breeding would be controlled by several 
methods, as appropriate for each type of water 
body. These methods would include tbe 
circulation of water to prevent stagnant 
conditions, the introduction of mosquito fish. and 
the application of larvacides. The specific 
mosquito mjtigation measures would be 
formulated in consultation with the Department of 
Environmental Health Vector Control Distrjct. 
(Less-than-Significant Impact with Mitigation) 



7. 

Q. WASTEWATER TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL (CONT'D) 

The location of the treatment plant near Turlock 7. No mitigarion required. 
Avenue could result in potential noise impacts to 
existing and proposed residences in the vicinity. 
However, the pumps and aerators at this treatment 
plant would be largely submerged and emirely 
enclosed within a bu.ilding, thus minimizing noise. 
(i,es.ythan-Significant Impact) 

8. The location of the treatment plant in proximity to 8. No mitigation required 
existing and proposed residences could expose 
residents 10 potential release of hazardous 
materials used in the treatment process. However, 
this treatment plant would not involve the use of 
hazardous materials. 
(I,,ess-than-Significant Impact) 
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I. PROJECT DESCRJPTION 

"' 
• 
B. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT 
• 
* 
* 
Wastewater Treatment and Disposal 

The proposed method of wastewater treatment and disposal for the project is the use of a centralized collection 
and treatment operation, with spray irrigation of the treated effluent 0ftle I.Re f)fap0ses pmet:iee range~ 
specified landscape areas. All of the wastewater from the residential lots and golf course facilities would B&...e 
sef)tie tanlffi for ffle prifR&fy e:eai;ment (settlement) ef selies, wiffl 1:101:Feates effl1:1ent piped te I.Re pf0f)06ee 
t-reakneel faciHty le ee leeateEI aerth ef Ole Elri:r,1Rg raRge be collected by gravity flow and conveyed to a 
treatment facility located in the southeastern portion of the site near Turlock Avenue. The treatment plant 
would provide tertiary treatment and would utilize the Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR) process. combined 
with disinfection and finaJ treatment at a constructed wetland nearby. {The principal difference between tertiary 
treatment and the secondary treatment system previously proposed for the project is that tertiary treatment 
provides a higher level of filtration for the removal of contaminants. heavy metals and suspended solids. and 
also provides a higher level of nutrient removal. Under the tertiary treatment process proposed. the treated 
effluent would contain nitrate concentrations of less than 2 mg/1 and a coliform count of less than 2.21100ml. 
while secondary treated effluent would contain nitrate levels less than 25 mg/I and a coliform count of less than 
23/lOOml.) 

An effluent storage pond would be excavated to the norfflwesl of lhe ElrtviRg r&Rge just south of the treatment 
facility. to provide wet weather storage of the treated effluent. This pond would appear as part of the 
residentfal lakes proposed for this area. but in fact would be a separate impoundment. The treated effluent 
would be disposed of by spray irrigation over lile EiriYiRg r&Rge, Oie chi13ptng green aree., &Re a 3 ta 4 acre area 
iR I.Re adjacent J>ermaneRt 0f)en space erea te •he west the nearby landscaped areas aJong the site frontage (see 
Seel.iea I!!. Q. WMEe1w11e..- TretUH1err.• mrd DitJfHJ5t1l). The treated effluent would be applied at rates matching 
the evapotranspiration rate of the landscape plants, and spray irrigation would ROl 00€1:1r be greatly reduced 
during the winter months when rainfall would provide for most of the water needs. Thus there would be no 
leaching or runoff of effluent into the groundwater or on-site drainages. (For a detailed description of lhe 
proposed trearment and disposal facilities see Section Ill. 0. Wasrewarer Tremment and Disposal.) 

The golf course maintenance facility located at the western end of the golf course would not be connected to the 
centralized wastewater disposal system, but would have its own individual septic tank and leachfield. 
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II. CONSISTENCY WITH PLANS, POLICIES AND REGULATIONS 
• 
• 
D. SANTA CLARA COUNTY POLICIES AND REGULATIONS 

General Plan 
• 
Health and Safety 
• 
• 
Wastewater Disposal 

The following General Plan policies on Wastewater Disposal are applicable to the project: 

R-HS 42 

R-HS 43 

R-HS 44 

R-HS 45 

All new septic systems shall be located only in areas where: 
a. there is reasonable assurance that they will function effectively over a long period: 
b. they can be designed to have a minimum negative impact on the environment; and 
c. they will not contaminate wells. or surface and groundwater supplies. 

Septic systems shall not be allowed where site characteristics impede their operation, 
including sites with: 
a. high groundwater conditions; 
b. highly permeable soils where wastewater will percolate in excess of one minute per 

inch; 
C. limited depth to bedrock; or 
d. gradients in excess of 20% without appropriate studies. 

Alternative or specially engineered wastewater systems may be allowed for commercial or 
induscrial uses, providing: 
a. the County has approved a program which ensures I.hat the system's long term 

maintenance. operating, monitoring and liability costs are provided for by the 
owner of the facility; 

b. the proposed system has a track record of safe and effective long term operation 
under conditions similar to those in Santa Clara County; 

c. the proposed system includes adequate measures to prevent environmental damage 
in the event of system failure; 

d. is appropriate to the site for which it is proposed; 
e. is in compliance with all the other pertinent County policies and regulations: and 
f. with Regional Water Quality Control Board wastewater discharge requirements. 

Alternative wastewater treatment and disposal systems may be allowed for individual 
residentiaJ development only if: 
a. a traditional septic system adequale co serve the proposed development could be 

constructed, if needed; 
b. it can be shown that the alternative system will function more effectively than a 

septic tank system and be beneficiaJ to the environment; 
c. the density of the proposed residential development is consistent with the density 

normally allowed within that property's GeneraJ Plan land use designation; 

5 



R-HS 46 

d. the proposed system has a tack record of safe and effective long term operation 
under conditions similar to those in Santa Clara County; 

c. the proposed system is in compliance with all other pertinent County policies and 
regulations; 

f. the system is appropriate to the site for which it is proposed; 
g. the proposed system includes adequate measures to prevent environmental damage 

in the event of system failure, such as discharge of inadequately treated effluent to 
the land (e.g., surface, lakes, streams. etc.); 

h. the proposed system will operate in full compliance wilh Regional Water Quality 
Control Board waste water discharge requirements; and 

i. the County has approved a program which ensures that the system's long term 
maintenance, operating, monitoring and liability costs are provided for by the 
owner of the facility. Such a program may include, but is not limited to, recorded 
contractual obligations, permit fees or insurance policies; special permit conditions; 
and, performance bonds for system replacement. 

Alternative waste water disposal systems intended to serve two or more residences may be 
allowed only if: 
a. they comply with all provisions of lhe preceding poUcy; and 
b. there exists an appropriate public entity which has agreed to, and is financially able 

to, assume full responsibility for the system's long term maintenance, operating. 
monitoring and liability costs. 

Analysis: The proposed wastewater treatment facilities conform with the above policies in all respects. If 
necessary, a traditional septic system could be constructed to serve the residential development. However, 
given the historically high nitrate levels in the Llagas Groundwaler Basin. it would be beneficial to the 
environment to utilize the proposed alternative system here instead. The proposed Sequencing Batch Reactor 
(SBR) process would be particularly heneficial here since it would provide tertiary level treatment resulting in 
final ni1rate concentrations of less than 2 mg/I. (See Section Ill. Q. Wastewater Treatment and Disposal for a 
detailed discussion of the proposed treatment system.) 

The wastewater system proposed for the project would require the approval of the County Dcpanmcnt of 
Environmental Health and the Central Coast Regional Water QuaJity Control Board, which would in effect 
implement the above policies. Therefore. the project would be consistent with the Wastewater Disposal policies 
of the General Plan. 
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Ill. E. Hydrology and Drainage 

Ill. ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING, IMPACTS AND MITIGATTON MEASURES 
* 
* 
E. HYDROLOGY AND DRAINAGE 

This discussion is mainly based on the following reports: Hydrology and Drainage - Lion's Gate Development 
prepared by Schaaf & Wheeler in November 1995; and the Preliminary Design Repon for the Lion's Gate 
Reserve Master Drainage Plan prepared by Pacific Advanced Civil Engineering in November 1996. llle full 
repoFt is iAeh1eed 05 Both of these reports are contained in Appendix D of this EIR. 

Environmental Setting 

Area-Wide Drainage 

The project site is located in the Llagas Creek watershed which drains from lhe eastern slopes of the Santa 
Cruz Mountains and the western slopes of the Mount Hamilton Range south to the Pajaro River and Monterey 
Bay near Watsonville. The major tributaries of Llagas Creek are Little Llagas Creek, Madrone ChaMel. 
Coralitos Creek, San Martin Creek, Church Creek, and West Branch Llagas Creek. Llagas Creek and its 
tributaries drain a total of approximately 105 square miles upstream of its confluence with the Pajaro River 
south of Gilroy. 

The climate of the south Santa Clara Valley is similar to that of the San Francisco Bay Area. Summers are 
warm and dry while winters are mild and moderately wet. Nearly 90 percent of the annual rainfall occurs in the 
late fall or winter months, with January normally being the wettest. The mean annual precipitation varies 
within the Llagas Creek watershed from a high of over 50 inches in the Santa Cruz Mountains to a low of 14 
inches on the valley floor. The basin-wide average is approximately 20 inches per year. 

Stream flows in Llagas Creek are regulated by Chesbro Reservoir, which is owned and operated by the Santa 
Clara Valley Water District. The reservoir has a total storage capacity of approximately 8,100 acre-feet. The 
reservoir is.operated for water supply purposes. but does provide some incidental flocxi controJ benefit due to 
peak flow auenuauon. 

The upland areas of the Llagas Creek watershed have soils developed on sedimentary rock, basic igneous rocks 
and serpentine rocks. The main soils are of the Los Gatos. Gaviota, Yallecitos and Haymen associations. They 
range in depth from shallow to deep, and are located on steep to very steep slopes. The vegetative cover 
includes grasses, oak. pine. brush and hardwoods. The infiltration rates of water in the upland areas is 
generally slow. The upland soils are classified as having a high to very high erosion potential, 

The upland portions of the Llagas Creek watershed have very little development at this time, and the County 
General Plan calls for only limited development in the future with mostly open space. On the valley floor, most 
of the Llagas Creek channel and its tributaries are leveed or perched chaMels with channel banks higher than 
adjacent areas on one side or both sides of the stream channel. Therefore, overflows from the channel tend to 
flow away from and parallel to the channel. 

Based on information from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Floe.xi Insurance Study for 
Santa Clara County. there are extensive areas of floodplain from Llagas Creek and its tributaries. The most 
serious of these are within the City of Morgan Hill from West Little Llagas Creek, and in the City of Gilroy 
from West Branch Llagas Creek. 
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/JI. E. Hydrology and Drainage 

The Santa Clara Valley Water District and the Soil Conservation Service have completed a flood control 
projecl for the Llagas Creek watershed. The downstream reach from Bloomfield Road to the Ronan Channel 
has been improved to 100-year design standards, and the reach from the Ronan Channel to Route 101 has been 
improved to JO-year design standards. In addition, 100-year design channels have been provided in the urban 
areas of Morgan Hill and Gilroy. Improvements in Gilroy included diversion of West Branch Llagas Creek to 
the Ronan Channel, and channel improvements upstream to Day Road. The project was designed to eliminate 
most flooding in Gilroy south of Day Road. This project has been completed, and FEMA is in the process of 
changing the Flood Insurance Rate Maps for this area. 

Site Drainage and Flooding Conditions 

The project site drains 10 two separate drainages. TI1e western portion of the site drains to the west to Hayes 
Creek near Watsonville Road while the majority of the site drains via the east to the West Branch Llagas 
Creek. A network of intermittent and ephemeral streams flow from the higher elevations on the perimeter of the 
central valley into the West Oranch of Llagas Creek. The Creek has 8 primary tributaries, 4 of which drain the 
hills north of the valley and with the other 4 originating on the southern ridgeline. 1bese tributary streams tlow 
during winter and spring months for varying periods and are dry the remainder of the year. West Branch 
Llagas Creek discharges to the Ronan Channel which joins Llagas Creek near Highway 152 east of Gilroy. 
Hayes Creek drains to Llagas Creek near Watsonville Road, south of Morgan Hill. The are no detailed 
floodplain studies for Hayes Creek. The area is designated as Zone D on the Flood Insurance Rate Map. Zone 
D is defined as an area of undetermined flood hazard. 

The existing Aood Insurance Rate Maps for West Branch Llagas Creek do not jncJude detailed floodplain 
studies upstream of Golden Gate Avenue. approximately 2 miles south of Highland Avenue. The stream 
channel on the project site is designated as Zone A, approximate 100-year floodplain. At Turlock Avenue, the 
floodplain is shown as approximately 300 feet wide along the channel north of Highland Avenue. 

West Ilranch Llagas Creek has been restudied by FEMA to update the existing Flood Insurance Rate Maps. 
The draft work maps are currently in the review process and are not expected to be become effective until late 
1996. Tile SCVWD is using the revised maps as the best available information in the interim. The proposed 
100-ycar t1oodpla_in fur West Oranch Llagas Creek near Highland Avenue is significantly larger on the revised 
maps than on the current maps. TI1e proposed floodplain includes shallow flooding from the channel 
commencing at the ranch complex on the project sile and including the area south of Highland Avenue, west of 
Turlock Avenue, and the area north of Highland A venue west of Coolidge Avenue (see Figure 13). 

The hydrology for the detailed tloodplain study shows an estimated 100-year peak flow rate of 850 cubic feet 
per second for West Draoch Llagas upstream of the OR si~e 0\1erfclows 1:1ps1:ream of Turlock Avenue. An 
estimated 400 cfs overflows Highland Avenue toward the south upstream of Turlock Avenue. An additional 
355 cfs overflows from the channel toward the north upstream of Coolidge A venue. The northern overflow 
crosses Coolidge Avenue north site and flows overland to the east and south to the West Branch Llagas Creek 
channel at Highland Avenue. The majority of the overflow to the south flows overland to the south and cast 
and crosses Turlock Avenue to rejoin the West Branch Llagas Creek floodplain between Highland Avenue and 
Golden Gate A venue. A portion of the overflow continues sou1h along the west side of Turlock A venue. 
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Ill. E. Hydrology and Drainage 

Ordinances and Regulations that Address Drainage and Flooding 

County Drainage Manual: This manual contains guidelines for design and installation of drainage facilities for 
projects. Projects must demonstrate that drainage will be handled adequately in order to avoid drainage and 
flooding problems. These guidelines ensure that there are no on- or off-site drainage problems associated with 
a project. 

Grading Ordinance: The ordinance requires that all drainage structures and devices be consistent with the 
adopted County Drainage Manual and its standards. It outlines disposal requirements for both on- and off-site 
drainage; provides for slope protection and erosion control; and the design of dikes, swales and ditches. 

Land Development Regulations: The County Land Development Engineer reviews all projects to ensure no on
or off-site drainage impacts would occur as a result of the proposed project. 

Zoning Ordinance: For projects requiring a use permit. Section 47-S(d) of the Zoning Ordinance ensures that 
adequate storm drainage exists or shall be provided as a part of the project; and that no on- or off-site drainage 
impacts would result from the project. 

Special Flood Hazard Area Ordinance: Tilis ordinance applies to au areas of special tlood hazard (i.e., within 
the 100-ycar flood zone as established by FEMA) within the unincorporated area or Santa Clara County. No 
new development shall occur, or structure or improvement shall be constructed in a flood zone without 
compliance with this ordinance. 

Significance Criteria 

With respect for flooding and drainage impacts. Appendix G of the CEQA Guidellnes stales that a project will 
normally have a significant effect on the environmental if it will: "(g) Cause substantial flooding, erosion or 
siltation." 

Impact and Mitigation 

Impact I. The project would potentially result in increased downstream flooding during the 100-
year and 10-year storms. (Potential Significant Impact) 

The proposed residential developmenl on the proje.ct site would increase the amoum ol' 
impervious area on the site and therefore increase the runoff from the site. 

The cluster residential development area south of Highland Avenue would be served by 
smrm drains which would discharge to the 20-acre lake proposed for the main subdivision 
area. The overflows from the lake would discharge via storm drains to West Branch 
Llagas Creek upstream of Coolidge Avenue. In addition, there are approximately 73 acres 
of hillside area upstream of this residential development area. Drainage from this area 
would also be colle.cted by the storm drain system and discharge to the lake. The total area 
of this drainage area is approximate! y 240 acres. 

The golf course would also be located entirely within the West Branch Llagas Creek 
watershed which drains to the east. There would be no development in the western portion 
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Ill. E. Hydrology and Drainage 

of the site which drains to the west to Hayes Creek. The West Branch Llagas Creek 
watershed upstream of Turlock Avenue is approximately 1,060 acres or 1.66 square miles. 
The golf course development would include approximately 240 acres, the majority of which 
would be landscaping and turf. The upstream hillside areas would not be affected. The 
existing creek channel and pond would be largely maintained in their ex.isling 
configurations. A new pond would be constructed west of the ex.isling pond to serve as an 
irrigation water reservoir and to detain runoff from the undeveloped area upstream. The 
new pond would include approximately 9 acre-feet of detention storage. 

To analyze potential drainage and flooding impacts, the project she was divided into the 
following 3 drainage areas: the cluster residential subdivision south of Highland Avenue; 
the area upstream of the existing pond; the area upstream of the proposed new irrigation 
reservoir; and the area downstream of the pond golf course reservoir. Discharge rates were 
estimated for the JO-year and 100-year storms for existing and project conditions. 

The results of the flooding analysis show that the proposed golf course would reduce the 
flow from the site 10 West Oranch Llagas Creek. The golf course would decrease the 
estimated peak runoff from the watershed because the proposed irrigated turf would 
maintain a dense layer of thatch which would act as a sponge and reduce runoff, whereas 
the existing unirrigated range grasses tend to be sparse, with exposed dirt between grass 
clumps, which does not retain as much runoff. The estimated 100-year peak flow from the 
golf course area would decrease from 780 cubic feet per second to 765 cubic feet per 
second, a decrease of 2 percent. The 10-year peak flow rate would decrease from 375 
cubic feet per second to 360 cubic feet per second, a decrease of 4 percent. 

The proposed golf course irrigation reservoir would also act as a detention facility to reduce 
the estimated peak flow rate from the western portion of the watershed. For purposes of 
analysis, the ex_isting pond was assumed to be full at the start of the storm and to have 
minimal effect on the flood hydrograph. The proposed irrigation reservoir was assumed to 
be full to spillway elevation at the start of the storm, and to have a 12-foot wide spillway 
The estimated storage capacity of the pond is 9-acre-feet with 3 feet of flow over the 
spillway. The d1.:tenlion storage in the irrigation reservoir would reduce the estimated 
100-year peak flow at the pond from 59 cubic feet per second to 39 cubic feet per second, a 
reduction of 20 cubic feet per second. However when routed downstream and combined 
with the larger watershed downstream, the detention storage reduces the peak by 
approximately 10 cubic feet per second. This is due to the difference in timing between the 
peak flow in the upper watershed and the lower portion of the watershed. The peak flow 
from the upper watershed is delayed by the travel time along the creek channel and ardves 
after the peak from the lower watershed. Therefore the peaks do not add directly. The 
detention storage in the upper watershed acts to increase the liming difference of the upper 
watershed. 

The proposed golf course grading would also include local detention areas to contain runoff 
from the turf areas for water quality purposes. These would also act to reduce runoff from 
the site. particularly for small storms. The effect of these detention areas on larger storms 
would depend on the design and placement of each area and whether the upstream hillside 
areas would drain to the detention areas or directly 10 the creek. Therefore, the effects of 
potential detention storage on the golf course other than the larger pond were not considered 
in the hydrograph analysis. 
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Mitigation 1. 

Ill. E. Hydrology and Drainage 

The flooding analysis indicated that the proposed cluster residential development would 
result in a potential increase in the peak runoff from the development site. The 100-year 
peak flow from the entire watershed would increase from 236 cubic feet per second to 301 
cubic feet per second, an increase of 28 percent. The 10-year peak flow rate would 
increase from 120 cubic feet per second to I 60 cubic feet per second, an increase of 33 
percent. The increase in peak runoff is due to both the increased impervious area in the 
development, and the more efficient drainage system which collects runoff faster than the 
existing overland flow conditions. 

However, the cluster residential subdivision would include a proposed lake, and runoff 
would be drained to the lake. then released to West Branch Llagas Creek. Only the 
proposed equestrian center in the southeastern corner of the site would be below the lake 
elevation and would drain toward Turlock Avenue. There is no storm drain system along 
Turlock A venue, but runoff flows along the road under existing conditions. 

The residential c luster subdivision is located in a drainage area of 240 acres, which would 
drain to the proposed lake. Without the lake, increased peak runoff from the cluster 
residential subdivision would potentially increase the peak flow in West Branch Llagas 
Creek downstream of the project. 

The on-site lake proposed for the southern residential cluster subdivision would ht! 
designed to provide sufficient detention storage for increased peak runoff resulting 
from site developmenL In addition, a diversion structure would he constructed in the 
creek channel to divert a substantial portion of storm flows exceeding existing IO-year 
flow rates to the residential lake, which would he sized to accommodate about one-half 
of the flows from the 100-year event Wilh lhis peoo With these facilities, the peak 
flow rates leaving the project site during lhe 100 yeaF and 10 yeaF stenns significant 
storm events would be suhstantially lower than under existing conditions. 

The potential increased runoff from the residential area during U1e 100-year event would be 
65 cubic feet per second. without the proposed lake. The proposed lake would have a 
normal water surface elevation less than the top of bank elevation of West Branch Llagas 
Creek at the outfall from the pond. The m1tfall wot-1IEi haYe a Aap gate le preYeRt Aigh 
water le~•els iR the creek from eischargiRg eaek jRw the poRtl. The diversion structure in 
the creek would be designed such rhat a substantial portion of the flows in the creek less 
than the existing IO-year peak flow would pass under rhe structure and would not be able to 
enter the side channel to the lake. Flows exceeding the 10-year peak flow would be blocked 
by the structure and diverted to the lake for temporary s1orage (see Figure 13a). This 
would reduce the 100-year flow rate leaving the site from approximately 800 cfs under 
existing conditions to approximately 400 cfs. This substantial reduction in flood flows 
leaving the site would sismificantly reduce flooding problems along the West Branch of 
Llagas Creek downstream of the site. However, there still would be overland and 
downstream flooding during 1he 100-year event. but the extent and volume of flooding 
would be reduced as a result of the proposed diversion and storage. Once the storage 
capacity of the lake is reached, any additional flows would be prevented from entering the 
lake. lns1ead. these extreme flood flows would be allowed to overspill the creek, as would 
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Ill. E. Hydrology and Drainage 

occur under existing conditions_ The outflow from the ~ lake would only occur when 
the water level in the creek is low. 1l1erefore, the outflow from the pond would not 
contribute to the existing flood problems from the creek channel. 

The propesed J}OAEl iR !he resieleRLial de~·clopn~efll weule .inel1:1de afl o¥ertlow spillway 
release for larger flood e¥eAts, MEl an aeth·e Eletefltioe. st,orage Yol1:1me eetween !:he aorma:! 
water le-.·el aad the Sf)illway erest. Daseci on a prelimiaary design which incl1:1des 2 feet of 
aeti·;e Eielention srorage eelow !:he spillway crest and one feet of storage ab0111e the SfHllway 
crest. t:he J:)reposed poACI eould COAlWA appFO!ltRl,Hely two l:hiras of f:Re lOlal fltflOff ffom 
!he resiaeAl.ial Ele¥elopmeAt area and the 1:1ps1team h.illside area duriag 1:Ae 10 )'ear 24 hol:!r 
005ign storm. The poREi wel:!IEI release approKimatel)' 30 efs e·;a= !:Re Sf)illwe:y w T1:1rlock 
h;ea1:1e d1:1ring the lO year storm. This woula be sigllifiea-etly less thaa lhe ~istiag 
eoftdilioA pealc Gow ram of 120 efs. rer smaller Aoed e-.1eREs there generally w01:1IEI ee RO 
Sf)m f'rom lhe poACI; aAd NAoff stored in tl:te poRd wol:!ld be released to t:he ereek after tJ::ie 
high water le•,cels iR the creek have reeedeci. The 01:1Uet to tile creelc wol:!IEi release 
approx.imately 20 cfs w dra:in 1he acti,·e storage ,1olmHe of fhe fJOAa iR 24 h01:us after LJ:ie 
~ 

Dl:!riag lhe 100 year 24 ho1:1r Aood 1:Wl!A(, the lotal FUROff lO Lt-le lal(e wmde !:le 
approKimaEely 125 aere feel. With AO O!illet release to f:Re ereek during me smrm, l:he poRc1 
·,•;o!ild m1erflow lo Tl:!rlock A¥eAue Ofi€e 1.he aeth1e sEorage has fillee. The esHma!ed peak 
o-;erHow would be l40 cfs for lhe 100 )'eW' Aood. The e,dsling peak rnAoff l'rom t:he si1e 
E11:1ring I.he lOO year eveRf: is eslimateci ~o be 23e efs. Th1:1s, altl:io1:1ge l:l:1e shallow Aooeing 
along Tttrloek Avenl:!e I-hat eee1:1rs 01:!rinJ l:he 100 yeac event 1:1nder currenl coRditioRS 
wmilf:i not be elimtnateEI; ii would be s1::1bstanlially reciuced by 100 flood conli=ol eleFRenls 10 

ee incorporated into Lt-le f)roject. 

The only polential ad'11erse effect of iRereased peak nmeff fFom the hlllsiae eh:1ster 
residential Eie•,·elof)FUeAt siw would be le increase !:he fle8:k flow in West Qranch Uagas 
Creelt downstreaffl of the f)rojecl. Due w !:he operation of !he outlet from I.he ponEI, this 
co1:1IEI ollly oernr onee the l=ljgl~ water Je,.celo in the creek ha'!·e receded ana l:he f>Olenlial for 
downsH"eani Aoo<ling has f)assed. Therefore. lllere wt1uld be no iocrease iA clowAslfeaRt 
Aooding. The low Aows iA the creel, wol:!lu coRtinue for a longer time aner a s1orm <:l1:1e 10 
the releases from the detention flOnd. 111is soo1:1IEI Rot be a significant in:itJaet. 

Since the residential lake would be sized to contain a substantial portion o f the 100-year 
peak flow, the shallow Oooding that occurs alonl! the Turlock and Coolid!!e Avenue 
frontage areas of the s ite during the 100-year event would be s ignificantly reduced (see 
discussion under 'Impact 2' below). 

The equestrian center area in the southeast portion of the proje.ct she would not drain to the 
pond in the residential development area. Due to 1he site topography, there would be a 
berm between the equestrian center and U1e pond to contain the pond. The maximum height 
of the berm would be approximately 7 feet. The equestrian center would continue to drain 
lo Turlock Avenue and ultimately to West Branch Llagas Creek. Because of the limited 

impervious area associated with the equestrian center, there should be no increase in runoff 
from the area after the project. In addition. the proposed equestrian cemer would include a 
detention pond for wa1er quality purposes. 
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lmpact 2. 

Mitigation 2. 

Ill. E. Hydrology and Drainage 

Portions of the residential duster subdivisions would be subject to shallow flooding 
(one foot average depth) during a 100-year event: and the proposed dwellings could 
also potentially obstruct this sheet flow through the site. However, the total area of 
the site subject to shallow flooding would be reduced by flood control improvements 
included in the proiect. (Potential Significant Impact) 

Based on lhe revisions to lhe existing Flood Insurance Rate Map, shown in Figure 13, lhc 
West Branch Llagas Creek would overflow to the south upstream of Turlock Avenue (i.e .• 
at the on-site ranch complex). For the 100-year flood, approximately 400 cubic feet per 
second would cross through the northeastern portion of the cluster residential development, 
in particular through Lots 12, 13 and 14 at the northeast corner of the subdivision. This 
mapped overflow crosses the site and Turlock Avenue to rejoin West Branch Llagas Creek 
500 to 1,000 feet downstream of Highland Avenue. The overflow is indicated as shallow 
flooding with an average depth of one foot, indicating that the proposed lots would be prone 
to flooding. In addition, grading for the residential lots in the overflow area could adversely 
affect the sheet.flow through the area if the flow is obstructed. Similarly, grading for the 
access road the project and landscaping aJong Turlock Avenue could affect lhe sheetflow 
across the site. 

The revised flood maps also show an overflow to the north from West Branch Llagas Creek 
upstream of Coolidge Avenue. For the 100-year flood, approximately 355 cubic feet per 
second would cross through proposed the rural residential development north of Highland 
Avenue and west of Coolidge Avenue. The overflow would flow overland to rejoin West 
Branch Llagas Creek at the culvert under Highland Avenue. Part of the overflow is 
designated as shallow flooding with an average depth of one foot, and a small sliver along 
the north boundary is indicated for flood depths of 0.5 to 2.5 feet. A11 six of the 5-acre lots 
are within the mapped 100-year floodplain area and thus would be prone to flooding. Also, 
grading for the residential lots and cul-de-sac in the floodplain could have an adverse affect 
on d1e sheetflow if flow is obsiructed. 

Both the area subject to potential sheet flooding and the volume of flood water spilled would 
be substantia1ly reduced by the flood diversion and storage facilities described under 
'Mitigation 1' above. The residential lake would detain the increment of runoff generated 
by the project in addition to approximately 400 cfs of the peak flow during the 100-year 
event, which would represent approximately one-half of the overland flows overspilling the 
creek west of Coolidge/Turlock Avenues on the project site during the 100-year event. The 
precise reduction in flood plain area would be calculated in conjunction with the 
preparation of the Final Master Drainage Plan for rhe project. 

Potential impacts to the residential subdivisions from shallow nooding would he 
mitigated by constructing building pads on fills raised above flood elevations. The 
potential obstruction of sheetflows by tl1e proposed development would be mitigated 
by balancing fills with culS within the flood-prone areas. 

The potential impact of placing a portion of the proposed residential development within the 
100-year floodplain areas would be mitigated by balancing the grading within the 100-year 
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Conclusion. 

1/1. E. Hydrology and Drainage 

floodplain. This would mean that fills required to elevate building pads above flood 
elevations would need to be balanced by cut areas to allow flood flows between the 
buildings. This procedure is generally most effective in shallow flooding areas with limited 
building coverage as in the proposed project. If the buildings cover a large percentage of 
the floodplain and are in deeper flood area, and effective balance between cut and fill would 
be problematic. For instance, if a building obstructs 50 percent of the floodplain in 3 feet 
of flood depth, the building pads would have co be elevated 3 feet, and the remainder of the 
floodplain would have to be excavated 3 feet to balance the cut and fill. This would lead to 
an elevation difference of 6 feet between the building pads and the adjacent ground. In the 
proposed project, the building densities would be very low with 2 to 3 acre residential lots. 
Thus, building elevations of 1 to 2 feet above existing grade would become 2 to 3 feet or 
less above the new ground elevations because of the larger area available co balance the fill. 

With implementation of the above mitigations as proposed in the project, the potential 
Oooding impacts of the project would be reduced to less-than-significant levels. 
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lll Q. Wastewater Treatment and Disposal 

Q. WASTEWATER TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL 

The following discussion is ff¼fgely based on the following reports: Wastewater Feasibility Study for Lion's 
Gate Reserve prepared by Questa Engineering in December 199S; and Preliminary Design Report for the Lion's 
Gate Reserve Project Wastewater System prepared by Pacific Advanced Civil Engineering in December 1996. 
These reports are contained in Appendix N. 

Environmental Setting 

No public sanitary sewer system exists on the project site or lo adjacent areas. The nearest public sanitary 
sewer system is located in the Cily of Morgan Hill , approximately one mile north of the project site. 

The existing wastewater facilities for the on•site residences located on Highland Avenue consist of individual 
septic systems, which appear to be functioning normally. 

Ordinances and Regulations that Address Wastewater 

Sewage Disposal Ordinance: Tilis ordinance establishes standards for the approval, installation and operation 
of individual. on•site sewage disposal systems (septic tank and leachfields) consistent with the appropriate 
California Regional Water Quality Control Board standards and basin plans. These standards are adopted so 
as to preclude the creation of health hazards and nuisance conditions and to protect surface and groundwater 
quality. Systems generating more than 2,500 gallons per day of effluent must be reviewed by the appropriate 
Regional Water QuaUty Control Board. Percolation tests are required to determine the suitability of a site for 
leachfields and to determine the amount of leachiields required. The systems are required to be set back a 
minimum distance from wells, creeks, reservoirs, springs, etc. The County Department of Environmental 
Health implements this Ordinance and issues the required septic tank permits. 

CouAty OrdiAaRee Coae Chapter II. klide 3, Prh•a!e Sewage Disf!osal iA Le11:iAgtoR BasiA: This oreinanee 
sets additioRal req~emeets for Ille eslaelislHHeAl of sewage a.isf)Osal sysleffl5 ia Ule Lexin~on .Basin. All lanes 
wiYlin tl=ie easin J:ia·,•e eeen RlBfJfJ00 accord:ing to se13tie sui~ability. wil:h •,caryiAg design crileria. iAclueiAg 
fflifliFR1:tR½ lol si~, slifJuhued for eacl=i zoRe. IR areas wil:h f)OOf seplic s1:1itabiljty ratings, !:he ordinance requires 
i:AsrnllatioA of a secoAa drat fl.field i:R the e¥eal of faH1:1re of Lhe first leachfiele. The ordinaAce requires IO feet of 
set3aratioA between lfle leli€hlines and unaerlying groundwater table or eeeroclc. 

County Zonine Ordinance: Section 47-(d) stipulates use permit findings that waste and sanitation facilities 
shall satisfy applicable County, s tate and federal requirements and that the use shall not adversely affect water 
quality. 

Significance Criteria 

With respect to wastewater, Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines states that a project will normally have a 
significant effect on the environment if it will: 

''(t) Substantially degrade water quality; 
(g) Contaminate a public water supply; or 
(h) SubstantiaJJy degrade or deplete groundwater resources. 
(s) Extend a sewer trunk line with capacity to serve new development." 
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lmpacts and Mitigation 

Impact 1. The proposed project would increase the demand for wastewater treatment and disposal 
facilities at the site, (Potential Significant Impact) 

The proposed residences. golf course clubhouse, overnight units. swim and tennis center, and 
equestrian center would significantly increase the wastewater disposal requirements for the 
property. Although use of the golf facilities would vary seasonally and between weekdays and 
weekends, wastewater facUlties should be designed on the basis of maximum expected daily 
flows, i.e., assuming 100-percent facility use. In order to calculate overall flows, the 
maximum wastewater treatment requirements were estimated for each project component, as 
described below. 

Single-Family Residential Units: The project includes 41 custom residential lots. For central 
wastewater facilities, average flows from single-family residential units are typically estimated 
to be in the range of about 200 to 250 gallons per day (gpd) per connection. The actual flows 
will vary depending upon the size, occupancy and character of the residences, and the degree to 
which water conserving plumbing devices and practices are incorporated in the homes. The 
recent laws in California requiring low-now plumbing devices (e.g., 1.6-gallon flush toilets) in 
new construction have had a measurable effecl on wastewater flows; typical flows from new 
residential areas tend to average less lhan 200 gpd/house. (A similar project in Monterey 
County has experienced average daily flows of 150 to 175 gallons per dwelling over a six year 
period of operation.) To be conservative in planning wastewater facilities for lhe proposed 
project, an average daily unit flow estimate of 250 gpd/residence was assumed; this would 
adequately account for wastewater from a 4 to 5 bedroom (or more) residence on each parcel. 
On this basis, the total estimated flow contribution from the proposed 41 single-family 
residences would be 10,250 gpd (average dry weather flow). 

Clubhouse: The clubhouse wouJd generate wastewater from the restaurant, the employees and 
golfers. TI1e flow estimates for each are as follows: 

Restaurant: Dased on a unit tlow of IO gallons per meal, the total daily flow for a maximum 
200 meals would be 2,000 gpd. 

Golfers: At a unit flow for restrooms of 5 gpd, 200 golfers would generate a total of 1,000 
gpd. Assuming 10 percent of golfers would take showers, at 25 gpd, this would result in an 
additional 2,000 gpd for showers. 

Employees: Up to 30 employees would work in and around the clubhouse on any given day. 
Based on a unit flow of 15 gpd per employee, the maximum flow would be 450 gpd. 

Overnight Lodging: The maximum flows for the 45 overnight units were estimated on the basis 
of 150 gpd/unit, yielding total tlows of 6,750 gpd. 

Swim and Tennis Center: These facHities would be avaHable for use by residents, corporate 
members and lheir guests. The facilities would include restrooms. showers and, perhaps, a 
small kitchen. Use of these facilities would be greatest in the summer and on weekends. and 
smallest in the winter and during the week. Accordingly, daily wastewater flows would 
fluctuate greatly. For planning purposes, the maximum daily flow is estimated to be 500 gpd, 
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based on 50 visitors/employees per day and a unit flow of 10 gpcVperson. In addition, 
backwash water from the swimming pool filter and occasional draining of the spa at the 
proposed recreation center would go to the wastewater system and add small volumes to the 
overall flow (i.e., not more than a few hundred gallons per week; and it would be greater in the 
warm summer months than in the winter). The spa would likely be drained once or twice per 
year. contributing about l ,000 to 1,500 gallons of flow to the system at each draining. These 
flows constitute minor miscellaneous additions that are accounted for by the 1,000 gpd 
"contingency" contained in the preliminary wastewater flow projections (see Table 17). 

Equestrian Center: 1bis facility would have restrooms for employees and visitors. The 
wastewater flows from the equestrian facility are estimated to be approximately 400 gpd, 
based on 25 visitors/employees per day at a unit flow of 10 gpcVperson, and 150 gpd for the 
caretaker's residence. 

TABLE 17 

ESTIMATED WASTEWATER FLOWS* 

Activity Number of Units Daily Flows Total (gpd) 

Residences 41 houses 250 gpd 10,250 

Golf Course Clubhouse 

• Restaurant 200 meals lO gal/meal 2,000 

• Golfers 

• Restroom 200 5 gpd 1.000 

• Showers 20 25 gpd 500 

• Employees 30 15 gpd 450 

Overnight Units 45 rooms 150 gpd 6,750 

Practice Range 50 golfers 3 gpd 150 

Equestrian Center 25 visitors lOgpd 250 

Subtotal 22,000 

Contingency 1,000 

Total Project 23,000 

"'This does not include the wastewater flows for the golf course maintenance building 
(approximately 300 gpd) which would be served by an individual septic system. 
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The total estimated wastewater flows are summarized in Table 17. Based on the above 
generation rates, the total wastewater flow for the Lion's Gate project is estimated to be 
approximately 23,000 gpd Til.is includes a contingency of approximately 5 percent to account 
for uncertainties about the specific details of project facilities that would not be determined 
until the design stage. Final wastewater facility design would also need to anticipate and 
provide for peak flow conditions which, on a daily basis, may be in order of 25 to 30 percent 
higher than the average daily flow. For the proposed project this translates to a peak system 
flow estimate of about 30,000 gpd. 

Mitigation I. Increased wastewater from the project would be treated and disposed of with new 
facilities to be constructed in conjunction with the project. 

1be proposed melhod of wastewater treatment and disposal for Lion's Gate project involves a 
central collection. treatment and disposal system for the golf course facilities (except the 
maintenance facility) and all of the residential development The various elements of this 
system are described below and shown in Figure 23 (Revised). For a more detailed description 
of the treatment system and process, see Preliminary Design Report for the Lion's Gare 
Reserve Project Wastewater System prepared by Pacific Advanced Civil Engineering in 
December 1996, which is contained in Apoendix N. 

Set,Ue TaAks: E:aeh resieenl:ial lot, t:he eh:1bl:leuseilo.,.ernight eompleK and l:he equest:riafl eeAter 
would be (:lrovided wirn sepl:ie taAIEs where primary eftluenE 1:FeoaBent (i.e., sCElimenfet:iOR) 
weuld eeeur. The effluent from l:he teftlt woold men bt? piped to een1:ralt2:ed 1:reo£ment anc! 
dis~al faeilif:ies (described below) iRS£eed of iftdi¥iduel leeehfieles. 

Colleel:ion System: The eoHeetion system woula consist of a Retwork of small diameter 13lasee 
pipes. The flew i:rom lhe sepl:ie ~aales lo me eelleel:ion system would be getterally by gravity, 
allfteugh some pumping umES w01::1ld be required where sepl:ie te.ftk:s are at lower elevalioRS. 

Transmission LinetPump S!ations: The eollecl:ion systefB would eoRSist of 2 to 4 ineh diaRleler 
PVC f)ipe wRich woula eoR1i1ey all sepl:ie teRk effluent to e eeekel lreatmeftt plant, to l:)e 
leeatea norlfl of the J3rael:iee range. The eolleel:ion s~·stem would have two .major branl:lhes: one 
l:lreneh to serre 1he resiaenl:ial uRil:S, eq1::1estri6:fl faeilil)' and l:he swim aaa teA."tiS center; aRd a 
seeone braeeh to serYe !he golf eourse el1::1Ba01::1se ana 01i1erRiglu lodging uftits. B0H1 Bnrnehes 
would reqUire a eee1ral pumt:J staaoa. loeated Ap13r-0Kin1ately es seow:A ie F:igtue 23. 

Treotmeet FaeiHt~·: As Holed aeove, prilffflfy sedimeAtat:ioe is to Be prO\1ided ey lHe ineivieluel 
on lot sepl:ie taltlEs. The rematftiRg treatment woula ee pro\liEled By a eeRu-al l:feormem plttRI, 
to ee leeated oajoeeat to L:Ae prael:iee range. The lreaUreaL plaRt woold occupy ae area of 
aeout 3,000 to 4,000 square feet. The plant would consist of a fuGy eeclosed proprielary 
"paelcage" sys1em I.hat •;,•oule prod1::1ee seeoflde.ry le¥el efflueat ftuality. 'The plaftl would 
ittelucle l:he following elemeRls: (a) below grouRd. Built ia pluee eenerete ,•aults for 
sCElimeatal:ioo aRd elaril'ieal:ioR; (a) 03<idal:ioR proeess for seeoRdary lfeotmeRl; ane (e) liEj1::1id 
ehlorieaaoe system for disi:Afeelion, 

Storage Faeililies: The wastewater feeiHUes wouid ieeh1de short term emergeeey storage ane 
loRg term wet weat:Aer storage, as deseribed below. 
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Short term EmergeRey Storage: Short tem1 emergeAey swrage fer OAe aay of~lc flow wot:tld 
be pro,yiaee by t:tAaergroune taR.l.s loeatee B:leAgsiae t-l~e keatment plant, ane weule ha,,.e a 
eapaeily of 30,000 gallons. eaeh of lhe p1:1mp stalioAS iR the eoHeclioa system we1:1l£:l also 
ha·,.e eERergeRe)1 storage eaf)acHy, ro1:1gh!y equal m eRe aay of sewage flow f'rom the res~l:f'lle 
ser'l'iee a£ea, bringing lhe lO{al emergeAe)' s10rage ia the system to aho1:1t tw0 f:la)is of Aow. 
llle sewer 1>1:1mp sH¼lions wools iaehtde alarm systems wil:h a1:1to d:ialers aad stanaey 
get1eramr(s) for emergeaey fl()wer. This wottld eAS1:1re eontin1:1ous p,:nnp stattoa operalioA 
e11ring power 011tages or ERechaoieal hrealtdowA of aR ind:i,·ieL-tal p1tmp. EmergeAcy power 
wottld ee pro1,·ieea 8)" a aedJcatee 1::1Ait 1tt eaeh p1::1mp statioA. 

LoAg term Wet \1/ealher S10rage: LoAg term (90 Elay) stornge of treated wastewater d1tring 
l:Re wet seasoA w01tld ee prn,,.ieeEI a~· a storage pona to ee loea1eEI in the "saddle" area 
ifftffted:ietely upslope aREJ to the norlflwest of Hie prael:iee raAge. The storage pone wottld be 
roughly l(; leet deep (at eapaeily), whh aA ar:leitioaal two reet of freeaoard and aA o,·erall 
m&Kimum water sttrfaee aFea of aho1:1t 30,000 squaFe feel. The storage 1,·olume of lhe pond at 
eapachy wo,,de ee apprm<jmately 8 acre feet The pond wouh:i ee Lifted wil:R a elay, plasl.ie or 
g11nile liAer to pre'>'eAt leakage. 

Dist,osal f:eeilities: Treated wasLewaLOF weuld be disposee of entirely b~· spray irrigalion of 
resl:rieted aeeess rurf grass and open spaee porl.io.RS of lhe project. The areas pl!ID.'led for 
irrigal.ioR .i:eeluee the golf eo1trse prael.ice ra-Age anf:l eAippiRg area, f>l1:1s ab01:1l 3 lo 4 aeres of 
opeR spaee grassleAe IERolls on lhe wei:,t siee of I-Re slorage peed (see fiigltEe 23). The o•,cerall 
lane Mea req1:1ired for irrigation is eslime1ee 10 be a001:1l 12 aeres. TI'lis is basea on 1he 
assuffiptiaA of an 8 ffionlh irrigation seasoA (r01,1gR1y Mareh through No'>'ember). The 
eal1mlations Me basee solely on lhe e~·ai=tolfaASpirel:ioR req1:1irereents for irrigaLea pasture; Lfley 
assume Regl:igible loss of water le pereolation. The total 1,•olume of reclaimee water 10 be 
d:isf)OSOEi of during the irrigation seesoR inel1:1des lhe daily wastewater .Row E11:1riRg lhe irrigal.ioe 
seesoA, plu-s all wastewater and raitHall eolleetea iA lhe storage reservoir Ellif:iRg !:he winter 
JBORlhs. The lotaJ ¥ol1::1me is estimatea to be a001:1t 28.2 aero feet ia a wet rainfall year. 

Collection System: The wastewater generated by the residential area and golf course facilities 
would be collected in 8-inch gravity flow sewers and conveyed to an advanced treatment 
facility located near the eastern site boundary approximately 200 feet west of Turlock Avenue. 
This system would collect all of the sewaee generated, unlike the system previously proposed 
where only the effluent was to be collected for treatment with the solids to be settled out in 
individual septic tanks. Since the wastewater would be collected by gravity flow, there would 
be no need for individual step pumps, 11ft stations or force mains as re.quired under the 
previously proposed system. (Under the proposed system there would be three small pumps. 
which would all be located at the trea1menr plant.) This would result in greater system 
reliability. with less potential for pump failure. and would also represent a substantial savines 
in both capital costs and ongoing power and maintenance costs. This configuration would also 
be preferable to the Regional Water Quality Control lloard. which had expressed concern with 
the potential for failure of the numerous pumps previously proposed. 

Treatment Facility: The proposed treatment method would involve tertiary treatment utilizin!! 
the Se.guencing Batch Reactor (SBR) process. combined with final treatment at a constructed 
wetland area nearby. (The principal difference between tertiary treatment and the secondary 
treatment system previously proposed for the project is that tertiary treatment provides a higher 
level of filtration for the removal of contaminants, heavy metals and suspended solids. and also 
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provides a higher level of nutrient removal. Under the tertiary treatment process proposed, the 
treated effluent would contain nitrate concenrra1ions of less than 2 mg/I and a coliform count of 
less than 2.21100ml. while secondary treated effluent would contain nitrate levels less than 25 
mg/land a coliform count of less than 23/lOOml.) The wetland area would consist of a lined 
pond two feet deep and planted with wetland species which would provide bio-filtration and 
biological denitrification. With the tertiary treatment provided by the system, the effluent 

would meet or exceed Title 22 Reclaimed Water Class II standard,; for restricted access 
recreational impoundments. 

Since the proposed treatment process would handle all of the sewage generated, the solids 
would settle out as sludge. (Under the previous proposal, the solids would be retained in 
individual septic tanks and periodically pumped out and hauled away by tanker trucks.) In the 
proposed SBR system, the sludge remaining from the treatment process would be periodically 
removoo by tanker truck for disposal and treatment at a municipal wastewater treatment plant, 
as occurs with septic tank sludge. Sludge removal would occur every three months, when 
approximately 3,000 2allons of sludge would be removed. Since both the treatment process 
and sludge storage would occur underwater within a totally enclosed building, and since the 
treatment process involves a significant amount of aeration, the potential for odor generation is 
minimal. (See discussion under 'Impact 5' below.) 

As mentioned, the treatment plant would be located near the southeast corner of the site to cake 
advantage of gravity flow and reduce pumping requirements. The entire treatment facility, 
including disinfection tanks, sludge ponds, and controls, would be housed in a one-story 
building with a low-profile barn-like or residential appearance. The treatment facility would 
occupy an area measuring 40 feet by 40 feet, and the adjacent constructed wetland would be 
approximately .75 acres in area {see Figure 2 in the report by Pacific Advanced Civil 
Engineering, contained in Appendix N). An SBR treatment plant similar to the one proposed 
has been in operation at the Ciello Vista Estates project in Hollister since 1989. That facility 
currently serves 76 residences and treats approximately 50,000 gallons of wastewater daily, 
about double the volume of the proposed treatment facility for the Lion's Gate project. That 
facility appears as a dwelling located within a residential neighborhood. with the nearest house 
located 100 feet away. Photographs of this facility are provided in Figure 23a. 

Emergency Power Supply: To provide for uninterrupted power supply in the event of an 
extended power failure, back-up power source would be provided to pump influent from the 
wet well to the containment/sludge pond within the treatment plant 

Short-term Emergency Storage: Short-term emergency storage for 24 hours of peak flow 
required by Title 22 would be provided by the sludge containment pond. In an extreme 
emergency, an additional 20 days of emergency storage could be provided by the lined 
constructed wetlands. 

Long-term Wet Weather Storage: Long-term ( 120-day) storage of treated wastewater dur ing 
the wet season would be provided by a dedicated effluent storage pond to be excavated to the 
west of the treatment plant. The pond would appear as part of the residential lakes proposed 
for this area, but in fact would be a separate impoundment. The pond would have a capacity 
of 6.4 acre-feet and would occupy 1.75 acres. The pond would be lined with either clay or 
PVC depending on soil suitability; the liner would be backfilled with a minimum of 18 inches 
of soil and landscaped to blend in with the surrounding area. 
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Since the pond would contain tertiary treated effluent, it would meet or exceed the Title 22 
standards for restricted access recreational impoundments. This means that the level of 
treatment would be sufficient to allow incidental body contact but not total body contacL The 
lake and irrigated areas would be posted with the required signage for usage of reclaimed 
water. (See discussion under 'Impact 3' below.) 

Effluent Disposal: The treated effluent would exceed the required level of disinfection for 
unrestricted landscape irrigation, and would be applied over the frontage landscaped area. Jt is 
estimated that enoul!h reclaimed water would be !!enerated to provide irrigation water for 8 
acres of landscaped area. 

Solids Disposal: Every three months, approximately 3.000 gallons of liquid sludge would be 
transported by tanker truck to a nearby large scale municipal treatment faciUty for sludge 
processing and disposal. Sludge processing is an ongoing process at large-scale facilities with 
belt presses and/or sludge drying beds. The transported sludge is higWy aerated and easily 
introduced into the processing system. The previously proposed system of septic tanks would 
also require hauling of septage 10 nearby treatment facilities. However. septage is in an 
anaerobic condition and is not compatible for easy disposal in most activated oxygen type 
treatment facilities. The facilities have to introduce the septage slowly, so as not to upset the 
balance in the treatment system biomass. Therefore, disposal of sludge is generally less 
problematic rhan disposal of septic tank septage. Preliminary discussions with representatives 
of the South County Regional Wastewater Authority indicate that the nearest municipal 
wastewater treatment plant at Gilroy should have no technical difficulty accepting the 
relatively smafl quantity of sludge generated by the proiect. However, acceptance of the 
project's sludge for treatment and disposal is subject to approval by the Board of Directors for 
the Authority (Jay Baksa. Authority Manager, personal communication). 

Facility Operation and Maintenance: The proposed community wastewater system would be 
owned and operated by the Community Services District (CSD) established for the project. 
Since the system would generate more than 2,500 gallons of effluent per day, it would be under 
the jurisdiction of the Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board; as sucn. the 
system would require a waste discharge permit from the Regional Board. The CSD would be 
the responsibility party (i.e., "discharger") named in the Waste Discharge Requirements (i.e. , 
permit) issued by the Regional Board for the facility. Actual day-to-day operations could be 
performed by employees of the CSD or by contractors. However, the CSD would have 
ultimate responsibility for compliance with the Waste Discharge Requirements and the 
submittal of monitoring repons to the Regional, Board. 

With respect to day-to-day operations, Title 22 of the California Administrative Code contains 
specific requirements for monitoring, record keeping and treatment plant maintenance to assure 
public health protection. A certified wastewater treatment plant operator would be required for 
the treatment plant. lt is anticipated that testing and regularly scheduled maintenance would 
require less than 20 hours per week for a well-trained individual with maintenance help as 
required. The SBR equipment manufacturer would provide a detailed operation and 
maintenance manual including regularly scheduled maintenance items such as dissolved oxygen 
sensor calibration. Additionally, the Santa Clara County Sewage Disposal Ordinance requires 
that community wastewater systems be monitored by the designer for one year, and that the 
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operator execute a maintenance contract with a sanitary engineering firm for the first 5 years 
of system operation. 

Maintenance Facility 

The maintenance facility would not be connected to the centralized wastewater system, bllt 
would have its own septic tank and leachfield system. Based on a generation rate of J 5 gpd for 
15 employees, maximum flows would be 225 gpd. Preliminary soils and groundwater studies 
indicate that there is adequate depth to groundwater, and that the soils in the vicinity have 
acceptable percolation rates for the planned leachfield. 

Alternative Wastewater Treatment Configurations 

Several alternative methods of wastewater treatment and disposal were studied for !he Lion's 
Gate project, as described below. 

Individual Residential Septic Systems: The main alternative to the proposed wastewater 
system would include: a) the use of individual septic systems for each residential lot (and the 
equestrian center, and the swim and tennis center); and b) a separate package treatment plant. 
storage pond and spray irrigation system solely for the golf course clubhouse and lodging 
units. This alternative is feasible as studies to date have verified adequate soil 
depth/groundwater conditions to support individual septic systems at the residential building 
sites. The layout of the residential sites has been planned to match the septic system options 
and limitations. A package treatment plant system for the golf course facilities is also feasible. 
It would be about one-half the size and capacity of the proposed wastewater system to serve 
the entire development. The advantages of the proposed wastewater plan over this option of 
utilizing residential septic systems are as follows: 

• All wastewater treatment and disposal would come under the maintenance and 
management authority of a public district and certified wastewater personnel: 

• A greater percemage of the wastewater would be made available for reclamation and 
reuse for irrigation of a portion of the golf course (the practice areas), reducing the 
demand on other irrigation water sources; and, 

• The overatl nitrate loading from the project would be reduced, since the secondary 
treatment followed by irrigation removes a substantially greater amount of nitrate than 
do individual septic tank-l~chfield systems. The use of package treatment plants with 
spray irrigation is identified as a nitrate control management objective in the Santa 
Clara Valley Water District's draft plan for the Llagas Groundwater Basin. 

The one ael'+'1tfllage of me iad.hidual resielential se1=1tie s~·s1em option wo1:1la 00 l:R& eliffHeatioR 
of l:he effluent collect.ion systee~ (ana its associated p1:1mp stat:ioRS aRtl piping) iR fayor of a 
simple, on site gra¥i~y t:low system at each Ao1:1se. 

Con•~enlioRal Gravity Sewers: CoaveRtioAal graYity sewers, as opposed lo elll1:1eAt oruy 
sewers. were eoASidered es e syslelff design optioA. Con.,·em-ional sewers woula elimi,aa1:.e lfle 
need for a septic taruE at eaeli house4mdeiAg, e1;1t the coeslfuel:ioR easts aREl e1tee:¥atiofl 
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reqwreffieAl for larger etameter gra\1ily sewers, manheles a-R0 lift statieA5 spread e'l'er lhe 
de·,ielepmeAl area wm:Jld offsm the sa,1iAgs. The oA: si1e treatfBeRt plafll eould be aesigeed 10 
aeeofRIHedate eiltier efAueAl er raw sewage froffi a €0A:YeAtieRal sewer S)'Steffi. If eon•,ieetional 
se,.,,•ers •Nere lo be used, an additional screeRiAg and slt,1dge l=landlieg proeess w01::1ld be ieeh1000 
at a:ie lFealff!eAL plant lRHffialely, eisf)0Sal ef lhe sl1::1dg0 woald be by tia1:dfog to ae appro¥ed 
lan6Hll site. A-fl adyaFJtage of 1he systeFR desjge proposed for me project is f:he ability to build 
iR surpl1:1s storage or efftefgeAG)' disposal eapaeity al Ille statioAS or iAetvidual b11iletng shes 
wil:h the 1::1se ef s1:1bs1:1rfaee leaeRfield treneties. This is pessible eecause er t:he ieel1:1si0A: ef 
sep~e uu¼IES for primary trealffient ac ea.eh h011s&'building. Sepl:ie lank effhtent can be disftOSea 
in apprepr4alel)1 siled leaehtng lfenehes. but raw sewage eaooet 

Effluent-Only Sewers and Secondary Treatment: Effluent-only sewers were previously 
proposed for the project. Instead of collecting all sewage for 1reatment at a central treatment 
plant, this would entail the ins1allation of individual septic tanks, bur not leachfields. at each 
homesite. and also at the clubhouse and overnight accommodations complex. The septic tanks 
would provide primary effluent treatment (i.e .• sedimentation) with the effluent from each tank 
piped 10 the treatment plant for further treatment. One benefit of this collection system is that 
it reduces construction cos1s due to the smaller diameter pipes, and it provides additional 
emergency storage capacity in 1he individual septic ta~ks. Effluent-only sewers are less 
attractive when the collection system operates entirely by gravity, as is currently proposed, 
where reduction of pumping costs is not a consideration. In addition, effluent-only sewers 
require regular pumping of septic tanks at individual homesites and golf facilities. which 
involves some inconvenience to homeowners and the golf course operator. 

From an environmental standpoint, this alternative would achieve far less removal of nitrates 
than the system proposed. Since the wastewater would receive only secondary treatment, the 
total nitrogen concentration in effluent from the treatment plant would be approximately 25 
mg/I. although natural dcnitrification at the storage pond would be expected to reduce this to 3 
to 4 mg/I at the time of final discharge to the irrigation system. In the proposed system. the 
wastewater would receive tertiary trca1ment, rcsultine in the removal of total nitrogen to less 
than 2 mg/I. 

Municipal Sewerage: The possibility of extending sewer service from the City of Morgan Hill 
to the project site was considered in connection with prior development plans for the project 
site. The project site is not within the sewer service area for the Morgan HilVGilroy 
Wastewater Treatment Plant and would require annexation and several miles of sewer pipeline 
construction. Due to the relatively small wastewater flows from the Lion's Gate project. and 
the substantial distance to the Morgan HilVGilroy system, sewer connection to the system 
would not be a practical alternative. 

The proposed wastewater disposal facilities may resuJt in degradation of surface and 
groundwater quality. (Potential Significant Impact) 

Under proper operation. the proposed disposal of wastewater to land should not result in any 
noticeable impacts on surface water quality in local drainages or the West Branch of Uagas 
Creek. Th.is is because the system would be subject to the Regional Board's standard 
requirement that there be no runoff of wastewater from any spray disposal area into streams or 
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drainages; and the spray disposal operations are planned to be confined to the irrigation season 
only. To further minimize the risks of reclaimed water runoff into streams, the proposed spray 
areas are to be set back 100 feet or more from local drainages. (Note: Treated effluent would 
be applied to the spray irrigation area at rates matching the evapotranspiration rate of the 
practice range turf grass. Also spray irrigation would not occur during the winter months when 
the turfed areas are likely to be saturated. Thus. there is no potential for treated effluent to 
leach or run off into on-site drainages.) 

A critical water quaHty concern in the Llagas Groundwater Basin area. where the Lion's Gate 
project is located, is the concentration of nitrate in groundwater. The Llagas Groundwater 
Basin has documented high levels of nitrate attributable to agricultural wastes and fertilizer, 
wastewater disposal and other land use activities. Sources of nitrate loading from the Lion's 
Gate project would include golf course fertilizers and on-site wastewater disposal. The nitrate 
analysis for golf course fertilizers prepared by Audubon Conservation Services (see Appendix 
E), estimated an annual nitrogen loading ranging from 262 lbs to 1,965 lbs of nitrogen, with a 
resultant nitrate-nitrogen concentration ranging from 0.6 mg/I to 4.5 mg/I reaching the 
groundwater. The mass nitrate-nitrogen loading from wastewater disposal is estimated 
conservatively to be about~ 11 lbs per year. The combined total nitrogen loading for golf 
course fertilizers and wastewater disposal is estimated to be ~ 283 to ~ 1986 lbs per 
year, which equates 10 projected groundwater concentration of ~ 0. 7 mg/I to ➔..I 4.6 mg/I. 
(The equivalent concentration as NO3 would be from,) J. to~ 20 mg/I.) TI1ese nitrate loading 
calculations are a prediction of long-term cumulative nitrate levels resulting from the project, 
based on average annual conditions. 

The nitrate loading analysis is based on very conservative (i.e., worst case) assumptions for the 
nitrogen content of treatment plant effluent (25 mg/I), nitrogen removal rate in the storage pond 
(40%). and uptake by the soils and vegetation (75%). Higher nitrogen removal rates are 
attainable with plant design (e.g., Sequencing Batch Reactor or SDR) or through an operating 
mcxie specifically selected to optimize nitrogen removal. A good example of the latter is the 
Las Palmas Ranch Wastewater Reclamation plant in Montecey County, which has a waste 
discharge limit of 10 mg/I nitrate-nitrogen set by the Central Coast Regional Water Quality 
Control Board. The tmal nitrogen concentration in effluent from lhe treatment plant ranges 
from 18 lo 24 mg/I (as compared with our estimate of~ 2 mg/I); b1:11, l:Ae final Elisckargs frafR 
the slorage f'IORd is l)rpieally iA !:he reRge of 3 to 4 Rttlfl, dt:te lo eeAilfiueal:ion iR l:he f'IOR8:: 
Uf'llal~ ey lt:trf grass eAEI soils iA LAC irrigatioR area ftmher red1tees the concenl:ratioR of nilfale 
Rilfogen reacmng gr0t:1ndwater (('lrobably ta l w 2 mtlfl, or less). Based on the eeR'loAS1r1ued 
f)effermaace of me Las Pelmas Renell faciuly, redt:telioa of Aitrate eoaeealfalioAS 10 Yery low 
leYels, e.g .. a few R'lg/1, is feasible; l=toweyer, a "~ere niLFale Elisd1arge" is ael an ech.ie,•able er 
realisl:ie standard. given the very low nitrate levels in the treated effluent. any additional 
denitrification in the emuenl storal!e pond would be negligible. 

The existing groundwater nitrate concentrations in the vicinity of the project site (at San 
Martin), as reported in the SCVWD Llagas Groundwater Basin Nitrate Study (November 
1995), are indicated to be in the range of about 7 to 43 mg/I (as NO3). Historic sampling of a 
water well on the project site is also reported to fall within this range. The Lion's Gate project 
site is currently used for cattle grazing; and nitrogen associated with cow manure and urine 
represents the main current source of nitrate loading to groundwater and surface water runoff. 
Generally, in pasture and rangeland situations the majority of nitrogen in animal wastes is 
readily assimilated into the soil and vegetation. However, where soils are damp, where animals 
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congregate and where they have direct access to streams and other drainages, a portion of the 

nitrogen wHI be carried by runoff or percolate into the groundwater. These are likely the 
current routes of nitrogen input to the Llagas Groundwater Basin from the project site. 

Under the proposed project, the catlle grazing is planned to be entirely eliminated in favor of 
the golf course and residential development. From a nitrogen loading standpoint, the turf 
fertilizer and reclaimed wastewater would essentially replace animal wastes as the principal 
source of nitrare on the project site. Because of the slow rate of groundwater movement, it is 
likely to take several years for any changes in warer quality to be noticeable. Moreover, as 
indicated by the water-chemical mass balance analysis in the wastewater feasibility study, the 
nitrate loading (in terms of resultant concentration) from the project is estimated to be roughly 
comparable to existing background groundwater conditions (i.e., ~ J to ~ 20 mg/I under 
project conditions, versus 7 to 43 mg/I under existing conditions). Thus, any long-term change 

in groundwater nilTate concentration is likely to be very slight and difficult to discern. 

There is a slight possibility of leakage or spill of wastewater during a major earthquake. 
However, since the package wastewater treatment plant facilities would consist largely of 
below ground tankage, the potential consequence of failure or release of wastewater during an 
earthquake would likely be insignificant. In the unlikely event of a spill, wastewater would be 
directed to the lined wetland area nearby which has many times the storage capacity of the 

treatment plant. However, this is a valid issue which would be covered in the "Contingency 
Plan," which is a standard element of the Waste Discharge Requirements that would be 
adopted for the wastewater facilities by the Regional Water Board. 

Mitigation 2. Groundwater wells would monitor groundwater quality up-gradient and down-gradient 
of the proposed spray irrigation area and the storage ponds, with corrective action taken 
as necessary. 

Impact 3. 

Groundwater al the project site would be monitored as a precautionary measure in connection 
with the wastewater disposal systems and the golf course maintenance activities. All of thl! 
existing water wells on the property and the new proposed irrigation well would be periodically 

monitored for nitrate. Additionally, a eeweated moRimriAg well groundwater quality 
monitoring would be performed within and iffiffleEijalely dowA grad:ieAt (east) of l:he waster.vateF 

spray Bela areas (praeLiee raAge aAEl el½ippiAg areas) reuse irrigation areas and the storage 

pond and constructed wetland.would be added to distinguish possible localized effects from the 

wastewater systems. The Regional Board may also require that additional monitoring wells be 
installed. This would provide a basis for detecting any changes over time and for making 
adjustments in fertilizer application rates or wastewater operations. In !:he 1:1Nikel)1 e,,reA{ l:hal 
e ... iEl@Aee or coAtamiAalion is ro1:1n<:l; correct.h·e aclion c01:1le iAcl1:1de incorporaliAg adeitioAal 
1:reatment f)FOCesses to forl:her red1:1ce ni1:rate leYels prior w eisposal. (The specific measures to 
be taken would be stipulated in the "Contingency Plan" for the treatment operation, which is a 
standard element of the Waste Discharge Requirements contained in the "permit" from the 

Regional Board.) In addition, surface water upstream and downstream of the spray irrigation 

area would also be monitored for water quality. 

The use of reclaimed wastewater for golf couF&e landscape irrigation and storage of the 
treated effluent near the residential area weYle could expose humans to possible physical 

contact with the treated wastewater, resulting in a potential public health hazard. 

(Potential Significant Impact) 
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The areas planned for spray disposal of ti:eatee effiijent inclijee the golf coijrse f)fDclice aad 
chippi:Bg area wui !he gr=assy l'lillstde knolls adjacent EO !he pFoposeci wastewefer s~erage peed. 

Unlike secondary treatment previously proposed, the tertiary treated water in the currenl 
proposal can be used for unrestricted landscape irrigation. Since incidental body contact with 
this level of treated effluent is permissible under Tille 22, the pubUc health risk to residents 
making casual contact with the irrigation water would be vinually nil. 

Unlike the storage pond for secondary treated effluent previously proposed, the storage pond 
for tertiary treated effluent currently proposed would be 'a restricted access recreational 
impoundment' under Title 22. where incidental body contact would be permitted but total body 
contact would not. Thus there would be a some public health risk in the unlikely event that 
individuals were to engage in total body contact activity in the lake. such as swimming. 

Mitigatien 3. The wa&tewater ~•ould 0e tFealee lB le¥els dee~ aeceptahle feF ai&pesal 9A gelf coYF&es, 
&Rd Ute areas effec,ed waHld he pesled lo R8tify golfers aREI empleyees where irrigetien 
~ treatea wastewak!r is oeeyrring, 

S~fe wastewafer Feelamation CFiteria reeogni~e golf eoijrse iFrigaaon as a SijtEasle ijSe for 
lfeatee •1t•astewa1er, aflEI eoAtllin slaflElat:es te proleet agwASt ijeaceeptaale HSIHi 1e pttel:ie 
heallfl. The areas to 00 irrigateEi witA tfeateEi waslewaEer weijla :A&'f'e res!:f:icted a6€e5s and 
aeti,•ities, and limiled opponijftil•Y for hijfflan conrnct with the tfeated wastewater. The areas of 
t:he golf eeijrse prof)oseEi fer irrigation are the f)Faetice range, 't'i'hich '"''OijlEI ee accessible 
f)rjmaril)' 10 matn1enaRce s1aff. enEI the chif)ping area-. wl½ieh woula heYe m0£e general 
accessibili1y to t:he golfers. Iletfl areas shoule he ~sted W:it-h appropriate sigRS indicating !fie 
irrigel..ien wil:h Feelaiffieid water; anEI iFrigetion of t:hese areas would Ree0 to be limiteEi to times 
when peo13le are R0l present, i.e.. twenings. The O11'1er areas 13laAAee for irrigatie:A are 
grasslana knolls iliat are well remoYeEi from general public ace06s. These si1es wo1:1ld be par! 
of fhe permanent opee SfJace orea ana wo1:1la be aecessible w an aeeasional l'Hkff or horseeack 
rider. e,•eAing spray aisf)osal in tl'lose areas is also ree0n1n1ended. 

WiU1 diligent compliance wilfl wasle diseharge req1,1iremen1s, lhe risl.s w puelie heal4:k woule 
ae minimal. HeweYer. if desireEi. lhe was1ewa1er S)'Sleffl coijld be ttpgrnded afld operated w 
meet t:he u=ea1ment standares fuF 1rnresf:ficted landscape irrigatio0. as Elefffi@e in TitJe 2.2 of lhe 
CaHfurR:ia .t\aff¼iAis1-rative Code. 

Mitigation 3. The wastewater would be treated to tertiary levels which is acceptable for unrestricted 
landscape irrigation. Signs would be posted at the irrigated landscape area and at the 
effluent storage pond to notify residents of the presence of reclaimed water. 

Since the tertiary level of treatment proposed would result in coliform counts of less than 
2.2/lOOmJ, compared with 231100ml for secondary treatment, there is far less concern with 
incidental contact with contaminants. Since the reclaimed water would be quite clean. there is 
no State requirement to fence-off irrigation areas to prevent human incursion. However, signs 
would be posted within the irrigated landscape area to inform residents that reclaimed effluent 
is being used. In addition, signs would be posted around the effluent storage pond indicating 
its use for reclaimed water storage and warning that swimming is not permitted. 
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There is a potential for overflow of the storage reservoir, resulting in a public health 
hazard. (Potential Significant Impact) 

There is the possibility of an overflow from a waslewater storage reservoir during high rainfall 
years, if the reservoir capacity is exceeded. 

Mitigation 4. The wastewater storage reservoir wouJd have sufficient capacity to accommodate high 
rainfall years. 

Impacts. 

To minimize or eliminate the possibility of overflow, the reservoir would be sized to include: 
(a) surplus storage capacity to account for extreme wet weather effects; and (b) two-feet of 
freeboard in the pond above the projected maximum water depth (which is substantially greater 
than the amount of rainfall expected in the 100-year/24-hour storm). The calculated winter 
storage requirement is based on 9Q 120 days with no irrigation. An additional contingency 
available for a wet winter would be selective spray disposal during the rainy season. rn 
particular, the grassland knolls near the reservoir site would provide suitable winter spray 
disposal capacity for emergency use without posing a threat of runoff to streams or ponding of 
treated wastewater in pubUc use areas. In the future, should the wastewater flows exceed the 
system design, the capacity of the wastewater storage pond could be expanded. Additionally, a 
reserve leachfield area could be constructed near the c.reatmenL plant or pump stations for 
emergency use. 

The wastewater treatment and disposaJ system couJd generate odors. However, since the 
SBR process proposed involves no odor-producing anaerohic digestion and would be 
entirely enclosed, no noticeahle odors would he generated. 
(Pe~eRlial SigRifieant lmpaet) (Less-than-Significant Impact) 

OeoFs eou~d be generates wiH½in H¼e immedi1ue .,.ieiA:ily of !:he two fRIHB fHtfBp s~ol'i01~s OREi at 
tJ:te 1:reatffleol plaAl. /\t tl=le effiueot storage pond. odors eo1:1la ee creates B)' algae whiel'I eo1:1ld 
grow io tl'le RUlfieat laden water. 

Since the SOR treatment process occurs entirely under water and involves a significant amount 
of aeration, the potential for odor generation is minimal. In conventional treatment processes. 
odors are created because the process relies on digestion by methane-producing anaerobic 
bacteria which exist under conditions where oxygen is absent. The SBR process does not 
include anaerobic bacteria but relies an digestion by aerobic and anoxic bacteria which do nol 
produce odor-generating methane. Additionally, the constant aeration involved in the SBR 
process prevents the creation and proliferation of anaerobic bacteria. Also, the sludge would 
be in an aerated liquid state while on-site and when removed for disposal, thus further reducing 
the potential for odor problems. No drying or composting of sludge would occur on-site. 
Instead, the stored sludge would be c.ransferred directly from underwater storage to ianker 
trucks for disposal at an approved wastewater treatment facility. The entire treatment facility 
would be completely enclosed in a structure to funher eliminate the potential for odor 
dispersion. As an example, the SBR treatment plant at the Ciello Vista Estates project in 
Hollister has received no odor complaints since it began operating in 1989 (Ed Lantz, Water 
Technologies fnc., personal communication). As mentioned, that facility treats approximately 
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50,000 gallons of wastewater daily, about double the volume of the proposed Lion's Gate 
facility, and is located lOO feet from the nearest residence. while the Lion's Gate facility would 
be approximately 400 feet from the nearest existin!? or proposed dwellings. 

The potential for odors to be generated by algae that might form in the constructed wetland 
area is minimal. The nutrient levels of the effluent entering the wetland would be low and the 
wetland plants would compete for the sunlight that the algae need. In addition. stagnant water 
conditions would be avoided by the continuous circulation of water and periodic variations in 
water levels. There is virtually no potential for algae format.ion in the effluent storage pond 
since the nirrate levels in the lake would be below 2 mg/l after final treatment. 

Since the proposed system contains no pump stations outside the treatment plant site, the 
potential for odor generalion in the sewa2e collection system is minimal. 

Miligalian S, Odor eantral would he aehieved by meehanisms inearperated into lhe design ef the plHRp 
slalieRS and the treatment plaet, and-by R1e0S11res to be Y-Rdertakee et the em11ent storage 
~ 

Odor eoRe:ol at l:he p1::1R'1p slatioRs w01::1ld ee aehie¥ee by ·,•eRtiRg l-hf01::1gh s1::1bs1::1riaee soil 
"scrnbl:3er" lfenel:tes, er abe,.•e grm1Ad aeti'l'EUeEi carbofl eaAis~er ~)'f)C filters. If proverly 
m&inlB:iaee, iliese meas1::1res caa be eKpoclee 10 Feeuce 1:11::1011:1 stalien oaors 10 a le\•el ef 
iASigftifiCllflC0. 

To eltn'li:Aale 000rs at t:he treatmeat plant, t,he plaAt wo1::1ld ee desigR~ to eapt1::1re aad eliminate 
JBel:haRe flftd l=tydFBgen s1::1IAde odoc=s with a vac1::1um systen1, ood wil:h soil Allfal:ion. 

Genlrol ff1eas1:1Fes for algae iAcluee: (a) aeration ef 1:he wastewater t)0Rd; (01 aadH:ion ef 
el=temicals s1:1cl~ as oon tOKic dyes; and (€j promol:.ioA of d1:1ek weee to l:31oell ligllt fleACl:ralion. 
Wil:h prof)er maintenaAce auen~on, !:l=tese n1eas1:1res can ee effeeti\1e in reEhtciRg algae problems 
10 less l:h&fl sigaificant le\1els. 

Mitigation 5. No mitigation required. 

Impact 6, The existing pond and the proposed open water areas of the project, such as the 
wastewater storage pond and the residential lake, have the potential to be sites for 
breeding of mosquitoes, which could create a nuisance and a potential public health 
problem. (Potential Significant Impact) 

Mitigation 6. Mosquito breeding would be controlled by several methods, as appropriate for each type 
of water body. These methods would include the circuJation of water to prevent stagnant 
conditions, the introduction of mosquito fish, and the application of larvacides. The 
specific mosquito mitigation measures wouJd be fonnuJated in consultation with the 
Department of Environmental Health Vector Control District. 

Ac Ule ,,,,,astewater swrage 130fld, t.J:te water 111101::tld ee eir01::tlatee l-hf01::1gl=t Ifie JJOna, v,•il:h a 
1:10rl:.ioR remm•ea each. clay for irFigalioA. Both the constructed wetland and the effluent storage 
pond would be prevented from becoming breeding areas for mosquitoes and other insects by 
keeping the water circulating. The turnover and movement of water would interfere with the 
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mosquito breeding cycle during the warm months. The f)0Lenl:ial mosqttifo proelem would also 
be mtnimfi!eEI by tl=te remele location of tRe storage pees wAieh is well away fteffi aey 
resiEleneas or golf aeti•,,ity areas. At both the effluent storage pond and the constructed 
wetland, mosquito fish would be appropriate since they would be within a closed system with 
no potential for the fish to escape. At the existing pond in the central area of the site, and at 
the proposed lakes for the residential area, the introduction of mosquito fish and the circulation 
of water would not be appropriate measures for mosquito abatement. Since both of these 
water bodies would have outlets to West Branch Uagas Creek. the introduction of mosquito 
fish would risk the escape of the fish resulting in potential disruption of native species. For 
these ponds, mosquito abatement may require the use of one or more of the following three 
larvacides: lightweight oil, BTI and methoprene, which can be applied by air or with ground 
equipment. The oil, which comains surfactants, forms a very thin film on the water surface 
and essentially suffocates both the larval and pupal stages of the mosquito. The oil tends to 
dissipate within three or four days, depending on weather conditions. BTI (Bacillus 
tliuri11gle11sis israelensis) is a naturally occurring bacterial pathogen of mosquitoes. It is most 
effective against the larval stages and is approved for use in sensitive habitats by the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service. Methoprcne is an insect growth regulator which prevents the mosquito 
from developing from the pupal lo the adult stage. Extensive research has demonstrated that 
methoprene has very little impact on non-target organisms, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service has approved its use in sensitive habitats, such as the habitat of the endangered Santa. 
Cruz long-toed salamander. 

Prior to design and construction of the new ponds, the Department of Environmental Health 
Vector Control District would be consulted to ensure a design that will inhibit the development 
of mosquito breeding. 

The location of the treatment plant near Turlock A venue could resuJt in potential noise 
impacts to existing and proposed residences in the vicinity. However, the pumps and 
aerators at this treatment plant would he largely submerged and entirely enclosed within 
a building, thus minimizing noise. 
(Less-than-Significant Impact) 

In addition to being submerged and enclosed, the aerators would also have mufflers and would 
be located at least 400 feet from the nearest existing or proposed dwellings. {At the Ciello 
Vista project in Hollister, noise from the SBR treatment plant is inaudible at the nearest 
dwellings located l 00 feet away.) 

Mitigation 7. No mitigation required. 

Impact 8. The location of the treatment plant in proximity lo existing and proposed dwellings could 
expose residents to polentiaJ release of hazardous materiaJs used in the treatment process. 
However, this treatment plant wouJd not involve the use or generation of hazardous 
materials. (Less-than-Significant Impact) 

Although chlorine is often used in the disinfection stage of wastewater treatment, chlorination 
will not be utiJjzed here. Instead, disinfection will be accomplished by the use of ozone and/or 
ultraviolet which are not hazardous materials. By not using chlorine there also would be no 
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need for the chemicals used in dechlorination. In addition, there would be no creation of toxic 
trihalomethanes (THMs) or other chlorine by-products. The treatment process would not 
involve the use or generation of any hazardous materials. 

Mitigation 8. No mitigation required. 

Conclusion. With the installation of the proposed wastewater facilities in accordance with applicable 
standards, and with the implementation of the mitigation measures set forth above, the 
potential wastewater and related impacts resulting from the project would be .!!Q!!: 

significant or would be reduced to Jess-than-significant levels. 
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V. ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT 
* 

* 
G. ALTERNATIVES FOR WASTEWATER TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL 

* 
* 
* 
Co1t'leRf:ioRel C ra•1ity se~·ers 

TR:is alu.•rnati>i1e woold in¥oh1e plaeiag l:he eelire f)rojeet OA coAYeetieAal gra'li~ sewers. Thus u-iere would be 
no indi•1ieual septie t-anlES at me resiElenti&I lots of !:He golf cm1rse fucilfties. Tue t-reatment plant wottld 
l:here.fore ieclude aa ade.il:ional screening aAa sludge Ra-Adling process, wilfl e.isf)osal of sludge at an apf)fO't'ed 
laAdfill site. Also, t,ke tfeatmenc plant '"''ould r~wre additioeal emergeAe)' stOFage, to make l:lf) tet- t-he eKtra 
storage pro11ided 13y the Sef)tiC 1:aRlffi aRd lift S1:atiOAS t:tAder l:ke f)fOf)OSed S)'Stem. 

Since I.his system wot:tld AOL ul:ilize iAe.i1,•ielt:tal leachfieMs, £:he potential nitrate loae.ing would be aaot:tt f:he same 
as f.or ttle f)Foposea a:eacfffent S)'Sk!fff. llow()',1er, !:He cen1:rali:zed l=lanaling aAd screening of solids al me 
ireetment f)lant sHe weula resulf: in a greaEer poEenl:ial m generate unpleasaftl oeiors tll&ft IJ:le proposea symem. 

IA other res(:leets, tacre woolel be AO significaat e.ifference in eRYtFOAHteelel effeet betweea t:he con>i·cntiona:1 
graYity se•,1,·or ahcmati·1e aftd the f)FOf)OSed wastewal@r systeHL 

Effluent-Only Sewers and Secondary Treatment 

Effluent-only sewers and secondary treatment were previously proposed for the project. Instead of collecting 
all sewage for treatment at a central trea1ment plant, this would entail the installation of individual septic tanks, 
but not leachflelds. at each homesite. and also at the clubhouse and overnight accommodations complex. The 
septic tanks would provide primary treatment (i.e., sedimentation) with the effluent from each tank piped to the 
treatment plant for further treatment. The process would include secondary treatment, and the effluent would 
he disinfected to remove most of the pathogens. but the tertiary steps of filtration and denitrification would not 
be included. 

One benefit of this collection system is that it reduces construction costs due to the smaller diameter pipes, and 
it provides additional emergency storage capaci1y in 1he individual septic tanks. Effluent-only sewers are less 
attractive when the collection system operates entirely by gravity where reduction of pumping costs is not a 
consideration. rn addition, effluent-only sewers require regular pumping of septic tanks at individual homesites 
and golf facilities. which involves some inconvenience to homeowners and the golf course operator. 

Prom an environmental standpoint. this alterna1ive would achieve far Jess removal of nitrates and coliform 
bacteria than the system proposed. Since the wastewater would receive only secondary treatment. the total 
nitrogen concentration in effluent from the treatment plant would be approximately 25 mg/I, although natural 
denitrification at the storage pond would be expected to reduce this to 3 to 4 mg/l at the time of final discharge 
to the irrigation system. In the proposed tertiary treatment system, the total nitrogen contained in the effluem 
would be less than 2 mg/I. In addition. the coliform count in the tertiary treated effluent would be less than 
2.2/IO0ml. while secondary treated effluent would contain a coliform count of approximately 231100ml. 

In other respects, there would be no significant difference in environmental effect between the effluent-only 
sewer and secondary treatment alternative and the proposed wastewater system. 
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l. Project Purpose and Need 

Date: 11/20/96 
Job#~ 6785E 
By: PACE 

The enclosed proposed modifications to the project drainage plan are submitted to 
enhance the previously submitted EIR drainage plan. Similar to the previous plan. the 
proposed modifications include runoff detention facilities to ensure no increased potential 
for downstream flooding as a result of the project. In fac½ the proposed plan includes 
more aggressive flood control measures in response to the County' s request that the 
project do more to help alleviate the significant flooding problems that currently exist 
downstream of the project site. 

2. Off-site Drainage 

The West Branch ofLlagas Creek tributary drainage area (up stream of Coolidge 
Avenue) includes a majority of the Lion·s Gate Reserve Project site. The West Branch of 
Llagas Creek exits the project site in the easterly boundary just north of the intersection 
of Coolidge A venue and Highland A venue. According to the Santa Clara County 
drainage engineering section, the West Branch of the Llagas Creek causes significant 
flooding of areas downstream of the Lion's Gate Reserve project. Therefore. it is critical 
that on-site developed conditions do not increase the downstream drainage flooding. 

In an effort to not only mitigate on-site drainage runoff, but to substantially reduce the 
downstream flooding, the Lion's Gate Reserve project is proposing the following 
regional drainage solutions: 

A. Provide storm runoff detention via proposed on-site lake/detention system for l 0 
to l 00 year rainfall ~vents. 

1. Construct West Branch Llagas Creek stream diversion structure to divert 
flows above the I 0-year event into the lake/detention basin. The proposed 
diversion structure will consist of a concrete "L" Section in plain view 
with an open channel conveyance for flows in Llagas Creek for up to 400 
cfs. Flows in excess of 400 cfs will pass over side spillway weir to the 
south and be conveyed to the lake/detention basin. At a high water level 
of elevation 275, the detention basin will not accept additional run-off and 
flows in excess of the I 00 year storm will overtop the Llagas Creek 
diversion structure and continue on in the historic flow path. 

2. Store± 45 acre feet of runoff from the West Branch ofLlagas Creek in± 2.5 
foot freeboard of the proposed ± 17 acre Lion· s Gate Reserve lake/detention 
system. 



Date: 11/22/96 
Job#: 6785E 
By: PACE 

3. The result of the proposed detention will be to reduce the existing 100-
year peak flow rate as it exits the Lion's Gate Reserve site from± 800 cfs 
to ± 400 cfs. This will reduce 100-year runoff peak flows to 
approximately the 10-year runoff condition which is a substantial 
reduction and significantly reduce downstream flooding problems. 

4. The lake/detention area will be excavated and a nonnal lake water surface 
maintained at elevation 273.0. The flood waters will be conveyed by the 
proposed lake/stream/channel system along Turlock Avenue. The 
lake/detention system will store the runoff up to elevations 275.5 at which 
point the inlet stream/channel will back-up and not allow additional runoff 
to enter the lake system; thus forcing flows in excess of the 100-year event 
down the Llagas Creek. 

2. On-site Drainage 

The on-site drainage improvements include the following elements: 

l . Routing of urban runoff to detention/retention or lake areas prior to any discharge 
to the West Branch of Llagas Creek. The on-site drainage system will include 
roadway catch basin collection system and discharge to drywells at the lake 
perimeter prior to overflow to the lake system. 

2. Individual lot drainage, as part of the master drainage plan, will be prepared to 
minimize any cross lot drainage to adjacent lots and to determine detailed on-site 
drainage system requirements. 

3. Riparian Area Avoidance and Enhancement 

The proposed drainage plan will minimize impacts to the existing waters of the U.S. 
surrounding Riparian Areas. The proposed lake/detention basin will be utilized to 
provide additional riparian and open water areas. 

4. Master Drainage Plan 

A master drainage plan for the Lion· s Gate project will be prepared in accordance with 
the proposed project plans. The master drainage plan will include the following 
elements: 

A. Hydro logic modeling, for pre and post developed conditions, (HEC- l for the off
site drainage area and rational method for the on-site drainage areas) for 
determination of rainfall runoff peak flow rates, runoff volumes and time of 
concentrations for various storm frequencies (2. 10. 50 and 100 year events). 
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8. West Branch Llagas Creek hydraulic modeling HEC-1 and HEC-2 for 
detennination of existing and proposed condition creek water surface profiles and 
proposed detention basin routings. 

C. On-site and off-site drainage plan which coordinates with the project site plan 
regarding runoff routing and sizing of storm culverts and other hydraulic features. 

The master drainage plan will be submitted to Santa Clara County and the Santa Clara Water 
District for review and approval. 

The preliminary hydrologic analysis prepared in this report is based upon HEC-1 model obtained 
from the Santa Clara Country Water District and is included in Appendix. 
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FLOOD HYDROGRAPH PACICAGE (HEC•1) * 
MAY 1991 

VERSION 4.0.1E 
• 

• 
RUN DATE 11/22/1996 TIME 14:13:22 • 

* • 

• 
,. 

• 
• 
* 
• 
* 

* 
U.S. ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS • 
HYDROLOGJC ENGINEERING CENTER • 

609 SECOND STREET * 
DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 95616 " 

(916) 756-1104 • 
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Full Microc0111)Uter l""lecnentation 

by 

Haestad Methods, Inc • 
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37 Brookside Road• Waterbury, Comecticut 06708 • (203) 755-1666 

THIS PROGRAM REPLACES ALL PREVIOUS VERSIONS Of HEC-1 KNOUN AS HEC1 (JAN 73), HEC1GS, HEC1DB, AND HEC1K\I. 

THE DEFINITIONS OF VAIIIA8LES ·RTlMP· AND ·RTIOR· HAVE CHANGED FROM THOSE USED WITH THE 1973-STYLE INPUT STRUCTURE. 
THE DEFINITION OF - AMSKK· ON RN•CARD WAS CHANGED WITH REVISIONS DATED 28 SEP 81. THIS IS THE FORTRANn VERSION 
NEW OPTIONS: DAMBREAK ClJTFLCM SUBMERGENCE , SINGLE EVENT DAMAGE CALCULATION, DSS:IJRITE STAGE FREQUENCY, 
DSS:READ TIME SERIES AT DESIRED CALCULATION INTERVAL LOSS RATE:GREEN ANO AMPT INFILTRATION 
KINEMATIC WAVE: NEW FINITE DIFFERENCE ALGORITHM 
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HEC·1 INPUT PAGE 1 

ID •• •• ••• 1 ••••••• 2 •• •••.• 3 ••• ••• • 4 •• .•• •• 5 •••••• • 6 ••• ••. • 7 • ••• ••• a ..•.. .. 9 .•••• • 10 

ID WEST BRANCH LLAGAS CR. · 100YR fLOCX) File·WBL. dat 
ID RAINFALL DISTRIBUTION IS BASED ON C.O.E. STANOARD STOii" • 
ID LOSS RATES OF RURAL PARTS ARE BASED ON MATCHING REGIOIIAL PEAKS & VOLUMES. 
IT 30 0 0 101 
10 5 0 

n 201 
ICM UPPER W.B.LLAGAS a HIGHLAND (LGN1 a 201). 
BA 3.62 0.00 0.00 
PB 8.00 
Pl 0. 780 0.8300 1 .1900 1.2300 1 .0200 1.0800 1.7700 1.6200 2.2300 1.8600 
Pl 1.440 2.2700 1.6800 1.5500 2.0500 1.6600 1.7400 2.1300 , • 7700 1 .6200 
Pl 1.600 1. 7900 1.8400 1.8700 1.8800 1 .9900 2.6600 2. 9800 1.9000 2.2900 
Pl 3.380 3.2300 2.8700 3.4500 6.0000 5. 7700 2.2100 2.4600 2.3600 2.0000 
Pl 1.930 1.7800 2.0700 1.3200 1.8300 1.7200 1 .6300 1.6000 0.0000 0.0000 
LU 0. 133 0. 067 5. 000 
UC 0.890 1.400 
BF ·2.00 · 0.01 1.37'97 

ICK 202 
KM RCl/TE UPPER W.B.L . TO FITZGERALD (202) 
Ill 0. 0.00 
RM 0.44 o.oo 

l'.K 202 
ICM MIDDLE W.B.L. a FITZGERALD (LGN2 a 202) 
IA 1. 77 0.00 0.00 
PB 7,74 
LU 0.129 0.069 7.000 
UC 1.240 0.280 
BF · 2.00 ·0.01 1 .37'97 

ICK 202 
KM TOTAL W.B.LLAGAS; FITZGERALD (LGN1+2 iii 202). 
HC 2 

~K 20 
KM R<J.ITE (LGN1+2)TO MOREY CHAN. CONF. i 20 
AL O. 0. 00 
RM 1 0. 61 0.00 

ICIC 20 
ICM LOWE11 W.B .L. iii MOREY (LGN.3 i 20) 
~ 1.43 0.00 0.00 
PB 7.52 
LU 0.125 0.063 41.000 
UC 1 . 240 0.170 
BF · 2. 00 · 0.01 1.3797 

ICIC 20 
ICM TOTAL W. B. LLAGAS CREEK U/S LIONS (LGN1+2+3 a 20) 
HC 2 
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HEC·1 INPUT PAGE 2 

1D ••••••• 1 ••••••• 2 • • ••••• l ••• •• • • 4 • •• • •• • 5 ••• •• •• 6 ••• • ••• 7 • ••• ••• 8 ••••• • • 9 • •• •• • 1D 

~ 19 
ICM LlotlS CR. U/S MOREY (LG01 a 19) 
BA 2.09 o.oo 0.00 
PB 8.04 
LU 0.134 0.067 9.000 
UC 0.870 0.640 
BF · 2.00 ·0.01 1 .3797 

(IC 19 
ICM NORTH MOREY U/S MOREY(LG02a 19) 
BA 1.02 0.00 0.00 
PB 7.68 
LU 0. 128 0.064 41.000 
UC 1.150 0.180 
BF ·2.00 · 0.01 1 .3797 

1(1( 19 
IOC MOREY CHANNEL U/S N MOREY CONFL. CLG03 a 19) 
8A 0.76 0.00 0.00 
Pl 7.46 
LU 0.124 0.062 50.000 
UC 0.500 0.160 
IF ·2. 00 · 0.01 1.3797 

ICK 19 
IOI MOREY CHANNE 0/S N.MOREY (LG02+3 a 19) 

HC 2 

IO( 19 
ICM LIONS CREEK 0/S MOREY CHA)INEL. (LG01+2+3)i 19. 
HC 2 

KIC 20 
ICM RClJTE LIONS TO W.8.L. CONFL. 
RL o. o.oo 
RN 1 0.17 0.00 

KK 20 
IOI LG04 

8A 0.25 0.00 0.00 
Pl 7.35 
LU 0.123 0.061 52.000 
UC 0.470 0.160 
BF ·Z.00 ·0.01 1.3797 

KK 20 
IOI LIONS CR. U/S W.B . LLACAS.(LC01+2+3+4 )a 20 
HC 2 
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HEC-1 INPUT PAGE 3 

10 • • ••••• 1 •••• • •• 2 • ••••• • J •••••• • , .• •• ••• s ....... 6 ••••••• 1 ....... 8 ••••••• 9 •••••• 10 

KIC 20 
kM W.B.LLAGAS 0/S LIONS CR Iii 20. 
HC 2 

ICIC 21 
kM ROUTE W.B.LLAGAS TO MILLER SLOUGH CONF. a 21 
lL o. 0.00 
RN 0.75 0.00 

KK 21 
kM AREA TRIB. TO RONAN CHANNEL (LGQ1 a 21) 
BA 2.14 0.00 0.00 
PB 7.01 
tu 0. 117 0.058 31.000 
UC 1.730 0.180 
Bf ·2. 00 -0.01 1 .3797 

KJC 21 

'°' W.B.LLAGAS U/S MILLER SLOUGH i 21 
HC 2 

u 21 
JOt MILLER SLOUGH U/S W.8.LLAGAS(LGP1 a 21> 
8A 1.83 0.00 o.oo 
PB 7.12 
LU 0.119 0.059 62. 000 
UC 2.020 0.180 
BF · 2.00 ·0. 01 1 .3797 

KIC 21 
KM W.8.LLAGAS D/S MILLER SLOUGH 
HC 2 

KIC 18 

'°' ROUTE W.8.LLAGAS TO MAIN LLAGAS CR. 
RL o. o.oo 
RN 1 0.31 o.oo 

KK 18 
ICM AREA TAIB. TO W.B.LLAGAS(LG02; 18) 
BA 2.84 0.00 0.00 
Pl 6.66 
L.U o. 111 0.056 9.000 
UC 2.350 0.200 
BF -2.00 · 0.01 1 .3797 

KIC 18 
ICM TOTAL W.B. LLAGAS U/S LLAGAS CR.; 18 (INCLUDES LGQ2). 
HC 2 
Zl 



~E~1 S/N: 1343001791 HMVeraion: 6.33 Data File: ~bl.dat 

····~···············-···---········ ...... 
FLOOO HYDROGRAPH PACKAGE (HEC·1) * 

• MAY 1991 * ,. VERSlON 4.0. 1E * 
* . RUN DATE 11/22/1996 TIME 14: 13:22 • 

• • 
I , .................................... .. 

WEST BRANCH LLAGAS CR . • 100YR FLOOO File·WBL.dat 
RAINFALL DISTRIBUTION JS BASED ON C.O.E, STANOARO STORM. 

........................................ 
• • 
• U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS • 
• HYOROLOGIC ENGINEERJNG CENTER • 
• 609 SECOND STREET • 
• DAVIS, CALlFOIINIA 95616 * 
• (916) 7'56-1104 • 
• • .. .................................... . 

LOSS RATES Of RURAL PARTS ARE BASED ON MATCHING REGIONAL PEAKS & VOLUMES. 

5 10 

IT 

OUTPUT CONTROL VARIABLES 
IPRNT 5 PRINT CONTROL 
!PLOT O PLOT CONTROL 
QSCAL O. HY0ROGRAPH PLOT SCALE 

HYDROGRAPH TIME DATA 
NNIN 30 MINUTES IN COMPUTATION INTERVAL 

!DATE 0 STARTING DATE 
ITIME 000D STARTING TIME 

NO 101 NUMBER OF HYDIIOGRAPH ORDINATES 
NODATE 3 0 ENDING OATE 
NDTIME ozoo ENDING TJME 
ICENT 19 CENTURY MARK 

COMPUTATION INTERVAL 0,50 HOURS 
TOTAL TIME BASE 50.00 HIJJRS 

ENGLISH UNITS 
DRAINAGE AREA 
PRECIPITATION DEPTH 
LENGTH, ELEVATION 
FLOW 
STORAGE VOLUME 
SUflFACE AREA 
TEMPERATURE 

SQUARE NI LES 
INCHES 
FEET 
aJBtC FEET PER SECOND 
ACRE-FEET 
ACRES 
DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 

'**~ARNING••••• POSSIBLE INSTABILITIES IN THE MUSKINGUM RC11TING FOR REACH 20. 
REDUCE NSTPS OR DECREASE Y<lJR CCIIPOTATION INTERVAL (FIRST FIELD OF THE IT RECORD). 



RUNOFF SUMMARY 
FLOW IM CUBIC FEET PER SECOND 

TUE IN HOURS, AREA IN SQUARE KILES 

PEAIC TIME OF AVERAGE FLOW FOR MAXIMUM PERIOD BASIN MAXIKlll TUI: OF 
OPERATION STATION FLOW PEAK 6-HClJR 24·HClJR 12·HClJR AREA STAGE MAX STAGE 

HYDROGRAPK AT 201 1404. 18.50 1011 . 6,, , 299. 3.62 

RClJTED TO 202 1326. 19.00 1006. 611 . 299. 3.62 

HYDROGRAPH AT 202 818. 18.50 498. 291. 140. 1.77 

2 CCl!BINED AT 202 2108. 18.50 1485. 898. 440. 5.39 

ROOTED TO 20 1931. 19.00 1475. 896. 440. 5.39 

HYDROGRAPH AT 20 692. 18.50 430. 261 . 127. 1. 48 

2 CCl!BlNED AT 20 2518. 18.50 1884. 1152. 566. 6.87 

l!YOROGRAPH AT 19 936. 18.50 611 . 363. 176. 2.09 

HYDROGRAPH AT 19 490. 18.00 303. 184. 89. 1.02 

HYDROGRAPH AT 19 416. 18.00 223. 136. 66. 0.76 

2 CCl!BlNED AT 19 906. 18.00 525. 320. 155. 1. 78 

2 CCl!BINED AT 19 1832. 18.00 1135. 683. 331. 3.87 

RClJTED TO 20 1781 . 18.50 1133. 683. 331 . 3.87 

HYDROGRAPH AT 20 135. 18.00 n. 44. 21. 0.25 

2 CCl!BlNED Ar 20 1871. 18.50 1205. n1. 353. 4.12 

2 COKBINED AT 20 4389. 18.50 3061. 1873. 919. 10.99 

ROOTED TO 21 3928. 19.00 3033. 1865. 919. 10.99 

HYDROGRAPH AT 21 896. 18.50 571. 344. 167. 2.14 

2 CCl!BINED AT 21 4703. 19.00 3578. 2204. 1086. 13.13 

HYDROCRAPH AT 21 760. 18.50 516. 320. 156. 1.83 

2 CCl!BINED AT 21 5424. 19.00 4081 . 2522. 1242. 14.96 

ROOTED TO 11 5360. 19.00 4076. 2519. 1242. 14.96 

HYDROCRAPH AT 18 988. 19.00 693. 410. 198. 2.84 

2 CCl!BlNED AT 18 6348. 19.00 4748. 29?7. 1440. 17.80 

- - NORMAL END OF HEC·1 ••~ 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

PRELIMINARY DESIGN REPORT 
for the 

LION'S GATE RESERVE PROJECT 

WASTEWATER SYSTEM 

The proposed Lion' s Gate Reserve, San Martin, CA consists of 1676 acres in the Hayes Valley, 
approximately I mile west of the rural community of San Martin. The project development 
concept consists of a golf course and lakes, clubhouse, lodges, 41 estate homesites, and other 
open space. The proposed method of sewage treatment is by gravity collection to an onsite 
wastewater treatment/reclamation plant. 

II. WASTEWATER COLLECTION, TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL 

System Description 

The entire project can be sewered by gravity flow of all sewage (not just effluent as previously 
proposed) to an advanced treatment plant (see attached Figure l ). The sewer collection system 
wi ll pass through a grit screen and empty into a wet well at the treatment plant. Lift pumps will 
be used to lift the influent to the SBR tank. The proposed treatment method will utilize the 
Sequential Batch Reactor (SBR) process, combined with disinfection and final (tertiary) 
treatment occurring at a constructed wetland area. Discharge of treated effluent will pass from 
the SBR tank, through a disinfection tank, and flow by gravity out of the disinfection tank 
through the wetlands polishing cells (please refer to Figure 2). As an alternative to the wetlands 
polishing system. a rapid sand filtration system will be considered. Finally, treated (oxidized, 
clarified. disinfected. and polished) effluent will be pumped from the wetlands for use in project 
landscape buffer irrigation. A storage basin will be provided near the irrigation facilities for 
storage of reuse water during winter wet weather periods when irrigation reuse is not acceptable. 

With the tertiary treatment provided by the system, the effluent will meet Title 22 Reclaimed 
Water Class II standards (i.e., median 7-day total coliform count less than 2.2/100 ml). This 
level of treatment exceeds the required level of disinfection for its intended use as irrigation 
water for limited access landscaping (please see Appendix, Table 3.0 - California Code 
Summary of Title 22 Treatment and Water Quality Requirements). Irrigated areas will be posted 
with required signage for usage of reclaimed water. 

The plant will be owned. operated. and maintained by the Community Services District (CSD). 

1 



Plant Site and Building Requirements 

The treatment plant site will be located near the southeast comer of the site to take advantage of 
gravity flow and reduce pumping requirements. Gravity collection to the plant represents 
substantial savings in both capital costs and ongoing power and maintenance costs over 
individual pumped septic systems. Regulating agencies, including the Regional Water Quality 
Control Board, were concerned about the potential for the possible failure of the many individual 
pumps previously proposed. As shown in the Design Data Section of this report, the effluent 
water quality produced by the proposed SBR facility substantially exceeds all treatment 
requirements and specifically reduces nitrate levels well below existing ground water levels (see 
Appendix for nitrate loading calculations). 

The SBR facility1 including the disinfection tanks, sludge ponds, and controls, will be 
housed in a low profile barn-like or residential building. The building will be one story and will 
only occupy an approximately 40' by 40' footprint. The minimal land coverage, adjacent 
wetland area, low building profile. and screening provided by a frontage berm along Turlock 
Avenue all will combine to make the facility inconspicuous. 

Treatment Process Description 

Basically, the proposed SBR is a one-tank batch treatment process which uses jet aeration and an 
arrangement of baffles to carry the wastewater through all the processes: biological oxidation, 
sedimentation, nitrification, and dentrification. These processes occur in a timed sequence 
during five basic operational modes or periods: ( I) fill, (2) react. (3) settle, (4) decant, and (5) 
idle. Sludge is pumped from the SBR tank to a sludge holding pond. where it is further treated 
and reduced in volume. Sludge removal from the sludge holding pond will be required 
infrequently; approximately 3,000 gallons of sludge will be removed every 3 months by tanker 
truck and taken to an approved municipal treatment facility with sludge processing capabilities. 
For a detailed description of the SBR Treatment Process, please refer to the information in the 
Appendix provided by Fluidyne Corp .. a leader in the sewage treatment industry. 

SBR Conceptual Design Data 

Based upon our review of the proposed Lion·s Gate Reserve development. and the previously 
prepared wastewater generation swnmary table (Table 1.0). We propose a single cell Sequentjal 
Batch Reactor (SBR) system with an design flow treatment capacity of 30.000 gallons per day (gpd). 

The projected SBR system includes the following elements and design flow rates: 

• Bar Screen 
• Wetwell Lift Station (2)- 2 hp pumps 
• 16' x 48 x 17' SBR Treatment Tank (I) 5 hp jet pump, (2) S hp blowers 
• 16' x 24 ' x 12' Disinfection Tank 
• Sludge Digester/Emergency Storage Reservoir 
• Effluent Discharge Pump station 
• Wet Weather Effluent Storage 

2 

50gpm 
50gpm 

30.000 gpd 
30.000 gal 
40.000 gal 

275 gpm 
6.4 ac-ft 



The proposed SBR treatment system will provide an advanced level of treatment to provide high 
quality of effluent suitable for reuse for all types of irrigation. The preliminary design 
parameters for the SBR as listed below will exceed the established reuse requirements. 

Influent 
Criteria Design Data 

Flow Average Day gpd) 25,000 
Flow Max. Day (gpd) 50,000 
BOD (mg/I) 300 
TSS (mg/i) 250 
TN (mg/1) 40 

SBR Treated 
Effluent Quality 

25,000 
50,000 

<5 
<5 
<2 

% 
Removed 

>95 
>95 
>90 

Typical Treatment 
Requirements 

<30 
<30 
<10 

It is evident that the SBR treatment ptocess exceeds typical treatment quality requirements. The 
high level of nitrate removal is notable and especially important to this site because of the 
existing groundwater contamination. And, with proper calibration, operation, and maintenance 
of the SBR system, the above treatment performance can be exceeded. 

Disinfection 

Effluent discharged from the SBR during the decant cycle will pass through the disinfection 
tank. The disinfection tank will provide approximately 6 hours of contact time prior to discharge 
to the wetlands treatment cell. Disinfection will be accomplished by either UV, or ozone 
methods. Preliminary feasibility analysis suggests that the disinfection method may be a 
combination of ozone (02-03 aeration) and ultraviolet disinfection as required. Disinfection 
goals are to meet the requirements for total coliform count < 2.2/100 ml. With the use of ozone 
and/or UV disinfection systems there will be no creation of toxic THM's or other chlorine 
by/products, thus eliminating any need for dechlorination. 

Effluent Polishing - Freewater Surface Wetland Treatment System 

The effluent from the SBR disinfection system will flow by gravity through a polishing cell. 
where bio-filtration and wetlands biological dentrification occurs. The system will consist of a 
lined area with freewater surface treatment wetlands and irrigation storage. The wetlands 
treatment cell will be approximately 0.5 to 0.75 acres in size and approximately 2 feet deep. The 
wetlands will provide a five day treatment retention time (at average effluent discharge rates) 
prior to discharge into the storage reservoir portion of the wetlands. 

The wetlands are for polishing of the effluent only, and are not relied upon to meet the SBR treatment 
goals. The constructed wetlands will be planted with effective wetland plants to polish. filter, and 
treat the water through a variety of biological, chemical, and physical processes. Wetlands have 
proven especially effective for the reduction of nutrient levels (Gerald Moshiri, Ph.D. et al.. 1993). 
The wetland plants will be selected based on indigence, local availability, treatment system 
functionality, and aesthetics. Thus, the wetlands will have a natural, aesthetically pleasing appearance 
and ·will appear to be part of the natural treatment system. 
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Title 22 Compliance for Effluent Reuse: 

The treated effluent from the SBR in the wetlands area will be monitored to meet Title 22 
requirements for irrigation reuse (Appendix, Table 3.0 - "California Code Summary of Title 22 
Treatment and Water Quality Requirements"). The water will be disinfected to the coliform 
count of< 2.2/ l 00 ml (Class 2), which exceeds the requirement for limited access landscape 
irrigation. 

The project effluent will be used for irrigation of the project landscape buffer and equestrian 
grazing area along the east and south-east of the project. The effluent irrigation area requires a 
maximum area of 8 acres based upon winter irrigation rates. 

III. OPERATIONAL ISSUES 

Reliability: Extensive reliability measures have been incorporated into the treatment plant 
design. The wet well will provide a safety margin of storage volume for primary effluent 
storage. 

Emergency storage will be provided by the sludge/containment pond and the lined wetland pond. 
California Title 22 Code, Division 4 requires that "where short term storage retention or disposal 
provisions are used as a reliability feature, these shall consist of facilities reserved for ... storing 
or disposing of ... wastewater for at least a 24-hour period." The sludge pond. with 40,000 gallon 
capacity, will provide 24-hour emergency storage for untreated wastewater and act as a standby 
primary and sedimentation unit process facility. As an additional reliability measure for an 
extreme emergency. the treatment facility will have the ability to store untreated wastewater in 
the lined wetlands area, thus providing a 20-day emergency storage volume. 

The treatment plant effluent disposal reliability, in addition to the site irrigation, is further 
provided by the ability to store effluent for over 120 days during wet weather months in an 
adjacent storage area. The equivalent 120-day winter effluent volume of approximately 6.4 acre
feet can be held in an approximately 1.75 acre containment area adjacent to the landscape buffer 
which will utilize the effluent. The normally dry storage area shall be lined with either clay or 
PVC depending upon soil suitability; the liner will be backfilled with a minimum of 18 inches of 

• soil and landscaped lo blend with the surrounding area. 

Potential Flooding: Neither the SBR faci lity/building or the wetlands will be susceptible to 
flooding during a major storm event. since the entire lined wetland area and the SBR facility will 
be elevated above the I 00-year storm event. The adjacent lake will be constructed with 
sufficient berming to prevent inundation outside the lake during the 100-year storm event. 
Current proposed flood control improvements and site grading will significantly reduce this 
flooding (please refer to Lion's Gate Master Drainage Report). However, in the absence of such 
improvements, the facilities will all be constructed on pads above the I 00-year flood elevation. 

Back-up Power Supplv: A back-up power supply in the form of a portable or in-place 
diesel/propane (respectively) generator will be provided in the event of an extended power 
failure. The back-up generator shall be sized to provide a minimum of 480 VAC, 60 kW. 
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Solids Disposal: Plant headworks screenings shall be collected from the bar screen and stored in 
rubbish containers and disposed of properly in a sanitary landfill. The sludge removed from the 
SBR cell will be processed in the sludge digester basin and thickened. It is estimated that 
approximately 3,000 gallons of liquid sludge will be removed from the sludge digester every 3 
months of operation. The liquid sludge will be transported in tanker trucks to a nearby large 
scale municipal treatment facility for sludge processing and disposal. Sludge processing is an 
ongoing process at large scale facilities with belt presses and/or sludge drying beds. The 
transported sludge is highly aerated and easily introduced into the processing system. In contrast 
to the sludge hauling, the previously proposed system of septic tanks would require hau!ing of 
septage to nearby treatment facilities. Septage is in an anaerobic condition and is not compatible 
for easy disposal in most activated oxygen type treatment facilities. The facilities have to 
introduce the septage slowly, so as not to upset the balance in the treatment system bio-mass. 
Overall, disposal of sludge is preferable to septic tank's solid waste. 

Earthquake Safety: The treatment facility will be designed and constructed so that, in the event of 
a major catastrophe such as an earthquake, spill of untreated sewage would only occur into lined, 
contained areas (e.g., the wetlands). [n addition, the treatment system tanks are mostly below 
ground level, thus minimizing the risk of a spill. 

Operations and Maintenance: The plant will be operated by a certified operator as required by 
the Regional Water Quality Board. It is assumed that the CSD will contract with an operations 
individual or company to operate and maintain the facility. Testing and regularly scheduled 
maintenance should require less than 20 hours per week for a well trained individual with 
maintenance help as required. The SBR equipment manufacturer will provide a detailed 
operation and maintenance manual including regularly scheduled maintenance items such as 
dissolved oxygen sensor calibration, etc. 

Testing and Water Quality: The licensed plant operator will provide an approved laboratory with 
water samples for testing as required by the Title 22 standards. 

Environmental Jssues: 

Nitrates: The groundwater nitrate levels is a significant environmental issue. The SBR treatment 
combined with wetlands polishing will optimize nitrate removal levels. As previously stated, all 
previous EIR recommendations for groundwater quality assurance should be followed. As 
previously required, a provision for a downstream groundwater monitoring well should be 
included. 

Odors: The SBR treatment process utilizes a significant amount of aeration and the treatment 
process occurs below water level the potential for odors is minimal. Also, the sludge is in an 
aerated liquid state while on site and when removed from sludge disposal, thereby reducing the 
potential for odor concerns. The entire treatment facility will be enclosed in a structure to further 
eliminate the potential for odor dispersion. This method has been used successfully at the 
Hollister, California wastewater treatment plant (see enclosed photo in Appendix). The Hollister 
facility is completely enclosed and located in a residential neighborhood and has no mechanical 
air scrubber system or odor problem. 
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APPENDIX 

• Table 1.0 - Wastewater Generation Data 

• Table 2.0 - Advantages ofSBR Wastewater Treatment Systems 

• Table 3.0 - California Title 22 Code Summary 

• Nitrate Loading Calculations 

• Fluidyne SBR Treatment System Information 



Table 1.0 
Wastewater Generation Data 

NOTE: TEXT AND TABLET AKEN FROM LION'S GATE RESERVE EIR APPENDIX 
M "WASTEWATER FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR LION'S GATE RESERVE SANTA 
CLARA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA" BY QUESTA ENGINEERING CORPORATION 
DECEMBER 1995. 

The total estimated wastewater flows are summarized in Table 17. Based on the above 
generation rates, the total wastewater flow for the Lion's Gate project is estimated to be 
approximately 23,000 gpd. This includes a contingency of approximately 5 percent to account 
for uncertainties about the specific details of project facilities that would not be determined until 
the design stage. Final wastewater facility design would also need to anticipate and provide for 
peak flow conditions which, on a daily basis, may be in order of25 to 30 percent higher than the 
average daily flow. For the proposed project this translates to a peak system flow estimate of 
about 30,000 gpd.** 

TABLE 17 
ESTIMATED WASTEWATER FLOWS• 

Residences 41 houses 250 gpd 10,250 

Golf Course 
Clubhouse 200 meals 10 gal/meal 2,000 

• Restaurant 

• Golfers 200 5 gpd 1,000 

• Restroom 20 25 gpd 500 

• Showers 30 15 gpd 450 

• Employees 

Overnight Units 45 rooms 150 gpd 6,750 

Practice Range 50 golfers 3 gpd 150 

Equestrian Center 25 visitors 10 gpd 250 

Subtotal 22,000 

Contingency 
1,000 

Total Project 23.000 

*This does not include the wastewater flows for the golf course maintenance building 
(approximately 300 gpd) which would be served by an individual septic system. 

**Note: System design hydraulic capacity of 2 x average day. 



Table 2.0 
Advantages of Fluidyne SBR Wastewater Treatment System 

Toe U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has published reports Regarding Sequencing 
Batch Reactions (SBR's) stating the following treatment system highlights. 

1. SBR's provide advanced level treatment and can meet varied and stringent water quality 
objectives (i.e. peak shaving, nitrate and phosphorous removal, etc.) by simply changing 
operational strategies or reprogramming the plant software. This is in contrast to 
conventional plants which would require major expenditures of capital to build larger 
facilities for advanced treatment. 

2. Inherent to the SBR design is it's ability to provide equalization of both flow and quality. and 
SBR's are generally free from surges, short circuiting and other problems typically seen in 
conventional plants. 

3. SBR plants are reported simpler to operate than conventional plants by a ratio of about 2: 1. 
• SBR's require less equipment 
• SBR's require less capital cost 
• SBR's have lower maintenance, labor and material cost. 
• SBR's use less power to operate 
• SBR's total operating cost is lower 
• SBR's are fully automated 
• SBR's seldom require repairs. If necessary, however, repairs can usually be 

accomplished without any plant down time. 

4. In several cases SBR's were constructed instead of continuous flow plants because of the 
large savings in capitol costs. Savings were important since several plants were 100% 
privately funded. The cost of a SBR system is about one-half of the cost of a conventional 
system of similar treatment ability and capacity. 

5. Minimal operation complexity along with minimal maintenance time is required for SBR 
system operation (the 1.0 MGD EPA funded plant in Idaho Springs, Colorado, requires an 
operator only for about 2 days per week). 

6. The total area space required for a SBR is significantly less than for a conventional system. 

7. With the SBR design odor is virtually non-existent and plant effluent water quality can be 
maintained at drinking water standards, including very low nutrient levels which may be the 
most important factor for discharge and reuse/recharge. 

8. The SBR design includes minimal open water areas, thus minimizing effluent evaporation 
and other losses and maximizes the available effluent for reuse. All water is a resource and 
the SBR technology conserves it and provides the highest quality treatment available. 

9. SBR's produce higher quality effluent without addition of chemicals. 
• SBR's have easier settling floe without the addition of chemicals. 
• SSR's water effluent is so solids-free that it is much easier to filter the effluent if 

required. 

10. SB R's can be programmed to deal with varying degrees of high BOD and suspended solids. 
SBR's are much less susceptible to system upsets cased by uneven strengths in the 
influent flow cycles. 

11 . SBR's are easily expandable to handle additional capacity. 



Table 3.0 
CALIFORNIA CODE StlMMARY OF 

TITLE l2 TREATMENT AND WATER QUALITY REQUIBEMENTS 

Rectamatton Treatment and Effluent Quailty Rectaimed 
Alternative Requirema~ WaterCJass 

Golf course (with contiguous Tertiary treatment (oxidation, I 
hemes), parks, ptaygrcunds coaguJation,darification,filtration 
and schcctyard irrigation and disinfection); 7-day median# 

of coliforms ~ 2.2 per 100 mil, 
plus maximum of 23/1 OD ml in 
any one sami,te. 

Recreation impcundment Tertiary treatment (oxidation, I 
(non-restricted access) coagulation, darificatian, filtration 

and disinfecaon); 7-day median# 
of califarms ~ 2.2 per 100 mil. 
ptus maximum of 231100 mil in 
no mare than 1 sampta in a 30 
day period. 

AgricutturaJ food acps tar Secondary ta tertiary treatment. II or I 
human ccnsumptian # (extent of treatment varies 

depending an type at crop and 
ai,pjicatfon) 

Reaeaticn impaundment Secondary 1Jbdl1 aent {mridatian II 
(res1ridect accass) and disilded:ian); tatu effluant 

cafiform <2.2110D ~ median 7 
daV. 

Landscape impoundment Secandary 1reabnent (QXidatian Ill 
and disinfection); totai eflluant 
c:atiform <231100 ~ median 7 
daV. 

Pasture for milking animais Sacandary treatment ( axidatian Ill 
and disinfection); totat effluent 
a>tifarm <231100 mt. median 7 
day. 

Golf course, (without Secondary treatment (oxidation Ill 
cantigucus homes), cemetery, and disinfedian); total effluant 
freeway, median, and limited a>tifarm <23/100 ml. median 7 
access landscape irrigation day, plus maximwn at 240/100 

mt in any 2 samptes. 
Fodder, fiber and seed Cl"D?S, 
orchards and vineyards 

Primary treatment (screened). -
• Totat effluent ccliform requirements refers ta a 7 day median value. 
- nue 22. in its a.urent form, allows primary effluent for this type of reuse, but in 

practice. secondary effluent (CJass II) is typicaily required. 
# Reciaimed water not aUowed for same acps, such as rice. 



Assumptions 

Lion's Gate Project 
Nitrate Loading Calculations 

for 
Wastewater Plus Golf Course Fertilizer 

• Golf Course Fertilizer Leached (F): 262 lbs to 1,965 lbs (per Audobon Cooperative Sanctuacy System) 

• Total Annual Recharge Volume (R): 51.9 million gallons (per Audobon Cooperative 

Sanctuary System) 

• Total Nitrogen (N2) in Secondary Treated Effluent: 2 mg/I 

• Wastewater Nitrogen Reduction Through Pond Storage (P): 40% 

• Wastewater Nitrogen Reduction Through Plant Uptake and Soil Dentrification (I): 75% 

• Average Wastewater Flow= 23,000 gpd = 8.4 million gallons/year. 

Calculations 

1. Wastewater Nitrogen Leached (W) 

W = 8.34 ((N2) (1 - P) (1 -1) (8.4 million gallons) 
W = (8.34) (2 mg/1) (1 - 0.4) (I - 0.75) (8.4) 
W = 21 lbs/year 

2. Total Combined NO3 - N Concentration in Recharge Water: 

N= C 
W+F 

(8.34) (R) 

N= C 27 + 262 
(8.34) (51.9) 

N= C 
0.65 mg/1 NO3 - N Low Estimate 

to 

N = C 
21 + 1.965 
(8.34) (51.9) 

N= C 4.59 mg/I NO3 - N High Estimate 



FLUIDYNE '.2~ 
Sequenc=ng Batch Reactor 
for economical, reliable, 
advanced wastewater treatment 



FWIDYNE ~ · 

A low cost, easily controlled system 
Fluidyne 's unique Sequencing 
Batch Reactor (SBR) System 
answers the need for a reliable 
yet easily controlled waste water 
treatment system that fits within 
limited budgets. 
The SBR is particularly suited 
for systems: 
1) with a wide range of inflow 

and/or organic loadings; 
2) requiring minimal operator 

attent1on: 
3) requiring extremely close con

trol of effluent quality, such as 
for removal of specific com
ponents: and 

4) in small to medium size com
munities and industries such 
as food processing. 

Innovation rooted 
In proven concepts 
Fluidyne's Sequencing Batch 
Reactor represents an innovation 
in the field - but the concept of 
treating wastewater by the batch 
goes way back. In fact, the original 
(1914) activated sludge plants were 
batch operations. The switch to 

In aerating modes. tank con tents are 
pumped through the jet's inner nozzle 11110 
a suction chamber. drawing and mixing 
with air from an air line. and are then 
e1ected from the larger nozzle ,nto the 

the now-conventional continuous 
flow methodology was largely 
made to solve mechanical dif
flculties (diffuser plugging) and 
reduce the supervision required 
by the then inadequate batch 
control systems. 
The Fluidyne SBR System gives 
you the benefits of high quality, 
low co-st batch treatment without 
the original disadvantages. Aera
tion is by large-orifice jet mixers 
(also used in hundreds of conven
tional plants) which resist clogging 
as well as create an extremely 
high rate of oxidation. Supervision 
is simplified by use of a pre
programmed panel which controls 
all functions. 
No clarifier, sludge recycle pump 
stations, sludge return pumps or 
bridgework are involved, so con
struction costs are minimized. 
Tank walls can be reinforced con
c rete or steel. No rotating shafts, 
gear drives or submerged bear
ings are used. so maintenance 
costs are low, too. Energy needs 
are also very low. 

main tank: volume. The resu lting 
homogeneous line bubble entramment 
oroCluces a high oxygen-liquid transter 
while impart ing movement to the tank. The 
air Is stopped during mix-only modes. 

Basically, it's a one-tank system 
Conventional continuous-flow 
treatment systems employ sepa• 
rate staged tanks arranged in a 
series to process wastewater. 

A Fluidyne SBR System does it 
all in just one tank. You may put 
several SBA tanks in operation, 
but that's modular adjustment to 
capacity needs. 

Each SBA tank is equipped with a 
jet aerator and an arrangement 
of baffles to carry wastewater 
through all processes - biolog
ical oxidation, sedimentation, 
nitrification and den1trification. 
These processes occur in a timed 
sequence during five basic oper
ating modes or periods: (1) fill , 
(2) react. (3) settle, (4) draw and 
(5) idle (anoxic fil l). 

According to cont rol panel pro
gramming, the fill period Includes 
contact with micro-organisms, 
mixing and - for at least part of 
the period - aeration. (Aeration 
may be stopped sometime during 
the fill to promote settling and/or 

Fluidyne's Sequencing Batch Reactor 
System consists essentially of jet mixer 
and pump assemblles (one on standby), 
c ollecting decanter, a control panel and an 
arrangement of baffles wi thin a tank. Low
pressure blowers are supplied as part of 
the Jet aeration system for larger plants. 



SINGLE TANK SBR 
INHUENI r FILL 

n 
SETTLE 

DRAW 

IDLE 

PURPOSE 

ADD 
WASTE WATER 

REACllON 
IIME 

CLARIFY 

REMOVE 
EFFLUENT 

WASTE 
SLUDGE 

denitrification.) The air supply and 
mixing are adjusted during the 
react period. Then the tank is 
allowed to settle, leaving clarified 
water to be decanted during the 
draw. Mixing and aeration of the 
remaining sludge can be resumed 
during the idle period. whi le 
wa1t1ng for new influen t. 

In a multiple SBR system, dif
ferent tanks will be in different 
modes, with incoming wastewater 
directed to the first idling unit. A 
single-tank SBA sys tem can be 
adapted for either a continuous or 
non-continuous inflow. 

Sludge wasting needs range from 
the infrequent in low-yield single 
tank systems: to once each cycle 
in high-yield multiple lank systems. 

You get a system to suit 

We can adapt a Fluidyne SBA 
System to a wide variety of plant 
sizes. wastewater characteristics 
and effluent requ irements - In 
rectangular tanks, circular basins 
or oxidation ditches. 
We custom design the larger 
installations and can help you 

with everything from initial design 
through start-up. However. we 
also offer SBA package plants 
(including tankage) in modules for 
in flows of 5,000 to 30,000 GPO 
and SBA pre-engineered plan ts 
for in-flows of 20.000 to 100,000 
GPO. (See back of this brochure 
for details and sizing information.) 

Components common to all 
Fluidyne SBA Systems include: 
Mixers and aerators - jet noz
zle, operating with and without 
air, providing aerobic oxidation or 
anoxic mixing. Two jets typically 
supplied per module; one oper
ates whi le the other serves as 
100% in-place standby. 

Decant system - designed to 
decant clear liquid without scum 
or disturbance of settled sludge. 
Handles peak hydraulic f lows 
occuring during storm cycle. 
Solids excluding design elimi
nates sol ids accumulation during 
react period. 

Discharge control system - an 
innovative, reliable system to 
meet a variety of discharge 
requirements. Automatic opera
tion - may be siphon. pump or 
valve to meet the individual 
application need. 

Process control panel - directs 
sequentia l operation of aerators 
and discharge control valve 
according to the selected pro
gram. A proper sequence wi ll be 
set during start-up; however, the 
operator can easily reset for a 
new sequence. 

Influent bar screen - oversized 
to prevent clogging of jet nozzle 
and pumps. 

Advantages of the 
SBR System process: 
• Jets improve process stability 
through more effective mixing. 
The superior process kinetics of 
the SBA increase biomass activity, 
providing reaction enhancement. 
The inherent equalization capability 
buffers organic or toxic shock 
loads. The ability to hold without 
discharging offers the possibility 
of treatment to a desired level 
prior to discharge. 

• Baffled or sequencing tank 
design eliminates short circuiting 
of influent. promotes a fast settllng 
biological floe (low SVI) and 
enhances substrate utilization. 

• Sequencing operation adds to 
control of shock loads and greatly 
increases surface settling area for 
liquid-solids separation. 

• Automatic control provides a 
flexible response to varyi ng load 
conditions or production sched
ules, while reducing the operator 
attention. 

• The design eliminates the con
ventional overflow clarifier and 
gives simpler and more positive 
biological solids control. It also 
eliminates sludge return pumping 
stations and di fficult-to-control 
" common baffle" s ludge return 
systems. 

continued 



SBR System Advantages (continued) 

• Fogging, splashing and icing 
problems associated with surface 
entrainment aeration are avoided. 
• All operating equipment is 
easily accessible and serviceable. 
No extended shafts or high main
tenance gear drives are used. 

Retrievable submersible pumps 
can be serviced locally. 
• The system is safer than con
ventional plants. No personnel 
work above the tank liquids, no 
exposed rotating devices are used. 

• Jet mixing is highly energy effi
cient since almost all pumping 
energy converts to mixing energy. 
Less horsepower is needed to do 
the same work than with other 
systems. 

Sizing a standard Fluidyne SBR System 
Standard SBR Package Plants and 
SBA Pre-engineered Plants are 
available from Fluidyne. The dif
ference between the two types is 
that Package Plants are furnished 
with FAP or epoxy-coated steel 
tankage while Pre-engineered 
Plants for the larger fnflows are 
supplied less the required con-

STANDARD HUIDYNE SBR PACKAGE PLANTS 

crete tankage. Otherwise both 
types come complete with all 
needed mechanical and control 
components plus any requested 
design and start-up assistance. 
Remember, the plants listed in 
the charts are modules. You can 
build larger systems by applying 
two or more modules. 

Horizontal enclosed tank. unless otherwise IndIcated 
Model Pop. FloW, GPD 800, lbs/D Tank Tank vol. Pumplaeracor 

no. Equiv. ,, 100G/C/D ,,. 200mg/l D x L. It usable gal HP 
SBR-SV' so 5,000 8.3 11 )( 11 7.000 2 
SBA-10V' 100 10,000 16.7 11 x 17 11,400 2 
SBA-10 100 10,000 16.7 11 X 17 11,400 2 
SBA-15 150 15,000 25.0 11 X 27 18,300 3 
SBR-20 200 20,000 33.3 11 X 36 24.400 5 
SBA-25 250 25,000 41 ,7 11 X 43 29.100 5 
SBA-30 300 ' 30,000 50.0 12 X 43 34,500 7.5 
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I' 01an1s,1c ,s over JOOO fl 1llnwat1on use ne,q s1w 1a,qe, ac!la1+on SYSlCtn 

STANDARD FLUIDYNE SBR PRE-ENGINEERED PLANTS 
Opera11no couIpment - concre1e tank by owner 

Model Pop. Flow.GPO BOO, lbs/D Tank I.D. Tank vol. Pump/aeracor 
no. Equiv. ,, 100G/C/D ., 200 mg/I W XL x H. It usable gal HP 

SBA-200 200 20,000 33 10 x21x17 26,300 5 
SBA-300 300 30.000 50 12 X 27 X 17 40,500 7.5 
SBR-400 d00 40,000 67 14x30x17 52.500 10 
SBR-500 500 50.000 83 14 X 36 X 17 63.000 15 
SBR-750 750 75.000 125 14 X 52 X 17 9 1,000 20 
SBA-1000 1000 100.000 167 16 lC 60 X 17 120.000 30 

Ocs,qn oas,s ,s IIIP. same as lnr Ftu,oyne SBA PackaQe Ptanls 
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FLUIDYNE 
CORPORATION 

non-solids 
collectlng 
decanter 

SBA Pre-engineered Plant modules lit i n 
rec tangular open concrete tanks. new or 
existing. provided by others. 

SBA Package Plant module featunng 
riorfzontal enclosed tank. 

Arrange package modules 10 l rl capacity 
needs - such as t hree trains of SBR-25's 
in lWO stages to bu1I0 a 150,000 GPO pla,t. 

SBR-1000's In Jandem tanks create a 
200.000 GPO planl. 

Corporate and National Sates Offices 
2140 South Ivanhoe St.. Denver. CO 80222 
(303) 758-4015 Telex 45-636 

Manufacturing and Engineering Facilities located in: 
Cedar Fal ls. IA • Davenport, IA (319) 266-9967 
Export Department: Denver, CO Telex 45-636 
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FLUIDYNE FORUM 
PRIVATE GOLF COURSE IN MEXICO 

RECLAIMS WATER FOR IRRIGATION USE 

Fluidyne Corporation has provided Campestre Torreon the first Sequencing Batch Reactor in 
Mexico that turns municipal wastewater into irrigation water. 

The Decision: 

Mexico's National Water Commission has 
recently implemented a series of measures 
intending to preserve the precious water in 
the area. The agency increased taxes on 
aquifer removal rights , encouraged uti liza
tion of treated wastewater especially for 
crops and gardens and promoted well water 
use for only human consumption in areas of 
most need. 

The administrative body at Campestre 
Torreon determined that it was not possible 
to continue to irrigate the golf course with 
well water, realizing that there was a greater 
need for potable water in other sectors of 

the city. The engineers decided that they 
wou ld reclaim wastewater from the city 
sewer and use that as their irrigation source. 

After much deliberation, it was determined 
that the Fluidyne Sequencing Batch Reactor 
would be the ideal treatment system. 
Campestre Torreon based the decision on 
several key factors: ( 1) Ability to maintain 
the ecosystem in their man-made lakes due 
to high quality effluent, (2) Lower capital 
costs over other processes, (3) Minimal 
operator attention and time, and ( 4) Ability 
to surpass th e necessary levels of BOD, 
TSS, and greases/oils needed for irrigation. 



The Design: 

Fluidyn's SBA was designed to treat 3200 
m3/day (864,000 gpd) from the city's sewer 
line. Influent BOD, TSS, and greases/oils 
levels were based on 250mg/ l, 300 mg/I 
and 100 mg/I respectively. The NWC has 
set standards for treated effluent used for 
irrigation. These are 30 mg/I BOD, 50 mg/I 
TSS and 20 mg/I greases and oils . 
Disinfection after treatment was required to 
control algae and bacteria growth in the 
lake and to eliminate the high levels of fecal 
coliforms. 

The Process: 
From the city line the raw sewage is directed 
to a primary basin where solids can settle 
before treatment. Then the liquid travels to a 
dual tank SBA system. As one tank fills, the 
other tank proceeds through the ditterent 
cycles of the SBR. The contents of the tank 
are mixed and aerated using Fluidyne's high 
efficiency FAP jet headers. When a tank 
reaches top water level, inflow is diverted to 
the other tank so that biological reactions 
can be completed in the full tank. Then the 
biological solids settle and the clear liquid is 
decanted through a Fluidyne FAP Solids 
Excluding Decanter. (See plan view below). 
From there the decanted liquid travels 
through a Fluidyne FRP disinfection system 
where chlorine is added and mixed by a jet 
nozzle into a reactor tube. All the above 
functions are regulated by a programmable 
logic controller. After disinfection, the effluent 
flows to a storage tank and then it is 

3R 
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pumped to a lake on the golf course where 
the water can be reused. 

The Campestre Torreon wastewater treat
ment plant has now been in operation for 
almost a year and a half. The SBA has easi
ly surpassed all NWC standards. Even the 
higher than expected grease and oil influent 
levels are being reduced by over 97%. In 
February of 1993, the Industrial Metallurgic 
Laboratory in Mexico tested the effluent 
quality. The results can be seen in the Table 
below. 

Effluent 
Sample Influent to lake 

Greases & Oils 174 mg/I 4 mg/I 
TSS 290 mgtl 19 mg/I 
BOD 200 mg/I 1.4 mg/I 

The Conclusion: 

In a country such as Mexico where water is 
considered so valuable, the Fluidyne SBA 
now allows a city to take well water that was 
once used for irrigation and provide it to 
2500 additional families. Probably the best 
way to show the treated wastewater is of 
high quality is the presence of 3000 to 4000 
migratory ducks on the irrigation lake and a 
thriving fish population in the lake. 

The Fluidyne SBA is also beneficial to 
Campestre Torreon in an economical sense. 
The golf course now does not have to pay 
high fees for well water rights. Campestre 
Torreon expects to recover their investment 
with the Fluidyne SBA in four years. 
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FLUIDYNE SOLVES CAMP PROBLEMS BY SWITCHING TO A SBA 

Woodleaf, a Young Life camp for teenagers 
located in Challenge, California, had a prob
lem with their existing treatment system. 
Their twenty-year old plant consisted of a 
septic tank followed by aerobic treatment. 
From there, the treated effluent was pumped 
to leach fields via a dosing tank. The prob
lem was that the effluent still contained high 
levels of BOD, TSS and ammonia which 
were quickly deteriorating the leach field. 
Plus, during the peak months of summer ter
rible odors were annoying the campers. 

Young Life wanted to continue on site dis
posal to safeguard the environment and to 
insure the camp as the best possible neigh
bor, above any reproach from downstream 
water users . Based on this, Fluidyne 
designed a SBA package that allowed for 
secondary effluent disposal to the existing 
leach fields. Woodleaf chose the Fluidyne 
SBA because of its reputation for high quali
ty effluent, ability to handle variable flow 
conditions, and capability of removing 
ammonia and nitrates. 

The plant was designed to remove better 
than 90% of BOD and Total suspended 

solids and to treat an ultimate flow of 40,000 
gpd. However, built into the control mecha
nisms was a turndown capability to treat 
lesser flows during periods of low camp pop
ulation. DO controls were included to pro
vide the greatest oxygen-transfer efficiency. 

Photo below: Woodleaf's SBA tank consists of 
8 panels constructed by Fluidyne out of fiber
glass re inforced polyester and installed by a 
Fluidyne technician on the job site. The DO con
trols are mounted on the exterior wall. 

MINE ACCIDENT DOESN'T SLOW FLUIDYNE HYDRO-GRIT TM 

Connellsville, Pennsylvania wanted a sys
tem that would successfully remove large 
amounts of grit from raw sewage before 
treatment in its 7 MGD plant. So in 1990, 
the city selected the Fluidyne Hydro-Grit™ 
based on the systems ability to separate and 
remove grit particles including fine grit, han
dle vari able feed stream flow rates. and 

have low energy requirements. The fact that 
the Hydro-Grit™ was all-hydraulic, non
mechanical, and non-clogging also attracted 
the city. 

Three years later, Fluidyne's Hydro-Grit™ 
System has worked above and beyond the 
expectations of the city of Connellsvil le, 



Pennsylvania. Early in 1993, a local contrac
tor was grouting an underground mine and 
accidentally dri lled through the city sewer 
line. As a result, several tons of fine grained 
coal refuse grout were carried to the waste
water treatment plant. John Tomaro of 
Widme r Engineerin g , the engineer for 
Connellsv ille , took a photograph of the 
Hydro-Grit™ after the coal had been 
removed from the influent. 

In a letter to Fluidyne's sales representative, 
John Tomaro writes "As witnessed by the 
photo, the Fluidyne "hydro-grit" chamber 
performed better than expected in removing 
th is fine gra ined material from the raw 
wastewater. As they say "a picture is worth a 

thousand words'' and I would certainly specify 
this unit on future projects." 

Photo below: Fluidyne Hydro-grit classifier after 
removal of the fine grained coal from 
Connellsville, PA sewer line. 

Information on the Hydro-grit™ is available from Fluidyne or its sales representatives. 

TESTS DEMONSTRATE STRENGTH OF FRP 

Continued research and testing into the 
Fluidyne composite materials show the 
superior strength qualities of Fluidyne fiber
glass reinforced polyester. Flu idyne has 
developed special composites and fabricat
ing techniques which far exceed industry 
standards. These techniques are used in 
much of the equipment and tanks Fluidyne 
supplies to wastewater treatment plants. 

Contact Fluidyne for detailed design 
information and recommendations to 
meet your requirements in the following 
areas: 

Jet Aeration 
Sequencing Batch Reactors 
Package Treatment Plants 
SBA Pilot Plants 
Jet Mixing 
Jet Disinfection 
Grit Separation and Removal 
Fiberglass pipe and tanks 

Recent linear stress tests conducted by an 
independent laboratory show the superior 
strength of Flu idyne products. Two fiber
glass samples were tested with one sample 
withstanding 14,300 psi and the other sam
ple withstanding 14,100 psi. With the majori
ty of Fluidyne's products based on a 1500 
psi requirement, the tests demonstrate the 
durability and sturdiness of F!uidyne products. 

FLUIDYNE~ 
2816 West First Street 
Cedar Falls, IA 50613 
Phone: (319) 266-9967 
Fax: (319) 277-6034 
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INTRODUCTION 

Description of Project Modifications 

'This Second EIR Addendum has been prepared to address the changes to the Lion's Gate Reserve (Cordevalle) 
project that have been proposed since the time that the Em on the project was certified by the County Board of 
Supervisors in August 1996 and the first Em Addendum was prepared in January 1997. 

1be main changes to the project addressed in this EIR Addendum include the following: 1) relocation and 
redesign of the clubhouse/overnight complex; 2) modifications to the golf course plan to accommodate the 
relocation of the clubhouse complex; 3) elimination of the previously proposed equestrian center and its 
replacement with a much smaller stable near the northeastern portion of the site; 4) changes to the boundaries 
of the golf course pare.el and the cluster subdivision/permanent open space parcels resulting from the above 
project modifications, and 5) modification of the proposed on-site flood control facilities such that there would 
be a reduction in flood flows leaving the site during frequent storm events such as the 2-year event. These 
project changes are described in detail below, followed by a summary evaluation of potential impacts resulting 
from these modifications. The changes to the EIR resulting from these project modifications are addressed in 
the body of this addendum. It should be noted that there are two additional new project elements which are 
expected to be added in the future and which are not covered in this addendum. These faclude a future 
winery/grape processing facility and a water storage tank. These future facilities are briefly described below 
under 'Future Project Modifications'. 

Clubhouse/Overnight Complex 

The clubhouse facilities, overnight guest units, and associated parking area are now proposed to be located on 
the northern side of the West Branch of Llagas Creek instead of the south side as previously proposed. The 
size of the clubhouse facility has also increased somewhat and the layout and design of the complex has also 
been altered to be more low profiJe in character with greater separation among buildings. (The site plan and 
elevations for the redesigned complex are included in the EIR text portion of this Addendum) The increase in 
floor area for the clubhouse has been necessitated largely because the original concept plan underestimated the 
space requirements for the various clubhouse functions. (A detailed floor area breakdown for clubhouses 
functions ls provided in the text of this EIR addendum.) The number of overnight units remains the same at 45; 
however, the total floor area of guest units is actually slightly less than originally proposed due to a reduction .in 
meeting room space. The parking area and planned drainage improvements for the complex and parking area 
are also to be modified, and the total number of parking spaces has increased. 

The larger overall land area required for the complex has increased for several reasons including: the 
clubhouse facilities are now largely planned for one main floor instead several stories as originally proposed; 
the guest units are now planned to COD$iSt entirely of single story units instead of the two-stocy bwldings as 
originally planned; the separation among buildings has increased to create a campus-like setting; the overall 
square footage of the clubhouse has increased, and; the increase in parking spaces has resulted in a larger area 
devoted to parking. 

The main changes resulting from the relocation and reconfiguration of the clubhouse/overnight complex are 
summarized fa the table below. This table shows figures from the certified EIR (July 1996), as well as figures 
reflecting the design first approved by tile Architectural and Site Approval Committee (ASA) in June 1997, in 
addition to the currently proposed changes to be considered by ASA on June 11, 1998. 

ii 



Oubhouse/Overnight and Parking Acreage 

Clubhouse Complex Floor Area 

Overnight Complex Floor Area 

Parking Spaces 

"' Did not include parking area al driving range.. 
** Includes 3,200 sf freestanding pro shop. 

EIR (7/96) 

6.3 acres* 

29,170 sf 

34,000 sf 

250 

1" ASA {6/97) 
(approved) 

15.6 acres 

±45,000 sf 

±41,000 sf 

320 

Imroduction 

2rw. ASA (6/98} 
(proposed changes) 

19.1 acres 

55,100 sfh 

32,500 sf 

350 

The new clubhouse location is preferred by lhe applicartt because it provides more land area for the facilities, 
thus allowing for a less intense building pattern. The new site has better sun exposure with its southward 
orientation, and it also offers better views of the golf course and Lion's Peak, as well as better protection from 
the wind Toe new clubhouse/overnight complex site is located to the south of a series of low ridges and hills 
where it is completely screened from view from off~siW locations. The new site avoids the use of retaining 
walls, and also avoids the landslide on the adjacent hillside to the south, which required a geotechnical 
engineering solution for the previous clubhouse location. The clubhouse/overnight complex will be sited a 
minimum of 75 feet from the main creek channel and the tributary channel to the east. The new location allows 
the parking area to be consolidated into a single location north of the main access road, and allows siting of the 
parking area closer to the clubhouse area. The new parking lot location is several hundred feet from the main 
creek channel and 75 feet from a tributary channel at its nearest edge. No tree removal is required at the new 
clubhouse location. 

The proposed location of the complex on the north side of the creek also eliminates the need for a vehicle bridge 
across the creek, as well as crossings by sanitary sewer and utility lines. The County Fire Marshal's office has 
indicated that the new location and configuration for the clubhouse/overnight complex is preferable to the 
previous plan because the shorter length of the access road would improve response times, the less steep slope 
of I.he fire access route to the overnight units improves accessibility, and the generally better accessibility of 
single-story structures compared to multi-story buildings proposed previously. 

'The new location of the clubhouse complex is partially in an area that was previously planned for golf course 
fairways. The necessary adjustments to the golf cour-se plan resulting from the clubhouse relocation are 
descdbed below. 

Golf Course Modifications 

Several changes to the proposed golf course layout have been made to accommodate the relocated c1ubhouse 
and overnight complex. The original bole #7 was eliminated to make way for the clubhouse which resulted in 
several adjustments to the layout and routing of the golf course, including some changes in golf hole numbering. 
To replace hole #7, a new hole (#2) is planned near the eastern end of the golf course along the south side of the 
main access road. The new hole #2 does not cross the main creek channel as the old hole #7 did. and thus 
results in fewer potential impacts to the creek. In addition, bole #18 was lengthened by extending it into the 
former clubhouse site. The old l 8u, hole drainage swale and lake were replaced by a broader and deept>I swale 
that runs down the length of the left side of the hole and discharges over a weir into the creek. In the revised 
plan the retention basin has been moved westward to the north side of the 11 th bole. The external boundaries of 
the golf course parcel were also moved inward in several places including the former site of the overnight units, 
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Introduction 

the area west of the 13th hole and south of the irrigation reservoir, and the north edge of driving range (which 
has been substantially reduced in area). 

As a result of the above modifications. the overall acreage of the golf course parcel (which includes the 
clubhouse/overnight complex) increases from 270 acres to 277 acres. The areas of boundary expansion occur 
at the currently proposed location of the overnight complex and at the site for a new winery/grape processing 
facility proposed near the northwestern edge of the golf course (see 'Future Project Modifications' below. 
These expansions are largely compensated by the golf course boundary contractions noted above, such that the 
net increase in acreage for the golf course parcel .is 7 acres (270+ 7=277). The modifications to the golf course 
plan result in environmentally beneficial changes such as reduction of number of holes crossing the main creek 
channel from 3 to 2, and a reduction in overall tree removal from 18 to 16. 

The refinements to the golf course design have also resulted in an increase in overall earthwork quantities. The 
total volume of cut has increased from 344,390 cubic yards (cy) in the EIR to 414,650 cy under the current 
grading plan, and the total volume of fill has increased from 269,900 cy in the EIR to 387,900 cy under the 
current plan. These grading increases have been necessitated by the following design changes: additional fills 
needed to elevate the tee and green sites; additional grading at the practice facility/driving range to provide 
flatter grades at the tee boxes and smoother slope transitions throughout; changes to the drainage plan along the 
18th hole to provide a more naturalistic surface drainage pattern instead of underground pjpes, and; deepening 
of the irrigation lake to provide additional storage capacity. As originally proposed, cuts and fills would be 
balanced on-site. 

Elimination of F,guestrian Center and Replacement with a Small-Scale Stable 

The original proje.ct proposal evaluated in the EIR included a full equestrian center on 12.8 acres in the 
southeast corner of the proje.ct site. As described in detail in the EIR, this was to have been a 40,000 square 
facility with space for up to 30 horses, a covered riding arena, living quarte.rs for a caretaker/manager, an 
outdoor riding ring, a training area/paddock and pasture, a paved access road and parking area, and an on-site 
retention basin to capture runoff from tbe site. Toe applicant proposes to eliminate the equestrian center from 
the proje.ct. In its place, a small stable large enough for up to IO horses is planned for the northeast corner of 
the site, where it would be removed from the residential subdivisions and yet provide convenient access to the 
on-site riding trails. The stable would have a floor area of up to 4,000 square feet and would occupy 1 to 2 
acres, which includes the stalls plus a small storage area for hay, and an adjoining area for corrals. The stable 
would have an informal rustic design to fit in with the rural surroundings. The stable is intended solely as a 
place for homeowners of the project to keep their horses and would not include the other facilities previously 
proposed for the equestrian center. 

Boundary Modifications to Golf Course and Permanent Qpen Space Area 

The land use modifications discussed above result in changes to the boundaries of the golf course parcel and the 
permanent open space area. As discussed above, the expansion of the clubhouse/overnight complex and the 
future addition of the winery/processing center would result in a net increase of 7 acres in the westerly portion 
of the golf course parcel. 1n addition, minor modifications made to the cluster subdivision plan since the EIR 
was certified in July 1996 has resulted in an expansion of the residential cluster subdivision by 11.2 acres. 
Alsot the wastewater treatment plant added in 1997 (see EIR Addendum of 1/97) occupies a 5.3-acre common 
area that was originally within the permanent open space area. The net effe.ct of these modifications is a 24-
acre reduction of the permanent open space area (from 1,265.7 acres to 1,241.7 acres). As shown below, this 
reduced open space area still comprises sufficient land area to comply with the 90 percent open space 
requirement applicable to the hillside cluster subdivision. 

V 



Acreage per EIR (7/96) 

Golf Course 

Rural Residential 

Common Area (WW facility) 

Hillside Cluster 

Residential 

Main Access Road 

Permanent Open Space 

Total Site 

Hillside Cluster Parcel 

Total Acreage 

269.5 

31.5 

102.8 

6.5 

1.265.7 

1,676.0 

Permanent Open Space Required (@ 90%) 

Permanent Open Space Provided 

Excess Permanent Open Space 

Aood Control Improvements 

Cuuent Acreage 

277.0 

31.5 

5.3 

114.0 

6.5 

'1,241.7 

1,676.0 

1,362.2 acres 

1,225.9 

1,241.7 

15.8 acres 

lntroduction 

The cbanges proposed to the project plans include modification of the proposed on-site flood control facilities. 
In general, these flood control modifications would provide for a substantial reduction in flood flows leaving the 
site during more frequent storm events such as the 2-year storm. These improvements would also result .in 
significant reductions in the 100-year and 10-year flows compared to the previously proposed flood control 
improvements. 

The main features of the modified flood control plan are the creation of a diversion channel to parallel the 
existing West Branch of Llagas Creek at the east end of the project, and the diversion of flood flows carried by 
the creek and the diversion channel to a 5-acre detention basin alongside Coolidge Avenue north of Highland 
Avenue. The residential lake south of Highland Avenue would provide detention storage for the adjacent 
resJdentJal area and tributary uplands only. Under the previous plan, a substantial portion of the flOOd flows 
carried by the West Branch of Llagas Creek during the 100-year and IO-year events were to have been diverted 
to the residential lake. This would have provided a significant improvement over ex..isting conditions for these 
events, but would not have provided reductions in downstream flooding during the more frequent storm events 
like the 2-year storm, as proposed under the current plan. (The proposed flood control improvements are 
described in detail in Section IV. E. Hydrology and Drainage.) 
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Funire Project Modifications 

In addition to the project modifications described above, two new components are expected to be added to the 
project in the future, which are not described above. These include the following: 

1) A 400,000 gallon water storage tank proposed for the northeastern portion of the property which would 
provide for adequate fire flows to the project and to the neighboring residential areas to the east; 

2) A winery/grape processing center which would provide on-site processing for gra~ grown in the western 
portion of the site in accordance with County agricultural mitigation requirements for the project. 

The winery/processing center would be located in the northwest portion of the site north of the golf course 
maintenance facility and would not be open to the public. 1be winery site COJl/iists of land currently allocated 
to permanent open space which would be removed from permanent open space and included in an expanded 
golf course parcel. However, as shown above there is sufficient 'surplus' permanent open space area in the 
project plan that this reduction would not result in the ratio of permanent open space falling below the 90 
required for the hillside cluster subdivision. 

This EIR Addendum is not intended to provide environmental clearance for the water tank or the 
winery/processing center. Since these project elements wilJ require individual use permit applications which 
have not yet been submitted, it is premature to conduct environmental review for these facilities at this time. 
However, an informal environmental review indicated that these facilities would not result in potentially 
significant impacts. Therefore, a subsequent EIR addendum will be prepared on these new project components 
in conjunction with the use permit application process. 

Summary Evaluation of Potential Impacts Resulting from Project ModificatioM 

The proposed modifications to the Lion's Gate/Corde Valle project would not result in any new significant 
environmental impacts and in some instances would result in beneficial environmental effects compared with 
the project evaluated in the EIR. The environmental effects of the pro_ject modifications are briefly evaluated 
below. 

Land Use: The increased floor area and land coverage of the clubhouse/overnight complex results in a slight 
increase in the project's land use intensity. The revised complex would result in an approximately 5 percent 
increase in impervious surface coverage relative to the project evaluated in the 1996 EIR. However, the overall 
building intensity is still extremely low, with built and paved surfaces occupying approximately 6 percent of 
proposed development area and 1.5 percent of the entire project site. Therefore, the proposed increase in 
building area does not represent a significant impact. No changes are required to EIR Section Ill. A. Land Use. 

Parks, Recreation and Open Space: The project modifications result in a reduction of permanent open space 
from 1,265.7 to 1,241.7 acres. This 2 percent reduction does not represent a significant impact, and the total 
open space a11ocation still exceeds the 1,226 acres required to fulfill the 90 percent open space requirement for 
the Hillsjde cluster subdivision. EIR Section ///. C. Parks, Recreation and Open Space has been amended 
accordingly. 

Geology and Soils: The relocation of the clubhouse/overnight complex to the north side of the creek removes it 
from the potential landslide hazard that exists at the originally proposed site. The currently proposed site is noi 
subject to landslide hazard. The new site is traversed by an inactive fault trace; however, any potential hazard 
associated with the trace can be mitigated by overexcavation and recompaction of foundation soils over the 
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fault trace, or by deep foundations such as drilled shafts or driven pilt.s, or by mcx:lifying the location of 
structures away from the fault trace. (This is addressed in detail in the geologic report prepared by Twining 
Labs in Ma.y 1998, which is contained in Appendix C of this EIR Addendum.) EIR Section Tll. D. Geology 
and Soils has been amended accordingly. All other geologic and soils conditions at the new clubhouse site are 
essentially the same as those at the previousJy proposed clubhouse site. 

Hydrology and Drainage: The proposed flood control modifications would provide for a substantial reduction 
in flood flows leaving the site during more frequent storm events such as the 2-year storm. These 
Jmprovements would also result in significant reductions in the 100-year and 10-year flows compared to the 
previously proposed flood control improvements. The environmental effect would be beneficial relative to the 
improvements evaluated in the 1996 EIR. Section Ill. E. Hydrology and Drainage has been amended 
accordingly. The Master Drainage Plan prepared by PACE Engineering which describes and evaluates the 
flood control modifications is contained in Appendix D of this EIR Appendix. 

Water Quality: The removal of the equestrian center from the plan would avoid the creation of potentially 
contaminated runoff from the center. Although the equestrian center plan prnvided for isolation of the center 
from the surrounding drainage area and included an exclusive retention basin to capture runoff, the elimination 
of the center is environmentally beneficial in terms of potential water quality impacts. The smaller stable now 
proposed for the northeastern portion of the site would be managed in ac.cordance with County and state 
requirements to prevent water quality impacts from this facility. 

Surface drainage from the relocated and redesigned clubhouse parking Jot will be conveyed to underground 
drains in the adjacent golf course and passed through a biofilter prior to discharge into West Branch Llagas 
Creek. Tbe previous proposal was to convey discharge to adjacent retention basins. The net effect on water 
quality would be about the same under the previous and current proposals. EIR Section Ill. E. Water Quality 
has been amended to reDect the above. 

Biological Resources: The revised site plan has been evaluated by H.T, Harvey and Associates. The biologists 
surveyed the new site for the clubhouse complex and the new stable site and found no sensitive species or 
habitats that would be affected by these project modifications. Therefore, the proposed modifications would 
result in no new potential impacts to biological resources. No changes are r~ired to EIR Section III. F. 
Biological Resources. The letter report prepared by Harvey and Associates which addresses the project 
modifications is contained in Appendix F of this EIR Addendum. 

The revised golf course routing plan results in a reduction of fairways crossing the main creek channel from 3 
to 2. This wilt tend to reduce the incidence of golfers entering the creek channel (against course rules) to 
retrieve errant golf balls, and as such would reduce impacts to riparian habitat. 

The revised golf course plan results in a reduction of overall tree loss from 18 to 16 trees, which represents a 
beneficial effect of the revised plan. 

Archaeology: The new location for the clubhouse complex and the new stable site are not wilhin areas of 
archaeological sensitivity and there are no known archaeological resources in the vicinity of these sites, The 
western end of the bypass channel along Highland Avenue at the project entrance is in close proximity to 
recorded archaeological site CA-SCl-76. As such, work at the western end of the bypass channel would be 
subject to monitoring provisions specified in the EIR. None of these changes necessitate modification of EIR 
Section Ill. E. Archaeology. A letter report on the project modifications prepared by Basin Research 
Associa,tes is contained in Appendix G of this EIR Addendum. 
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Aesthetics: At the new location nonh of West Branch Llagas Creek. the nearby hills completely shield the 
clubhouse and overnight complex from view from off-site locatioru;, including the resjde.nce overlooking the site 
from the off-sjte ridge to the north. If anything the clubhouse complex would be better shielded from view by 
the intervening hills. The new stable in the northeast portion of the site may be visible from existing residences 
to the east, but it would be small in scale and have an informal rustic appearance that would blend in with its 
rural surroundings. 11le potential visual effects of the proposed flocxl detention basin adjacent to Coolidge 
A venue would be mitigated by the landscaped berm planned along the roadway frontage. Therefore, the project 
modificatioru; would not result in new oc increased visual impacts. EIR Section m. J. Visual and Aesthetics 
has been modified to reflect the above. 

Traffic: TIie larger clubhouse proposed would generate additional traffic since the restaurant component 
increases in size from 4.000 square feet to approximately 5,800 square feet. An evaluation of the project 
changes by TJKM Transportation Consultants estimated that total p.m. trip generation from the project would 
increase by 15 trips as a result of the larger restaurant component. 1lle other modificatioru; would not result in 
increased trip generation. It was calculated that this additional trip generation would have no effect on levels of 
service or average vehicle delay at any of the potentially affected intersections. 'Therefore, the project 
modifications would have ~ traffic impacts. No changes are required to EIR Section Ill. K. Traffic and 
Circulation. The Jetter report by TJKM that addresses the project changes is contained in Appendix H of this 
EIR Addendum. 

Noise: The relocation of the clubhouse to the north would bring this facility closer to the existing residence on 
the northern ridge overlooking the site. Tbe new clubhouse location is 3,000 feet from this residence while the 
original clubhouse location was 3,600 feet away. Toe analysis in the 1996 EIR concluded that loud music 
played at the clubhouse during weddings or sJmiJar events may be audible at the existing residence under 
certain conditions but would not result in significant noise impacts. The new clubhouse location was evaluated 
by Illingworth & Rodkin who concluded that the new location would result Jn noise levels 2 decibels louder 
than at the previous site, but that the resulting noise levels would be within the range indicated in the EIR. The 
new clubhouse location would not result in noise impacts to the existing residence. Toe letter report by 
Illingworth & Rodkin that addresses the noise impacts of the project changes in contained in Appendix I of this 
EIR Addendum. 

One of the golf course modifications involves the sjting of a new hole (#1) along the south side of the main 
access road, just south of several planned lots for rural residential dwellings. The new hole would result in 
fairway mowing at a distances as close as 120 feet from these future residences, compared with a minimum 
distance of 200 feet under the previous plan. This will result in mower noise being louder at the residences than 
under the previous plan. However, the County noise ordinance allows for noise sources to exceed County 
standards if the duration of the noise is limited as prescribed in the ordinance. There is not expected to be any 
difficulty in meeting these time restrictions. Tilerefore, this project modification would not result in a 
significant noise impact. EIR Section Ill. L Noise has been amended to reflect the above. 

Air Quality: The slight increase in traffic generated as a result of the larger restaurant component proposed for 
the clubhouse would also increase the generation of vehicle emissions. However, according to air quality 
consultant M'OC Physics Applied. this increase would not be sjgnificant in terms of either local carbon 
monoxide concentrations or in term of pollutants of regional concern. No changes are required to EIR Section 
111. M. Air Quality. 

Hazards: The removal of the equestrian center from the plan reduces the concern for potential vector and odor 
impacts. Although similar issues arise for tbe new stable, the potential for impacts js much reduced due to the 
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smaller scale of the stable. EIR Section Ill N. Hazardous Materials, Public Health and Safety bas been 
amended to reflect the above. 

Rationale for Preparation of an EIR Addendum 

This document has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the California Environmental Quali1y 
Act (CEQA) which set.s forth specific requirements for the documentation of potentia1 environmental impacts 
which may result from mcxlifications made to a proposed project after an EIR on the project has been certified. 
Under these circumstances, Sections 15162 through 15164 of the CEQA Guidelines provide for the preparation 
of one of three types of documents depending on the situation. The. criteria to be met for each type of document 
are as follows: 1) a 'Subsequent EIR' shall be prepared if the changes to the project are substantial, and will 
result in major revisions to the BIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or a 
substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects; 2) a 'Supplement to an EIR' shall 
be prepared if the conditions described in #1 above apply but only minor changes or revisions to the EIR are 
necessary; and 3) an 'Addendum to an EIR.' shall be prepared if some minor changes and additions are 
necessary, but the conditions which wouJd necessitate the preparation of a Supplement to an EIR are not 
present. In the present case, the proposed modifications may or may not be considered substantial, but the 
overall effe.ct of the changes would be beneficial environmentally, and in no instance wouJd new significant 
environmental effects be involved or the severity of a significant effect be increased substantially, as discussed 
above and in the body of this document. In addition, the changes to the Em required to address the proposed 
project modifications are minor in nature. Thus two of the required criteria for preparing a Subsequent EIR 
and one of the required criteria for preparing a Supplement to an EIR would not apply. Therefore, according to 
CEQA criteria noted above, the type of environmentaJ document that should be prepared in this instance is an 
'Addendum to an EIR.' 

Organization of This Document 

Since this is the Second Addendum to the EIR, this document identifies revisions to the certified EIR, as 
modified by the first Addendum, which reflect the changes in project description and environmental analysis 
resulting from the proposed modifications to the project. In order to facilitate the reader's comprehension 
without having to refer back to the certified EIR and the first Addendum, this document contains the affected 
portion of the EIR to provide a context for the text changes. Revisions to the text are indicated by 
~ for deletions and underline for additions. 
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I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
* 

* 
B. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT 
* 
* 
Cluster Residential Subdivisions 

I. Project Description 

The project would include two main residential clusters and related open space areas, as described below. 

Rural Residential Ouster Subdivision 

The 31.5-acre Rural Residential parcel is located at the eastern edge of the site, adjacent to Coolidge Avenue. 
north of Highland A venue. The proposal is to cluster the 6 permitted Jots in the western portion of this parcel, 
with lots ranging in size from 1. 7 to 2.5 acres. 'The eastern and southern edges of the site would remain in 
permanent open space. The old plum and walnut orchard would be removed and replaced with a 4 foot high 

TABLE! 

PROPOSED LAND USES 

Land Use 

Golf Course 

• OpenArea 

• Clubhouse, Overnight Facilities 
&Parking 

• Winery Site 

Residential 

• Hillside C1uster 

• Rural Residential Cluster 

Permanent Open Space 

Main Access Road 

Common Area <Wastewater Treatment Facility} 

TOTAL 

1 

Acreage 

18.0 

™ 114,0 

31.5 

1,265.7 1241.7 

6.5 

1,676.0 



I. Project Description 

landscaped berm along the roadway.; ooo a 1MeyMEI ef &PflF01aHlately IO acres w01:HEI he plaeteEI aehied tbe 
eeRH. 'r»is htJffer &fe& would rnege ift ~l:h fi:em 250 te 400 feel. eompri!HRg e lotal ef &pf'F<»lHB8lely 12 
~ Just west of the berm, a detention basin would be excavated to proyjde flood storage during rnaior storm 
events and reduce downstream flooding. The southern portion of this site would contain the channel of West 
Branch Llagas Creek, which flows from west to east alongside Highland Avenue. To prevent flooding along 
the banks of the creek through this area, a diversion channel would be created which would run parallel and to 
the south of the creek channel (see 'Drainage' below). 

Pennanent ()_pen Space 

The Hillside cluster subdivision would include a~ L.242-acre permanent open space area which would 
constitute over 90 percent of the Hillside zone on the site. (1bis assumes iliftt includes the 259 acres etlffeetl:; 
fonnerl,Ldesignated "Agriculture - Medium Scale" in the County General Plan v.'6ti1El he that were redesignated 
to "Hillsides.") Most of this permanent open space area comprises the hillside areas which flank Hayes Valley 
on the north and south, and also includes the level pasture land in the western portion of the site near 
Watsonville Road. This area would include a system of infonnal trails for hiking and horseback riding. 

A smal1 portioo (less ~ oee acre) of the eort:.1efe mUsiae erea eejeeeet ro ffle gelf course ElfiYieg r&£1ge weula 
13f{)¥iae the site for vrieter Slorege of tfeafe8 efflseet prior to spray iffigatioe ea the El:ri¥ieg reege. 

The permanent o_pen space area would include a public trail easement for the pro.posed San Martin Cross
Valley Trail, which would follow the northern boundary of the site. The trail would be constructed by th~ 
County of Santa Clara De.partment of Parks and Recreation. 

The pennanent open space area would also include 100 acres of vineyard to be planted ift 1:W-O ereas. A 10 a.ere 
vie.eyefd wools ~e r,l&£1tee aloeg C00Utlge A:¥efflle, ·Hithie the 2S0 foot seteaek area for the pFOJ)esed R:tirlH 
~ttMiYisioo. A 100 acre 'liee;'8f8 1,veule ee plaetee at the western end of the project, in the open 
field fronting onto Watsonville Road. 

The permanent open space area also includes an area of approximately 4Q 12. acres in the southeastern corner 
of the site. 111.is area would include: buffer areas around the residential lots, a 4-foot landscaped berm along 
Turlock Avenue, and a 20-acre lake. &ad a 20 &efe eqt1e5eiae ceeter Esee 'Drliieage' af1£I 'Eqtiese=iaft Geeter' 
belo .. 1 " · 

Toe permanent open space areas of the site would be placed in the ownership of the Homeowners AssocJation 
for the project, and would not be open to the general public. except for the public trail easement described. 
~ Toe grazing of cattle on the Lion's Gate site (which currently reaches a peak of 250 head) would be 
discontinued upon conc;truction of the prQject. 
* 
* 
Golf Course 
• 
The total quantity of earth to be moved during grading for the golf course and related facilities is estimated to 
be approximately eee fftilYee 760.000 cubic yards. A tot.al of +s, 1~ trees would require removal to 
accommodate the golf course. These would be replaced by over 2,500 native trees to be planted throughout the 
golf course and the residential areas of the project. (These are trees that have been specifically grown for the 
project from acorns and seeds collected from the site in 1989.) 
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TABLE2 

PROJECT SUMMARY DATA 

RESIDENTIAL 

• Rural Residential Cluster Subdivision (lots) 

• Hillside Residential Ouster Subdivision (lots) 

GOLF COURSE 

• Holes 

• Clubhouse (square feet - includes pro shop) 

• Overnight Accommodations (units) 

• Parking Spaces (Clubhouse, Overnight, 
Practice Facilities) 

• Maintenance Facility (square feet) 

Grading (cubic yards - cut/fill) 

Tree Removal (total) 

Tree Planting 

WA 1ER CONSUMPTION 
(gallons/day) - (average/peak) 

Golf Course Irrigation (non-potable) 

Domestic/Landscape/W ashdown 

WASTEWATER FLOWS 
(gallons/day) - (average/peak) 

5 

I. Project Description 

6 

35 

18 

29,000 55,100 

45 

6,000 

500,000/500,000 
575,000/527,000 

-1-81§. 

2,500+ 

334,000/677,000 

57,000/114,000 

23,000/30,000 



1. Projeci Descrip1ion 

Oubhouse 

'The focal point of the golf course would be a 3 ler,rel 29,0G'G 55,122 square-foot clubhouse (inclusive of the gel-f 
e&FEl bere pro shop) and 45 units of overnight accommodation. This complex is proposed for the feet ef the 
settthefe h!Hsides north slde of West Branch Llagas Creek in the east-central area of the site (see Figures 10~ 
and I Ob). The floor area breakdown for the clubhouse is provided in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 (Revised) 

CLUBHOUSE FLOOR AIREA BREAKDOWN 

Function Floor Area Function 
(Sauare Feet) 

Main Floor U121~rLevel 
Dining Rooms & Mixed Grill 5,840 Staff Locker Rooms 
Bar 640 Staff Lounge 
Kitchen 2,336 Meeting Rooms 
Main Hall 2,496 Pre-function 
Front Desk & Reception 1,040 Storage 
Living Room 720 Circulation 
Office and Administration 2,416 
Business Center 512 Subto~l 
Boutique 1,040 
Fitness Room 1,296 
Maintenance/Housekeeping 2,784 Low~rLevel 
Restrooms & Circulation 1,040 WineCe11ar 
Tower & Stairs 476 Cart & Bag Storage 

Men's Facilities Su2totru 
Wet Area & Lockers 5,232 
Bar & Lounge & Cigar 2,400 
Attendant 432 ?ro Sho~ 
Treatment Rooms 1,012 
Storage, Hall, Entry, Phones 800 

Women's F&;iliti~<; 
Wet Area & Lockers 1,252 
Lounge 968 
Attendant 256 

Sybtotru 34,988 TOTAL 

6 

Floor Area 
(Sauare Feet) 

1,600 
850 

2,520 
1,000 

320 
740 

- -
7,030 

2,472 
7,432 

--
9,904 

3,200 

55,122 
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I. Project Description 

The clubhouse would be built on three levels, with most functions contained on the main floor at the middle 
level. The main floor would include a pFe sh0fl bar and restaurant, banquet facilities, eREI a sepBf&te members' 
leeege fef eeFpente memeeFS. the main hall and recq,tion area. a boutigue, fitness center, business and 
administration offices, and men's and women's locker rooms and lounges. 'The tBeffl&effl ' ftfeft weuld iR~ude 
leeker Feems, e&FEI Feems, a spa ene mem~s grill. 1be lower level would contain the wine cellar and the 
storage area for bags and golf cans, and the upper level would include the staff locker rooms and lounge, 
meeting rooms and storage rooms. The pro shQll would occupy a stand-alone structure to the east of the main 
clubhouse. In addition, a small conference center of am,roximately 6,000 sqµare:feet may be added in the 
future if demand for meeting space warrants. 

The clubhouse would be designed iB the seyle of an ltalien hilHoWR, in the California Regional styl~ and would 
take advantage of view opportunities from the base of the hillside. The bliildi:ftg wowd have !Ht edeee ~cpe 
Bpf)t?&fllftee llREI ·;.'Ottld ee eeesfflleled •;.•iffl a builaittg teeanique 16'10'Nft B.S PISJJ (PaettlBtltieally COfflf)aeteEI 
Stftbili~ EIH"Jl) iBstead ef eew.'eetiOMI ff&tBe eensfflle~Oft. By this methoo the sEraeture of me we.H is ereeteEJ 
by s~yieg en earJl mi:1tftife heMoet:&Dy against a rig!El, siegle fftielmess form lo 0feate walls 24 ieeees thiek. 
Sueli 1B&Ssiire w&Hs f)f&l-ide ex:eeUeet insuletiee fef: pessi'IO heel.tag eftd eeeltng. Toe buildings follow the 
~graphy of the slewing foothills, and the COIPJ?lex has been arranged in a campus fashion as a series of low, 
interconnected structures and spaces that break down the perceived mass of the complex. The buildings are 
intended to harmoniously blend with the environment and the layout and materials reflect this design objective. 
A series of natural gardens and terraces soften the am,earance of the buildings and merge the interior with the 
exterior. The materials - stone, plaster. heavy timber, and slate complement the indigenous materials on the 
site, with the intent of further linking the buildings with their natural context. 
* 
* 
Overnight Accommodations 

Adjacent to the clubhouse on the hillside ~ would be the 45 overnight guest units which would also be 
constructed in the eeebe California Regional style, and would be laid out and designed as an integral part of the 
overall clubhouse complex {see Figures lOc and 10d). 1bese units would not be typical hotel rooms and would 
only be available as overnight accommodations for golf course users. 

Toe individual ~ units would be approximately 500 !Q.QQQ square feet, and would be designed as suites. 
Some of the guest units would be arranged in clusters surrounding seYef-lll five small conference rooms of 
approximately 500 square feet. wetHd ee inelu~ ie fJte ottereight eeffif:H0:1t. These eoBfereeee Feoms weuld ee 
lee&leEI eetweee the two uftits so they weeld be aeeessible ffolB eee OF beth of ate &djaeeet tmits as eeedee. 

Vehicular access to the overnight complex would only be by means of golf carts from the clubhouse fl&Fkiftg 
area. 'The parking area for the clubhouse and overnight complex would have capacity for -138-~ vehicles, 
with valet parking avatlable from the clubhouse entrance. fl&FkHlg fer: 81l &ddUioeal 61 ¥ehieles te be fll'8'li~ 
te the Herth of the elubftouse &fe& adjaeeet te the fJffteBee faeility. 

"' 
* 
* 
Equestrian CeeteF Horse Stables 

The project would include a small stable where only residents of the project could keg, their horses. The stable 
would be located in the northeastern corner of the site at the base of the easterly facing hillside {see Figure 9a) 
and would occupy a 1 to 2-acre site. The stable would have a floor area of up to 4,000 sguare feet and would 
provide space for up to IO horses, a small area for hay storage, plus an adjacent corral. 1be stable would not 
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/, Project Description 

include any other facilities such as caretakers quarters, riding ring or paddock. The stable would have a simple 
rustic design to blend in with the rural surroundings. The stable would have driveway acce.ss off San Martin 
Avenue or would be accessible by foot along a path following the toe of the hHlside southward to the on-site 
residential areas. 

The prejeet woold inel1:1de &ft efll:lesff'i&R eefttt!f leeeted es ~eJl:imllfely 20 aeFes at the s01:1t.heastere eemer ef 
the site •uith ElliYewey eeeess Elif~y eff Turleek tV1eR1:1e. The efll:lesl'Aee eeftl:er woold ee epeR 8Bly lo f)rejeet 
resideflts for l:he 886fEiiBg ef f)riYately eweed h0f&es. No t)tiblie horse r~ is f)r0f)OSee. The foctis ef the 
eqHestiien eeeter v,101:110 bee eo•reree riweg ftfeee slflleEl:IFe meeslH'ing 100 ey 200 feet. The erellfl w01:1ld ee 
~Mee oe 3 siEles by 20 ~e 30 iBdeoFlotHaoer s~ans. Tile eemer w01:11EI &IS-O ineh1de a hey storage ftfea aed 
H·liftg EJl:lfll1ers fer a CftfelakaillBtl:Bftger. Ot:her fealltres Vi0ttid ieeh1de llft 01:1l<4oor riElieg riBg, e t:raieieg 
ftfeeJpadaeek aed pesalfe. The eeeess Elli¥e aed 20 space f)ftfkiBg eree wooJd be s1:1£feeee v.rtl:h all weet:her 
erash1~ gt'ft¥e1. The eeateF stable would have direct access to over 8 miles of private riding trails proposed for 
the permanent open space areas of the Lion's Gate site. These riding trails would consist of a network of 
existing trails and vehicle tracks that occur throughout the site. Some minor improvements may be needed 10 
these existing trails, but it is not expected that new trails would be created. Aeeess fi:em tAe 0f)Uest:riftfl: eeeter 
lo fltese trails 1+Y0tdEI be 'lift the ftflffOw strips ef permtlfleAt epee speee eJEtenEli:eg west aBEI ROFt.e of l:he 
~sEriae eenter eloeg tAe f'Fojeet 001:1ndery (see Figure 9c): 

In order to prevent horse manure from entering downstream water courses or groundwater, the eE_ll:lesttlen 
feeil:ity stable would be operated in accordance with a manure management plan, as required under Title 23, 
Chapter 15 of the California Code of Regulations (which pertain to the protection of water quality). Under the 
manure management plan, debrJs boxes would be used to store daily stall sweepings and manure. The 01:1f:door 
f:iEiiBg eBd pesffife llfeas w01:1ld hfwe etaR1:1re f)tekeEI up Ele:i:l:y v.~t:h e special ¥ae1:11:11R YeRiele. Disposal of wastes 
at a local landfill, one which is permitted to accept manure, would occur on a daily basis or e'f'ery omer day Q!! 

an as-needed basis. Nlemat:i'f'cly, ee 9:ire eofflf)OSti.eg of meHttFe may ~e eeesidered insleafl of off site wspesal. 
Idly f>Fopes&l to eempost BlftBltfe wottld reqttife epproY&l from fhe Der,IH"Uftellt ef En't'ifeemeAtal Healta Soltd 
Wes~e URiL.) 1be perimeter of the ElEJl:leskiee eeeler fil.able site would be fenced to prevent animals from 
entering nearby drainages &nd 130eds and contaminating the water. 

+he-equestrie:A center would be eonlOl:lfetl to difeel oe site EIFainege lo e grass sw&le or sweles 'A'h:i:eh woulEI 
eo1w~· Rteoff to a lieoo reteetiOfl poed er ~esie. llHs ~ed v.io1:1ld be leeafee al Hlti easlem 0fle er me site, j1:1st 
west of tAe 1eedseef)0d berlR pr0f)0See &lOflg Turleek A¥ee1Je. The f)E)BEI woole be eq~pea w,il.fl e sl:!:mp plimt) 
lO rem0Ye eey Aeefieg me~i&l, eRCl wolilEI ~ eleftfteEI 01:1l regttlerly lO remo'f'e &eeum1:1laleE:t sedimeets. The 
poft(l w01:1ld lle siled f-Or l:he 10 year storm te pre>.«eet eYedlow of aee1:11Rliletee EIF!lieege in aH but f:be fROSl 

sigmfieenl fl00Ei eti•ents (tlie pond wools lle feeeed lO pre..,eel entry, eed signs wo1:1le ~ _pested wftfftiBg f)E!eple 
to~ Olil.) ,«\By drei:ftllge from ftfeas 1:1f)S)OflC of lhe 0EJ1:1eslfiae eee~ to the west w01:1IEI ee Elifee!ed 8f0lieEI 
the feeility ta fhe proposea resiEleRl:ial lelEe lO the north. 

The eqtteseiftfl: ceBlef ~ would employ vector control measures as needed, such as baiting for flies, and 
rodent trapping. As discussed above, manure would be cleaned up daily and placed in debris boxes which 
would be emptied Elfttly or eMery other day on an as neo1ed basis and taken to a local landfill or eo1Rp0Stee oe 
~ 

• 
• 
• 
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Grading and Excavation 
• 
Cuts and Fills 

I. Project Description 

Tiie total estimated earthwork for the project is approximately eee .U million cubic yards of cut and fill,...Qf 
which approximately 760,000 cubic yards would be for the golf course. All earthwork would be balanced on 
the site. 
* 
Excavations for Lakes 

Thete are f8tl:f five lakes, poods and major detention basins proposed as part of the project. 1bese include the 
following: the irrigation storage reservoir located at the west end of the golf course, which would involve 
excavation of~~ cubic yards of earth; the runoff detention pond Re&F tl!e 180! gt=eee adjacent to the 
11 th hole, which would require removal of~ 12.2.QQ cubic yards; the wastewater storage pond oorJi of tl1e 
t1rh'fflg rege adtacent to Turlock Avenue. which would entail the excavation of@;OOG ~ cubic yards of 
material; the 20-acre lake to be located at the main residential subdivision in the southeastern portion of the 
site, which would involve the removal of 70,200 cubic yards of earth; and the flood detention basin along 
Coolidge Avenue. which would involve the excavation of 30,000 cubic yards of material. 'The excess material 
generated by these excavations would be used in golf course contouring. constructing the berms along Turlock 
and Coolidge Avenues. and for building pads fa the residential subdivisions. 
• 
Drainage 

'The project largely incorporates the existing natural drainage system into the design of the golf course and 
residential areas. In the golf course plan there are several instances where short reaches of tributary drainages 
would be rerouted or piped to accommodate the fairway layout. Along the West Branch of Llagas Creek there 
are two locations upstream of the clubhouse site where small existing meanders would be removed in the golf 
plan. The natural drainage channels in the residential areas would be largely unaltered. The existing flow 
characteristics of West Branch Llagas Creek are not proposed to be altered in the proposed project plans. 
However, several flood control improvements are prQl)OSed which would reduce flooding potential on lhe 
project site as weU as downstream. These include a diversion along the West Branch of Liai:as Creek a 
detention basin along Coolidge Avenue, and a lake/detention basin in the residential area south of Highland 
Avenue, These flood control features are described in Section lll. E. Hydrolggy and Drainage, 

Golf Course Drainage 
... 
Some underground storm drains would be installed for the clubhouse and overnight complex. Surface runoff 
from the parking areas would be conveyed to aeerey releHtioR easies underground storm drains and conveyed 
to the main creek channel. The parking lot runoff would pass through an underground biofilter prior to 
discharge into the cceek channel. Stormwalef eoHeetoo iB the b&:sies we~d not ee released Ee lke ereelr eh&F.flel 
e11L wottld 13er:eelate iftto lke soil or er,,eporaltl. 1lie ff!lemtee ell5iflfl w011ld ee eleafted of aeeuR1Hiatoo sedimee~ 
115 Reedefl. 

* 
fJlueslriaR Cefltet: 

As Rated fH'tWi8tisly, 8FIUR&ge wilbiR lke ~eslfi&R eeR!eF would ee aifeeteEI te ll fetelHioR bllSift l6 ee loellfed 
at tl\e easleFR eRE1 of the site eeaf Turloelc AYeeue. To the eitte91. fellSiele, ftfttuf&I elrllinoge origiealiHg uf}Slepe 
ef lfle ~a<imltfl. eeelfl: WOttJa ee ah~ Mottee the ~estriltfl. Mea llfld aifeeted te the 13reposed leJEe te the 
fi0Rft: 
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Ill. C. Parks, Recreation and Open Space 

m. ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING, IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES 
* 

C. PARKS, RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE 

Impacts and Mitigation 

Impact 1. 

Mitigation 1a. 

Mitigation lb. 

The proposed golf course and residential uses would result in the los.s of approximately 
~ 434 acres of semi-natural open space. (Potential Significant Impact) 

TI1e development of the golf course and its related facilities would involve~ 277 acres of 
land in the central valley area of the site, while the residential subdivisions, a-REI roadways, 
and the wastewater treatment facility would occupy approximately -1-4+ 157 acres. 
Approximately 16 percent of the total site area would be converted to golf course uses, and 
3 2 percent would be converted to residential uses and public facility uses. This acreage 
consists primarily of fields, an abandoned orchard, grazing land and approximately 20 acres 
of partially wocxled hillsides (although the proposed building envelopes for the two 
proposed wocxlland lots are located in areas with little or no tree cover.) The Hayes Valley 
site was identified as a low priority (rated #26 out of 42) for open space preservation by the 
County's Open Space 2020 Task Force. The report cited the property's value as 
watershed, viewshed, and ability to buffer urbanization as primary resources to be 
protected. The remaining ~ 1,242 acres of property would remain in permanent open 
space, as required under the Hillside clustel:iag provisions of the wning district. 

The project would provide approximately ~ 258 acres of managed recreationaJ open 
space in the ronn of a public golf course. The golf course would provide an added 
recreational opportunity in the County. 

'The proposed project would provide additional recreational opportunities which would be 
open to members of the public. 1be project would help alleviate the well-documeateo 
shortage of golf courses in the County. 

The remaining~ 11242 acres of natural and semi-natural area of the site would be 
preserved as permanent open space as a condition of the cluster development penniL 

Approximately~ 1,242 acres of oak wocxlland and grassland on the site would be 
preserved as permanent open space. This open space would be managed and maintained by 
the Homeowners Association for the project. and would not be open to the general public. 
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/fl. D. Geology and Soils 

D. GEOLOGY AND SOILS 

• 
• 
Impacts and Mitigation 

Impact 1. 

Mitigation la. 

Potential secondary ground rupture· or sympathetic movement along inactive faults 
crossing the site may result in minor damage to structures, roadways and utility lines. 
(Potential Significant Impact) 

The previous limited fault investigation on the· Hayes Valley site by Wahler Associates in 
1990 concluded that both of the on-site fault traces are inactive. This was confirmed 
through exploratory borings and trenching performed by Twining Laboratories in May 
1998. Therefore, the potential hazard due to primary ground rupture (as might occur along 
an active fault trace) is considered minimal at the project site. Secondary ground rupture or 
sympathetic movement along one of the inactive faults on-site could conceivably occur as 
the result of the strong groundshaking caused by the occurrence of a large earthquake 
originating 011 one of the nearby active faults (e.g., Sargent or San Andreas faults). In the 
event of a large earthquake nearby, sympathetic movement of a fault within bedrock 
materials at depth might propagate through the overlying sediments to the break the ground 
surface; bul where bedrock covers significant thickness (more than 5 feet) of alluvium or 
colluvium, displacement at the ground surface would be considered unlikely, although broad 
tilting and deformation are possible. Any displacements at the surface of the bedrock from 
such sympathetic fault movement would likely be small, up to a maximum of several 
inches. The risk of minor damage to structures, roadways and utility lines crossing the on
site fault traces as a result of secondary ground displacement is negligible, but remotely 
possible. Howeve.r. dissimilar earth mate.rials may be juxtaposed across the fault, or 
structurally weak zones of sheared rock may occur coincident with the faults. Such 
variable foundation properties can result in excessive differential settlement, and damage 
may occur to buildings constructed across such zones. The areas of the project that could 
be potentially affected by on-site fault traces include the site of the clubhouse/overnight 
complex and proposed Lols 7 through J 1, 20 through 24, and 30 and 31 (see Figure 11), 
The eluel:loass Bft(} e,•emight eeeemmOOftf,ieas eemple* woli:ld aot be &ffeereEI. 

Where proposed structures for human occupancy are determined to be underlain by 
an inactive fault trace, mitigation could consist of modification of the soil foundation, 
using deep foundations, or modifying the location of the structure away from the shear 
~ Appropriate set!Juek dist&Aees for f:R0&e slAleklres ma~ !Je F@(fuiFed, 

Detailed flmlt ie•resligelieR wett:ld be.tilldeffakee wllere strueMes for human oooupaooy are 
plaaeeEI for eFees sttsf)eE)led of eeiog ttR0ef'18:ifi ey faults. These siuei~ wmlla detefmiae me 
t)8tential fer sttrfilee EiispJeee1Renl along the on site futtlt traees, wil:h ifflf3leme1Hal:ien ef 
r~emmMl:ial:ieBS l¼6 le Bflprepriate meusw:ffi fer sits pJaeoi-a~. lnlileifig ElesigA, Md 1nilities 
engjoeeFiAg. The previous f.ault swEly (Wahler, l990~ wea r:elel:i~rely generel &Re a.is ROt 
edareas sf)eeiee Pf8J)05eEl oondtng siies. 

Potential differential settlement in the vicinity of the fault traces ma)'. be mitigated by 
ove.rexcavation and recompnction of foundation soils across the fault, or by deep 
foundations such as drilled shafts or driven piles. In addition, mitigation may include 
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Impact 5. 

Ill. D. Geology and Soils 

moclifying the location of the structure away from the shear zone. Specific foundation 
recommendations will be made by Twining Laboratories in the design level geotechnical 
engineering report 

Bllfied ea Ifie fiftEli:egs ef s1:1eh MplorelieM, lB6 1nejeet gee~egtst eeltle l'eeemmeas tlw 
haeita~e swoou=es 98 Joee.ted eff the fft1:111:9, er ie the eirelll ef poteft8al S)'fflfl&thet:ie 
m0,remeet, that a setl:laelc i,0ee 98 established. An Ol3J!F0flR&te setbaell dislanee wmdd be 
established ill lisettssiees eeEweee the Goamy Geel0gist e.AEI !:he flFejeet geol0gist. 'Thefe is 
aE1eftue.£e Sf)&ee 0e all of me 11r01J05ed lots to e.eeefflffleaate a~· eha:eges ie. el:lilElieg 
loeaeens. A.Uemati•,•ely, ihe f)Fejeet geelogist JRay eonel1:1ee ihat lhere is 110 risk 0f offset 
al0Rg ate fe1:1lt eoe~ets due 10 lhe th.ielmess 0f allu·111ut1, iRdieaeeg eo e01!!f:l fer mitigae0A 
or e.•,etdllftee. 

"' 
* 
The presence of unstable slopes and existing landslide deposits on the project site may 
pose a hazard to proposed structures, .end may be affected by project grading. 
(Potential Significant Impact) 

"' 
In edElil:i0e; the SflF&)' iffigati0n ef the f)Faetiee r11:Bge with tfee.ted effluee~, wh:ieh is 
Pf0flOSed e.s e.n aUere.e.ti•,·e wastewater dis13esal meEhed; eo1:1ld Eleotae~ eM:istiftg slide 
depesie ie this area by ies=r-easi,ag pare presStires 1Ml:hift the sliE:le H1e.sseB. 

Dl:le ~ eeneeEBS abeul f)8leatie.1 laooslidieg affeetieg tJ:te fee.sieility ef the prepesea 
0Ytlffiight 1:1eits, aftd Let:s 24, 25 aeE:I 2~, feasibility level geeteeheiee.1 e11&lllati0AS 0f these 
e.ree.s were eendl:lelefl ey Pe.eilie Geeleehnieol.&g4nee!fieg ie J;)eeeEBeer 199S. Wilh Fe&f)80t 

te the ei,·emigkl tteits, it WQ!i fettM thal lwe JaAElslida dep06it5 Joee.ted upslepe 0f the 
eempleJt eoulEI eeeome Feeea•,tMeEJ e.Hel ifflfl&el the prOf)0SeEI sl:ruelltfes. Jl ,,,,.e.s eeeel1:1£1ea 
lhat, while further eesige liWel geeleeh.1ieal sl½IE:lies wo1dEI ee requ.ifed, it ftf'~ears that lhis 
lllfldsltae Aiti'!e.rEI "ean ee mitigateEI OF Fepe.ired ie eea'lefltioae.l fashi0a ·;t':ilhool 0JiOFeil8fl1 

east" ~see milige.l:ioe mee.sur-es eel0w). (The fee.sieiliic,· r~Ofl 0fl the el1:1bheuse e.ee 
O¥effligAt complex is eonfaiJied ia ,t\f'fleBfHJ( C.) 

There are two landslide features to the north of the clubhouse/overnight complex which 
appear to comprise relatively shallow rotational block slides and slumps. These slides are 
separated from the complex by a ravine which would preclude impact to the complex if the 
landsUdc masses were remobilired.. As such, the slide masses do not present a hazard to the 
oomplex. 
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E. HYDROLOGY AND DRAINAGE 

This discussion is ma.inly based on the following reports: Hydrology and Drainage - Lion's Gate Development 
prepared by Schaaf & Wheeler in November 1995; and the ~elimieary ~gR Report for tee Lion's Gate 
Reserve Master Drainage Plan prepared by Pacific Advanced Civil Engineering in No.,.eml!er 199e January 
1998 (with an addendum datro April 1998). ~ These reports are contained in Appendix D of this EIR. 

Environmental Setting 

Area• Wide Drainage 

The project s ite is located in the Llagas Creek watershed which drains from the eastern !!lopes of the Santa 
Cruz Mountains and the western slopes of the Mount Hamilton Range south to the Pajaro River and Monterey 
Bay near Watsonville. The major tributaries of Llagas Creek are Little Llagas Creek, Madrone Channel, 
Coralitos Creek. San Martin Creek. Church Creek, and West Branch Llagas Creek. Llagas Creek and its 
tributaries drain a total of approximately 105 square miles upstream of its confluence with the Pajaro River 
-south ofGJlroy. 

The climate of the soulh Santa Clara Valley is similar to that of the San Francisco Bay Area. Summers are 
warm and dry while winters are mild and moderately wet. Nearly 90 percent of the annual rainfall occurs in !he 
late fall or winter months, wilh January normally being the wettest. The mean annual precipitation varies 
within the Llagas Creek watershed from a high of over 50 inches in the Santa Cruz Mountains to a low of 14 
inches on the valley floor. 'The basin-wide average is approximately 20 inches per year. 

Sa-earn flows in Llagas Creek are regulated by Chesbro Reservoir, which is owned and operated by the Santa 
C lara Valley Water District. The reservoir has a total storage capacity of approximately 8, 100 acre-feet. The 
reservoir is operated for water supply purposes, but does provide some incidental flood control benefit due to 
peak flow attenuation. 

The u pland areas of the Llagas Creek watershed have soils developed on sedimentary rock, basic igneous rocks 
end serpentine rocks. The main soils are of the Los Gatos, Gaviota, Vallecitos and Haymen associations. They 
range in depth from shallow to deep. and are located on steep to very steep slopes. The vegetative cover 
includes grasses, oak. pine, brush and hardwoods. The infiltration rates o f water in the upland areas is 
generaJly stow. The upland soils are classified as having a high to very high erosion potential. 

The upland portions of the Llagas Creek walershed have very little development at this time, and the County 
General Plan calls for onJy limited development in the future with mostly open space. On the valley floor, most 
of lhe Llagas Creek channel and its tributaries are leveed or perched channels wilh channel banks higher than 
adjacent areas on one side or both si~ of the stream channel. Therefore, overflows fro m the channel tend to 
flow away from and parallel to the channel. 

Based on information from lhe Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Insurance Srudy for 
Santa Clara County, there are extensive areas of floodplain from Llagas Creek and its tributaries. The most 
i;erious of these are within the City of Morgan HHI from West Little Llagas Creek, and in the City of Gilroy 
from West Branch Llagas Creek. 

The Santa Clara Valley Water District and the Soil Conservation Service have completed a flood control 
project for the Llagas Creek watershed. The downstream reach from Bloomfield Road to the Ronan Channel 
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has been improved to 100-year design standards, and the reach from the Ronan Channel to Route 101 has been 
improved to 10-year design standards. In addition, 100-year design channels have been provided in the urban 
areas of Morgan Hill and Gilroy. Improvements in Gilroy included diversion of West Branch Llagas Creek to 
the Ronan Channel, and channel improvements upstream to Day Road The project was designed to eliminate 
most flooding in Gilroy south of Day Road. This project has been completed, and FEMA is in the process of 
changing the Aood Insurance Rate Maps for this area. 

Site Drainage and Flooding Conditions 

The project site drains to two separate drainages. The western portion of the site drains to the west to Hayes 
Creek near Watsonville Road while the majority of the site drains via the east to the West Branch Llagas 
Creek. A network of intermittent and ephemecal streams flow from the higher elevations on the perimeter of the 
central valley into the West Branch of Llagas Creek. The Creek has 8 primary tributaries, 4 of which drain the 
hills north of the valley and with the other 4 originating on the southern ridgeline. These tributary streams flow 
during winter and spring months for varying periods and are dry the remainder of the year. West Branch 

Llagas Creek discharges to the Ronan Channel which joins Llagas Creek near Highway 152 east of Gilroy. 
Hayes Creek drains to Llagas Creek near Watsonville Road, south of Morgan Hill. The are no de.tailed 
floodplain studies for Hayes Creek. The area is designated as Zone D on the Flood Insurance llate Map. Zone 
Dis defined as an area of undetennined flood hazard. 

As flows in West Branch Llagas Creek reach the eastern project boundary at Coolidge Avenue. they pass under 
the road through a 3.5' x 6' concrete box culvert. Since the culvert is relatively small compared to the 
incoming 100-year flow, the creek backs up submerging the culvert and overtopping the nonhern bank of the 
channel and flooding the orchard located just north of the channel. As the flow ponds up in the orchard. it 
crosses Coolidge Avenue at a dip section located approximately 1,200 feet north of the creek. The dip section 
.in the road has a 24-inch reinforced concrete pipe culvert to convey the smaller nuisance flows under the road. 

Al the southeast corner of the site, ground elevations are low resulting in natural drainage flows toward this 
corner of the site. As the flows pond up in the comer they enter a 16-inch corrugated metal pipe which conveys 
the flows from the project site to the adjacent property to the south. The flows then enter two 12-inch piJX!.5 
that convey the flows under Turlock Avenue to the east. Since the 100-year flow in this area is 161 cfs. which 
is more than the capacity of the pipes, the road is overtopped at the nearby low point or dip section in the road. 

The Flood Insurance Rate Maps for West Branch Llagas Creek do not include detailed floodplain studies 
upstream of Goldeo Gate Avenue, approximately 2 miles south of Highland Avenue. 1be stream channel on 
the project site is designated as Zone A, approximate 100-year floodplrun. At Turlock Avenue, the floodplain 
is shown as approximately 300 feet wide along the channel north of Highland Avenue. 

West Branch Llagas Creek bas been restudied by FEMA to update the existing Flood Insurance Rate Maps, 
The draft work maps are currently in the review process and are not expected to be become effective until late 
1996. The SCVWD is using the revised maps as the best available information in the interim. The proposed 
100-year floodplain for West Branch Llagas Creek near Highland Avenue is significantly larger on the revised 
maps than on the current maps. The proposed floodplain includes shallow flooding from the chaonel 
commencing at the ranch complex. on the project site and including the area south of Highland Avenue, west of 
Turlock Avenue, and the area nonb of Highland Avenue west of Coolidge Avenue (see Figure 13), 
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The hydrology for the detailed floodplain study shows an estimated 100-year peak flow rate of 850 cubic feet 
per second for West Branch Llagas upstream of Turlock Avenue. An estimated 400 cfs overflows Highland 
Avenue toward the south upstream of Turlock Avenue. An additional 355 cfs overflows from the channel 
toward the north upstream of Coolidge Avenue. The northecn overflow crosses Coolidge Avenue north site and 
flows overland to the east and south to the West Branch Llagas Creek channel at Highland Avenue. The 
majority of the overflow to the south flows overland to the south and east and crosses Turlock Avenue to rejoin 
the West Branch Llagas Creek floodplain between Highland Avenue and Golden Gate Avenue. A portion of 
the overflow continues south along the west side of Turlock A venue. 

A more detailed floodplain study was undertaken for the proiect by Pacific Advanced Civil Engineering in 
conjunction with prel)aration of the Master Drainage Plan for the project in January 1998. This floodplain 
study was based on detailed topographic mapping and ground surveying of the site and adjacent roadways. 
Therefore, the findings of this study are considered to be the best available information on flooding potential for 
the project site. This floodplain study estimates the 100-year peak flowrate leaving the eastern edge of the site 
to be 1,068 cubic feet per second. This includes 797 cfs that overflows the channel of West Branch Llagas 
Creek east of Coolidge Avenue and north of High]and Avenue, 110 crs that flows through the culvert at 
Coolidge Avenue, and 161 cfs that overflows Turlock Avenue in the southeast corner of the site. According to 
this study there would be no extensive sheet flooding across the eastern portions of the site during the 100-year 
event. as shown in Figure 13. excg>t for the ponding within 200 feet of Coolidge Avenue north of Highland 
Avenue and in the extreme southeast comer of the site. 

Ordinances and Regulations that Addr~ Drainage and Flooding 

County Drainage Manual: This manual contains guidelines for design and installation of drainage facilities for 
projects. Projects must demonstrate that drainage will be handled adequately in order to avoid drainage and 
flooding problems. These guidelines ensure that there are no on- or off-site drainage problems associated with 
a project 

Grading Ordinance: The ordinance requires that all drainage structures and devices be consistent with the 
adopted County Drainage Manual and its standards. It outlines disposal requirements for both on- and off-site 
drainage; provides for slope protection and erosion control; and the design of dikes, swales and ditches. 

Land DevelO!)ment Regulations: The County Land Development Engineer reviews all projects to ensure no on
or off-site drainage impacts would occur as a result of the proposed project. 

2.oning Ordinance: For projects requiring a use permit. Section 47-5(d) of the Zoning Ordinance ensures that 
adequate storm drainage exists or shall be provided as a part of the project; and that no on- or off-site drainage 
impacts would result from the project 

Special Flood Hazard Area Ordinance: This ordinance applies to all areas of special flood hazard (i.e., within 
the 100-year flood zone as established by FEMA) within the unincorporated area of Santa Clara County. No 
new development shall occur, or structure or improvement shall be constructed in a flood zone without 
compliance with this ordinance. 
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Significance Criteria 

With respect for flooding and drainage impacts, Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines states that a project will 
normally have a significant effect on the environmental if it wilJ: "(g) Cause substantial flooding, erosion or 
siltation." 

Impacts and Mitigation 

lmpactJ. The project would potentially result in i~ downstream flooding during the 100-
year, IO-year, and more frequent stonn events. (Potential Significant Impact) 

The proposed residential development on the project site would increase the amount of 
impervious area on the site and therefore increase the runoff from the site. 

The cluster residential development area soutl1 of Highland Avenue would be served by 
storm drains which would discharge to the 20-acre lake proposed for the main subdivision 
area. The overflows from the lake would discharge via storm drains to West Branch 
LJagas Creek upstream of Coolidge Avenue. ln addition, there are approximately 73 acres 
of hillside area upstream of this residential development area. Drainage from this area 
would also be collected by the storm drain system and discharge to the lake. The total area 
of this drainage area is approximately 240 acres. 

The golf course would also be located entirely within the West Branch Llagas Creek 
watershed which drains to the east. lbere would be no development in the western portion 
of the site which drains to the west to Hayes Creek. The West Branch Llagas Creek 
watershed upstream of Turlock Avenue is approximately 1,060 acres or 1.66 square miles. 
The golf course development would include approximately 240 acres, the majority of which 
would be landscaping and turf. The upstream hillside areas would not be affected. 11le 
existing creek channel and pond would be largely maintained in their existing 
configurations. A new pond would be constructed west of the existing pond to serve as an 
irrigation water reservoir and to detain runoff from the undeveloped area upstream. The 
new pond would include approximately 9 acre-feet of detention storage. 

T o anaJyre potential drainage and flooding impacts, the project site was divided into the 
following 3 drainage areas: the cluster residential subdivision south of Highland Avenue; 
the area upstream of the existing pond; Ute area upstream of the proposed new irrigation 
reservoir; and the area downstream of the pond golf course reservoir. Discharge rates were 
estimated for the l 0-year and 100-year storms for existing and project conditions. 

The results of the flooding analysis show that the proposed golf course would reduce the 
flow from the sit.e to West Branch Llagas Creek. The golf course would decrease the 
estimated peak runoff from the war.ershed be.cause the proposed irrigated turf would 
maintain a dense layer of thatch which would act as a sponge and reduce runoff, whereas 
the existing uninigated range grasses tend to be sparse. with exposed dirt between grass 
clumps, which does not retain as much runoff. The estimated 100-year peak flow from the 
golf course area would decrease from 780 cubic feet per second to 765 cubic feet per 
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second, a decrease of 2 percent. The 10-year peak flow rate would decrease from 375 
cubic feet per second to 360 cubic feet per second, a decrease of 4 percent. 

The proposed golf course irrigation reservoir would also act as a detention facility to reduce 
the estimated peak flow rate from the western portion of the watershed. For purposes of 
analysis, the existing pond was assumed to be full at the start of the storm and to have 
minimal effect on the flood hydrograph. The proposed irrigation reservoir was assumed to 
be full to spillway elevation at the start of the storm, and to have a 12-foot wide spillway. 
The estimated storage capacity of the pond is 9-acre-feet with 3 feet of flow ovec tlie 
spillway. The detention storage in the irrigation reservoir would reduce the estimated 100-
year peak flow at the pond from 59 cubic feet per second to 39 cubic feet per second, a 
reduction of 20 cubic feet per second However when routed downstream and combined 
with the larger watershed downstream, the detention storage reduces the peak by 
approximately IO cubic feet per second This is due to the difference in timing between the 
peak flow in the upper watershed and the lower portion of the watershed. The peak flow 
from the upper watershed is delayed by the travel time along the creek channel and arrives 
after the peak from the lower watershed lnerefore the peaks do not add directly. The 
detention storage in the upper watershed acts to increase the timing difference of the upper 
watershed. 

The proposed golf course grading would also include local detention areas to contain runoff 
from the turf areas for water quality purposes. These would also act to reduce runoff from 
the site, particularly for small storms. 1lle effect of these detention areas on larger storms 
would depend on the design and placement of each area and whether the upstream hillside 
areas would drain to the detention areas or directly to the creek. Therefore, the effects of 
potential detention storage on the golf course other than the larger pond were not considered 
in the hydrograph analysis. 

The flooding analysis indicated that the proposed cluster residential development would 
result in a potential increase in the peak runoff from the development site. The 100-year 
peak flow from the entire watershed would increase from 236 cubic feet per second to 301 
cubic feet per second, an increase of 28 percent. The 10-year peak flow rate would 
increase from 120 cubic feet per second to 160 cubic feet per second, an increase of 33 
percent. The increase in peak runoff is due to both the increased impervious area in the 
development, and the more efficient drainage system which ooJJects runoff faster than the 
existing overland flow conditions. 

ReweYer, l:he ehtsU!lr Fl'lflideAt-i&J s11hdMsion wewe iaeh1de a proposee Jolie, and nmeff 
we1Md he arai.Aee ~e l:he lake; lheR releasee te West. Br8Jleh Llagas Cfeek Oely l:he 
prepeseEI ~eseillft eenter: iB l:he s0t1theeelere e0Fllel' ef the site wmdd ee eelow !lie lake 
ele¥at-ioa B:Rd we11ld draiB tewllfd Turloelt f,Yea11e. Thet=e is ee storm arain sysleffl afoeg 
1\H:leek hve,ut&; ln1t Rlftoff flows aJeng the l8aEI Hoder eJt:isa.eg eenElit-ions. 

The r-esideat:ial el1ts& s\:IMi~rioiee is Joeated in a dfai:911:ge &Fea of 240 oeres, waieh we1tle 
8faie re the pFeposee lalre. 'Withwt the Jelle, iaBl'-eltsee peak ruse# fl:em lhe el1tster 
reeidetUial s\:IMi>Msion WO\:IIEI t)0ltmlielly ina=ease me f!e&IE .Aew ie '.Vest DFaneh Llegas 
Q:eelc dOWASlrea:IR of the pFOjeet. 
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The on sile lal,e pFoposed fer die r,oethern residentiai elusler s11hditJision ,r,cewd be 
desigeed te pre~•ide sm'fieieet de&e11tien slerage fer i&eFeased peel, nmoll r esw~iRg 
from she dl'$ielopment. Jn lWldition, o dii,eFSien st.FuetuH wol-lld be eeRStrueled ie the 
ereel, eh111n1el le dii,eft o sahstaetiol portion or slerm flows ~eeeding e10sting 10 year 
Oow rates le lhe resideetiol lal(e, whieh wewd &e si;l!@8 te eeeoHlRl8dote &boat ene half 
9f the AH•s from lhe 100 year ~•eet. With the6e facilities, lhe peall Dow rotes lea¥ing 
the pr&jeet site d11ring sigRifieanl sleRR iweets wol-lld &e s11hslantially loweF ill&n 
Hnder aistieg eonditioRS, In order to control and detain flood flows generated at the 
site, a diversion channel, a detention basin and a lake are proposed. These structures 
would be designed to minimize the extent of flooding within the project boundaries, 
and would reduce peak flood flows leaving the site during the too.year, 10-year. and 
2-year events relative to existing conditions. 

The pelBBtiol ieereosl!lfl RIROff tfoffl lhe Fe6ille:Rtiol llf'e& Elurieg U:le 100 year e• .. eet wmdEI be 
e5 e11eiil feet pe,= seooM, wil:l!.out the p~esed Joke. The prepos8EI IQJco wet1IEI ha,.,e o 
ROfm&I waler sllff6ee ele~•of:ioe less tftflR l:Re l0JJ of eank e~eyat:iOB of \litesl 8raneh Hages 
CFeelt et the 0t1tfaU ft:om the peRd. '.fhe diYeFsion st:r110t:11re tB the oroek wools ee eesigf!eE:I 
such that o substaetial poffiOft of Ute Gows in the ol.'t!ele le6s lftOfl l:he 81(,isHBg 10 )'Mf pe&k 
Hew v,1oola ~oss uooer the slR!otuFe 098 w01:1lEI AOl be able to e11teF the siele ohar..nel to I.he 
lake. Rows ~g the 10 ye&F ~eek flow would ee efoolff!EI b)• the slftleQ:lfe oR<'I 
EliYMed to the le.-1.e fer tempOFary steFage (eee Figw:e l3a). This woold feeuce Ifie 100 
year flow rate lea'lieg !he site ffoffl appFOMffl&tely 800 efs ueaer eMsaeg eoAEiiti86S te 
flWFOX:iAl&lely 400 efs. This sebstafltial FeEllleaoe ifl Aeee Oews lea~•ieg the silt! woulEI 
sigftifieoetly ff!d11ee 088Elieg pF89l8fftfl aloeg Ute West Broneh of Uaga-s Creele ElowMlre&ffl 
ef t1te eHe. HewSYer. there el:ill would ee overla98 aee dEWA'lfll:reGffl tlooE!iBg <:ltiriBg the 
100 year e,,reel:; bttt lhe e11tent aee 'fel11me of fi88Elieg weula be redneed as o t=etmll of the 
propesed Eli¥ersion &ftEl storage. 0116@ the storage eapollity of the le.ke js t=eaeheEI, Oft)' 

adEliaoeo1 .f.1ows woolEI be pFe,.,eeted ifom eelefiog !he lo~. looteea, Utese e,nreme fl000 
flows would he aHewed to 0 1,•ers~ill t-he eFeek. os weuhl oeCi!r unEler e10stieg oooElitions. 
The outflow ffem the 1alte wet1IEI OAly oeeur whee the waler lei,,el it1 the oreell is low. 
TJ:tei:efere, the 0111:flow ff:om Ute peed wo11IEI em eoBtril:mto to the ~tisang .flooEI problems 
fl:om the eA!ek ehaa.ael. 

Sieee the r~it1eetial laJce wet1ld be e~ to ooelain a suhstoBlial portiee of U:le 100 )'00F 

peak flow. the shalfow il88Elieg lhot oet111Fs oloeg the T11rlOEYl oed CooliElge AYenue 
fl:onloge areas of lhe sile dllFieg lhe 100 year e¥eat wet1JEI be sigaifie8fltly redueed (see 
EliSE!i!SSiOR UAder 1mpoot 2' below). 

The e(jlfeatriaR. eeater area ie !he settl:heast pertioa of lhs projeet sits w011ld eel 9Fain lo I.he 
poRB iJI lhe res~ Ele>.rel0flRteRl l!fflll. DIis to lhe site t0fl8gf'Ophy, thei:e would ee a 
eerm bel.'weee fhe eque6trian eeeter 088 l:he pend 10 ooatoiR lhe peed. 'The H11tll:im11te heighL 
of t:l½6 eerm wOl!ld ee oppro!l:imotely 7 feel:. The effttestfi&n eenter wol:t:ld eonlin11e to arafe 
te 1\trloelc A¥eBuo 8fl8 ulf:imetely 10 \.¼6t Bf:Ofleh Llagas Creek. Beea11se ef too lilllit.ed 
iB1per¥ious ereo assoae~ed wilh tile ~estrioR eefllef, there shoule be fl8 ieereose ie Rteolf 
from lhe OFea after the pF0jeet lR edditioe. l:he pr0flosed etjuesa=i.on oenter w011lli inellt~ e. 
Eleteel:ion pe98 fer woter qeolil)1 fNfPOSes. 

1ne main flood control features include a diversion channel to be constructed along the 

West Branch of Llagas Creek, a detention basin along Coolidge Avenue, and a 
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lake/detention basin in the residential area south of Highland Avenue. These features are 
shown in Figure 13a and described below. 

Diversion Channel along West Branch Llagas Creek 

To eliminate flooding along the banks of the creek at the eastern end of the project. a 
diversion channel is planned to run parallel and south of the existing creek channel. The 
new channel would branch southward off the existing channel at a poinl iust west of the 
roadway (' A Street'} for the Rural Residential subdivision where it crosses the existing 
creek channel. 'The diversion structure would consist of a spillway 75 feet in length. Flows 
to the existing creek channel would be limited by two 24-inch reinforced concrete pipes that 
would serve as culverts under 'A Street' . This would serve to divert the major portion of 
the flood flows to the new parallel channel. The diversion channel would be trapezoidal 
with a JO-foot bottom width, and would be grass lined. The diversion channel would rejoin 
the main channel at a point just west of Coolidge Avenue. The existing creek channel 
would not be altered. 

Detention Basin Along Coolidge Avenue 

Since the existing culvert at Coolidge Avenue does not have sufficient capacity to convey 
larger storm events, flooding occurs to the north in the orchard along Coolidge Avenue with 
flood flows crossing eastward over the roadway at a low point approximately 1,200 feet 
north. To control this on-site flooding and to reduce flooding over Coolidge Avenue, a 5.5-
acre detention basin is planned adjacent to the roadway. The detention basin would be 
approximately 200 feet wide and 1.000 feet long and have a storage capacity of 23 acre-
feet. Flood flows would enter the detention basin at a spillway alongside the creek channel 
near Coolidge Avenue. Once the detention basin is filled, it would overflow at the northeast 
corner where flood flows would cross Coolidge Avenue at the low point or dip section. 'The 
detention basin is not intended to eliminate flooding altogether. but it would significantly 
reduce flood flows crossing the dip section of the roadway relative to existing conditions 
(see Table 4a). 1be1low reduction is greatest for the 2-year event, which would undergo a 
reduction of 63 percent as a result of these improvements. 

Lake/Detention Basin South ofHighJand Avenue 

The 20-acre Jake planned for the residential area south of Highland Avenue would be 
designed to provide SO acre-feet of flood storage during major storm events. Drainage from 
the adjacent residential area and the tributary area in the hills to the west would be 
conveyed to the resjdential lake. Once the lake has reached capacity, flows would enter a 
swale at the south end of the lake which wOllld convey flows to the southeast corner of the 
site. Overflows from the swale would cross Turlock Avenue at a low point or dip section in 
the roadway as occurs under existing conditions. However, th.e flood flows crossing the dip 
section would be significantly reduced for all major storm events, relative to existing 
conditions (see Table 4a). The flow reductions are greatest for the IO-year and 2-year 
events, which would undergo reductions of 62 percent and 81 percent. respectively, as a 
result of these improvements. 
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TABLE 4A 

COMPARISION OF FLOOD FLOWS LEAVING THE SITE 
FOR THE EXISTING AND D EVELOPED CONDITIONS 

Coolidge Ave. Dip 

Existing Condition 
Aow (cfs) 

Developed Condition 
Aow (cfs) 

Percentage 
Flow Reduction 

...... - 1 QO-year ....... _ ........ ······-············ ... 191 .•... - ....... ........................... 153 .................... ...................... 6% ............. .. 

.......... 10-y~ ......... ·---···· ·······-·············· 332 ........................................... 294 ·······•············ ···················· 11 o/o ·•············· 

........... 2~year ......................... ··········- ············· 86 .................. ...... ............... ~ ..... 32 .................. .................. ~63% .............. . 

Turlock Ave. Dip 

........... 109-y.ear ·········--··· ...................... 161 ....... -........ . •......................... 128 .................... ................... 20% ..........•... 

.......... 10-_year················- ··· ..................... _ 73 ................. ·- ············-············ 28 .................... ................... 62% ............... . 
2-year 31 6 81 o/o 

PortJons of the residential cluster subdivisions wettkl may be subject to shallow 
flooding (one foot average depth) during a JOO-year even~ and the proposed dwellings 
could also potentially obstruct this sheet flow through the site. However, the total area 
or the site that may be subject to sh.allow flooding would be reduced by flood control 
improvements included in the project. (Potential Significant Impact) 

Based on the revisions to the ex.isling Aoocl Insurance Ra1e Map, shown in Figure 13, the 
West Branch Llagas Creek would overflow to the south upstream of Turlock Avenue (i.e., 
at the on-site ranch complex). For the 100-year flood, the FIRM shows that approximately 
400 cubic feet per second would cross through the northeastern portion of the cluster 
residential development, in particular through Lots 12, 13 and 14 at the northeast corner of 
the sutxllvision. This mapped overflow crosses the site and Turlock Avenue to rajoin West 
Branch Llagas Creek 500 to 1,000 feet downstream of Highland Avenue. The overflow is 
indicated as shallow flooding with an average depth of one foot, indicating that the 
proposed lots would be prone to flooding. In addition, grading for the residential lots in the 
overflow area could adversely affect the sheet:flow through the area if the flow is 
obstructed. Similarly, grading for the access road the project and landscaping along 
Turlock A venue could affect the sheetflow across the site. 

The revised flood maps also show an overflow to tbe north from West Branch Llagas Creek 
upstream of Coolidge Avenue. For lhe 100-year flood, approximately 355 cubic feet per 
second would cross through proposed the rural residential development north of Highland 
Avenue and west of Coolidge Avenue. The overflow would flow overland to rejoin West 
Branch Llagas Creek at the culvert uocler Highland Avenue. Part of the overflow is 
designated as shallow flooding with an average depth of one foot, and a small sliver along 
the north boundary is Indicated for flood depths of 0.5 to 2.5 feet. All six of the 5-acre lots 
are within the mapped I 00-year .floodplain area and thus would be prone to flooding. Also, 
grading for the residential lots and cul-de-sac in the floodplain could have an adverse affect 
on the sbeetfiow if flow is obstructed. 
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Mitigation 2. 

Ill. E. Hydrology and Drainage 

Both the area subject to potential sheet flocxling and the volume of flood water spilled would 
be substantially reduced by the flood diversion and storage facilities described under 
'Mitigation l' above. The Coolidge detention basin. the residential lake would detain the 
increment of runoff generated by the project in addition to oppFE»timately 400 cfs a portion 
of the peak flow during the 100-year event {see Table 4A above}.. which woolEl FepFeseat. 
8f)fJffflE:ilftfttely oee half of the eyerloREI flews w.•CEspill:ieg t:ee creek west of 
Ceoliege/Tarleek ,~,.,,~ ee the pFejeet site eurieg the 100 yeer e'lreRt. The pFeeise 
Fedtlel:ioe. ill tlooe plftiR Ofe& w~ltl be eoleHloteEI ie e0Bj~nel:iee w!tfl: the pFepftfotiOB of the 
Reel Moster Dfeieoge PIOH f<>F dle pf0jeet 

As noted under 'Environmental Setting'. a more detailed floodplain stud,y was undertaken 
for the project by Pacific Advanced Civil Engineering in conjunction with preparation of the 
Master Drainage Plan for the project in January 1998. This floodplain study was based on 
detailed tQlX)graphic mapping and ground surveying of the site and adjacent roadways. 
Therefore, the findings of this study are considered to be the best available information on 
flooding potential for the project site. According to this study there would be no extensive 
sheet flooding across the eastern portions of the site during the 100-year event. as shown in 
Figure 13, except for the ponding within 200 feet of Coolidge Avenue north of Highland 
A venue and in the extreme southeast comer of the site. 

Potential impacts to the residential subdivisions r rom shallow flooding would be 
mitigated by comtructJng building pads on Olis raised above flood elevations. The 
potential obstruction of sheetflows by the proposed development would be mitigated 
by balancing fllls with cuts within the flood-prone areas. 

The potential impact of placing a portion of the proposed residential development within the 
100-yea.r floodplain areas. as shown on the revised Flood Insurance Rate Maps. would be 
mitigated by balancing the grading within the 100-year floodplain. This would mean that 
fills required to elevate building pads above flood elevations would need to be balanced by 
cut areas to allow flood flows between the buildings. This procedure is generally most 
effective in sha11ow flooding areas with limited building coverage as in the proposed 
project. If the buildings cover a large percentage of the floodplain and are in deeper flood 
area, and effective balance between cut and fill would be problematic. For instance, if a 
building obstructs 50 percent of the floodplain in 3 feet of flood depth, the building pads 
would have to be elevated 3 feet, and the remainder of the floodplain would have to be 
excavated 3 feet to balance the cut and fill. Tilis would lead to an elevation difference of 6 
feet between the building pads and the adjacent ground. In the proposed project, the 
building densities would be very low with 2- to 3-acre resjdential lots. Thus, building 
elevations of 1 to 2 feet above existing grade would become 2 to 3 feet or less above the 
new ground elevations because of the larger area available to balance the fill. 

In addition, the frontage berms proposed along Coolidge and Turlock A venues would 
include sufficient breaks within the flood-prone sections such that the direction of sheet 
flow during major storm events would not be altered relative to existing conditions. 
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Conclusion. 

III. E. Hydrology and Drainage \ 

Although the most recent floodplain study undertaken by Pacific Advanced Civil 
Engineering in conjunction with the Master Drainage Plan indicates that the eastern 
wtJons of the would not be subject to extensive sheet flooding during the 100-year event 
the building pads for the dwe11ings will be above the flood elevations shown on the revised 
Flood Insurance Rate Maps. 

With implementation of the above mitigations as proposed in the projec~ the potential 
flooding impacts of the project would be reduced to less-than-significant levels. 

F. WATER QUALITY 
* 
* 
Impacts and Mitigations 
* 

* 
Impact 3. 

Mitigation 3. 

The project would generate urban nonpolnt pollut.ants which may be carried in 
stormwater runoff from paved surfaces to downstream waterbod1es. (Potential 
Significant Impact) 

1be introduction of traffic and parking areas would increase accumulated hydrocarbon 
byproducts and heavy metals from automobiles, which would be flushed into drainages and 
streams. At the maintenance facility, washwater, lubricants and hazardous materials may 
be generated. Unless controlled, these urban pollutants would contribute to cumulative 
nonpointcontaminant loads in downstream drainages and waterbodies. 

The project would include stonnwater controls at the parking lots and maintenance 
facilities. 

Sbeet flows over the clubhouse &flEl prB!et:iee raege parking lots would be collected and~ 
to eearby storm•Neter re1:eflti0e b&&ies. TRe eenee~ mBOff ,...,owe net ee eise0Mgea iefe 
the V/est Brneeh Lieges Creek; eut waule f)eFealete iHW the son er eY&pe,=are. The 
relemioe besies w0tHe be ele&:Ae8 sf eceueuila~ seaimeflts eoo debris es ~ conveyed 
to tbe underground drainage system for the golf course, Prior to discharge into the main 
creek channel. the parking lot runoff would pass through a biofilter consisting of cobbles 
and gravel to remove se.diments and de:12!ll. 
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lll. J. Visual and Aesthetics 

J. VISUAL AND AESTHETICS 
* 
* 
hnpacts and Mitigation 
... 
... 
Impact 1. The project would result in visual changes to some ar~ of the site open to public 

view. (Potential Significantlmpact) 

As discussed under 'Environmental Setting' above, the most visually accessible areas of the 
site are located along Coolidge Avenue (Santa Teresa Boulevard) and Turlock Avenue at 
the eastern end of the site, and along Watsonville Road to the west The interior valley area 
of the site is not visible from off-site vantage points except for the single borne that 
overlooks the site from the northern ridge. The hillside areas nearest to the flanking 
roadways are also visible. 

The residential subdivisions proposed for the eastern end of the site would be partially 
visible from adjacent land uses and roadways. In the Rural Residential subdivision 
proposed adjacent to Coolidge Avenue, north of Highland, the 6 proposed lots would be set 
back from the roadway at least 300 feet toward the adjacent hillside to the west. The 
setback area would remain as permanent open space, with a landscaped berm &Rd a ~18ftle8 
'RHeyar-a providing visual screening for these lots. A storrnwater detention basin would 
occupy the open space area between the roadside berm and the residential lots; however, the 
basin would be entirely screened from the roadway by the intervening landscaped berm. 

The residential cluster subdivision proposed for the field west of Turlock Avenue would 
also be partially visible to passing motorists. However, this subdivision would be set back 
200 feet to 1,400 feet from the roadway, and would be screened by the landscaped berms 
planted with black walnut trees. Nevertheless, the roof lines of the nearest dwellings would 
be visible from Turlock Avenue and Santa Teresa Boulevard, at least until the black 
walnuts have matured enough to provide more complete screening (see Figure 16). Since 
two of the proposed lots (Lots 24 and 25) extend into the adjacent hillside area, it is 
possible that future custom homes to be built on these lots may be visible from Turlock 
Avenue and Santa Teresa Boulevard. 

1be small horse stable planned for the northwest corner of the site would be sited in a small 
side valley along the toe of the eastern hillsides. The nearest existing land uses include a 
nursery business located approximately 500 feet east and two single-family dwellings 
located approximately 800 feet to the northeast and the southeast. The existing nursery 
with its dense boundary landscaping almost completely screens the stable from view of 
Coolidge Avenue and the residences in the vicinity. 

The package wastewater treatment plant and residential lake occupy the area between the 
roadside berm and the residential subdivision. However, these project components would 
be low in profile and almost completely shielded from view by the landscaped berm along 
Turlock A venue. 
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Mitigation 1. 

Ill. J. Visual an_d Aesthetics 

The only other visual changes that would occur at the eastern end of the site would be the 
roadway improvements and entry features along the Highland Avenue entry way. However, 
any improvements would be subject to Architecture and Site Approval to ensure that signs, 
fences, lighting and other features would be compatible with their surroundings. Also, the 
existing mature landscaping trees around the ranch complex would be retained and 
incorporated into the project. 

From Watsonville Road to the west, very little of the project, if anything, would be visible. 
All of the area with ¾ mile of the roadway is proposed to be maintained as permanent open 
space. The golf course would be located to the east of the low saddle that crosses the 
western portion of the vaUey, and thus would not be visible from Watsonville Road. It is 
possible that the maintenance facility proposed for the western end of the golf course may 
be partially visible from Watsonville Road, ¾ mile to the west. The only evidence of the 
project alongside Watsonville Road would be the new maintenance access road to be 
constructed from Watsonville Road to the golf course maintenance facility. There would be 
no structural entry features such as signage here since no public access to the golf course 
would be permitted from this direction. 

In the interior area of the valley, the golf course, clubhouse and overnight units would not 
be visible from off-site vantage points, e*eept fer even from the single dwelling that 
overlooks the valley from the adjacent ridge to the north. From the vantage point of this 
residenc.e, the clubhouse/overnight complex would be completely blocked by the intervening 
low hills a.rtd ridges just north of the complex. 

The project would be designed and landscaped in a manner to help it blend in with the 
natural and rural surroundings, and to reduce its visibility from off-site locations. 

The site planning measures proposed as part of the project, including buffer zones from all 
adjacent roadways, as well as the proposed landscaping and henning, would minimize the 
potential visual effects of the project. 'The design of the residential areas reflects many of 
the guidelines of the San Martin Integrated Design Plan (see Section fl. Consistency with 
Plans, Policies and Regulations.) 

All structural elements such as signs, fences, lighting or other entry features would be 
subject to Architectural and Site Approval to ensure their compatibility with the 
surroundings. In addition, any structures proposed within 100 feet of adjacent scenic roads 
would be subject to the County's DesigIL Guidelines. 
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L. NOISE 

* 
* 

Ill. L Noise 

Impacts and Mitigation 
* 

* 
Impact 3. Noise generated by golf course mowers would have a potentially adverse effect on the 

nearest dwellings proposed on the project site. (Potential Significant Impact) 

The mowing machines used at the golf course would be the loudest noise sources. lb.ese 
pieces of equipment typically generate noise levels no higher than 70 dBA at a distance of 
50feet 

The closest existing residence to the proposed golf course would be the existing ranch house 
near the eastern limits of the project site, which would be 900 feet from the golf course al 
its nearest point. At this location, the highest noise levels from mowers would be 
approximately 45 dB A. The average noise levels would be less. 

The second closest residence would be the home to the north of the central area of the site 
on the nearest off-site ridge, which would look down on the golf course, and which would 
be 1,600 feet from the golf course at its nearest point. For this home, the maximum noise 
levels generated by lawn mowers would be 41 dBA at the nearest point near the project 
boundary. This noise level would be barely audible with the windows open. 

1be closest new lots in the proposed cluster subdivision along the north side of the main 
access road would be~ approximately 70 feet from the golf course at the nearest points, 
and the dwellings themselves would be at least~ approximately 120 to 150 feet away 
(giYen me IBiftimum FeEJ!Hfed ffeAt seteaelE Elisteeee ef 30 feet since these estate homes 
would be set back at 50 to 80 feet from the roadway). At the Heafest front of the dwelling§, 
the maximum noise from mowers would be approximately~ 61 to 63 dBA (noise levels 
drQD off by 6 dBA for each doubling of distance from the source). The maximum levels of 
mowing noise would exceed the County's 55 dBA threshold for the new proposed lots in the 
subdivision located north of Holes 8 l and 9 l at the eastern end of the golf course. 
According to the County's noise ordinance, however, ~e maKifRYm mewieg noise levels of 
~ 60 to 65 dBA would not constitute a noise impact if the residences were subject to these 
noise levels for less than -1-¼ 2 minutes in any hour, and noise levels of 55 to 60 dBA would 
not constitute a noise impact if the residences were subject to these noise levels for less than 
15 minutes in any hour. Since maximum noise levels would drop off to 55 dBA at a 
distance of approximately ~ 350 feet from the sourc~ the neise ~esoolEl wotdEi ee 
eMeeeeed by the mewieg ef e e&Re ef hH:f IQQ feet \Viee €er less, ~AS en me leeol:iee 
of ieEliYiC:luel dwellings Fe1ot:ir;e Ee tAe f&frway) turf 010wing would be in compliance with 
the noise ordinance if it occurred for no more than. 5 minutes in any hour along the northern
most 30 feet of fairway along the roadway, and for no more than 15 minutes in any hour 
with the band between 30 feet and 230 feet from the roadway. It is expected that the gang 
reel mowers would complete mowing of met saip within lS minutes these areas within the 
alloted times with respect to any of the individual residences affected It should be noted 
that the avenge noise level generated by mowers would be less than 5 dBA above the 
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Mitigation 3. 

Impact 4. 

Ill. L Noise 

background level in the area of the proposed residences. In addition, fairway mowing 
would typically occur in the afternoon. 

The hours of mowing within~ 350 feet of any existing or proposed residences, would 
be restricted to weekdays between 1the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., with total 
noise generating activities in those areas restricted in accordance with the limits set 
forth in the County's Noise Ordinance. 

Beyond the requirements of the County's Noise Ordinance:, the CC&Rs for the project 
should establish clear guidelines for operational golf course noise to minimize potential 
annoyance and inconvenience for all concerned. 

Activities at the clubhouse would increase noise levels in the interior of Hayes Valley. 
(Less-than-Significant Impact) 

Events at the clubhouse, such as weddings or banquets, would generate noise from music 
played at such events. There are two existing residences in the vicinity which would be 
within audible range of the clubhouse. One residence is located approximately W 3,000 
feet from the clubhouse on the northern ridge overlooking the valley. An on-site ridge 
located mid-way between the clubhouse and this residence would break the line of sight 
between these two structures and would provide noise shielding under normal atmospheric 
conditions. The second potentially affected residence is the existing on-site ranch house 
located approximately ~ 3,000 feet east of the clubhouse, along West Branch Llagas 
Creek. 1be line of sight between the clubhouse and the ranch house would be unbroken by 
intervening terrain. 

To evaluate potential noise impacts to these existing residences, worst-case meteorological 
conditions were assumed. The conditions of maximum sound propagation would be a 
temperature inversion with a light wind blowing toward the receiver. Under these 
conditions the sound levels would bend down from the atmosphere toward the receptor, thus 
negating shielding by intervening hills. buildings and other barriers. It was calculated by 
Illingworth & Rodkin that the sound level of a loud rock band inside the chtbhouse witb the 
windows open would be about 35 to 40 dBA outside the on-site ranch to the east, and about 
35 dBA outside the ridgetop house to the north. Under the vast majority of meteorological 
conditions, sound levels would be 10 to 20 dBA lower, and essentially inaudible. Under 
conditions of good sound propagation, the sound of a very loud event at the clubhouse could 
be audible outdoors at these residences. However, it is also most likely that under these 
conditions the windows in the clubhouse would be closed because it would have to be quite 
cold to create the type of inversion needed to result in the highest sound levels. Therefore, it 
is ex.peeled that sound from the clubhouse would be audible at the nearest residences, but 
on1y under rare circumstances. 

The nearest residences proposed within the project itself would be located~ 1,500 feet 
to the east of the clubhouse. Under the worst-case meteorological conditions described 
above, the noise level at the nearest residence would be about 40 to 45 dBA, outside the 
residence. 'This noise level would still be well under the County's noise criteria of 55 dBA 
for residential land uses. 
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Mitigation 4. 

Impact 5. 

Mitigation S. 

Ill. L Noise 

No mitigation required. 

Noise levels would be temporarily elevated during grading and construction. 
(Potential Significant Impact) 

Most of the existing noise receptors in the area are far from the main grading and 
construction area of the golf course. 1be major exception is the existing ranch house at the 
east end of the site. During construction, maximum noise levels generated by grading, 
paving, and other activities would be 5 to 10 decibels lower. If average levels do not exceed 
55 dBA, there would be no interference with outdoor activity or indoor activity, although 
the construction may be occasionally audible. Noise levels at the existing ranch could reach 
as high as 80 dBA with average levels of up to 75 dBA During most of construction, 
however, noise levels would be significantly below 55 dBA. 

The existing residence on the ridge to the north of the project site would be approximately 
1,200 feet from the nearest grading activity for the golf course. At this distance, the sound 
of equipment would be noticeable but would not exceed 55 dBA. 

At the eastern end of the project site, existing dwellings in the vicinity would be subject to 
short-term grading and construction noise impacts from construction of the perimeter 
berms, the detention basin along Coolidge Avenue, the package wastewater treatment plant 
and lake/detention basin along Turlock Avenue, and to a lesser extent the proposed 
residentiaJ subdivisions which would be set back from the site boundary. 

At the western end of the site, the construction of the maintenance access road to 
Watsonville Road would generate noise from grading and paving. The nearest existing 
dwelling would be 700 feet from this maintenance road at its nearest point, and would not 
be subject to construction noise impacts, although the noise wou.Jd be audible. 

Short-term construction noise impacts would be reduced through compliance with the 
County's Noise Ordinance with respect to hours of operation and maximwn noise 
levels at adjacent property lines. At the eastern edge of the project, the benm 
proposed along the project boundary would be constructed during the early phases of 
grading to provide a noise barrier for existing residences nearby. 

far e,uuBple, ,Ihe Noise Ordinance stipulates that construction noise generated between 7 
am and 7 pm on weekdays and Saturdays should reach noise levels no greater than 75 dBA 
at an adjoining property line of a single-family or two-family dwelling. 

These hours would be enforced by the grading inspector, and also the County Department 
of Environmental HeaJth in the event of a violation of the County Noise Ordinance. 

To minimize noise generation, construction equipment should be maintained in good 
operating condition and properly muffled. 

To further reduce construction noise impacts, the berms proposed for the eastern project 
boundaries would be constructed during the early phases of grading in order to provide 
shielding from construction and grading in the interior of the project. This would be 
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Conclusion. 

lll. L Noise 

particularly effective in attenuating noise from grading and excavation for the detention 
basin along Coolidge Avenue, and the package wastewater treatment plant and 
lake/detention basin along Turlock A venue. 

Implementation of the above mitigation measures would reduce noise impacts resulting 
from the project to !~-than-significant levels. 

N. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, PUBLIC HEALTH .A.ND SAFETY 

* 
* 
Impacts and Mitigations 
"' 
* 
Impact 4. 

Mitigation 4. 

The e11YeSkiee faeility horse stable could result in potential vector and odor impacts. 
(Potential Significant Impact) 

Vectors such as flies and rodents could become a problem if the stable&-ftfe is not properly 
managed Offensive odors could develop from a large accumulation of manure or other 
poor husbandry practices. 

The @flHes*FiaR fa£ility stabJe would employ vector control measures, and would be 
operated in accordance with a manure management plan in conformance with State 
law, which would also be reviewed and approved by the County Department of 
Environmental Health. 

A manure management plan would be re.quired under Title 23, Chapter 15 of the California 
Code of Regulations. The stable would be operated as cleanly as possible to reduce vectors 
and the potential for odor. Specific vector controls would include baiting for flies, manure 
management and rodent trapping. Hay would be stored in a small barn and all feed grain 
would be stored in enclosed containers 10 reduce availability to rodents. 

Manure management practices would consist of deaning up manure daily and placing it in 
debris boxes which would be emptied de!ly or e¥ery OOlef: elay on an as-needed basis and 
ta.ken to a local landfill. 

The eqeeski&B faeHiey stable would be subject to Article 4 7 of the County zoning ordinance 
which requires that stables not create a nuisance. and that they be set back from water 
courses and neighboring uses. The ordinance requires that erosion control plans be 
prepared for stables, and that they by subject to Architecture and Site Approval . 
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May 29, 1998 

Lion's Gate Limited Partnership, LLC 
395 Oyster Point Boulevard, Suite 309 
South San Francisco, California 94080 

Attention: Mr. Sky Joyner 

Subject: Geologic and Geotechnical Site Review: 
New Clubhouse and Overnight Lodge Area 
Cordevalle Golf Club and Hotel 
San Martin, California 

Dear Mr. Joyner: 

D34301 . 03-02 

The Twining Laboratories (Twining) is pleased to submit this rep0n of Geologic and 
Geotechnical Site Review evaluating potential geologic and geotechnical hazards that could 
impact the new Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges site at the Cordevalle Golf Club and Hotel. 
The proposed site location is on a gently sloping hillside, north of the golf course. Geologic and 
geotechnical hazards were previously evaluated by Twining for a Clubhouse and Overnight 
Lodge facilities site about 1,000 feet south of the currently proposed site location. Twining has 
also performed several geologic and geotechnical investigations for other projects near the 
proposed Clubhouse and Overnight Lodge site (see section 2.0). In addition, Twining performed 
a geologic site reconnaissance for the subject site and is currently conducting a preliminary 
georechnical investigation. Twining was requested and authorized to perform this site review 
by Mr. Ron Davis, with the Cordevalle Golf Club and Hotel, on May 20, 1998. 

The potential hazards investigated included expansive soils, erosive soils, shallow groundwater, 
landslides and slope stability, seismic ground shaking, fault rupture, earthquake induced 
liquefaction and seismic settlement. Our assessment indicates that the proposed development is 
feasible with respect to the geologic and seismic hazards evaluated, provided the conclusions and 
proposed mitigative measures described in this report are implemented. · 



Lion's Gate Limited Partnership, UC 
May 29, 1998 

D34301.03 
Page 2 

We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to Lion's Gate Limited Partnership, LLC. If you 
have any questions regarding this report, or if we can be of further assistance, please contact 
us at your convenience. 

Sincerely, 
THE 'IWINING LABORATORIES, INC. 

' 
Kenneth J. Clark, CEG 
Engi.neerilllg Geologist 
Geotechnical Engineering Division 
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GEOLOGIC AND GEOTECHNICAL SITE REVIEW 
PROPOSED CLUBHOUSE AND OVERNIGHT LODGES 

CORDEVALLE GOLF CLUB AND HOTEL 
SAN MARTIN, CALIFORNIA 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This investigation evaluates potential geologic and geotechnical hazards that could impact the 
new Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges site located at the Cordevalle Golf Club and Hotel . 

The Geotechnical Engineering Division of Twining, headquartered in Fresno, California, 
performed the investigation. This report is provided specifically for the new Clubhouse and 
Overnight Lodges site located at the Cordevalle Golf Club and Hot•; l, referenced in the 
"Background Information" section of this report. 

2.0 PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION 

The purpose of the investigation was to evaluate geologic hazards and general geotechnical 
conditions relevant to the proposed development of the subject property in support of an 
environmental impact report for the project. 

This investigation did not include a design level geotechnical engineering investigation, pavement 
design, floodplain investigation, compaction tests for construction, environmental investigation, 
or environmental audit. 

The actions undertaken during the investigation are summarized as follows . 

I. The following documents prepared by others were reviewed: 

o Prepurcbase Site Assessment of Geologic Hazards, Ground Water Supply and 
Environmental/Toxic Contamination, Hayes Valley Property, Santa Clara, 
California, Project 4297, prepared for LAND USE, by TERRATECH, INC., 
January 20 1988. 

o Supplemental Geological Reconnaissance Investigation for Proposed Hayes Valley 
Dams, Santa Clara County, California, prepared by Kaldveer Associates 
Geoscience Consultants, August 4, 1989. 

o Geologic Input to Draft Environmental Impacted Report, Lions Gate 
Development, project HRC-lOIB, prepared by Wahler Associates for HR 
Development Panners, April 17, 1990. 

o Geologic Input to EIR, prepared by ENGEO Incorporated, April 13, 1993. 
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o Geologic Feasibility Investigation, Golf Course Maintenance Building, The Lion's 
Gate Reserve, San Martin , California, Project 1385/6G, prepared for Hayes 
Valley Development Partners, by Pacific GeotechnicaJ Engineering, December 
1995. 

o Preliminary Geologic Feasibility Evaluation, Homesites on Parcels #24, #25, and 
#26, The Lion's Gate Reserve, San Martin, California, Project 1385/70, 
prepared for Hayes Valley Development Partners, ·by Pacific Geotechnical 
Engineering, December 1995. 

o Geologic Feasibility Investigation, Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges, The Lion' s 
Gate Reserve, San Martin, California, Project 1385/50, prepared for Hayes 
Valley Development Partners, by Pa1;ific Geotechnical Engineering, December 
1995. 

o Administrative Draft Environmental Impact Report, Volwne Ila Technical 
Appendices. Lion's Gate Reserve. December 1995. 

o Draft Environmental Impact Report, Volume II Technical .:\.ppendices B through 
E, Lion' s Gate Reserve, March 1996. 

II. The following geologic and geotechnical reports prepared by The Twining Laboratories 
were reviewed: 

o Report entitled Preliminary Geotechnical Engineering Investigation, Golf Coarse, 
dated March 18, 1997, and Addendums No. 1 and No. 2. 

o Letter report entitled "Review of Site Geologic Conditions and Grading Plans, 
Golf Course Phase", dated May 6, 1997. 

o Report entitled "Preliminary Geotechnical Engineering Investigation, Clubhouse 
and Overnight Lodges" (former proposed site), dated October 30, 1997. 

o Letter rep011 entitled "Preliminary Evaluation of Geotechnical and Geological 
feasibility, Clubhouse and Overnight Lodge Area" (proposed new site), dated 
April 16, 1998. 

ill. Reviewed pertinent published geologic literature and maps for the project site area. 

IV. A site reconnaissance and subsurface exploration were conducted on May 5 and 20, 
1998. 
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V. Mr. Ron Davis and Mr. Sky Joyner with Cordevalle Golf Club and Hotel, and Mr. Bert 
Verrips with Nolte Engineering, and Mr. Loren Kroeger with Backen & Gillam 
Architects, were consulted during the investigation. 

VI. The data obtained from the investigation were evaluated and this report was prepared to 
present our fmdings and recommendations. -

3.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The following background information is based on our review of the documents listed in section 
2.0 , consultation with the project planners, and geologic reconnaissance, and our preliminary 
geotechnicaJ investigation of the site. The site description, anticipated construction, previous 
studies, and regional geologic conditions are summarized in the following subsections. 

3.1 Site Description: The proposed Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges site occupies 
a portion of the 1,676 acre Cordevalle Golf Club and Hotel. The Cordevalle Golf Club and 
Hotel is located west of the intersection of Highland and Turlock A venues, about two miles 
southwest of the City of San Martin in Santa Clara County, California. A site location map is 
provided as Drawing No. 1. The proposed Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges are to be located 
on a gently sloping colluvial swale and a sloping hillside, north of the proposed golf course. 
A Pro Shop is proposed east of the Clubhouse, and a Range House is proposed north of the 
Clubhouse. An ephemeral creek is located between the Clubhouse and the Pro Shop. Llagas 
Creek is located about 75 to 100 feet south of the proposed facilities. Native slope gradients 
range from about 2.5 horizontal (H) to 1 vertical (V) on the hillside, to nearly flat near the 
ephemeral creek. Drawing No. 2 provides a conceptual plan of the facilities . 

3.2 Anticipated Construction: We understand that design of the proposed Clubhouse 
and Overnight Lodges is currently underway, and final details have not been finalized. 
Anticipated construction includes the construction of the Clubhouse, Overnight Lodges, and 
associated asphaltic paved roads, parking lots, driveways, and cart paths. The proposed 
construction will include a Clubhouse building which is largely one-story and 34,000 square feet 
in plan dimension. The Clubhouse will include an approximate 7,000 square foot second-story, 
and a 9,000 square foot partial basement for a wine cellar and cart storage. We anticipate the 
Clubhouse will have a slab-on-grade floor at the basement level, and concrete floor slabs on a 
steel framed metal pan deck for the ground floor level. 

Forty-five Overnight Lodges are planned for the south facing hillside slope, west of the proposed 
Clubhouse. The Overnight Lodge units will be 550 to 600 square feet in plan dimension. Five 
meeting rooms with plan dimensions of about 500 square fe.et will be connected to individual 
Overnight Lodge units. The lodges and meeting rooms will be slab-on-grade, wood-frame 
structures. 
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Grading plans were not available at the time this report was prepared; however, earthwork cuts 
on the order of 10 feet or less and fills of 10 to 20 feet are anticipated for the Clubhouse and 
Overnight Lodges. 

3.3 Previous Studies: We have reviewed the geologic reports listed under ''Purpose 
and Scope". Most of the cited reports present descriptions of regional geologic and tectonic 
conditions, and general site geologic conditions. Our summary of these regional conditions are 
presented below. Geologic conditions applicable to the subject site. which are described in these 
reports, and conditions noted during our field reconnaissance and geotechnical investigation of 
the site, .are summarized in the "Evaluation" section of this report. 

3.4 Re&Jonal Geolo&Jc Conditions: The earth materials underlying the project site 
region are composed of rocks belonging to the Franciscan Complex of Jurassic to Cretaceous 
age. Bedrock types found within the Hayes Valley area include sandstone, shale, chert, 
limestone, greenstone, and low grade metamorphic rocks. Many areas of bedrock terrane 
include a mixture of different rock types in a sheared matrix. This formational mixture is 
tenned a melange, and was formed as a result of intense shearing and faulting. Serpentine type 
rock is also found within this assemblage of rocks. 

The regional trend of geologic structures in the Hayes Valley area is roughly east-west, acute 
to the overall geologic structure of north 40 degrees east for the Santa Cruz Mountains as a 
whole. Physiographic features, bedrock cont.acts., and faults are generally parallel to this 
structural trend. 

The distribution of geologic units and structures (including faults) depicted on the ENGEO map 
is generally suitable for planning purposes for the proposed project. This map is included as 
Figure No. 2 of the report entitled "Geologic Input for EIR For Lion's Gate Property". dated 
April 13, 1993 (contained in the Draft Environmental Report [DEIR]). 

The Sargent-Berrocal faults are located approximately 2.5 miles southwest of the site and the 
active San Andreas Fault is located approximately 5 miles southwest of the site. The active 
Calaveras and Hayward faults are both located approximately 8 miles northeast of the site. 
Regional geologic maps prepared by U.S. Geological Survey and the California Division of 
Mines and Geology show a bedrock fault and bedrock contacts within the melange terrane on 
the north side of Hayes Valley. The fault and contacts are shown on thf1 Geologic Index Map 
(Figure 1) of the Geologic Feasibility Investigation for the Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges, 
prepared by Pacific Geotechnical Engineering, dated December 1995. 
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4.1 Geologic Field Reconnaissance: A geologic field reconnaissance of the proposed 
Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges area was conducted in conjunction with our geotechnical 
investigation of the golf course and surrounding areas, performed on April 28, 1997. The 
reconnaissance, which included confirming previously mapped geologic features and noting 
potential geologic hazards, was perfonned by Mr. Kenneth J. Clark, a Twining Certified 
Engineering Geologist. Field reconnaissance of the subject site was also performed by Mr. 
Clark on May 5, 1998. The results of the reconnaissance are provided in the Section 6 .0 
"Evaluation". 

4.2 Geotechnical lnvestia=ation Test Borin25: On May 5, 1998, five test borings 
were drilled by Twining within the proposed Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges area to 
investigate soil, rock, and groundwater conditions. The borings were advanced to a depth of 
20 feet below site grade, or until refusal was encountered on hard bedrock materials. Disturbed 
and undisturbed soil samples were collected for geotechnical laboratory analyses in conjunction 
with the geotechnical engineering investigation. In addition, two bulk samples were collected 
for R-value testing (for pavement design) . The test borings were drilled, and R-value samples 
were collected at the locations shown in Drawing No. 2. 

4.3 Exploratory Trenchina: On May 7, 1998, two exploratory trenches (Trenches 
A and B) were excavated across the proposed Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges sites to assess 
potential faults and general subsurface soi] and rock conditions. Three additional exploratory 
trenches (Trenches C , D, and E) were excavated on May 20, 1998 in the area of the Overnight 
Lodges. Soil and rock exposed in the trench walls were observed by Twining's engineering 
geologist on May 20, 1998. The locations of the trenches are shown on Drawing No. 2. 

5.0 FINDINGS 

5.1 Site Soil and Rock Conditions: The project site spans two general geologic units. 
The proposed locations of the eastern half of the Clubhouse, Range Building, and the entire Pro 
Shop are located predominantly on Quaternary alluvial soils located in the lower drainage areas . 
Soils below the proposed Clubhouse and Pro Shop locations comprised gravelly and sandy lean 
clays. The clays were generally soft to medium stiff from the ground surface to a depth of about 
3 feet BSG. The underlying clays were stiff to very stiff as indicated by Standard Penetration 
Resistance blow counts documented during coUection of soil samples. Weathered greenstone 
was encountered between depths of 7 to 19 feet below site grade (BSG) in the borings drilled 
at the proposed clubhouse and Pro Shop sites. If treated as a soil. the weathered greenstone was 
dense to very dense as indicated by blow counts. 
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The Overnight Lodges are to be located on the hillside portions of the site. The hillside areas 
are comprised primarily of relatively shallow soils overlying greenstone rocks of the Franciscan 
Complex. Exploratory trenches revealed bedrock at a depth of about 2 to 4 feet BSG on the 
hillside areas investigated. 

5.2 Groundwater Conditions: Groun.dwater · occurs in the alluvial soils on the 
eastern portion of the site, in the area of the proposed Clubhouse, Range House, and Pro Shop. 
Groundwater was encountered at depths of 5.5 and 16 feet BSG in two borings drilled in the 
eastern portion of the Clubhouse area. One test boring drilled in the western portion of the 
Clubhouse did not encounter groundwater above the depth of refusal on bedrock at 7 feet BSG. 

Groundwater was not encountered in exploratory trenches excavated on the hillside locations of 
the Overnight Lodges. However, the presence of near surface (standing) water and phreatophyte 
vegetation suggest that groundwater seepage may occur from native slopes in the project area. 
In addition, springs were reported (ENGEO, Incorporated, 1993) occurring along a fault 
lineation within the proposed site area. Seepage would likely be exacerbated on cut slopes 
constructed for the project. 

Erosion may be accelerated and slope stability compromised where groundwater daylights (seeps) 
onto slopes. Conditions in the site area favoring seeps include relatively shallow bedrock (or 
other impermeable layer) with an overlying penneable soil, and inactive fault zones which can 
act to concentrate subsurface water. 

S.3 Faults: Two subparallel fault traces have been mapped in the immediate site area 
(Wahler Associates, 1990, and Kaldveer Associates, 1989). The locations of these mapped 
faults are shown on Drawing No. 2 with respect to the proposed facilities. The northern trace 
is located near the axis of the ravine, north of the clubhouse . The southern fault is located 
through the area of the Overnight Lodges. 

Two brecciated zones indicative of faulting were noted in Exploratory Trench A. Rocks in the 
brecciated zone were a light grey color and appeared to be sheared and chemically altered 
greenstone. The location of the brecciated zone is approximately coincident with the south fault 
trace, the springs noted by WahJer (1990), and our field reconnaissance. A dark brown Jean 
clay soil horizon was developed on both the weathered greenstone, as well as rocks in the 
brecciated. zone. The Jean clay soil did not appear to be offset or disrupted above the brecciated 
zone which would suggest recent movemenL 
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This section presents information regarding potential geologic , geotechnical, and seismic hazards 
at the Clubnouse and Overnight Lodges area. 

6.1 Geolowc Hazards: Geologic and geotechnical hazards including expansive soils, 
erosion, landslides, seiches, tsunamis, and volcanic activity are evaluated in the following 
subsections. 

6.1.1 Ex_pansive Soils: The predominant soil type anticipated at the site area 
is lean clay. In general, the clayey soils (revealed during previous investigations near the site 
area) exhibited, moderate compressibility, and the potential for low to moderate swell The 
primary geotechnical concerns at the site are the medium expansion potet .tial of the lean clays. 
Over time the near surface clays will experience cyclic drying and wetting as the dry and wet 
seasons pass. The clay soils encountered at the site are anticipated to experience volumetric 
changes (shrink/swell) as the moisture content of the clay soils fluctuate . These shrink/swell 
cycles can impact foundations and lightly loaded slabs-on-grade even though the expansion 
potential is classified as medium. Expansive soils cause more damage to structures, particularly 
light buildings and pavements, than any other natural hazard, incJuding earthquakes and floods 
(Jones and Holtz, 1973). Expansion potential may not manifest itself until months or years after 
construction. At most sites there exists a depth to which the moisture content of the subgrade 
remains essentially constant throughout the year; thus, the clays would not undergo a significant 
volume change below this depth. Therefore, the depth, referred to as the "critical depth" , to 
which significant moisture fluctuation occurs influences the selection of suitable foundation and 
floor slab alternatives for this site. Climatic conditions, groundwater conditions, landscape 
irrigation, and the soil conditions effect the critical depth. Our review of moisture data and 
observations of near surface clay soils did not clearly demonstrate a critical zone depth. Based 
on experience, it is expected that the critical zone would be approximately\ 36 inches BSG in the 
site region, and that seasonal moisture fluctuation would effect soils to a .. depth of 3 feet BSG. 
The above estimate of the critical depth should be reevaluated based on soil sample test data to 
be generated for the proposed geotechnical and geological investigation. 

6.1.2 Erosion Hazard: Erosional features indicative of the unusually rapid 
erosion of the earth materials at the site were not noted during our field reconnaissance. Based 
on our geologic and geotechnical investigation of the site, the soil and rock conditions are not 
prone to excessive erosion. Accordingly, the potential erosion hazard at the site is low. 

6.1.3 Landslides and Slope Stability: Landslides on the proposed development 
site were mapped by others (Kaldveer Associates, 1989, and Wahler Associates, 1990). The 
locations of these landslides are shown on Figure No. 2 of the report entitled "Geologic Input 
for the Lion's Gate Property" (DEIR Volume II) which is a compilation of site data generated 
prior to April 1993. Two previously mapped landslide features near the site were observed 
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during our geologic field reconnaissance and appeared to comprise relatively shallow rotational 
block slides and slumps. The two mapped landslide masses are located north of the proposed 
Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges site. These slides are separated from the subject site by a 
ravine which would preclude impact to the site if the masses were remobilized. Accordingly, 
the documented slide masses do not present a hazard to th~ project site. , 

Other existing slide features, which could potentially affect the proposed project, were not noted 
during our geologic field reconnaissance. Based on our field observations native slopes in the 
vicinity of the project site appear to be relatively stable. 

6.1.4 Inactive Faults as Foundation Discontinuities: Subsection 6. 2. 2 indicates 
that faults noted in the subject area are inactive and the potential is low for ground rupture due 
to eaithquake faulting, or rupture due to seismic ground motion induced movement across an 
inactive fault. However, structures built across fault,; may be supported on soil or rock materials 
with highly variable foundation properties and excessive differential settlement can result. 
Variable foundation properties may result from dissimilar eanh materials juxtaposed across the 
fault, or by structurally weak zones of sheared rock coincident with the faults . Potential 
differential settlement due to weak shear zones may be mitigated by soil foundation modification, 
using deep foundations, or modifying the location of a structure away from the shear zone. 
Mitigation measures are described in subsection 7. 7. 

6.1.5 Serpentinite: Twining' s field investigation did not encounter serpentinite 
type rock materials in the project area. In addition, the II Aerial Geologic Map II prepared by 
Kaldveer Associates (1990) does not indicate serpentinite in the area of the proposed Clubhouse 
and Overnight Lodges. Accordingly, the potential for encountering naturally occurring asbestos 
materials during grading for the project is low. 

6.1.6 Seiches and Tsunamis: A seiche is a wave generated by the periodic 
oscillation of a body of water whose period is a function of the resonant characteristics of the 
containing basin as controlled by its physical dimen'iions. These periods generally range from 
a few minutes to an hour or more. The site is not near any large bodies of water, so seiches 
are not considered a significant hazard at the site. 

Tsunamis are waves generated in oceans from seismic activity. Due to the inland location of 
the site, there is no potential hazard from tsunamis. 

6.1. 7 Volcanic Activity: The closest known post Quaternary volcanic areas are 
near the Mammoth Mountain area in the Sierra Nevada Mountains, approximately 130 miles east 
of the site. Based on the distance of potential volcanic sources from the site, the prospects for 
lava flows or significant ash falls are low. 
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6.2 Seismic Hazards: The potential seismic hazards of ground shaking, ground 
rupture, liquefaction, and seismic settlement are evaluated in the following subsections. 

6.2.1 Ground Shaking: For any given earthquake, the rock in the immediate 
vicinity will respond with a certain maximum acceleration and with a predominant period that 
depends on the nature of the rock and on the source mechanism. Away from the focus of the 
earthquake, the shock waves begin to attenuate. The way in which the earthquake wave is 
altered depends to a great degree on source characteristics and to a lesser degree on the travel 
path. 

A detailed seismic analysis was conducted using two different methods, historic and 
probabilistic. Discussion of the analyses and the results are presented in the following 
subsections. 

6.2.1.1 Historic Seismic Activity: The general area of the site has 
experienced recurring seismic activity . Based on historical earthquake catalogs published by the 
California Division of Mines and Geology, and supplemental data from Townley and Allen 
(1939) and the U.S. Geological Survey's earthquake database system, approximately 684 
historical earthquakes with magnirude 4.0 or greater were recorded from 1800 through 1996 
within a 100 mile radius of the site. A map showing the location of the project site with relation 
to the approximate historical earthquake epicenter locations is presented on Drawing No. 3 . The 
source data presented include: latitude, longirude, date, time, depth, Magnitude, computed site 
acceleration, computed site Modified Mercalli intensity, and the approximate earthquake-to-site 
distance in miles and kilometers. This analysis was performed by a computer program titled 
EQSEARCH (1989) . 

An attenuation relationship, developed by Boore et al. (1993), was used to estimate the peak 
horizontal ground acceleration that may have occurred at the site from each of the historical 
earthquakes within the 100 mile search radius. · 

The nearest event (Mag. = 5.0, Acc. = 0 .234g) found during the search occurred in 1938 
approximately 1 mile southeast of the site. The largest magnitude earthquake identified in the 
search was the magnitude 8.25, 1906 San Francisco earthquake event occurring approximately 
62 miles northwest of the site. 

6.2.1.2 Probabilistic Seismic Hazards Analysis: The level of ground 
motion typically used for design of non-essential commercial developments is the ground motion 
with a 10% probability of being exceeded in 50 years, which is tenned the "maximum probable 
earthquake". Determination of the Maximum Probable Earthquake requires probabilistic 
methods. 
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The computation of attenuated ground motion is based on the closest distance between the site 
and various measures of potential fault-plane ruptures along selected faults. The twenty (20) 
faults selected for this analysis are listed on Table No. 1. These selected faults comprise the 
local potentially active faults and regional faults with higher activity and magnitudes. The 
computations were conducted using FRISK (McGuire, 1978). FRISKSP \•ersion 3.00 programs 
(Blake, 1995) was used to set up the input data files and generate the output. 
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Summary of Fault Source-Model Parameters 

FAULT NAME Site to Fault SLIP RATE 
Distance, Miles (millJmeters per 

year) 

I Sargent-Berrocal I 3 I 1.0 

San Andreas (N orthem) 5 19 

Hayward 8 9 

Calaveras 8.5 I 7 

San Andreas (Creeping) 10 I 34 

Greenville 20 0.5 

Monterey Bay Zone 24.5 2 

Ord Terrace I 26 0.16 

j Rinconada I 27 1 I Palo Colorado-

I 
30 IO 

San Gregorio 

Chupines I 31 2 

Seaside I 31 0.01 

Navy-Turlarcitos I 31 0.13 

Ortigalita I 31 0.04 

Cypress Point I 35 0.01 

Coast Range-Sierran Block I 38 I 3.0 

[ Las Positas I 38 I 0.2 

Miller Creek-Palomares 41 1.2 

45 0.4 

~ . 
59 4 LU 

Antioch 59 1 

Green Valley 73 4 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
I 
I 
I 
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Upper Bounds 
Magnitude 

7.0 I 
8.0 

7.0 

7.5 

7.0 

7.3 

6.0 

5.5 

7.0 I 
7.7 

I 
6.0 I 
5.5 I 
5.5 I 
7.0 I 
5.0 I 
7.0 I 
6.3 I 
6.3 

6.5 

6.7 

6.7 

7.0 
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Fault parameters (such as fault length, magnitude, and rupture area) of faults capable of 
impacting the site were determined from published geologic papers (see bibliography), and the 
maximum magnitudes (100 year) were estimated using a characteristic fault model relationship 
(Youngs and Coppersmith, 1985). Due to the relative age of the faults and the absence of 
historic event data , subjective probabilities reflecting the relative slip rates reported were applied 
to account for the questionable activity of potentially active faults. The primary parameters used 
in the analysis are included in Table No. 1. The location of faults used in this analysis are 
provided on Drawing No. 4 . 

The ground motion attenuation relationship used in the analysis to estimate site response values 
was developed by Boore et al. (1993) for a Class A site (soil). The relationship for the larger 
component plus one standard deviation (as opposed to mean) was used. Boore et al. (1993) 
defines a class for each site based on the shear wave velocities of the upper 30 meters of 
material (about 200 feet). A Class A site has a shear wave velocity of 750 meters per second 
(mis) or greater; a Class B site has a shear wave velocity of between 360 mis and 750 mis; a 
Class C site has a shear wave velocity of between 180 mis and 360 mis; and a Class D site has 
a shear wave velocity of less than 180 mis. Our understanding of the shallow bedrock 
conditions in the site area suggest the subject site should be classified as a Class A site. 

The horizontal site acceleration that has a 10 percent probability of being exceeded in 50 years 
(maximum credible event) was determined to be about 0 .38g. The Protability of Exceedance 
vs. Acceleration for exposure periods of 25, 50, 75, and 100 years for the site are shown on 
Drawing No. 5. In addition, the Average Return Period versus Ground Acceleration is shown 
on Drawing No. 6. 

6.2.2 Ground Rupture: Earthquakes are caused by the sudden displacement 
of earth along faults with a consequent release of stored strain energy. The fault slippage can 
often extend to the ground surface where it is manifested by sudden a:od abrupt relative ground 
displacement. Damage resulting from fault rupture occurs only where strucrures are located 
astride the fault traces that move. 

The project site is located in a seismically active region with numerous active and potentially 
active faults. Two subparallel bedrock faults associated with melange terrane have been mapped 
near the proposed Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges (Wahler Associates, 1990, and Kaldveer 
Associates, 1989). The loc~tions of these mapped. faults are shown on Drawing No. 2 with 
respect to the proposed facilities. The northern trace is located near the a;,is of the ravine, north 
of the clubhouse. The southern fauJt is located through the area of the Overnight Lodges. 
According to Wahler (1990) the bedrock faults and sheared zones are apparently an extension 
of the Ben Trovato fault zone mapped northwest of the site. The Ben Travato Fault is 
designated as preQuaternary (Jennings, 1994), and is therefore considered inactive. During our 
geologic field investigation we noted evidence of several northwest-southeast trending faults 
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and/or shear zones delineated based on linear wstribution of springs, linear zones of contrasting 
vegetation, and topographic expressions. Terratech (1988) reported photolineaments in alluvium 
along inferred fault traces. However, trenching by Wahler (1973) across projections of the 
lineaments in bedrock areas wd not identify evidence of geologically recent fault activity . 
Wahler (1973) judged both the Hayes Valley Fault and the fault on the north side of the valley 
(near the subject site) to be inactive. · 

Data presented in the cited reports of previous investigations do not .indicate that the bedrock 
faults in the site area are active. The nearest mapped active or potentially active fault is the 
Sargent, located about 3 miles east of the site. The project site is not located in a Fault-Rupture 
Hazard Zone or former Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zones. Accordingly, the potential for 
surface fault rupture at the site is low. 

6.2.3 Liguefaction: Liquefaction in this instance desc~bes a phenomenon in 
which a saturated, cohesionless soil loses strength during an earthquake as a result of induced 
shearing strains. Lateral and vertical movement of the soil mass, combined with loss of bearing 
usually results. Research has shown that liquefaction potential of soil deposits induced by 
earthquake activity depends on soil types, void ratio, groundwater conditions, duration of 
shaking, and confining pressure over the potentially liquefiable soil mass. Fine, well sorted, 
loose sand, shallow groundwater conditions, higher intensity earthquakes, and particularly long 
duration of ground shaking are the requisite conditions for liquefaction. 

Studies of liquefaction potential during earthquakes address the liquefaction "susceptibility" and 
"opportunity" of a given site. Liquefaction susceptibility is a function of the mechanical 
properties of the underlying soils, particularly grain size distribution and relative density 
determined from standard penetration blow counts. Liquefaction opportunity expresses the 
probability of exceeding a critical level of shaking and is described in terms of a function which 
accounts for peak ground acceleration, or acceleration and duration. Accelerations of at least 
0.10g and ground shaking durations of at least 30 seconds are generaJ~y required to initiate 
liquefaction. 

The potential for the occurrence of an earthquake with the intensity and duration characteristics 
capable of promoting liquefaction "opportunity" is considered likely for the project life of the 
proposed Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges. Considering that granular soils were not identified, 
and that liquefaction will not occur in areas of very shallow bedrock, the "susceptibility" for 
liquefaction is considered very low. 

6.2.4 Seismic Settlement: Seismic shaking may induce settlement of loose, 
unconsolidated sediments. This can occur in unsaturated and saturated granular soils. 
Considering that loose or granular soils were not identified at the site during or field exploration, 
in conjunction with the shallow depth to bedrock, the potential for seismic induced settlement 
is considered very low, 
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Based on the data collected during our investigation and our understanding of the anticipated 
construction, we present the following general conclusions and mitigation measures. Considering 
the conclusions and mitigation measures, the proposed project is feasible with respect to 
geotechnical, geologic, and seismic hazards. · 

7 .1 The site appears geologically and geotechnically suitable for the proposed 
Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges facility considering the conclusions and 
mitigation measures presented in this report. The geotechnical and geologic 
issues requiring mitigation are discussed below. 

7 .2 Soil and rock conditions at the site vary from alluvial soils on the eastern portion 
of the site to soils developed on colluvium1 and residual soils (lean clays) 
developed on the shallow bedrock on the western (hillside) portions of the site. 
Soils below the Clubhouse and Pro Shop comprised gravelly and sandy lean clays. 
Weathered greenstone bedrock was encountered between depths of 7 to 19 feet 
BSG at the proposed Clubhouse and pro shop sites. Rock was encountered at 
depths of 2 to 4 feet BSG on the hillside portion of the site. 

7 .3 Testing of lean clay soils collected from sites near the proposed Clubhouse and 
Overnight Lodges have been report<~d to have a low to 1)oderate shrink-swell 
potential. Lean clay soils at the site may exhibit low to moderate expansion 
characteristics. To mitigate the potential for structural damage resulting from 
expansive soils, non-expansive ma.terials can be placed below slabs, and 
foundations can be extended below the depth where moisture changes in soil 
cause volumetric changes. This depth is preliminarily estimated to be 
approximately 36 inches below site grade. To minimize the potential for 
fluctuations in soil moisture near buildings, grading should be conducted to direct 
drainage away from the buildings and prevent pon:ding near the building. 
Landscaping setbacks can also be instituted to minimize the potential for ponding 
of water near the foundation. 

7.4 As evidenced by springs and seeps, shallow groundwater may be encountered 
during grading of the hillside slopes. 
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7 .5 Potential erosion and slope stability hazards which may be caused by shallow 
groundwater at the site can be mitigated by the following methods: 

• Road subgrades: 

• Native slopes: 

• Cut slopes: 

• Fill slopes: 

Trenched cut-off walls and subdrains 

Upslope trench cut-off wall or horizontal wick 
drains 

Retaining wall with filter drain and weep holes 

Cut-off drains placed in keyways and other 
locations where subflow impinges on fill slopes. 

Subsequent to rough grading, areas with evidence for su:Jsurface groundwater 
flow should be identified by Twining's civil engineer or engineering geologist. 
Soil textures exhibiting a selective removal of fine particles from currently dry 
soils may indicate subsurface groundwater flow during wetter periods. Mitigative 
measures can be selected by Twining' s civil engineer or engineering geologist for 
specific areas, when adverse shallow groundwater conditions are identified. 

7.6 The soils are estimated to have a low erosion hazard. Based on our 
understanding of the anticipated construction, soil erosion is not expected to 
significantly affect the project. 

7. 7 Trenching exploration of the subject site did not reveal evidence of active faults 
(see section 6.2.2), however, brecciated and sheared zones were noted indicating 
older (inactive) faults within the greenstone bedrock. These shear zones are 
typical for Franciscan Complex (melange terrane) materials. Differential 
settlement across and within an inactive fault zone may ocr.ur, and damage may 
occur to buildings constructed across those zones. Potential differential settlement 
due to weak shear zones may be mitigated by overexcavation and recompaction 
of foundation soils over the fault discontinuity, or deep foundations such as 
drilled shafts or driven piles. In addition, mitigation may include modifying the 
location of a structure away from the shear zone. Specific foundation 
recommendations can be provided in the design level geotechnical engineering 
report. 

7 .8 Native slopes in the vicinity of the project site appear to be relatively stable and 
suitable for the proposed construction based on maximum cut and fill slopes of 
2 horizontal (H) to 1 vertical (V). Existing landslide features were not noted 
which could affect the project. Further evaluation of slope stability should 
incorporate the proposed site grading plan. In addition, Twining's engineering 
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geologist should be contacted to observe soil, rock and associated groundwater 
conditions revealed after mass grading. If unstable native slopes are encountered, 
they can be mitigated by removal of the unstable material, buttressing the 
material, or providing subflow cut-off drains and limiting infiltration of surface 
water. Cut and fill slopes of not greater than 2 horizonta: (H) to 1 vertical (V) 
can be constructed in accordance with the · Uniform Building Code to provide 
stable foundations for construction. Steeper cut or fill slopes, if required, may 
be feasible contingent on evaluation on a case-by-case basis. 

7. 9 The potential to encounter serpentine and asbestos at the project site is low. 
However, if asbestos containing materials are encountered during grading, the 
locations should be documented and the asbestos content in the serpentine should 
be assessed by Twining's engineering geologist. Serpentine rock is typically a 
green or yellow, highly sheared and altered rock, with a fibrous appearance. 
Where final graded areas expose asbestos-containing serpentine, or where 
asbestos-containing fill material is used, the potential for human exposure to 
asbestos can be mitigated by placing a layer of non-asbestos containing material 
over the asbestos containing material.. 

7 .10 There is little or no potential for hazards due to volcanic :lctivity, seicbes, and 
tsunamis at the site. 

7 .11 A maximum probable peak horizontal ground acceleration of O. 38g is estimated 
for the proposed development site. Building design and construction in 
accordance with the Uniform Building Code can mitigate the potential effects of 
the maximwn probable peak horizontal ground acceleration estimated for the site. 

7, 12 Mitigation for potential surface rupture of an active fault typically requires 
establishing building setbacks. However, trenching exploration of the subject site 
did not reveal evidence of active faults . The site is not located in a Proposed 
Seismic Hazard Zone or an Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zone. Therefore, the 
potential for ground rupture associated with a known active fault is very low, and 
building setbacks would not be warranted. 

7 . 11 Based on the soil and rock condit ions at the site, the potential for liquefaction and 
seismic settlement are considered low. Accordingly, it 1s not anticipated that 
mitigation of potential liquefaction and seismic settlement would be required. In 
the event soil conditions susceptible to liquefaction or seismic settlement are 
revealed during design level geotechnical studies, the potential for liquefaction 
and seismically induced settlement can be mitigated. Mitigation can be achieved 
through site preparation, including densifying site soils by either overexcavation 
and compaction, ground modification techniques, using deep foundation (piles) 
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The conclusions presented in this report are based on the information provided regarding 
the proposed construction, the results of the research of background information, and our 
evaluation of site conditions revealed during our reconnaissance and subsurface 
geotechnical engineering investigation. This report does not present design level geologic 
or geotechnical data. 

The focus of our investigation was the proposed Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges area 
and pertains only to geologic and geotecbnical concerns of this site. Potential 
geotechnical and geologic hazards to structures on or outside of the subject site were not 
evaluated in this report. 

If variations or undesirable conditions are encountered during construction, Twining 
should be notified promptly so that these conditions can be reviewed and our 
recommendations reconsidered where necessary. It should be noted that unexpected 
conditions frequently require additional expenditures for proper construction of the 
project. 

If the proposed construction is relocated or redesigned, or if there is a substantial lapse 
of time between the submission of our report and the start of work (over 12 months) at 
the site, or if conditions have changed due to natural cause or construction operations at 
or adjacent to the site, the conclusions and preliminary recommendations contained in this 
report should be considered invalid unless the changes are reviewed and our conclusions 
and recommendations modified or approved in writing. 

Changed site conditions, or relocation of proposed structures, may require additional 
investigations to determine if our conclusions are applicable considering the changed 
conditions or time lapse. 

The conclusions contained in this report are valid only for the project discussed in the 
"Anticipated Construction" section of this report. The entity or entities that use or cause 
to use this report or any portion thereof for a structure or site oth~r than those indicated 
in the "Background" section of this repon shall hold Twining, its officers and employees 
harmless from any and all claims and provide Twining's defense in the event of a claim. 

This report is issued with the understanding that it is the responsibility of the client to 
transmit the information and preliminary recommendations of this report to developers, 
owners, buyers, architects, engineers, designers, contractors, subcontractors, and other 
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parties having interest in the project so that the steps necessary to carry out these 
preliminary recommendations in the design, construction and maintenance of the project 
are taken by the appropriate party. 

Reliance on this report by a third party (i.e., that is not a party to our written agreement) 
is at the party's sole risk. If the project and/or site is purchased .by another party, the 
purchaser must obtain written authorization and sign-an agreement with Twining in order 
to rely upon the information provided in this report for design or construction of the 
project. 

Our professional services were perfonned, our findings obtained, and our 
recommendations prepared in accordance wit.h generally-accepted engineering principles 
and practices in Santa Clara County, California at the time of the investigation. This 
warranty is in lieu of all other warranties either expressed or implied. 

9.0 CLOSING 

We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to Lion's Gate Limited Partnership , LLC. If you 
have any questions regarding this report, or if we can be of further assistance, please contact 
us at your convenience. 

Sincerely, 
THE TWINING 

·~~ 
Kenneth J. Clark, CEG 
Project Geologist 

:-''I 
cc: Mr. Ron Davis, Lion's Gate Limited Partnership, LLC 
cc: Mr. Bert Verrips with Nolte Engineering 
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INTRODUCTION 
,., 

Lion's Gate Reserve, formerly know as Hayes Valley Ranch, is located at the base of Lion' s 
Peak, 11 miles south of San Jose, adjacent to the City of Morgan Hill and approximately 2 miles 
west of Highway 101. Of the 1,676 acres, only approximately 420 are being developed and are 
located at the valley floor. The development plan for Lion' s Gate Reserve includes a golf course, 
clubhouse, overnight lodge and 41 executive homes. The West Branch ofLlagas Creek, an 
ephemeral stream, runs east•west through the project. 

Pacific Advanced Civil Engineering, Inc. (PACE) has been retained by Hix-Rubenstein Companies 
to complete a Master Drainage Plan for Lion's Gate Reserve. The scope of this drainage report is to 
define the drainage area tributary to the project, estimate the flows and design drainage structures 
necessary to safely convey the flows through the project. Analysis of the golf course has been 
completed previously and is included in The Lion 's Gate Reserve Golf Course Drainage Report, 
PACE, May 1997. 

HYDROLOGY 

Given the size of the watershed tributary to the project (2.37 square miles), the Corps of 
Engineers (COE) HEC-1 computer program was used. In general, HEC-1 is better suited for 
analysis of watersheds over 200 acres than other methods such as the Rational Method. The 
hydrology portion of this report discusses the drainage sub basin delineation and description, 
precipitation, soil parameters and routing used in the HEC-1 hydrologic model as well as the 
resulting flows that were calculated. Two separate models were created: Existjng Condition and 
Developed Condition. The Existing Condition models the watershed under the present 
undeveloped conditions. The Developed Condition models the watershed assuming full 
residential and golf course improvements are in place. 

Drainage sub-basin delineation 

The drainage sub basin boundaries were developed by utilizing a l "=400' topographic map of 
the project site as well as a l "=2000' USGS map to determine any offsite flows that drain 
through the project site. Exhibit 1, USOS Map, located in the Appendix, shows the offsite 
drainage sub-basins. Exhibits 2 and 3 show the drainage sub basins for the entire watershed for 
the existing and developed conditions. The Tables l and 2 below list all the drainage basins 
along with area, time of concentration and Clark Storage coefficient "R" calculations (necessary 
for the Clark Unit Graph modeling of the drainage sub basins in the HEC-1 model). The 
equations used in the calculation of time of concentration and Clark storage coefficient were 
obtained from the Santa Clara County Water District and are shown below: 

Tc = 0.01377 L 0·
47 N °'47 S --0.m 

R/(R + Tc) = X 
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Sub-
basin 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

Where Tc = time of concentration (in hours) 
L = length of drainage sub basin (in feet) 
N = overall watershed roughness (resistance to overland flow) 
S = drainage sub basin slope (in feet/foot) 
R = Clark Storage coefficient (in hours) 
X = 0.6 for rural areas 

Table 1 
Existing Condition Drainage Sub-Basin Description 

'" Basin 
.. 

Basin Overland Flow 
Area Length ' Slope Roughness Tc 
(mi2

) (ft) -, (Wft) N (hours) 

0.1 078 2100 0.1500 0.4000 0.5093 
0.0905 2175 0.0667 0.4000 0.6264 
0.0498 1800 0.1139 0.4000 0.5054 
0.2879 3605 0.1 148 0.4000 0.6991 
0.0691 3085 0.1378 0.4000 0.6225 
0.1210 3853 0.1376 0.4000 0.6913 
0.1312 3500 0.1871 0.4000 0.6147 
0.0924 2477 0.2806 0.4000 0.4751 
0.0399 1170 0.1154 0.4000 0.4115 
0.1404 3326 0.231 5 0.4000 0.5709 
0.0898 3640 0.0810 0.4000 0.7623 
0.1 382 2655 0.2203 0.4000 0.5195 
0.0868 2750 0.2691 0.4000 0.5039 
0.0807 2825 0.2088 0.4000 0.5417 
0.0787 2200 0.0318 0.4000 0.7495 
0.0776 2940 0.1810 0.4000 0.5708 
0.1 281 4050 0.0770 0.4000 0.81 11 
0.1 542 2530 0.1420 0.4000 0.5631 
0.0423 3000 0.1090 0.4000 0.6429 
0.3678 3870 0.1320 0.4000 0.6995 

2 

R 
(hours) 
0.7639 
0.9396 
0.7580 
1.0487 
0.9337 
1.0369 
0.9221 
0.7126 
0.61 72 
0.8563 
1.1434 
0.7793 
0.7559 
0.8125 
1.1242 
0.8562 
1.2167 
0.8446 
0.9737 
1.0493 
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Table 2 
Developed Condition Drainage Sub-Basin Description 

Basin Basin Overland Flow 
Sub- Area Length Slope Roughness Tc R 
basin (mi2

) (ft) (ft/ft) N (hours) (hours) 

1 0.1078 2100 0.1500 0.3500 0.4783 0.7175 

2 0.0905 2175 0.0667 0.4000 0.6264 0.9396 

3 0.0498 1800 0.1139 0.3500 0.4746 0.71 19 

4 0.2879 3605 0.1148 0.3750 0.6782 1.0174 

5 0.0691 3085 0.1378 0.3500 0.5846 0.8769 

6 0.1210 3853 0.1376 0.3750 0.6706 1.0059 
7 0.1312 3500 0.1871 0.3750 0.5964 0.8945 

8 0.0924 2477 0.2806 0.3750 0.4609 0.6913 

9 0.0399 1170 0.1154 0.3500 0.3864 0.5797 

10 0.1404 3326 0.2315 0.4000 0.5709 0.8563 

11 0.0898 3640 0.0810 0.3250 0.6914 1.0371 
12 0.1382 2655 0.2203 0.4000 0.5195 0.7793 

13 0.0868 2750 0.2691 0.3750 0.4889 0.7333 
14 0.0807 2825 0.2088 0.3750 0.5255 0.7882 
15 0.0787 2200 0.0318 0.3250 0.6798 1:.0197 
16 0.0776 2940 0.1810 0.3750 0.5537 0.8306 
17 0.1281 4050 0.0770 0.4000 0.8111 1.2167 

18N 0.0779 2530 0.1420 0.4000 0.5631 0.8446 

18S 0.0763 2530 0.1420 0.4000 0.5631 0.8446 

19 0.0423 3000 0.1090 0.2500 0.5205 0.7807 

20 0.3678 3870 0.1320 0.2500 0.5609 0.8413 

Precipitation 

Per the Santa Clara County Drainage Manual, for watersheds between 200 and 2560 acres, the 
minimum return period for a design storm is 10 years. Technical Paper No. 40, Rainfall Atlas of 
the United States, US Weather Bureau, US Department of Commerce lists the following 
precipitation depths for the area. 

3 

i 
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Table 3 
Rainfall Depths for Storms of Various Return Periods 

Storm Total Rainfall (in) 
2 year 24-hour storm 3 
5 year 24-hour storm 4 
10 year 24-hour storm 5 
25 year 24-hour storm 6 
50 year 24-hour storm 7 
100 year 24-hour storm 8 

The rainfall distribution used in the HEC-1 modeling is the based 011 the C.O.E. standard storm. 

Soils 

Soil Conservation Service Soils Map for Santa Clara County indicates that the soils in the area 
consist of predominantly: Gilroy, Garretson, Keefers and Los Robles. Technical Release 55, 
Urban Hydrology for Small Watersheds by Soil Conservation Service, US Department of 
Agriculture lists these soils as belonging to hydrologic soil groups C and D. Group D soils have 
high runoff potential. They have very low infiltration rates when thoroughly wetted and consist 
chiefly of clay soils with high swelling potential, soils with permanently high water table, soils 
with claypan or clay layer near the surface, and shallow soils over nearly impervious material. 
These soils have a very low rate of water transmission (0.0-0.5 in/hr). Group C soils have a 
slightly lower runoff and higher infiltration rates than group D soils. Each drainage sub basin was 
analyzed for the soil group. The highest runoff soil group present in the sub-basin was 
conservatively selected as representative for the entire sub basin. 

HEC-1 modeling for the watershed requires the use of SCS Curve numbers for description of the 
individual drainage basins within the watershed. Per Table 5-2(a) Runoff Curve numbers/or 
Urban Areas, Engineering Hydrology by Victor Miguel Ponce, golf courses on group C soils 
with grass cover greater than 75% are considered to have an SCS curve number of 74. Table 5-
2(d) Runoff Curve Numbers for Arid and Semi Arid Rangelands for herbaceous, mixture of 
grass, weeds and low growing brush with more than 70% ground cover on group C soils also 
have a SCS Curve number of 74. Group D soils have an SCS curve number of 85. Table 3 
below lists the SCS curve numbers that were assigned to the various drainage sub basins. All 
areas were assumed to be 5% impervious for the existing condition. Drainage sub basins which 
will contain residential development and club house are assumed to be 15% impervious. For all 
storms events except the 100 year 24 hour storm, antecedent moisture condition AMC II 
(average soil moisture level) was used. For the 100 year 24 hour storm event, AMC III (wet 
condition) was used. The AMC III increased the SCS curve numbers from 74 and 85 to 88 and 
94 respectively. Higher SCS curve numbers generate higher rw10ff. 

4 
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Table 4 
Existing Condition Soil Description 

Bydrologic Existing AMC III Existing 
Drainage Soils scs Existing Percent 
Sub Basin Group Curve SCSCN Impervious 

Number 
1 D 85 94 5 
2 D 85 94 5 
3 C 74 88 5 
4 D 85 94 5 
5 D 85 94 5 
6 D 85 94 5 
7 C 74 88 5 
8 C 74 88 5 
9 C 74 88 5 
10 C 74 88 5 
11 C 74 88 5 
12 C 74 88 5 
13 C 74 88 5 
14 C 74 88 5 
15 C 74 88 5 
16 C 74 88 5 
17 C 74 88 5 
18 D 85 94 5 
19 D 85 94 5 
20 C 74 88 5 

5 
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Table 5 
Developed Condition Soil Description 

Hydrologic Developed AMC III Existing 
Drainage Soils SCS Curve Existing I• Percent 
Sub Basin Group Number SCSCN Impervious 

1 D 85 94 15 
2 D 85 94 5 
3 C 74 88 5 
4 D 85 94 5 
5 D 85 94 5 
6 D 85 94 5 

7 C 74 88 5 
8 C 74 88 s 
9 C 74 88 5 
10 C 74 88 5 
11 C 74 88 5 
12 C 74 88 5 
13 C 74 88 5 
14 C 74 88 5 
IS C 74 88 15 
16 C 74 88 15 
17 C 74 88 5 

18N D 85 94 15 
18S D 85 94 15 
19 D 85 94 15 
20 C 74 88 25 

Channel Routing 

Runoff flows from the drainage basins were routed using the Storage Routing procedure in the 
HEC-1 models. Table below shows the routing parameters used in the HEC-1 model for various 
reaches. 

6 
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Table 6 
Channel Routing Parameters 

- Length Slope Manning's Bottom Side Slope 
' 

Reach (ft) (ft/ft) D width (ft) (H:V) 
ROS 600 0.0333 0.030 20 5: 1 
RO7 1050 0.0140 0.030 10 5:1 
ROll 1440 0.0086 0.030 10 5:1 

ROl0-1 2620 0.0267 0.035 20 5:1 
ROl0-2 3600 0.0333 0.035 15 5:1 

RO9 800 0.0125 0.030 25 5:1 
RO3 1000 0.0400 0.035 20 5:1 

ROIS 1450 0.0138 0.030 15 5:1 
RO13 2500 0.0280 0.035 20 5:1 
RO14 2150 0.0279 0.035 20 5:1 

ROCP16 1770 0.0056 0.030 20 5: 1 

Flows 

HEC-1 models for both the existing condition and developed condition were completed for storm 
events ranging from the 2 year 24 hour to the I 00 year 24. Differences between the existing and 
developed condition models include: 

1. Percent impervious 
2. Time of concentration Tc and Roughness R 
3. SCS curve numbers 
4. Inclusion of detention areas 

Runoff from each of the drainage sub basins is swnmarized in the table below for both existing 
and developed conditions for the I 00 year 24 hour design storm. 

7 
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Table 7 
Runoff From Individual Drainage Sub-Basins for the 100 year 24 hour storm event 

for the Existing and Developed Conditi,ons 

Drainage Existing Condition Peak Developed Condition Peak 
Sub Basin Runoff (cfs) Runoff ( cfs) 

SUBl 54 54 
SUB2 42 42 
SUB3 24 24 
SUB4 128 129 
SUBS 32 33 
SUB6 54 54 
SUB? 59 60 
SUB8 45 46 
SUB9 20 20 
SUBl0 65 65 
SUBll 38 39 
SUB12 66 66 
SUB13 42 42 
SUB14 38 38 
SUB15 34 34 
SUB16 36 37 
SUB17 54 54 
SUB18 74 n/a 

SUB18N n/a 37 
SUBI8S n/a 37 
SUB19 19 21 
SUB20 159 173 

8 
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Peak flows in the various reaches are summarized in the table below. 

Table 8 
Flows in various Channel Reaches for the 100 year 24 hour storm 

' 

Existing Condition Peak Flow Developed Condition Peak 
Reach (ds) Flow (cfs) 
ROS 81 82 
RO7 268 271 
ROll 311 314 

ROI0-1 64 64 
ROI0-2 64 64 

RO9 479 469 
RO3 41 41 
ROIS 563 551 
RO13 40 40 
RO14 37 37 

ROCP16 678 649 
ROI9 764 730 

9 
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HYDRAULICS 

Rainfall runoff from the project site exits the property at three locations: 1) South-east corner of 
the site across Turlock A venue, 2)Llagas Creek and 3) across Coolidge A venue north of Llagas 
Creek. The hydraulics section of this report analyzes the flows in the West Branch ofLlagas 
Creek and the flows leaving Lion's Gate under existing and developed conditions. 

Existing Condition 
Under the existing condition, rainfall runoff confluences in two major locations: l)West branch 
ofLlagas Creek and 2) south-east comer of the project site. Exhibit 4 located in the Appendix 
shows the 100 year water surface at the project site under existing conditions. 

West Branch of Llagas Creek 
Flows in the West Branch of Llagas Creek traverse the middle of the project in a west to 
east direction. As flows reach the eastern project boundary at Coolidge Avenue, they pass 
under the road through a 3.5' x 6' reinforced concrete box culvert. Since the culvert is 
relatively small compared to the incoming l 00 year flow, the creek backs up submerging 
the culvert and overtopping the northern bank of the channel and flooding the orchard 
located just north of the channel. As the flow ponds up in the orchard, it crosses Coolidge 
Avenue at a dip section located approximately 1,200' north of the creek. The dip section 
in the road has a 24" reinforced concrete pipe culvert to convey the smaller nuisance 
flows under the road. 

To correctly assess the extent of the ponding and flooding under a 100 year storm event 
several different calculation and modeling procedures were completed. A HEC-RAS 
model was completed for the creek. Output from model (Lion8.p1j) including cross
sections, profile and summary table are included in the Appendix. Since the culvert at the 
end of the channel has insufficient capacity to convey all of the 100 year flow (783 cfs), 
and from recent storm events it is known that that the creek does not overtop the road at 
the box culvert it, was necessary to determine the maximum flow through the culvert. The 
HEC-RAS model was used to calculate a rating table of water surface elevation versus 
flow for the culvert. The rating table is included in the Appendix. A flow of 110 cfs was 
assumed to pass through the culvert with the remaining 673 cfs overtopping the bank and 
entering the orchard. The flows that enter the orchard pond up and overtop Coolidge 
A venue at the dip section some 1,200 feet to the north. It was then necessary to determine 
the extent of the flooding and ponding in this area. To detem1ine the flow depth and 
width across Coolidge Avenue a rating table was developed. The road centerline profil e 
was input into Flowrnaster (Manning' s Equation) and a criticaJ depth and top width were 
calculated for various flow rates. The correct flow rate was then looked up in the HEC-1 
model which includes the diversion from the creek, flows tributary to that area as well as 
storage effects from ponding. A flow of 797 cfs crosses Coolidge Avenue at the dip 
section. This flow was then looked up in the rating table which shows that the flow would 
be over 1,050' wide and over 6" deep. 

10 
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Southeast corner of Project Site 

The south east comer of the project site is a low point and the natural drainage path for 
the rainfall runoff of drainage sub-b~in 20. As the flows pond up in the comer they enter 
a 16" corrugated metal pipe which coveys the flows from the project site. The flows then 
enter 2 12" pipes that convey the flows under Turlock A venue. Since the 100 year flow 
expected in this area is 161 cfs, which is more than the capacity of the pipes, the road is 
overtopped. To determine the flow depth and width across Turlock Road, a rating table 
was developed. The road centerline profile was input into Flowmaster (Manning's 
Equation) and a criticaJ depth and top width were calculated for various flow rates. The 
correct flow rate was then looked up in the HEC-1 model which includes the storage 
effects from ponding. A flow of 161 cfs crosses Turlock Road at the dip section. This 
flow was then looked up in the rating table which shows that the flow would be over 250' 
wide and 5" deep. 

Developed Condition 

In order to mitigate the problem of flooding and ponding at the project site, it was decided that 
the flows needed to be controlled and detained. A diversion channel, a detention basin and lake 
are proposed. These structures are intended to minimize the extent of flooding within the project 
boundaries as well as reduce the extent of flooding across Coolidge A venue and Turlock Road, 
that exists under the present conditions. The natural flow path of the creek remains, as well as the 
natural crossings leaving the project site. Exhibit 5 located in the Appendix shows the proposed 
drainage structures as well as the 100 year water surface under developed conditions. 

West Branch of Llagas Creek 

As under the existing condition, the West Branch ofLlagas Creek is the main runoff 
conveyance system for the project. To mitigate the problem of flooding at the orchard 
which presently exists, a diversion channel is proposed to parallel the creek. Since a road 
is proposed to cross the creek at approximately station 21 + 13, only 2 24" pipes are 
proposed to be placed there. The remainder of the flow is expected to cross under the road 
further south through a larger culvert, and parallel the creek. The proposed culvert is a 
concrete arch bridge with a 24' span and 8' rise. The creek is to remain as is, and will 
continue to covey flows during all storm events. The difference is that the flows during 
larger storm events will be lower. The proposed diversion channel is to be trapezoidal 
with 3: 1 side slopes, a bottom width of l 0' , and be grass lined. The diversion channel and 
the creek confluence at the culvert at Coolidge Avenue. Since the Coolidge Avenue 
culvert is not capable of conveying the runoff from larger storm events, a side spillway is 
proposed to route the flows north, into the proposed Coolidge Detention Basin. The 
spillway is set at elevation 272.7 and is 200' in length. The calculated depth of flow over 
the spiJlway is 1.1 ' . Calculations are included in the Appendix. The maximum water 
surface in the detention basin is set at elevation 273 ' allowing for a 25% submergence of 
the weir. The detention basin outflow is through a 18" tow flow outlet pipe and a 83 ' 

I l 
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spillway set at elevation 271 ' . The detention basin outlets at the dip section at Coolidge 
Avenue where it leaves the project site. The basin is designed to intercept the diverted 
flows from the creek as well as flows from drainage sub-basin 18S. Flows from drainage 
sub-basin 18N go around the northern edge of the detention basin, to the dip section at 
Coolidge A venue, where they confluence with the outflow from the basin. These flow 
paths are included in the developed condition HEC-1 model devlO0.hcl located in the 
Appendix. The detention basin design is summarized in the table below. 

Table 9 
Coolidge Avenue Detention Basin Summary Table 

Storm 
1: 

Peak Peak Peak Peak 
Event Inflow Outflow Storage Stage 

(cfs) (cfs) (AF) {feet) 
100-year 
storm 674 663 23 273.00 
IO-year 
storm 261 254 18 272.03 
2-year 
storm 63 15 9 269.70 

The table shows that only a minor r~g_uction in flow across the road is attained for the 10 
and 100 year storms. The significant reduction in flows leaving the property over 
Coolidge avenue will be achieved for storm events more frequent than the IO year storm. 

To obtain a water surface profile for the West Branch of Llagas Creek a HEC-RAS model 
was completed. The model includes the proposed diversion channel. Output from the 
HEC-RAS model lion14.prj including profile. cross-sections and summary table are 
included in the Appendix. 

Since the peak flow over Coolidge Avenue is known, the rating table for the Coo]jdge 
avenue crossing was consulted and the flow depth and width over the road was obtained. 
The flow was found to be 753 cfs with a flow top width of over 1,050' and depth of over 6". 

Southeast Corner of Project Site 

The natural flow path of drainage sub-basin 20 continues to be the south east corner of 
the project site under developed condition. The developed condition includes a 16 acre 
lake which serves as a detention basin. The normal water sw-face for the lake is set at 
elevation 275' with the I 00 year water surface set at elevation 277.99'. The lake has a 
peak storage of 50 acre feet. Flows leave the lake over a 54' spillway set at elevation 277' 
and enters a swale which conveys the flow to the southeast comer of the project. The 
spillway has a 2' notch set at elevation 275.5' to allow the lake to empty to within 6" of 
its normal water surface following a storm. Toe swale itself has a minor flow attenuation 
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,, 

effect as the flows pond up in the southeast comer prior to leaving the project site. The 
swale has a 15' spillway set at elevation 276'and a 16" RCP for a low flow outlet set at 
elevation 272' .Both the lake and swale are included in the developed condition HEC-1 
model dev 100.hcl which is included in the Appendix. Tables 10 and 11 swnmarize the 
flow through the lake and swale. 

Table 10 
Lake Summary Table 

Storm ' Peak - Peak Peak - Peak 

Event Inflow Outflow Storage Ir Stage 

{cfs) {cfs) (AF) {feet) 
I~ 

_, •'1 

100-year 
storm 173 144 so 277.99 

IO-year 
storm 85 41 40 277.43 

2-year 
storm 40 6 25 276.53 

Table 11 
Swale Summary Table 

Storm Peak Peak Peak Peak 

Event Inflow ,, Outflow Storage Stage 
{cfs) {cfs) (AF) {feet) 

100-year 
storm 144 128 22 277.96 

10-year 
storm 41 28 11 276.49 

2-year 
storm 6 6 0 272.69 

Since the storage volume available in the lake and swale is small when compared to the 
volume of the incoming 100 year storm event, only a small reduction in peak flow is 
attained. However, the 10 and 2 year storm event peak flows are reduced by 67% and 
85% respectively. Once the flow out of the swale was calculated, the rating table for the 
Turlock Road dip section was consulted for the flow top width and depth. The 100 year 
flow top width calculated was 250' with a maximum flow depth of about 4". 

13 
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SUMMARY 

The purpose of this drainage report is to quantify and characterize the storm runoff flows through 
the project site under present conditions, and design the drainage structures necessary to 
minimize onsite flooding and eliminate any increase in runoff leaving the project site as a result 
of development. The drainage infrastructure proposed includes a diversion channel to divert 
larger flows from the West Branch of Llagas Creek and route them through the proposed 
Coolidge Avenue Detention Basin eliminating flooding in the orchard and reducing the flow over 
Coolidge A venue. Also included is a lake which intercepts and detains flows from drainage sub
basin 20 and reduces the flows crossing Turlock Road. The natural drainage paths for storm 
runoff that leave the project site remain in place. Given the large volume of the 10 and 100 year 
storm events in comparison to the available storage volume in the proposed lake and Coolidge 
Detention Basin, only a minor flow attenuation is obtained for these storm events. For more 
frequent storm events the reduction in flow is much more significant. The table below compares 
the flows leaving the property between the existing and developed conditions for the 2, l O and 
100 year storm events. 

14 



Table 12 
Comparison of Existing and Developed Discharges Leaving the Property 

.".''•::'::\"•:·,11·:l:1: ·::,,~••1•:1::;:r!f 1''!t::
1:11'~~~.t~!!1::,•:~~rl~iii'1 1:1rn1:fl!~:f:1:•:1'11 110il!.\t&,,rn1'~~•l•:.1·,.~~:~: .. 

!Coolidge Avenue Dip Section 
100 year 797 1050+ 0.6 753 1050+ 0.6 6% 
10 year 332 980 0.4 294 800 0.4 11% 
2year 88 290 0.2 32 150 0.1 63% 

!Coolidge Avenue Box Culvert 
100 year 110 n/a n/a 110 n/a n/a 0% 
10 year 110 n/a n/a 110 n/a n/a 0% 
2 year 110 n/a n/a 110 n/a n/a 0% 

Tur1ock Avenue Dip Section 
100 Year 161 260 0.4 128 245 0.3 20% 
10 year 73 210 0.3 28 110 0.1 62% 
2 vear 31 120 0.2 6 n/a n/a 81% 
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NOTE 

The technical appendices and full scale exhibits of the Master Drainage Plan are not included 
in this EIR Addendum. These are contained in the fun Master Drainage Plan document which 
is available for review at the County of Santa Clara Advance Planning Office. 
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This addendum to the Lion' s Gate Master Drainage Plan (MOP), December 1997, covers 
the design of the A Street and Highland Avenue Bridges, as well as the design of the 
diversion structure. The analysis and design of these structures was not included in the 
original MDP. The hydraulic models included in this addendum supersede all hydraulic 
models in the :MDP, and are to be considered final. Also included in this addendum are 
calculations for golf course drainage piping. 

II. Diversion Structure 
The proposed diversion structure, to be located approximately between stations 2449 and 
2180, serves to divert a portion of the flow from the existing creek into the proposed 
diversion channel. The diversion channel parallels the existing creek through the 
orchard. The proposed diversion channel was necessary to mitigate the flooding problems 
resulting from the existing creek' s insufficient conveyance capacity, in the area of the 
orchard. Major stor:m event flows regularly overtop the creek banks and flood the 
orchard. The design of the diversion channel is included in the main body of the Lion's 
Gate Master Drainage Plan. The design of the diversion structure is included in this 
addendum. 

For environmental reasons, the existing creek will still convey flows during all storm 
events. The diversion structure serves to divert major flows from the existing creek into 
the proposed diversion channel, thereby eliminating flooding in the orchard area This 
mitigation was accomplished by proposing two separate structures. First, at the A Street 
crossing, two 24" reinforced concrete pipes serve as a culvert and convey the flows under 
A Street to the existing creek during all storm events. The culvert, due to its relatively 
small conveyance capacity. also serves to back up the water in the West Branch of Llagas 
Creek, upstream of A Street. This backwater effect forces the water to spill over the side 
weir spillway diversion structure, into the proposed diversion channel. This proposed 
diversion structure is a side spillway, to be constructed as a rip rap reinforced berm, with 
the top of spillway set at elevation 279' . The expected water surface in this area is 283 ' . 
Plan and cross-section views of the proposed diversion structure are shown on Exhibit 4. 
The spillway is to be 75' in length. To verify that the spillway has a sufficient capacity to 
convey the flows, a weir calculation is included in the Appendix. 
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The design of the A Street and Highland Avenue Bridges is in.eluded in this section of the 
addendum. The design was completed utilizing the HEC-RAS computer program. The 
hydraulic model used in the Lion 's Gate Master Drainage plan was modified to include 
t he two proposed bridges. Output from the REC-RAS computer model (Lionl 5.prj) 
including a summary table, profile and cross-sections is included in the Appendix. To 
accurately size the bridges, scour calculations were also completed. The bridge design is 
summarized in the table below. The proposed bridges are cast-in place concrete arch 
bridges by Con Arch, Inc. A minimum of2 feet of freeboard is provided between the 
water surface and bridge soffit. 

1(\f:fAiNHlWJ:l{§\'iHf/f\tfitm:rn.1{ftt1/1{ttftit!ft}l ~ ~h_l:aiiJttAl'.enilij}a'~;l~'.~fil: [@:}~ $fie!ta3nijif~Jmlli. 
Station 3728 2161 
Channel Invert Elevation 287.91 276.73 
Calculated Bridge Scour (feet) 4.5 6.3 
Bridge Footing Elevation 283.5 270.50 
Flow Depth (feet) 3.26 6.3 
Calculated Water Surface Elevation 291.17 282.01 
Proposed Bridge Arch Height & Span 14.5 x 42 13.5 x 24 
Bridge Soffit Elevation 298 284 
Roadway Elevation 301 287 
Available Freeboard (feet) 6.83 2.00 

2 
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IV. GOLF COURSE DRAINAGE PIPING 

The overall grading and pipe placement for the golf course was designed by the architect, 
Robert Trent Jones II, to convey nuisance flows through the course to the West Branch of 
Llagas Creek. Sizing of the pipes was completed by PACE and is summarized by the 
following: 

For flow analysis of the golf course drainage pipes, both HEC• l and the rational 
method was utilized. Tributary areas to each pipe inlet were detennined. If the 
tributary area to a pipe corresponded to one of the drainage sub-basins delineated 
for the HEC· l model, then the flows from the model were utilized to size the 
pipe. Otherwise, per the Santa Clara County Drainage Manual the following 
equation was used: 

Q=RCIA 

Where R = 1 (Table 6) 
Assuming a 100-year design storm 
I= l.75 (per Figure 10) 
C = 0.2 + 0.1 S + 0.05 + 0.1 = 0.5 (per Table 4) 
A= drainage area in acres 

The equation simplifies to Q = 0.875 A. 

Using Mannings Equation, pipe sizes were determined based on the assigned 
flows and the slopes. All pipes were designed to be partially full. 

Piping Calculation Summary 

36.00 31.50 24 0.056 0.94 

2 0.61 32.03 24 1 10 0.025 1.22 

3 9.03 7.90 15 3 18 0.012 0.90 

4 2.73 10.29 18 2 12 0.010 0.97 

5 2.01 12.05 18 l 12 0.010 1.09 

6 5.99 5.25 12 2 18 0.088 0.43 

7 1.86 6.87 15 1 12 0.030 0.60 

8 1.03 7.77 15 1 12 0.008 1.07 

9 2.86 2.50 J2 l 18 0.061 0.32 

10 1.32 3.66 12 l 12 0,050 0.41 

11 10.03 193.18 2-36 0.025 1.86 

12 2.02 182.19 2-36 0.025 1.79 

13 97.34 174.42 2-36 0.025 1.67 

u 3.15 89.25 36 0.020 1.90 

15 98.85 86.49 36 0.017 1.97 

3 

21.60 
15.96 
8.37 
8.49 
8.72 
16.32 
11.68 
6 .96 
11.66 
12.05 
21.01 
20.75 
20.27 

18.92 
17.62 
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16 1.47 1.29 8 1 

17 0.92 2.09 8 1 

18 1.18 3.12 10 I 

19 8.76 10.79 18 -
20 2.53 2.21 IO -
21 3.04 2.66 10 l 

22 0.20 2.84 10 1 

23 0.53 3.30 10 1 

24 0.63 3.1~5 12 l 

25 1.12 4.83 12 l 

26 0.69 0.60 6 J 
27 0.28 0.85 8 I 

28 4.11 3.60 12 . 

29 l.74 1.52 8 l 

30 2.83 4.00 12 2 

31 0.64 4.56 12 l 

32 2.39 2.09 12 1 

33 3.50 13.85 18 -
34 1.44 15. 11 24 . 
35 8.65 7 .57 15 2 

36 0.71 8 .19 15 1 

37 7.38 49.47 30 -
38 2.13 51.34 30 L 

39 2.42 2.12 10 I 

40 1.42 1.24 8 l 

41 1.39 4.58 12 I 

42 38.93 34.83 24 . 
43 0.87 0.76 6 l 

44 0.92 0.81 8 l 

45 16.96 14.84 18 -
46 14.91 29.62 24 . 

47 1.98 J6.5R 18 1 

48 0 .53 0.46 8 l 

49 0.42 0.37 8 1 

50 0.36 l.15 10 l 

51 0,38 0.32 6 l 

SIA . 20.00 2 1 -
52 0,67 20.90 21 J 
53 1.44 23 .31 24 1 

54 0.49 0.43 6 1 
55 3.57 26.86 30 2 

56 1.29 1.12 8 l 

57 0.65 27.42 30 l 

58 0.90 29,35 30 l 

59 0.62 0.55 6 l 

60 0.84 0.74 6 l 

6 1 0.41 0.35 6 1 

62 0.84 0 ,73 6 l 

4 

12 0.070 

12 0.029 

12 0.020 

- 0.025 

- 0.040 

12 0.017 

8 0 .018 

8 0.022 

8 0.035 

10 0.013 

lO 0.010 

8 0.025 

- 0.018 

12 0.011 

12 0.010 

10 0.010 

12 0.D18 

- 0.025 
. 0.030 

18 0.042 

10 0.032 

- 0.057 

12 0.030 

12 0.024 

12 0.020 

12 0.015 

- 0.067 

10 0. 190 

10 0.045 

- 0. 142 
. 0.090 

12 0.075 

8 0.009 

8 0.043 
8 0 .032 

8 0 .051 
. 0.058 

8 0.023 

12 0.016 

8 0.036 

12 0.010 

10 0.053 

10 0.010 
10 0.0 10 

8 0.020 

lO 0.010 

8 0.013 

10 0.012 
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0.26 10.50 

0.45 8.43 

0 .55 8.16 

0.75 12.22 

0.36 9.78 

0.52 7.35 

0.54 7.67 

0.55 8.57 

0.47 10.71 

0 .76 7.57 

0.35 4.15 
0 .27 6.45 

0.55 8.20 

0 .51 5.31 
0 ,72 6.64 
0 ,81 6.72 

0.40 7.13 
0 .87 12.97 

0.75 14.13 

0.58 13.54 

0.66 12.46 

1.08 24.32 

1.33 19.31 

0.41 8.01 

0.35 6.59 

0.68 8.04 

0.95 23.69 

0.17 13.29 

0.22 7.87 

0.55 25.18 

0.80 25.31 

0.70 20.93 

0.26 3.70 

0.15 6. 19 

0.27 7.55 

0. 15 6 .50 

1.29 10.53 

I.OS 13.91 

1.37 10.15 

0.19 6.22 

1.26 10.88 
0 .25 9.14 

1.27 10.94 

1.32 11.12 

0 .26 5.34 

0.42 4.23 

0.23 3.99 

0.38 4.58 
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63 0.73 0.63 6 1 
64 0.65 0.57 6 1 

65 2.8 2.45 10 2 

66 6.6 8.25 15 2 

67 0.56 0.49 6 1 

68 0.65 9.31 18 1 

69 1.27 1.11 8 I 
70 21.12 18.48 24 2 

71 0.54 20.07 24 I 
72 7.03 6.15 15 2 

73 - 59 24 -
74 1.3 1.14 8 . 
75 0.62 l.68 10 -
76 13.04 11.41 15 J 

77 0.74 0.64 6 -
78 l.66 13.5 18 -
79 2. 11 1.85 8 -
80 1.27 2.96 8 -
81 1.29 4.08 IO -
82 1.84 5.69 IO -
83 1.36 6.88 12 -
84 0.54 0.47 6 -
85 0.68 1.06 6 -
86 1.51 9.26 15 -
87 10.85 9.5 12 2 
88 0.51 9.95 15 -
89 4.07 13.51 18 2 

10 0.038 
8 0 ,010 

12 0.010 

18 0.010 

8 0.010 

10 0.010 

12 0.010 

24 0.010 

10 0.010 
18 0.010 

- 0.048 

12 0.026 

10 0.050 

18 0.035 

10 0.041 

12 0 .040 
12 0.147 

12 0.186 

12 0.179 

12 0.083 
12 0.053 

10 0.067 

10 0.055 

12 0.019 
24 0.110 
10 0.038 
12 0.010 

0 .23 

0.33 

0.60 

1.01 

0.30 
0.91 

0.41 

1.15 
1.21 

0.79 

1.51 
0.31 

0.29 

0.79 

0.23 

0.74 
0 .25 

0.31 

0.33 

0.51 

0.58 
0.17 

0.29 

0.84 
0.57 
0.71 
1.22 
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6 .99 

4.11 

5.87 

7.80 

3.98 
8.31 

4.88 
9.89 

10.07 

7.47 

23.21 
7.10 

9.85 
14.01 
7.28 

15.41 
15.18 

18.74 

19.94 

16.27 

14.46 
7 .97 
9.14 
10.57 
20.59 
13.91 
8.81 

Depending on the pipe location. it was either sized with grated drain inlets or headwalls. 
Drain piping outlets will discharge into Llagas Creek through outlet structures. A rip rap 
outlet structure detail is shown on Exhibit 5. 
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29 May 1998 

Mr. Bert Verrips 
Nolte and Associates, Inc. 
1 N. First Street, Suite 450 
San Jose, CA 95113 
voice: 510.652.1666 
facsimile: 510.547.6677 

H.T. HARVEY & ASSOCIATES 

ECOLOGICAL CONSULTANTS 

SUBJECT: Hayes Valley (Lions Gate): reconnaissance-level biotic constraints survey 

Dear Mr. Verrips: 

We have finished our reconnaissance-level field survey of the project modification areas. 
Three specific areas were surveyed, including: (1) the newly-proposed location of the 
clubhouse, (2) creek by-pass channels, and, (3) new location of the stable/corral 
complex. The purpose of our survey was to determine if these proposed changes to the 
original project resulted in significant impacts to biotic resources on site. Survey 
personnel included Dr. Patrick Boursier, plant ecologist. A detailed project description 
and field review of each location was supplied by Mr. Ron Davis. All of these three sites 
occur within the project boundaries intensively surveyed by H. T. Harvey & Associates 
staff in 1994-95 in preparation of our report entitled Hayes Valley, Biological Resources 
Report (30 Nov 95; PN 385-11). Each of the project modification sites are discussed 
below. 

1. Clubhouse Site: The proposed location is within habitat previously identified in our 
report as non-native annual grassland situated near the confluence of two riparian 
corridors. It is our understanding that no trees will be removed within this area, the 
previously-approved riparian setback distance of 75 feet will be maintained, the creek 
crossing will occur at the same location as that initially proposed for the golf cart path 
crossing, however, the crossing will be widened somewhat to accommodate two-lane 
traffic. One two-lane bridge crossing is to be removed. This proposed modification 
will not result in any additional direct or indirect impacts to biotic resources. 

2. Creek By-pass Channel: The by-pass channel occurs within the portion of the project 
site originally identified as agricultural, situated along Highland Avenue near its 
intersection with Coolidge Avenue. It is understanding that water from the native 
channel will be diverted above the 2.3-year flood event; all existing riparian 
vegetation will remain, water will be placed into a series of on-site retention basins. 
This proposed modification will not result in any additional direct or indirect impacts 
to biotic resources. 

0 Alviso Office D Fresno Office 

906 Elizabeth Street • P.O. Box 1180 423 West Fallbrook, Suite 206 

Alviso, CA 95002 • 408·263-1814 • Fax: 408-263-3823 Fresno, CA 93711 • 209-449-1423 • Fax: 209-449•8248 



3. Stable/Corral Complex: The access road and stable/corral complex occurs within a 
habitat identified in our 1995 report as non-native annual grassland. The access road 
will utilize a currently-existing, unimproved dirt road. The access road will cross 
two seasonal drainage channels with existing culvert and/or bridge crossings. These 
crossings will be upgraded to handle increased traffic and may result in relatively 
minor impacts to seasonal wetland habitats within one of the drainages (on the order 
of 10-25 square feet). This proposed modification will not result in any additional 
direct or indirect impacts to biotic resources. 

In summary, the proposed modifications discussed above will not result in significant 
impacts to existing biological resources, beyond those already identified and addressed in 
the approved Environmental Impact Report. 

If you our your staff have any questions please feel free to contact me or Rick Hopkins. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick J. Boursier, Ph.D. 
Division Head, Botany and Wetlands 

ff. T. HARVEY & ASSOCIATES 





Mr. Bert Verrips 
Nolte and Associates 
1 North First Street 
Suite 450 
San Jose, CA 95113 

29 May, 1998 

RE: Review of Previous Cultural Resources Studies 

~ASIN 
RESEAR C H 
ASSOCIATES 

1933 DAVIS STREET 
SUITE210 

SAN LEANDRO. CA 94m 
VOICE (510) 430,8441 

FAX (510) 430-8443 

Proposed Location of Club House, Horse Stables and Creek Bypass Channel 
Lions Gate/Cordevalle Project, Santa Clara County 

Dear Mr. Verrips, 

Please let this letter serve as our review of the proposed location changes for the Club House and 
Horse Stables as well as the addition of a Creek Bypass Channel for the above project. 

As you are aware, the project is situated in an area which has undergone a number of archival 
reviews and archaeological inventories as a result of cultural resource compliance requirements. 
Four archaeological sites, CA-SCl-76, SCI-77, SCl-305/H and SCl-568, have been recorded 
within the boundaries of the proposed project although only one prehistoric site, CA-SCI-76, was 
relocated during the various field programs. This site was also the subject of a presence/absence 
testing program to determine its horizontal and vertical extent [Fig. 1]. The three other reported 
sites for the project area. CA-SCI-77, SCl-305/H and SCl-568, did not have any visible surface 
indicators of a prehistoric occupation at their recorded location nor did auger testing expose the 
presence of subsurface cultural materials at their reported locations. 

A review of the archival material on file at our office for the project indicates that none of the 
planned changes for the location of the Club House and Horse Stables wilJ affect any known 
cultural resources. The Creek Bypass Channel is in the immediate and near vicinity of 
CA-SCl-76. 

It is Basin Research Associates' considered opinion that the construction planned for the project 
can proceed as planned. No further archaeological research appears necessary and monitoring 
during subsurface construction at the Club House and Horse Stables does not appear warranted. 
However, archaeological monitoring of the first three to five feet of subsurface trenching for the 
Creek Bypass Channel is recommended by a professional archaeologist. The frequency and 
duration of the monitoring should be at the discretion of the archaeologist and dependent on 
his/her subsurface observations during trenching. 

It is also recommended that if any unanticipated prehistoric or significant historic era cultural 
materials are exposed during construction, operations should stop within 20 feet of the find and a 
qualified professional archaeologist contacted for evaluation and further recommendations. 
Potential recommendations could include evaluation, collection, recordation, analysis, etc. of any 



significant cultural materials followed by a professional report. I 

If [ can provide any additional infonnation or be of further service please don't hesitate to 
contact me. 

CIB/dg 

Sincerely yours, 
BASIN RESEARCH ASSOCIATES. INC. 

Colin I. Busby 
Principal 

t. Significant prehistoric cultural resources are defined as human burials, features or other clusterings of finds 
made, modified or used by Native American peoples in the past. The prehistoric and protohistoric indicators of 
prior cultural occupation by Native Americans include artifacts and human bone, as well as soil discoloration, 
shell, animal bone, sandstone cobbles, ashy areas, and baked or vilrified clays. Prehistoric materials may 
include: 

a , Human bone - eithec isolated or intact burials. 
b Habitation (occupation or ceremonio.l strucrures as inteq,reted from rock rings/features, 

distinct ground depressions, differences in compaction (e.g., house floors). 
c. Artifacts including chipped stone objects such as projectile points and bifaces; 

groundstone anifacts such as manos, metates, mortars, pestles, grinding stones, pined 
hammerstones; and, shell and bone artifacts including ornaments and beads. 

d, Various features and samples including hearths (fire-cracked rock; baked and vilrified clay). 
artifact caches, fauoal and shellfish remains (which permit dietary reconstruction), 
distinctive changes in soil stratigraphy indicative of prehistonc activities. 

e. Isolated artifacts 

Historic cultural materials may include finds from the late 19th through early 20th centuries. Objects and 
features associated with the Historic Period can include. 

a, Structural remains or portions of foundations {bricks, cobbles/boulders, stacked field stone, 
postholes, etc.). 

b. Trash pits, privies, wells and associated artifacts. 
c. Isolated artifacts or isolated clusters of manufactured artifac~: (e.g., glass bottles, metal cans.. 

manufactured wood items, etc.). 
d. Human remains. 

In addition, cultural materials including both artifacts and structures that Call be attributed to Hispanic, Asian and 
other ethnic or r.icial groups are potentially significant. Such features or clusters of artifacts and samples include 
remains of structures, tr.isb pits, and privies. 
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Figure 1: Project Location with Archaeological Sites and Planned Changes (USGS Mt. Madonna, Calif. 1980 and 
Gilroy, Calif. 1981) 
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~ bansportation Consultants 

May 27, 1998 

Mr. Bert Verrips 
Nolte Associates 
1 North First Street, Ste 450 
San Jose, CA 95113 

Subject: Traffic Impact due to Incremental Square Footage in Restaurant Space at 
the Proposed Hayes VaUey Country Club in the County of Santa Clara 

Dear Mr. Verrips: 

TJKM Transportation Consultants is pleased to present this traffic evaluation based on changes to 
the development proposal since our February 1996 traffic study report on the proposed Hayes 
Valley development. The new proposal calls for the restaurant space in the golf club house facility 
to be roughly 5,800 square feet as opposed to 4,000 square feet as was previously proposed. This 
letter report presents our evaluation of the impact of that incremental development. In summary, 
the impact of the additional space is negligible. No change in intersection delay or level of service 
occurs. 

Note that this analysis uses the same trip generation and capacity analysis methodologies as the 
previous study. This is done to maintain consistency with this study despite minor recent changes 
in the lTE trip generation rates and the adoption by the county of new capacity analysis software. 

Previous Impacts 

In our earlier study, the proposed project was not found to have significant impacts at any of five 
study intersections: 

1) Santa Teresa Boulevard/Sunnyside Avenue/Watsonville Road 
2) Coolidge A venue/San Martin A venue 
3) Monterey Road/San Martin Avenue 
4) Santa Teresa Boulevard/Highland A venue 
5) Monterey Road/San Martin A venue 

In fact, even in the ultimate scenario which evaluated Existing plus Approved plus Proposed 
Project Traffic plus Expected Growth, only the p.m. peak conditions at the intersection of 
Monterey Road/San Martin A venue fell below LOS B (at LOS C-). 

Impact of Incremental Development 

In order to determine whether the additional restaurant space, roughly 2,000 square feet, would 
produce an impact it is only necessary to add the incremental traffic generation and re-evaluate the 
project impact. Because the most project traffic is routed through the intersection of Monterey 
Road/San Martin A venue, 'and this is the most congested intersection, a determination that there 
would be no p.m. peak impact at that intersection is a necessary and sufficient condition of 
determining that there would be no impact at any location. 

4234 Hacienda Drive, Suite 101 , Pleasantorf, California 94588-272 1. (5 10) 463-0611 . Fox (S 10) 463-3690 
Ple■unton . Sant■ Rosa 



Mr. Bert Verrips 
~olle and Associates 

Page 2 
May 27, 1998 

Using the trip generation assumptions of our previous analysis, the incremental trip generation due 
to the additional restaurant space would consist of 2 additional trips in the a.ro. peak (1 in, 1 out) 
and 15 additional trips in the p.m. peak (10 in, 5 out). The 15 p.m. trips are of importance here 
-- 12 p.m. peak trips would be assigned to Monterey Road/San Martin Avenue. Assigning this 
additional traffic to the intersection and replicating the capacity analysis from the previous study 
reveals that all measures of delay and level of service are unchanged from the previous study (24 
seconds of delay, LOS C-). Detailed calculation sheets from the latest analysis and the previous 
study are presented in Attachment A. 

Conclusion 

As has been shown, the impacts of the previous study are not changed given the additional 
restaurant space, the conclusion of no impact and therefore no mitigation measures also holds. 

I hope that this analysis has been helpful. If there are any questions or comments, please feel free 
to give me a ca11. 

Sincerely, 

#1,;/~ 
Michael Carroll 
Transportation Engineer 

rhm 
Attachments 
146-0261.lmc 



Attachment A 

Detailed Calculation Sheets 



C A P S S I 
COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS PROGRAM. 

FOR A SINGLE SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION* 8 
Santa Clara County 

EX+ AP+ PR+ EXPECTED GROWTH 
SOLUTION USING REQUIRED CYCLE TIME 

t'r'tvt'ovS 
,u?rc)foDf 

3 . Monterey/San Martin P.M Peak Hour 
FLN:3eg_p 
Scenario 1 

Movement EBT EBL EBR SBT SBL SBR WBT WBL WBR NBT NBL NBR 
X X X X X X 

X X 
X X X 

Phase 1 -
Phase 2 
Phase 3 
Phase 4 
Phase 5 
Phase 6 

43 secs 
5 secs 

13 secs 
26 secs 

0 secs 
0 secs 

X X X X 

________ ! ________________ 1 ________ 1 _______ _ 

I I I 
Critical Mvmt-** **** **** **** 
Peak 15 Vol -vph 86 17 16 519 222 41 82 175 253 426 
Saturation -vph 1000 Shrd 1800 3600 1700 1800 1300 Shrd Shrd 3600 
Lost time -sec 4.00 2.00 6 . 00 4.00 2 . 00 4 . 00 6 . 00 
Relative Sat 'X' 0 . 23 0 . 02 0.38 0 . 81 0.05 0.88 0.74 
Effective Gr-sec 39 41 33 14 37 39 20 
Move Time -sec 43 43 39 18 39 43 26 
Min/Ped Time-sec 26 26 26 4 26 26 26 
Prog Factor PAF 1.00 1.00 1.00 1 . 00 1 . 00 1 . 00 1.00 
AvDelay/veh -sec 11 9 15 38 11 26 26 
Level of Service B- .B+ B- D- B- D+ D+ 
Av . 'Q'/ lane veh 1 0 4 5 1 7 6 
Veh Stopping % 62 53 73 97 59 91 93 
Do Veh Clear ? YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

12 
1700 
4.00 
0.61 

1 
5 
4 

1.00 
60 
F 

0 
100 
YES 

Whole Intersection - Weighted Av Delay ( sec) - 24 Level of Service - C
Critical Movements - Weighted Av Delay (sec) - 28 Level of Service - D+ 

'' '' - Intersection Capacity Utilization (ICU) - 0 . 83 

Required Cycle Length is 87 seconds (All Minimum times are satisfied) 

* CAPSSI (Release 11) - Based on Delay Methodology Per 1985 Highway Capacity Manual 
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Movement EST 
Phase 1 • ft5 secs X 
Phase 2 • 5 secs 
Phase 3 • 13 secs 
Phase 4 • 24 secs 
Phase 5 - 0 secs 
Phase 6 • 0 secs 

Critical Hvmt·** 
Peak 15 Vol · vph 87 
Saturation -vph 1000 
Lost time ·sec 4.00 
Relat ive Sat 1x1 0.22 
Effective Gr -sec 41 
Move Time ·sec 45 
Min/Ped Time·sec 20 
Prog Factor PAF 1.00 
AVOelay/veh •sec 10 
Level of Service 8-
Av. 1Q1 / lnne veh 1 
Veh Stopping " 59 
Do Veh Clear ? YES 

CAPSSI 
COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 

FOR A SINGLE SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIOtl * 

SOLUTION USING PREDETERMINED CYCLE TIMES 

A.M Peak Hour 

ESL ESR SBT SBL SBR IIBT IISL IIBR 
X X X X )( 

X 
X X X 

X X 

**** tttt 

17 16 520 222 41 83 180 253 
Shrd 1800 3600 1700 1800 1300 Shrd Shrd 

2.00 6.00 4.00 3.00 4. 00 
0.02 0.41 0.81 0.06 0.84 

43 31 14 34 41 
45 37 18 37 45 
20 20 0 20 20 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
9 16 38 13 23 

8+ C+ D· B· C· 
0 4 5 1 7 

51 75 97 62 88 
YES YES YES YES YES 

NBT 

X 

-427 
3600 
6.00 
0.83 

18 
24 
20 

1.00 
31 
D 
6 

96 
YES 

Uhole Intersection - Weighted Av Delay (sec)= 24 Level of Service = 
Cri t ical Movements - Weighted Av Delay (sec)= 29 Level of Service = 

" I I • Intersection Capaci ty Uti l ization (IOJ) = 0.83 

fl.N :r ico 
s,~ena ri o 

NBL NBR 

X 

X 

12 191 
1700 Shrd 
l,. 00 
0.61 , 

5 
0 

, .oo 
60 
F 
0 

100 
YES 

c-
D+ 

Predetermined Cycle le~th is 87 seconds (Min. times may not be sat isf ied) 

* CAPSSI (Release 11) · Based on Delay Methodology Per 1985 Highway Capaci t y Mar~al 
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ILUNGWORTH&RODKIN,INC. 
I /Ill A c o u s tic s • A i r Q u a Ii t y Ill/ I 

May 29, 1998 

Bert Verrips 
Nolte & Associates 
1 North First Street, Suite 450 
San Jose CA 95113 

Subject: Hayes Valley Ranch EIR 

Dear Bert: 

J~llii'ltm) 
JUN ~ 1 1998 

NOL1E and ASSOCIATES 
SAN JOSE 

This letter is in response to the proposed change in the clubhouse location at Hayes 
Valley Ranch. The clubhouse under the current plan would be moved approximately 600 
feet closer to the home located on the ridge to the east of the Hayes Valley. Noise 
generated at the clubhouse area would be perceived at a level about 2 decibels louder 
than the location farther from the home. The resulting level would not be noticeably 
different than generated at the previous location and the resulting noise levels would be 
within the range predicted at our previous study as noted in our letter dated February 5, 
1996. 

S?Jly,/J:!.J 

Jc'/<!.. ~ 
Richard R. Illingwort , ~ 
RRI:lk 
(95-012) 

85 Bolinas Road, #11 • Fairfax, California 94930 • (415) 459-5507 • FAX (415) 459-6448 
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Introduction 

INTRODUCTION 

Description of Project Modifications 

This Third EIR Addendum has be:en prepared to address the changes to the Lion's Gate Reserve (CordeVaUe) 
project that have been proposed since the time that the EIR on the project was certified by the County Board of 
Supervisors in August 1996, and since the first EIR Addendum was prepared in January 1997 and the seoood 
EIR Addendum was prepared in June 1998. 

The main changes to the project addressed in this EIR Addendum include the addition of two new project 
elements as fol1ows: 1) construction of a winery/grape processing center on approximately 18 acres in the 
northwest portion of the site; 2) installation of a 400,000-gallon water storage tank (with maintenance access 
road and water pipeline) in the northeast portion of the site. These new project elements are described in detail 
below, followed by a summary evaluation of potential impacts resulting from these new facilities. The changes 
to the EIR resulting from these project elements are addressed in the body of this addendum. 

New Winery Facility 

The Lion's Gate project was approved by the County of Santa Clara subject to a condition that approximately 
82.5 acres of the project's designated pennanent open space area be planted in vineyards. In order to process 
the grapes from this on-site vineyard, the applicant proposes to construct a winecy/grape processing center on 
approximately 18 acres in the northwest portion of the site, north of the golf course maintenance facility. 
Having the winery/processing center on-site would eliminate the need to truck grapes off-site for processing. 

The land to be occupied by the winery has been removed from the permanent open space area of the Lion's 
Gate/CordeValle project and incorporated into the parcel containing the golf course and related facilities. 
('This aspect of the winery project was previously addressed in the Second Addendum to the EIR of June 
1998). 

The winery site is a located on gently sloping terrain covered in annual grasses and a few scattered oaks. The 
winery facilities would include a 25,000 square-foot production facility, which would be equipped for all 
phases of the wine-making process and would include administrative offices, meeting rooms, and a reception 
area. The winery's architectural image is planned to be of high quality and would complement the style of 
the larger project. Building materials would primarily consist of stucco walls and tile roofs, with some 
external elements clad in stone veneer. The facility would include a grape receiving area at the north end of 
the winery building and a truck dock at the south end for receiving barrels and shipping finished product. 
Twenty parking spaces would be provided for employees and visitors. A landscaped berm would be installed 
east of the winery building to screen the parking area from view of the nearby golf course. 

The facility would include a 5,000 square-foot stand-alone structure for the storage and maintenance of 
mobile vineyard equipment, The equipment storage building would be located just north of the golf course 
maintenance facility and would not include fuel storage tanks. Fuel for the winery equipment would be 
obtained from the golf course maintenance facility. 

Access to the winery would be exclusively from the controlled access maintenance road to Watsonville Road, 
and would include a ~0-foot wide crushed gravel driveway extending north from the golf course maintenance 
facility. 
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The winery would be equipped for all phases of the wine-making process including crushing, fermentation, 
barrel aging, and bottling. The production capacity of the faciHty is estimated to be 45,000 cases per year, 
which is sufficient to process the grapes from approximately 100 acres of vineyards, and would be adequate 
to handle the annual grape harvest from the site. The wfoery would have approximately 8 full-time st.aff, 
with an additional 6 temporary workers employed each fall for the harvest and crush. 

The winery would include a hospitality area that would be open to trade representatives and the public by 
invitation only. A small tasting room for the winery would also be included in the main golf course 
clubhouse complex and would be open to golf course guests only. 

The traffic generated by the winery would include trips by employees and visitors, as well as about 40 truck. 
trips to transport finished product (cases of wine) which would occur periodically throughout the year. In 
comparison, if all the grapes grown on-site had to be trucked to off-site processing centers, this would 
involve approximately 200 truck loads using 18-wheeled trucks. 

The winery would utilize approximately 700,000 gallons of non-potable water per year (which represents 
approximately 0.5 percent of total project water use). Most of this water would be used for irrigating the 
vineyard, although a small pol'tion would be used for washing down the vats and equipment at the winery. 
This non-potable water would be obtained from the golf course inigation reservoir located south of the golf 
cow:se maintenance facility. Use of domestic water at the winery would relatively minor and the water would 
be obtained from the water line serving the golf course maintenance facility. 

Current plans are to treat domestic wastewater generated by the winery at a new septic tank and Jeachfield 
system south of the winery building. Alternatively, wastewater from the winery would be piped to the septic 
system at the maintenance facility. The siting and design of the septic tank and leachfield system would be 
subject to the criteria and standards of the Santa Clara County Department of Environmental Health. 

Washdown water from cleaning the vats and equipment would be screened for solids and then piped to two 
small treatment ponds occupying a 0.5-acre area south of the wfaery building. This washdown water would 
include some residue from cleaning detergents and minoc amounts of chemicals used in the wine making 
process. The treatment ponds would include aerators to prevent stagnation and odor generation, which would 
also prevent mosquito breeding. Some of the treated washwater would evaporate at the ponds and the 
remainder would be used for inigation or frost protection in the vineyards. The organic material screened 
from the washwater would be applied on the vineyards or would be used in making mulch for soil 
amendme.ut. The treatment ponds would include landscaped berms to the east and west to screen them from 
view of the golf course and winery access road, respectively. The design and installation of the wastewater 
treatment ponds would be subject to the approval of the Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control 
Board. 

Various chemicals are used in the wine making process and detergents are used for cleaning the vats and 
equipment. None of these substances would be used in significant quantities and therefore would not require 
a hazardous materials pennit. The used chemicals and cleaning detergents wou1d be piped with the 
washwater to the on-site treatment ponds. 

Grading for the winery facilities and access road would include cuts and fills of up to about 8 feet, and would 
involve approximately 11,300 cubic yards of cut and 14,800 cubic yards of fill . The 3,500 cubic yards of fill 
to be brought to the site would be obtained from surplus earthwork from other areas of the CordeValle 
project. Retaining walls would be required at several Jocations primarily to prevent tree removal along the 
winery access road and around the winery building. The height of the retaining walls would vary with the 
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terrain and would be no higher than about 8 feet. No tre.es would be removed as a result of constructing the 
winery facility. 

The access road and drainage facilities for the winery would be designed by a qualified civil engineer in 
accordance with County requirements and standards. Electric power and telephone service would be 
extended underground to the winery from the golf course maintenance facility. Fire hydrants would be 
provided in confonnance with the requirements of the County Fire Marshal's Office. 

Water Stora~e Tank 

A new 400,000-gallon domestic water storage tank for the West San Martin Water Works is planned for the 
upper elevations in the northeast portion of the site. This tank is needed to provide adequate water pressure 
and fire flows to the Lion's Gate project, and would also improve fire flows for existing residences east of the 
project site. 

Toe maintenance access road to the tank would commence from the western extension of San Martin Avenue 
and would follow an existing dirt track up the hillside to the tank site. The new water main from the tank 
would be i nstallcd in the tank access road to the toe of the eastern hillside where it would split into two mains 
heading north and south. The southern main would follow the base of the hill to the residential portion of the 
CordeVaUe project located north of Highland Avenue. The northern main would follow the maintenance 
access road to San Martin Avenue where it would tie into an existing water line. 

'lbe water tank site is located on an broad eastward sloping swale just below the ridge1ine. The tank would 
be 70 feet in diameter and 34 feet high, with approximately one-half of the overall tank height located below 
adjacent native ground level. The tank walls would be reinforced concrete supported on a spread foundation, 
and the tank would have an aluminum domed roof which wou1d be rigidly connected to the tank walls. 

Cuts of up to 23 feet would be required to achieve a level pad for the tank. The tank foundation would bear 
entirely on cut. A french drain would be installed outside the perimeter of the tank to control subsurface 
drainage. 

The tank site takes advantage of existing trees to provide visual screening from the valley floor to the east. 
Additional trees would be planted as needed to increase visual screening, No trees would be removed for the 
tank, access road, or water mains. 

Summary Evaluation of Potential Impacts Resulting from Winery and Water Tank 

The proposed winery and water tank would not result in any new significant environmental impacts compared 
with the project evaluated in the EIR. The environmental effects of the new project elements are briefly 
evaluated below. 

Land Use: The winery and water tank represent a very minor addition in square footage of the project, and 
would not signlficantly increase the land use intensity of what ls already a very low density development The 
winery and water tank sites are not adjacent to existing off-site development, and a.~ discussed .undet 
'Aesthetics' below, would be visible only in the distance from a few existing residences. Since the winery and 
water tank would not result in significant land use impacts, no changes are required to EIR Section 1//. A. I.And 
Use. 
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Agriculture: The winery would provide a facility for processing grapes from the vineyards that were stipulated 
as a mitigation for loss of prime farmland in the EIR. The BCR Section TIT. 8. Agriculture has been amended to 
include mention of the winery's role in processing the grapes produced oM:ite. 

Parks, Re&reation and Open Space: As discussed in the second EIR Addendum of June 1998, the removal of 
the winery site from the project's permanent open space area would result in a very small reduction of the open 
space area. However, the total open space allocation of the project sti11 exceeds the 1,226 acres required to 
fulfiU the 90 percent open space requirement for the Hillside cluster subdivision. The winery site is localed in 
close proximity to the on-site segment of the San Martin Cross-Valley Trail which will nm along the northern 
project boundary. The winery site has been designed to leave a strip of permanent open space between the 
winery site and northern and western site boundary that is of ample width to accommodate the 30-foot wide 
cross-site trail easement. The water tank would have no impact on the cross-site trail or any other open space 
amenity. The water tank and related facilities are also located well away from the cross-site trail easement and 
would not have a significant impact on recreation and open space. No changes are required to EIR Section Ill. 
C. Parks, Recreation and Open Space. 

Geology and Soils: The sites of the winery and water lank were evaluated for geologic constraints by Twining 
Laboratories in October 1998. The study follnd that there are no earthquake faults or bedrock fault contacts in 
the vicinity of either the winery or the water tank sites. Likewise, there are no landslides in the vicinity of the 
winery or water tank, and the native slopes in the vicinity of both facilities appear relatively stable. Neither site 
is susceptible to liquefaction or seismic settlement, and both sites are located well away from the mapped area 
of se7pentine bedrock located elsewhere on the Lion's Gate site. The near-surface soils at both the winery and 
water tank sites have medium potential for soils expansion. This would not pose a problem at the water tank 
site since the tank site will be subexcavated well below the surface soil. At the winery site, mitigation for 
expansive soils would consist of overexcavation for footings and floor slabs. Shallow groundwater is present at 
the water rank site, which would be mitigated by the lnsta1lation of proper surface and subsurface drainage 
facilities. The winery site does not appear to be subject to high groundwater. The EIR Section 111. D. Geology 
and Soils bas been amended to incorporate the pertinent findings of the Twining report, jnsofar as these issues 
have not already been covered in the EIR. The Twining report is includoo in Appendix C of this EIR 
Addendum. 

Hydrology and Drainage: No part of either the winery or water tank sites are located within or across existing 
drainage courses. The winery site is located west of an intermittent drainage courses in the northwestern 
portion of the project Proper drainage facilities for the winery site will be designed by a civil engintx:r in 
accordance with County requirements. The water tank is located at the head of a swale just below a broad 
ridgeline. Toe tank site has a tributary drainage area of only 3.0 acres, so minimal storm flow will pass 
through the tank vicinity. The tank site will be designed to convey surface and subsurface drainage around the 
tank to the swale below. Neither the wine.ry nor water tank would result in significant increases in site runoff 
or alteration of site drainage patterns. No changes are required to the EIR SecUon Ill. E. Hydrology and 
Drainage. 

Water Quality: The water tank and winery facilities would result in relatively small areas of additional paved 
surfaces where non-point pollutants could accumulate and wash off to the adjacent wat.ecsbed. 111ese effects 
are adequately covered in the existing EJR Section /fl. E. Water Quality. (See 'Wastewater Treatment and 
Disposal' below for discussion of treatment and disposal of domestic wastewater and washdown water.) 

Biological Resources:· The proposed winery and water tank elements (including the tank access road and 
pipeline aUgnments) have been evaluated by H.T. Harvey and Associates. The biologists surveyed tbe sites and 
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found no sensitive species or habitats that would be affected by these new project elements. No trees would be 
removed as a result of either of these new project elements. Therefore, the winery and water tank would result 
in no new potential impacts to biological resources. No changes are required to EIR Section III. F. Biological 
Resources. The letter report prepared by Harvey and Associates which addresses these new project elements is 
contained in Appendix F of this EIR Addendum. 

Archaeology: The winery and water tank facilities (including the tank access road and pipeline alignment) are 
not within areas of archaeological sensitivity and there are no lcnown archaeological resources in the vicinity of 
these sites. Therefore, the winery and water tank would result in no new potential impacts to archaeological 
resources. No changes are required to the EIR Section 1/1. E. Archaeology. A letter report on these project 
elements prepared by Basin Research Associates ls contained In Appendix G of this ElR Addendum. 

Aesthetics: The winery site is located in the northwest corner of the project site where it is all but invisible 
from public vantage points. The winery would only be visible from a single residence on the off-site ridge to 
lbe north, at a distance of at least 2,000 feet. The winery would be designed lo conform to the architectural 
style of the CordeValle clubhouse complex, and no trees would be removed for the winery. The water tank 
would be installed at a relative high elevatio~ however, the visibility of the tank would be minimized by its 

location in a broad swale just below the ridgeline. Approximately one-half of the tank would be bwied so only 
the upper portion of the tank would extend above ground elevation. Toe tank site taJces advantage of existing 
trees to provide visual screening from the valley floor. Additional trees would be planted as needed to 
increase visual screening. The tank may be partially visible in the distance from the valley floor to the east 
and also from some residences in the Hayes Val1ey Ranch to the north and west, which would be at least 
2,000 feet away. Thus neither the winery nor the water t.ank would result in significant visual impacts. The 
EIR Section III. J. Visual and Aesthetics has been modified to include discussions of the winery and water 
tank . 

.Tra{fu;: The traffic generated by the winery would include trips by employees and visitors, as well as about 
40 truck trips to transport finished product (cases of wine), which would occur periodically tbroughout the 
year. There would also be occasional trips by delivery vehicles. nus level of trip generation would not have 
a significant effect on traffic operations along Watsonville Road. The EJR Section Ill. K. Traffic <llld 
Circulatio11 has been amended to include a discussion of traffic generated by the winery. 

~: Neither the winery nor the water tank would result in significant new operational noise sources. The 
winery operation would be conducted entirety indoors, including the crushing of grapes crurlng the harvest 
season. There would be occasional noise generated by trucks traveling to the winery, but this noise wouid not 
be audible from off-site locations. 1be operation of the water tank likewise would not generate noise audible 
from off-site locations, and truck traffic from maintenance vehicles visJting the tank would be infrequent 
Therefore, no changes would be made to the EIR Section Ill. L Noise with respect to operational noise. 

The construction noise generated during installation of the winery and the wat.er tank would be noticeable bul 
not significant at the nearest residences which are located at least 1,000 feet away in both cases. Construction 
of the portion of the tank acc.ess road along the base of the hillside may temporarily elevate noise levels at the 
nearest residences to the east along the western extension of San Martin Avenue. These residences would also 
be subject. to temporary noise from truck traffic generated during the construction of the water tank. Th.is may 
result in a short-term nojse impact at these residences, although the impact would be mitigated by measur~ 
contained in tbe EIR. The ElR Sect.ion /JI. L Noise has been amended to include a discussion of this potential 
construction noise impact 
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Air Quality: The slight Increase in traffic resulting from the addition of the winery facility would cause a very 
small increase in tbe generation of vehicle emissions. However, according to air quality consuJtant M'OC 
Physics Applied, this increase would not be significant in terms of either local carbon monoxide concentrations 
or in term of pollutants of regional concern. No changes are required to EIR Section l/l. M. Air Quality. The 
winery operation would not result in the creation of noxious odors. Toe grape crushing would occur entirely 
within the winery building, and the fermentation process would occur in fully enclosed vals. At close range the 
winery would exude the pleasant smell of oak and fruJt. Rowever, at the nearest residence located at least 
1,000 feet north no winery odors would be detectable. 

Hazards: Various chemicals would be used in the wine making process and detergents would be used for 
cleaning of the vats and equipment. In addition, small amounts of oils and lubdcants would be used by the 
vineyard tractors and equipment (fuel would be obtained from the nearby golf course maintenance faclllty). 
These chemica1s or hydrocarbons would not be used in significant quantities and tberefore would not require 
a hazardous materials permit. No changes to the EIR Section Ill. N. Hazardous Materin/s, Public Heallh and 
Safety are required. 

Water SuQPly: The winery would use approximately 210 gallons of domestic water daily for the maximum of 
14 staff who would be on-site during the harvest and crush. fn addition, a daily average of approximately 
2,000 gallons of non-pot.able water would be used for washing down the vats and equipment. This additional 
water consumption represents less than 0.5 percent of the total water consumption estimate for the Corde Valle 
project. and would be readily accommodated by the surplus water supply available to the project as calculated 
in the EIR. The EIR Section Ill. P. Water Supply has been amendoo to include the additional water demand for 
the winery. 

Wastewater Treatment and Disposal: Current plans are to treat domestic wastewater generated at the winery 
at a new septic tank and Ieacbfield system to be located south of the winery building. However, wet weather 
percolation tests have not yet been conducted to determine whether on-site soils are suUable for leach.fields. 
Alternatively, wastewater from tbe winery would be piped to the septic system at the nearby golf COU!Se 
maintenance facility. The siting and design of the septic tank and lcachfield system would be subject to the 
criteria and standards of the Santa Clara County Department of Environmental Health, 

Washdown water from cleaning the vats and equipment would be screened for solids and then piped to two 
small treatment ponds occupying a 0.5-acre area south of the winery bwldlng. The treannent ponds would 
Include aerators to prevent stagnation and odor generation. which would also prevent mosquito breeding. 
Some of the treated washwater would evaporate at the ponds, and the remainder would be used for irrigation 
or frost protection in the vineyards. The organic materi.al screened from the washwater would be applied to 
the vineyards or used in making mulch for soil amendment. The design and installation of the wastewater 
treatment ponds would be subject to the approval. of the Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control 
Board. The EIR Section l/1. Q. Wastewater Treatment and Disposal has been amended to include a 
discussion of wastewater trealmcnt and disposal for the winery. 

Rationale for :Preparation of an ElR Addendum 

Tllis document has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the California Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA) which sets forth specific requirements for the documentation of potential environmemaJ impacts 
which may result from modifications made to a proposed project after an EIR on the project has been certified. 
Under these circumstances, Sections 15162 through 15164 of the CEQ A Guidelines provide for the preparation 
of one of three types of documents depeoding on the situation. The criteria to be met for each type of document 
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ate as follows: 1) a 'Subsequent EIR' shall be prepare.cl if the changes to lhe project are substantial, and will 
result in major revisions to the EIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or a 
substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects; 2) a 'Supplement to an EIR · shall 
be prepared if the conditions described in #1 above apply but only minor changes or revisions to the EIR are 
necessary; and 3) an 'Addendum to an EIR' shall be prepared if some minor changes and additions are 
necessary, but the conditions which would necessitate the preparation of a Supplement to an EIR are not 
present. In the present case, the proposed modilications may or may not be considered substantial, but in no 
instance would new significant environment.al effects be involved or the severity of a significant effect be 
increased substantially, as discussed above and in the body of this document. In addition, the changes to the 
EIR required to address the proposed project modifications are minor in nature. Thus two of the requ.lred 
criteda for preparing a Subsequent EIR and one of the required cdteda for preparing a Supplement to an EIR 
would not apply. Therefoce, according to CEQA criteria noted above, the type of environmental document that 
should be prepared in this instance is an 'Addendum to an EtR 1 • 

OrganlzatJon of This Document 

Since this is the Tiurd Addendum to the EIR, this document identifies revisions to the certified EIR, as modified 
by the First and Second Addendums, which reflect the changes in project description and environmental 
analysis resulting from the proposed modifications to the project. ln order to facilitate the reader's 
comprehension without having to refer back to the certified EtR and the previous Addendums, this document 
contains the affected portion of the EIR to provide a context for the text change.a. Revisions to the text are 
indicated by S1BIEetne11gl:t for deletions and underline for additions. 
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T. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
• 
* 
B. DESCRIPTlON OF TIIE PROPOSED PROJECT 

Overview 

L 1'rojecl Description 

J . A Use Permit applicatl~ for a public access championship golf course, Including a clubhouse with 
restaurant, 45 units of overnight accommodations, a practice range, a maintenance faclllty, ftflEI a swim and 
tennis center, a winecy/grape processin2, center. and a water storage tank. 
"' 
Ill 

Winery/Grape Pr~lng Center 

In order ro process the icapes from the on-site Vineyards, the applicant proposes to construct a wineey/,irape 
processina center lo the northwest portion of the site, north or the aotf course maintenance facility. Havina 
the winery/processini: center on-site would eliminate the need to truck arapes off-site for processin2, 

Tue winery site comprises iWPfOximately 18 acres of i:eot1y slOl)iDi t,erra.in covered in annual ~ses and a 
few scattered oaks (see fi2J.1res 2a. 10e and JOO The winery faciHties would inctude a 25,000 square-foot 
production facillty. which would be eguil)lled for an phases of wine makina and would include admjnistratiye 
offices. meetina rooms. and a reception area. The winecy's architectural ima,ee is planned to be of high 
Quality and would CQDlPJement the style of the larger project Buildina materials wouJd primarily consist of 
stucco walJs and me roofs, with some external elements clad ;n stone veneer, The facility would include a 
~ receirina area at the north end of the winecy buildin2, and a truck dock at the south end for recelvini 
ban:els and shipl)ine finished product Twenr;y oack:in2 Sl)aces wouJd he Dcovlded for emDJayees and visitors. 
A Jandscaped bean would he Installed east of the winery hujldin2 to screen the paddni area from vJew of the 
nearby iQlf course, 

The facility would include a 5.000 square:foot stand-alone structure for the storaie and maintenance of 
mobile vineyard eguipment The egujpment storaae buiJ<lin2 wouJd be Jocated just north of the 20Jf course 
maintenance facility and would not include fuel storai:e tanks, Fuel for the equipment would be Qhra,ined 
from the eoJf course maintenance racrnr:y. 

Access to the winery would be exclusively from tl1e controlled access maintenance road to Watsonvme Road. 
and would include a 20-foot wide crushed wive> driveway extendine north from the i:olf course maintenance 
facmiy 

The winezy would be equipped for an phases of the wine-makin2 process inclnrune crushin2. fennentation. 
barrel ai:in&, and bottlin& The production capacity of the facilir;y is estimated to he 45.000 cases per year. 
which is sufficient to process the i:rapes from awrox.jrnately 100 acres of vineyards, and wouJd he adequate 
to handle the annual wi_pe harvest from the site The winecy would have approximately 8 full-time staff. 
with an additional 6 temporary workers empJQl'ed each fall for the harvest and crush. 

The winery YlOUld include a hospitality area that would be open to trade re.presentatlv~ and the public by 
lnyHation only A sman tasun2 room for the winezy would aJsn be included lo the majn iPl! course 
ctubhouse complex and wouJd he open to iolf course iuests only, 



/, Projec1 Descriplion 

lbe traffic generated by the winecy would include trips by employees and visitors. as we]) as about 40 a:uck 
trips ro transwrt finished product {cases of winti) which would occur periodically throughout the year. In 
comparison. if an the ~ grown on-site had to be trncked to off-site processing centers, this would 
involve approximately 200 n:uck loads usins 18-wheeled trucks, 

The winery would utilize ~proximately 700,000 gallons of non-potable water per year <which represents 
approximately 0.5 percent of total project water use}. Most of this water would be used for irrigating the 
vineyard. although a small J)OI1ion would be used for washini: down the vats and equipment at. the winecy 
This non-potable water would be obtained from the i;olf course irrigation rese.rvoir locate.cl south of the golf 
course maintenance facility. Use of domestic water at the winery would relatively m,inor and the water would 
be obtained from the waJer line serving tbe golf cou~e maintenance facility, 

Current plans are to treat domestic wastewater generated by the winezy at fl new septic tank and leachfield 
system south of the winery building, Alternatively, wastewater from the wJnery would be piped to the sswtic 
system at the maintenance facility, The siting and design of the septic tank and leachfieJd system would be 
subject to the criteria and standards of the Santa aara Couni;y l&partmenc of Envtronmencal Health, 

Washdown water from cleaning the vats and eg,uipment would be screened ror solids and then piped to two 
small treatment ponds OC&Upying a 0.5-acre area south of the winecy building. This washdown water would 
include some residue from clean.inc detergents and minor amounts of chemicals used in the wine making 
process, The treatment ponds would iocJude aerators to prevent stai:nation and odor generation. which would 
also ;prevent mosquito breeding. Some of the treated washwater would evaporate at the ponds and the 
remainder would be used for irrigation or frost protection in the vineyards. The organic material screened 
from the washw&er would be applied on the vineyards or would be 1i,sed in making mulch for soil 
iIDlCildroent. The trea!ment ponds would include Japdscape,d berms to the east and west to screen them from 
view of the golf course and winecy access road. respectively, TI1e design and installation of the wastewater 
~ent ponds would be mbject to the jij.1proval of the Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control 
Bllim1. 

Various chemicals ate used in the wine making process and detergents are used for cleaning the vats and 
~pment None of these substances would be used in sii:nificant QJlantities and therefore would not require 
a hazardous materials DCTIUit. The used chemicals and cleaning deter~ents would be piped with the 
washwater to the on-site treatment ponds, 

Gradfm: for the winery facilities and access road would include cuts and fills of up to about 8 feet, and would 
involve approximately 11.300 cubic yards of cut and 14.800 cubic yards of fill. The 3.500 cubic yards of fill 
1Q...be brought to the site would be obtained from sumlus earthwork from other areas of the CordeValle 
PIOiect, Retaining walls would be required at several locations primarily to prevent tree removal along the 
~ access road and around the winery builcling, The height of the retaining walls would vacy with the 
tmain and would be no higher than about 8 feet. No trees would be removed as a result of constructing the 
winezy facility. 

Ill! access road and drainage facjlitfos for the winecy would be de,~igned by a guaJified civJJ en&inooc in 
accordance with County requirements and standards. Electric power and teleJ)hone serv,ice would be 
extended undecground to the winery from the golf course maintenance facility. Fire iw,rants would be 
provided in conformance with the reguirements of lhe County Fire Marshal's Office. 
* 
"' 
* 
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WINERY SITE PLAN 

Source: Hall & Bartley Archlte~ts FIGURE 10e 
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Associated Improvemen5 and Proa:rams 
* 
* 
Water Storage Tank 

l. Project Description 

A new 400.000.gaIIon domestic water rank for the West San Martin Water Works is planned for the uwer 
elevations in the northeast portion of the site <see Figures 9a. 10g and 10h), This tank is needed to provide 
adequate water pressure and fire flows ro the Lion's Gate project. and would also improve fire flows for 
existing residences east of the project site. 

The maintenance access road to the tank would commence from the western extension of San Martin Avenue 
and would follow an existing dirt track up the hillside to the tank site. The new water main from the tank 
would be installed in the tank access road to the toe of the eastern hillside where it would split into two mains 
beading north and south, The southern main would follow the base of the hill to the residential portion of the 
CordeValle project located north of Highland Avenue, The northern main would follow the maintenance 
access road to San Martin A venue where it would tie into an existing water li@, 

Toe water tank site is located on an broad eastward slOJ)ing swale just below the ridiCline. The tank would 
be 70 feet in diameter and 34 feet high. with iU)J)roximately one-half of the overall tank bei ght located below 
adjacent native uaund level. The tank wans would be reinforced concrete sJll1ported on a spread foundation. 
and the tank would have an aluminum domed roof which would be rigidly connected to the tank walls. 

Cuts of up to 23 feet would be required to achieve a level pad for the tank. The tank foundation would bear 
entirely on cut. A french drain would be installed outside the perimeter of the tank to control subsurface 
d,rainaae, 

The tank site takes advantage of existing trees to provide visual screening from the valley floor to the east, 
Additional trees would be pliJnted as needed to increase visual screening. No trees would be remove.d for th& 
tank, access road. or water main, 
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Ill. Environmental Setting, Impacts, attdMitigation Measures 

fl. ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING, ™PACTS AND .MITIGATION MEASURES 
• 
-B. AGRJCUL TURE 

Impacts and Mitigation 

Mitigation 1. The loss of approximately 110 acres of prime farmland wouJd be offset by the planting 
of vineyards in areas not proposed for development. 
* 
* 
The grapes produced in the on-site vineyards would be processed at the winery planned for 
the northwest portion of the site. The capability to process the grapes on-site would 
eliminate the ~timated 200 truckloads (by 18-wheel' trucks} that would otherwise need to be 
transported to off-site processing facilities. 

D. GEOLOGY AND SOILS 
• 
* 
Impacts and Mitigation 

Impact 7. Expansive soils present on the site may cause movement or heaving, potentially 
resulting In damage to foundations, ooncrete pads and pavements. (Potential 
Significant Impact) 

'The majority of the near-surface son on the site consists of silty or sandy clay, which is 
moderately to highly expansive. The higher clay content gives the soil the capacity to 
absorb and release large amounts of moisture with associated volume changes. During the 
rainy season these soils swell as water is absOl'bed, and during the dry season they shrink as 
water is removed by evapotraospiration. Highly expansive soils are evident during the dry 
season by the formation of open shrinkage cracks on the ground surface. 

The expansion (or swell) of soils could exert pressures against foundation elements. and on 
slopes that could result in creep of the soils. The shrinking of soils could result in 
consolidation beneath the foundation elements. Structures built on foundations that are not 
designed for such soil movements can be deformed and damaged. 

The north-central area of the site contains colluv.ial materials which are potentially highly 
expansive. Any development proposed for this area, such as the maintenance facility, ~ 
water storage tank, and the winery/grape processing center, would require special attention 
during design and construction of building foundations and pavements, but would probably 
not require site plan modifications. 
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Mitigation 7. 

* 
* 
* 
Impact 10. 

Mitigation 10. 

Ill. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures 

The potential damage to foundations and pavements would be avo;ided by following the 
requirements of the Uniform Building Code, and may necessitate removal of the 
expansive soils from arem where buildings, slabs-on-gl'ade or pavements are planned 
to be constructed. 

Site-specific geotechnical studies would be conducted prior to permit approvals to 
determine if expansive soils are present within the proposed development areas. To mitjgate 
potential foundation problems associated with expansivity of soils, tl1e project geotechnical 
engineer may recommend that all foundations bear on low expansivity subsoils or bedrock, 
necessitating the removal of any expansive soils from those areas.. Th.is would result in 
reduced foundation requirements and lower foundation costs. If removal of expansive soils 
is not possible, the foundations should be designed to accommodate movements caused by 
the expansive soils. 

At the water tank site. the tank pad would be cut to a depth of about 23 feet, which would 
remove the majority of the expansive surfac.e soils. Any remaining expansive soils would 
be removed and replaced with engineered fi11 as am,ropriatr~ 

Any locations where tee internal access ro~ traverses, expansive soils would require 
stripping of the expansive soil in the foundation subgrade. 

Shallow groundwater conditions in areas or the site may adversely affect below-ground 
structures and utilities. (PotentiaJ Signiflcant Impact) 

Toe relatively shallow groundwater conditions are expected to affect below•ground 
structures including basements and utilities locat.ed at depths of greater than 10 feet below 
original ground surface in spring areas and in 1he valley floor. Excavation for stormwater 
retention basins or ponds, requiring ,:uts greater than a depth of 10 feet, may encounter 
groundwater. 

Since the water storage tank site is near the top of a broad swale. it is expected that some 
~haHow groundwater may occur near the tank pad elevation, However, the amount of 
groundwater is anticipated to be relatively small and the potential pore pressure would not 
be great 
* 
* 
Groundwater problems would be mfnimimd by avoiding subsurface construction 
during or just after the raJny season, · and through implementation of grading and 
draJnage measures to improve sudace and subsurface drainage. 

Toe grading and drainage plan would include provision.s for improving surface and 
subsurface drainage to aUeviate the seasonal groundwater problem. 

Al the water storage tank site. shallow groundwater conditions would be adequately 
adw:essed by inst.ailing a french drain on the outside of the tank wall foundation. 
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Ill. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures 

J. VISUAL AND AESTHETICS 
"' 
* 
Impacts and Mitigation 
• 
• 
Impact 1. The project would result In visual changes to some areas of the site open to public 

view. (Potential Significant Impact) 

As discussed under 'Environmental Setting' above, the nn.t visually accessible areas of the 
site are located along Coolidge Avenue (Santa Teresa Boulevard) and Turlock Avenue at 
the eastern end of the site, and along Watsonville Road to the west. Toe interior valley area 
of the site is oot visible from off-site vantage points except for the single home that 
overlooks the site from the northern ridge. The hillside areas nearest to the flanking 
roadways are also visible. 

The residential subdivisions proposed for the eastern end of the site would be partially 
visible from adjacent land uses and roadways. In the Rural Residential subdivision 
proposed adjacent to Coolidge Avenue, north of Higbland, the 6 proposed lots would be set 
back from the roadway at least 300 feet toward the adjacent hillside to the west. 1be 
setback area would remain as permanent open space, with a landscaped berm providing 
visual screening for these lots. A stormwater detention basin would occupy the open space 
area between the roacts1de berm and the residential lots: however, the basin would be 

entirely screened from the roadway by the intervening landscaped berm. 

The residential cluster subdivision proposed for the field west of Turlock Avenue would 
also be partially visible to passing motorists. However, this subdivision would be set back 
200 feet to 1,400 feet from the roadway, and would be screened by the landscaped berms 
planted with black walnut trees. Nevertheless, the roof lines of the nearest dwellings would 
be visible from Turlock Avenue and Santa Tecesa Boulevard, at least until the black 
walnuts have matured enough to provide more complete screening (see Figure 16). S.inc.e 
two of the proposed lots (Lots 24 and 25) extend into the adjacent hillside area, it is 
possible that future custom homes to be built on these lots may be visible from Turlock 
A venue and Santa Teresa Boulevard. 

The water storage tank planne:d for the northeastern ht1lside area of the site may be partially 
visible in the distanr& from the valley floor to the east and from two or three residences in 
Jhe Hayes Valley Ranch prQject to the north and west. The visibility of the tank would be 
minimized by its location in a broad swate just below the ridgeline. Approximately one:half 
of the tank would be buried so only too upper portion would extend above ground elevation. 
The tank site also taJces advantage of existing trees downslope to the east.for \lisual 
screening. and additional trees would be planted as needed to increase visuaJ screenin2 

11le sman horse stable planned for the northwest corner of the site would be sited in a small 
side valley along the toe of the eastern hillsides. The nearest existing land uses include a 
nursery business located approximately 500 feet east and two single-family dwellings 
located approximately 800 feet to the northeast and the southeast. The existing nursery 
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Mitigation 1. 

Ill. Environmental Setttng, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures 

with its dense boundary landscaping almost completely screens the stable from view of 
Coolidge Avenue and the residences in the vicinity. 

TI1e package wastewate.r treatment plant and residential lake occupy the area between the 
roadside berm and the residential subdivision However, these project components would 
be low in profile and almost completely shielded from view by the landscaped berm along 
Turlock Avenue. 

TI1e only other visual changes that would occur at the eastern end of the site would be the 
roadway improvements and entry features along the Highland Avenue entry way. However, 
any improvements would be subject to Architecture and Site Approval to ensure that signs, 
fences, lighting and other features would be compatible with their surroundings. Also, the 
existing mature landscaping trees around the ranch complex would be retained and 
incorpor.i.ted into the project. 

Frnm Watsonville Road to the west, very little of the project, if anything, would be visible. 
All of the area with ¾ mile of the roadway is proposed to be maintained as permanent open 
space. The golf course would be located to the cast of the low saddJe that crosses the 
western portion of the valley, and thus would not be visible from Watsonville Road. It is 
possible tliat the maintenance facility proposed for the western end of the golf course may 
be partially visible from Watsonville 1~oad, ¾ mile to the west. The only evidence of the 
project alongside Watsonville Road would be the new maintenance access road to be 
constrocted from Watsonville Road to the golf course maintenance facility. There would be 
no structural entry features such as signage here since no public access to the golf course 
would be permitted from this direction. 

In the interior area of Lhe valley, the golf course, clubhouse and overnight units would not 
be visible from off-site vantage points, even from the single dwelling that overlooks the 
valley from the adjacent ridge to the north. From the vantage point of this residence, the 
clubhouse/overnight oomplex would be completely blocked by the intervening low bills and 
ridges just north of the complex. However, the winery complex would be visible from the 
ruidence1 although jt would be at least 2.000 feet away. 

The project would be designed and landscaped in a manner to help it blend in with the 
natural and rural surroundin~, and to reduce its visibility from off-site locations. 

The site planning measures proposed as part of the project. including buffer zones from all 
adjacent roadways, as wcll as the proposed landscaping and berming, would minimize the 
potential visual effects of the project. The design of the residential areas reflects many of 
the guidelines of the San Martin Jntegrated Design Plan (see Section II. Consistency with 
Pla11s, Policies and Regulations.) 

All structural elements such as signs, fences, lighting or· other entry fearures would be 
subject to Architectural and Site Approval to ensure their compatibility with the 
surroundings. In addition, any structures proposed within 100 feet of adjacent scenic roads 
would be subject ID the County's Design Guidelines. 
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Ill. Environmental Setting, Impacts. and Mitigation Measures 

K. TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION 
* 
* 
Impacts and Mitigation 
* 
* 
Impact 1. 

L. NOISE 
* 
* 

The project would result in increased traffic generation at the project site. 
(Potential Signlflc.ant Impact) 
* 
* 
The winery would generate a small v9lume of traffic which would primarily consist of daily 
ttips by 8 permanent employees and 6 additional temporary employees during the harvest 
and crush season. There would also be a small number of tdps Can average of 5 per week) 
generated by guests, who would visit the winery by appointment only. Truck trips 
generated would jnclude approximatcly 40 truck loads of finished product, which would 
occur periodically throughout the year. and occasional trips by delivery and service 
vehicles. Since all vehicles would access the winery site from Watsonville Road. they 
would not contribute to traffic on roadways east of the CorcleValle site. Toe small 
increment of traffic from the winery would not significantly affect traffic qperations on 
Watsonville Rof!(l. 

Impacts and Mitigation 

* 
* 
Impacts. Noise levels would be temporarily elevated during grading and construction. 

(Potential Significant Impact) 

M~t of the existing noise receptors in the area are far from the main grading and 
construction area of the golf course. The major exception is the existing ranch house at the 
east end of the site. During construction, maximum noise leveJs generated by grading, 
paving, and other activities would be 5 to 10 decibels lower. If average leveJs do oot exceed 
55 dBA, there would be no interference with outdoor activity or indoor activity, although 
the construction may be occasionally audible. Noise levels at the existing ranch could reach 
as high as 80 dBA with average levels of up to 75 dBA. During most of construction, 
however, noise levels would be signilicantly below 55 dBA. 

The existing residence on the ridge to the north of the project site would be approximately 
1,200 feet from the nearest grading activity for the golf course. At this distance, the sound 
of equipment would be noticeable but would not exceed 55 dBA. 
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Mitigation 5. 

Ill. Envirmimental Setti11g, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures 

At the northeastern corner of the site, existing dwellings along and near the western 
ex.tension of San Martin Avenue (west of Coolidge Avenue) would be subject to §hort-term 
noise from the grading and construction of the water tank access road commencing 
southwestward from the end of San Martin Avenue. These residences would also be subject 
to temporary noise from trock traffic generated during the construction of the water t.ank. 

At the eastern end of the project site, existing dwellings in the vicinity would be subject to 
short-term grading and construction noise .impacts from construction of the perimeter 
berms, the detention basin along Coo1idge Avenue, the package wastewater treatment plant 
and lake/detention basin along Turlock A venue, and to a lesser extent the proposed 
residential subdivisions which would be set back from the site boundary. 

At the western end of the site, the construction of the maintenance access road to 
Watsonville Road would generate noise from grading and paving. The nearest existing 
dwelling would be 700 feet from this maintenance road at its nearest point, and would not 
be subject to construction noise impacts, although the noise would be audible. 

Short-term construction noise impacts would be reduced through compliance with the 
County's Noise Ordinance with respect to hours of operation and maximum noise 
levels at adjacent property lines. At the ea.stern edge of the project, the berms 
proposed along the project boundary would be constructed during the early phases of 
grading to provide a noise barrier for existing residences nearby. 

The Noise Ordinance stipulates that construction noise generated between 7 am and 7 pm 
on weekdays and Saturdays should reach noise levels no greater than 75 dBA at an 
adjoining property line of a single-family or two-fanu1y dw(:lling. 

These hours would be enforced by the grading Jnspector, and also the County Department 
of EnvironmentaJ Health in the event of a violation of the County Noise Ordinance. 

To minimize noise generation. construction equipment should be maintained in good 
operating condition and properly muffled. 

To further reduce construction noise impacts. the berms proposed for the eastern project 
boundaries would be constructed during the early phases of grading in order to provide 
shielding from construction and grading in the interior of the project. Th.is would be 
particularly effective in attenuating noise from grading and excavation for the detention 
basin along Coolidge Avenue, and the package wastewater treatment plant and 
lake/detention basin along Turlock A venue. 
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Ill. Environmenral Setting, Impacts, a11d Mitigatiori Measures 

P. WATER SUPPLY 
• 
"' 
Impacts and Mitigations 
* 
* 
lmpact 1, 

MJtigation la. 

The proposed project would Increase the demand for water at the site. (Potential 
Significant Impact) 
* 

Maintenance Facility: It is estimated that the maintenance facility would use 225 gpd for 
domestic use, based on 15 employees at 15 gpd per employee. 1be washdown estimates are 
provided below. 

Winqy/Grape Processing Center: Maximum domestic water used at the winery would be 
based on the maximum number of employees 04} at 15 gpd per employee. for a daily 
consunmtion of 210 gpd. In addition, an average of approximately 2.000 gpd of non-
potable water would be used for washing down the vats and e.quiprnent. 
* 
* 
lncre~ water supplies to meet project demand for domestic water would be 
provided by the West San Martin Water Works, without adversely affecting existing 
or future users. 
* 

* 
Toe project includes a 400.000-gallon water tank to be constructed in the ncrtheast portion 
of the project ap_proximately 4.000 feet northwest of the Coolidge Avenue/Highland Avenue 
intersection. le ate eeer fumi=e, the weter eompuy ~es to eeBSB'tlet a eew 309,00Q geHoe 
water taek et ae efEisting tank site OR Hayee L&Be, ~f)fmalft&tely ~, mile B0rtB ef the 
JJF0f'OSeEl ehtbROtJ:Se. This tank is bclng constructed to improve existing low pressure 
problems in the system. to enhance fire protection capability. and to provide for projected 
future growth in the San Martin area. With the completion of this tank, the water company 
would have sufficient capacity to meet the estimated waler demands and fire flow 
requirements for the Lion•s Gate project. 
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Ill. Environmental SettiJig, lmpacrs, and Mitigation Measures 

Q. WASTEWATER TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL 

* 
"' 
Impacts and Mitigations 
... 
* 
Mitigation 1. Iner~ w~tewater from the project would be treated and clisposed of with new 

facilities to be constructed in conjunction with the project. 
* 
* 
Maintenance FacWty 

The maintenance facility would not be connected to the centralized wastewater system1 but 
would have its own septic tank and leachfield system. Based on a generation rate of 15 gpd 
for 15 employees, maximum flows would be 225 gpd. Pt'eliminary soils and groundwater 
studies indicate that there is adequate depth to groundwater, and that the soils in the vicinity 
have acceptable percolation rates for the planned leachfield. 

Winery/Grape Processing Center 

The winery is also planned to have its own sg,tic tank and teachfield system. Based on a 
generation rate of 15 gpd for a maximum of 14 employees during the harvest and crush, 
p1aximum flows would be 210 gpd. Wet weather rerc.olation tests have not yet, been 
conducted to determine the suitability of the soils at the winery site for leachfields (these 
tests are planned to be conducted in fue winter of 1999). In the event the sons are found 
unsuitable. the alternative plan is to pipe the domestic effluent to the nearby golf course 
maintenance facility sq,tic system for treatment and disposal. The siting and design of ~ 
s~tic tank and leachfleld system for the winery would be subiect to the criteria and 
standards of the Santa Oara County Dej>artment of Envjronmental H~ 

Wasbdown water from cleanini the vats and equipment would be piped to two small 
treatment. wad.5 OCCUJ2yin2 a 0.5-acre area south of the winery buildine, This washdown 
water would be screened for organic material before beilli giped to the ponds, The 
washwater would include some residue from cleaning deter~enrs ;md minor amounts of 
chemicals used in the wine making i'roc;ess The treatment ponds would include aerators 
t.o prevent sta~nation. and odor generation. which would also prevent mosQ.Uito breeding. 
Some of the treated washwater would evaporate from the pond, and the remainder would 
be used for ia:.h:ation or frost protection in the vineyards. Tue oeuan1c material screened 
from the washwater would be applied to the yjoeyards or used in making mulch for soil 
amendment. The dest20 and installation of the wastewater treatment ponds would be 
sub_iect to the approval of the Central Coast Regional Water Quali~ Control Board. 
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ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY • ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING • SAMPL ING SERVICES 
CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION & MATERIALS TES TING 

October 7, 1998 

Lion's Gate Limited Partnership 
395 Oyster Point Boulevard, Suite 309 
South San Francisco, California 94080 

Attention: Mr. Ron Davis 

Subject: Preliminary Evaluations for 
Geotechnical and Geological Feasibility: 
Proposed Potable Water Storage Tank 
and Proposed Winery Buildings 
Cordevalle Estates 
San Martin, California 

Dear Mr. Ron Davis: 

D34301.09 

This letter report addresses the geotechnical feasibility of the proposed water storage tank and 
the winery buildings to be located at the Cordeva\le Estates. The proposed water tank is to be 
located on an eastward sloping swale, about 4 ,000 feet northwest of the intersection of Highland 
and Turlock A venues, and about one-half mile north of the golf course. The winery is to be 
located northwest of the northwest portion of the golf course on gently rolling terrain. 

The Twining Laboratories (Twining) prepared a Geotechnical Engineering Investigation report 
for the proposed water storage tank, which included test trenching, soil sampling, and laboratory 
testing of soils. Two test borings have been completed at the site of the proposed winery 
buildings, however, a complete geotechnical engineering investigation has not been performed. 
We understand that additional test borings, soil sampling and associated laboratory testing are 
proposed for the winery to support a design level geotechnical engineering report for that site. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

This letter report is provided to facilitate evaluation by Santa Clara County with respect to the 
geotechnical and geological feasibility of the two sites. The report provides our preliminary 
evaluation of the geotechnical and geological feasibility of the sites. 

CORPORATE OFFICE 
2527 Fresno Street 
Fresno, CA 93721 

(209) 268,7021 • Fax 268-7126 

MODESTO 
4230 l<lerl\all Ave .. 11105 

Modesto, CA 95256 
(209) 545-1050 • Fax 545-1147 

VISALIA 
130 Nolt/I Kelsey SL, #H6 

Visalia , C>. 93291 
(209) 651 -8280 • Fax 651 -8288 

BAKERSFIELD 
3701 Pegasus Drive, #124 

Bakersfield, CA 93308 
(805) 300-508& • Fax 393-4643 

SALINAS 
520 ti>. Crazy Horse Canyon Rd, 

Salirias, CA 93907 
(408) 449-5284 • Fax 449.5092 
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The following tasks were performed in support of our evaluation: 
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l. The following previous geologic investigation reports , prepared by others. were 
reviewed: 

Supplemental Geological Reconnaissance Investigation for Proposed Hayes Valley 
Dams, Santa Clara County, California, prepared by Kaldveer Associates 
Geoscience Consultants. August 4, 1989. 

Geologic Input to Draft Environmental Impacted Report, Lions Gate 
Development, project HRC-101B, prepared by Wahler Associates for HR 
Development Partners, April 17, 1990. 

Geologic Input to EIR, prepared by ENGEO Incorporated, April 13, I 993. 

Geologic Feasibility Investigation, Golf Course Maintenance Building, The Lion's 
Gate Reserve, San Martin . California, Project 1385/60, prepared for Hayes 
Valley Development Partners, by Pacific Geotechnical Engineering, December 
1995. 

Geologic Feasibility Investigation, Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges, The Lion's 
Gate Reserve, San Martin, California, Project 1385/50, prepared for Hayes 
Valley Development Partners, by Pacific Geotechnical Engineering, December 
1995. 

Administrative Draft Environmental Impact Report, Volume Ila Technical 
Appendices, Lion's Gate Reserve, December 1995. 

Draft Environmental Impact Report, Volume II Technical Appendices B through 
E, Lion's Gate Reserve, March 1996. 

II, The following geologic and geotechnical reports prepared by The Twining 
Laboratories were reviewed: 

Report entitled Preliminary Geotechnical Engineering Investigation, Golf Coarse, 
dated March 18, 1997, and Addendums No. I and No. 2. 

Letter report entitled "Review of Site Geologic Conditions and Grading Plans, 
Golf Course Phase", dated May 6, 1997. 
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Report entitled Preliminary Geotechnical Engineering Investigation, Clubhouse 
and Overnight Lodges, dated October 30, 1997. 

Preliminary Evaluation of Geotechnical and Geological Feasibility: Clubhouse 
and Overnight Lodges Area, dated Apri I 16, 1998. 

Geotechnical :Engineering Investigation, Maintenance Building, Cordevalle Golf 
Club and Hotel, San Martin, California, dated July 8, 1998. 

Geotectmical Engineering Investigation, Proposed Potable Water Tank, dated 
August 11 , 1998. 

Geotechnical Engineering Investigation, Proposed Cart Path, Pedestrian, and 
Utility Bridges, Cordevalle Estates, San Martin, California, dated September 25, 
1998. 

This report is provided specifically for the water storage tank and winery buildings at the 
proposed Cordevalle Estates, referenced in the Proposed Construction section of th.is report. 

This investigation did not include design level geotechnical engineering investigation, floodplain 
investigation, agriculturaJ compatibility assessment, compaction tests, environmental 
investigation, or environmental audit. This investigation was intended only to evaluate the static 
physical characteristics of the soils and rock at the project sites. 

BACKGROUND 

Site Descriptions 

Water Storage Tank Site: The potable water tank site is located on an eastward sloping 
swale, about 4,000 feet northwest of the intersection of Highland and Turlock A venues, and 
about one-half mile north of the golf course. The swale slopes at about 4 horizontal (H) to 1 
vertical (V). The west edge of the proposed tank is approximately 125 feet downslope from the 
top of a broad ridgeline. Oak trees are present on the hillside near the near the proposed tank 
site. Dry brown grasses of up to 3 feet high covered the surface soils at the time of our field 
investigation . 

According to a geologic map of the site region prepared by Kaldveer Associates (scale: l inch 
= 500 feet, 1989) for the proposed Hayes Valley Dam, the tank is located on Franciscan 
Complex greenstone. A serpentinite belt is located approximately 500 feet west of the proposed 
tank site. The nearest mapped active or potentially active faul t is the Sargent-Berrocal Fault, 
located about 2.5 miles east of the site. 
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Winery Buildings Site: The winery site is located west of the northwestern most portion 
of the golf course, approximately 300 feet west of the number 6 green. The winery buildings 
are to be located near the axis of a gently sloping, north-south trending, ridge line. Slope 
gradients at this location range from nearly flat at the top of the ridge to a maximum slope of 
about 5 horizontal to l vertical. Dry native grasses and scattered oak trees were observed 
during our site reconnaissance. A pre-engineered building to be used for vineyard agricultural 
purposes will be located about 400 feet southwest of the winery buildings. 

Anticipated Construction 

Water Storage Tank:We understand the proposed potable water tank will incJude a 7O
foot diameter reinforced concrete walled tank with an approximate capacity oi 420,000 gallons. 
Approx.imately two-thirds of the tank height will be below the adjacent native grade level. The 
tank is proposed to have an aluminum "TEMCOR" domed roof and a 36 mil Hypalon liner 
covering the sides and bottom of the tank. An 8 ounce nonwoven geotextile i s proposed to be 
placed below the bottom portion of the tank liner. The bottom surface of the tank will be sloped 
toward the center at a 4H to 1 V gradient. The reinforced concrete walls will be supported on 
a 3-foot wide perimeter spread foundation . A french drain will be installed outside the entire 
perimeter of the reinforced concrete tank wall. A perimeter access road with a Class II 
aggregate base surface will be constructed around the tank. 

Cuts of up to about 23 feet are proposed to achieve a level pad for the tank. The tank 
foundation is proposed to bear entirely on cul. Fills of about 2 to 5 feet are proposed along the 
downslope perimeter on the pad, beneath the peri meter access road. 

Wine,y Buil.dings: We understand that the winery will comprise an approximate 20,000 
square foot, wood-frame, main winery building, and a pre-engineered buildmg to be used for 
vineyard agricultural purposes. Anticipated grading wou Id include cuts and tills of up to about 
S to 8 feet. 

General Geologic Conditions 

The earth materials underlyi ng the proposed water storage tank and winery sites are composed 
of rocks belonging to the Franciscan Complex of Jurassic to Cretaceous age. Bedrock types 
found within the Hayes Valley area include sandstone·, shale, chert, limestone, greenstone, and 
low grade metamorphic rocks. Many areas of bedrock terrain include a mixture of different 
rock types in a sheared matrix. This formational mixture is termed a melange and was formed 
as a result of intense shearing and faulting. Serpentine is also found within this assemblage of 
rocks. 
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The regional trend of geologic structures in the Hayes Valley area is roughly east-west, acute 
to the overall geologic structure of North 40 degrees East for the Santa Cruz Mountains as a 
whole. Physiographic features, bedrock contacts, and faults are generally parallel to this 
structural trend. 

The proposed water storage tank and winery buildings are located approximately 7 to 8 miles 
northeast of the San Andreas Fault and 6 miles southwest of the Calaveras Fault. Other active 
faults in the site region include the Hayward and Sargent-Berrocal faults. Regional geologic 
maps prepared by U.S. Geological Survey and the California Division of Mines and Geology 
show a bedrock fault and bedrock contacts within the melange terrain on the north side of Hayes 
Valley. The faults and contacts are also shown on the Geologic Index Map (Figure 1), of the 
Geologic Feasibility Investigation for the Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges, prepared by Pacific 
Geotechnical Engineering, dated December 1995. 

Soil Conditions in the Site. Areas 

Soil conditions in the areas of the proposed water tank and winery building were revealed in test 
borings conducted by Twining during July and August. 1998, respectively. 

Water Storage Tank Site: Near surface soils comprise silty sands at the water storage 
tank site. The sands extend from the ground surface to depths of approximately 1 to 2 feet 
below site grade (BSG). The root systems of grasses and weeds extended to depths of about 18 
to 24 inches. Sandy and grave11y lean clays were present beneath the silty sands. Weathered 
greenstone bedrock was encountered in test pits and a test boring at depths of 5 to 7 feet BSG, 
extending to the maximum depths explored (41 .5 feet BSG). 

Winery Buildings Site: Silty sands with gravel are presenc at the proposed winery 
buildings site to depths of about 0 .5 to 2.5 feet BSG. Highly weathered greenstone bedrock was 
encountered below the silty sand in both soil borings drilled, to the maximum depths of 
exploration of 6.5 and 10.5 .feet BSG. 

Review of Previous Geologic Investigation Reports 

We have reviewed the geologic reports listed under "Purpose and Scope" . Most of the cited 
reports present descriptions of regional geologic and tectonic conditions, and general site 
geologic conditions. Our summary of these regional conditions are presented above under the 
"Background" section of this report. Geologic conditions applicable to the subject sites, which 
are described in these reports, and conditions noted during o ur geologic field reconnaissance of 
the site areas are summarized in the ''Evaluation" section of this report. 
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A geologic field reconnaissance of the proposed water storage tank and winery buildings areas 
was performed in conjunction with our review of the proposed golf course and surrounding areas 
performed on April 28, 1997. The reconnaissance, which included confirming previously 
mapped geologic features and noting potential geologic hazards, was performed by Kenneth J . 
Clark, Certified Engineering Geologist. The results of the geologic field reconnaissance suggest 
that the geologic map prepared by ENGEO is generally suitable for planning purposes for the 
proposed water storage tank and winery buildings project. This map is included as Figure No. 
2 of the report entitled "Geologic Input for EIR For Lion's Gate Prop.~rty", dated April 13, 1993 
(contained in the Draft Environmental Report [DEIR]). However, we do not warrant the 
accuracy of the aforementioned map. Additional reconnaissance of the water storage tank and 
winery buildings sites was performed by Mr. Kenneth Clark on July 7, 1998, and May 5, 1998, 
respectively. 

EVALUATION 

This section presents our evaluation of potential geotechnical and geologic concerns pertinent 
to the water storage tank ar.d winery buildings area, and a discussion of potential measures to 
mitigate the adverse conditions. 

Soil and Rock Conditions 

Water Storage Tank Site: The predominant soil types at the water storage tank site are 
silty sands and sandy and gravelly lean clays. The soils overlie weathered greenstone bedrock 
at depths of 5 to 7 feet BSG. The sandy soils, to depths of I to 2 feet BSG were generally 
loose. The clayey soils are anticipated to have a medium expansion potential, moderate 
compressibility, and the potential for moderate to high swell. However, we anticipate that the 
pad will be cut to a maximum depth of about 23 feet to achieve the designed tank bottom 
surface. This excavation would remove the majority of the loose near-surface silty sands and 
clayey soils. Along the perimeter of the pad (where fill is to be placed) care should be taken 
to remove the loose sil ty sand soils to a minimum depth of l foot BSG prior to placement of the 
fil l. Field and laboratory data suggest that weathered greenstone rock will provide an adequate 
fot1ndation material to support the water storage tank: 

Based on our observations of the weathered rock in test pi ts, temporary cut slopes into the rock 
material wi11 likely be stable up to gradients of about 3/4H to 1 V. Temporary cut slopes in lean 
clay or silty sand soils will likely be stable to about 1 H to IV. If sloughing of the cut slope 
occurs, the temporary excavations should be shored or slopes flattened. 
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Winery Buildings Sile: Soil borings indicate the winery buildings site includes silty sand 
with gravel underlain by highly weathered greenstone bedrock at a depth of about 0.5 to 2.5 feet 
BSG. The silty sands are generally loose. The loose silty sand soils will not adequately support 
fills, foundations, or floor slabs. These soils should be removed prior to placement of 
engineered fill, floor stabs, or shallow footings . Slabs and foundations should bear either 
entirely on engineered fill or entirely on firm native weathered bedrock. 

Although not noted in the so:l borings, lean clay soils (prevalent at the Cordevalle Estates project 
site) may be encountered during further investigation and/or grading for the winery buildings. 
Over time near surface clays will experience cyclic drying and wetting as the dry and wet 
seasons pass. Clays soils are anticipated to experience volumetric changes (shrink/swell) as the 
moisture content of the clay soils fluctuate. These shrink/swell cycles can impact foundations 
and lightly loaded slabs-on-grade even though the expansion potential is classified as medium. 
Expansive soils cause more damage to structures, particularly light buildings and pavements, 
than any other natural hazard, including earthquakes and floods (Jones and Holtz, 1973). 
Expansion potential may not manifest itself until months or years after construction. At most 
sites there exists a depth to which the moisture content of the subgrade remains essentially 
constant throughout the year; thus, the clays would not undergo a significant volume change 
below this depth. Therefore, the depth, referred to as the 11critical depth" , to which significant 
moisture fluctuation occurs influences the selection of suitable foundation and floor slab 
alternatives for this site. Climatic conditions, groundwater conditions, landscape irrigation, and 
the soil conditions effect the critical depth. Our review of moisture data and observations of 
near surface clay soils did not clearly demonstrate a critical zone depth. Based on experience, 
it is expected that the critical zone would be approximately 24 inches BSG in the site region, and 
that seasonal moisture fluctuation would effect soils to a depth of 2 feet BSG. The above 
estimate of the critical depth should be reevaluated based on soi l sample test data to be generated 
for the proposed geotechnical and geological investigation. 

Potentially expansive clayey soils may be present near the proposed locations of floor slabs or 
lightly loaded foundations at the winery buildings site. If clay soils are present, footings should 
be extended to bear at the bottom of the critical zone, at least 24 inches BSG. Over-excavation 
and backfilling with non-expansive engineered fill soils my be required below floor slabs. Based 
on soils data generated for other sites within the Cordevalle project, we anticipate that 12 to 24 
inches of nonexpansive granular soil would be required between floor slabs and dayey soils. 
Recommendations for footings and over-excavation and placement of non-expansive engineered 
fill should be provided with the report of Geotechnical Engineering Investigation of the winery 
buildings site 
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The water storage tank and winery buildings sites are located in a seismically active region with 
numerous active and potentially active faults. The nearest mapped active or potentially active 
fauJt is the Sargent-Berrocal Fault, located 2 to 3 miles east of the site. Several bedrock faults 
associated with melange terrace have been mapped by others on the Cordevalle development site. 
Our field reconnaissance and review of the aforementioned geologic reports, prepared by others, 
do not indicate the presence of faults in the immediate areas of the proposed water storage tank 
and winery buildings. Additionally, our review of data presented in geologic reports previously 
generated for the development project indicates that the bedrock faults in the site area are 
inactive. 

The subject sites are not located in an area containing any of the Star.e of California Earthquake 
Fault Zones (formerly Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zones), established to delineate earthquake 
fault zones. 

Consideling the presence of mapped bedrock faults (inactive) in the vicinity of subject sites, it 
js possible that site grading for the projects may reveal shear zones or faul ts i n the bedrock. ll 
is generally not recommended to, build a structure across a fault, active or inactive. Although 
the mapped faults are judged to be inactive, geologic evaluation should be conducted during 
grading operations. Exposed bedrock should be observed by an engineering geologist to assess 
the presence or absence of faults. Structures built across fau lts may be supported on soil or rock 
materials with highly variable foundation properties, and excessive differential settlement can 
result. Potential differential settlement may be reduced by over-excavation and placement of 
engineered fill over the fau lt, or modifying the location of the structure away from the fault. 

Seismic Ground Mot.ion 

Seismic ground motion may occur at the site as a result of earthquakes on nearby active faults. 
The intensity of ground shaking depends on factors such as earthquake magnitude, distance to 
causative fault, depth to bedrock, physical characteristics of underlying soi l and bedrock, and 
local topography. Terratech ( 1988) indicated that ground motions were likely to exceed 0.5 g. 

Our deterministic evaluation of the potential magnitude of seismic ground motion indicates that 
the upper bounds earthquake event would likely produce a peak horizontal ground acceleration 
at the site in the range of o .. 4g to 0.5g. 
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Landslides on the proposed development site were mapped by others (Kaldveer Associates, 1989, 
and Wahler Associates, 1990). The locations of these landslides are shown on Figure No. 2 of 
the report entitled ''Geologic Input for the Lion's Gate Property" (DEIR Volume II) which is a 
compilation of site data generated prior to April 1993. Previously mapped landslides were 
observed during our geologic field reconnaissance near the two subject sites. These slides 
appeared to comprise relatively shallow rotational block slides and slumps. 

The aforementioned mapping studies do not indicate landslides have occurred in the immediate 
vicinity of the water storage tank or winery buildings sites. Field reconnaissance performed by 
Twining did not indicate the occurrence of notable landslides near the subject sites. Native 
slopes in the areas proposed for the water storage tank and winery buildings appear relatively 
stable. 

Shallow Groundwater 

Considering the proposed water storage tank location near the top of a broad swale, we 
anticipate that some shallow groundwater may occur near the tank pad elevation. However, the 
amount of groundwater is t\nticipated to be relatively small and it appears that potential pore 
pressure and nuisance conditions could be adequately addressed by installing a french drain 
proposed on the outside of the tank wall foundation. A french drain outside the tank wall 
foundation is inc1uded on the civil engineering plans for the project. 

Groundwater was not encountered in exploratory borings drilled (August, 1998) at the winery 
buildings site. Considering the elevated topographic location of the proposed building sites, we 
anticipate that shallow groundwater will not have an adverse impact on the winery buildings 
project. 

i 
Subsequent to rough grading of the water tank and winery buildings sites, slope, soil , and rock 
conditions should be reviewed by Twining' s civil engineer or engineering geologist for evidence 
of subsurface groundwater flow. Conditions favoring seeps include relatively shallow bedrock 
(or other impermeable layer) with an overlying permeable soil. Soil textures exhibiting a 
selective removal of fine particles from currently dry soils may indicate subsurface groundwater 
flow during wetter periods. Erosion may be accelerated and slope stability compromised where 
groundwater daylights (seep,s) on cut slopes. 
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The following mitigation methods may be employed where shallow groundwater impinges on: 

• Road subgrades: 

• Native slopes: 

• Cut slopes: 

Trenched cut-off walls and subdrains 

Upslope trench cut-off wall or horizontal wick 
drains 

Retaining wall with filter drain and weep holes 

Mitigative measures should be designed by Twining·s civil engineer or engineering geologist for 
specific areas, when adverse shallow groundwater conditions are identified. 

Lic1uefaction and Seismic Settlement 

Liquefaction describes a phenomenon in which a saturated, cohesiontess soil loses strength 
during an earthquake as a result of induced shearing strains. Lateral and vertical movement of 
the soiJ mass, combined with loss of bearing usually resu lts. Liquefaction can cause damage to 
structures during earthquake events. Foundations can literally loose support due to bearing 
capacity failure. The resulting displacements can induce excessive differential settlements in 
floor slabs and foundations. Research has shown that liquefaction potential of soil deposits 
induced by earthquake activity depends on soil types, void ratio, groundwater conditions, 
duration o f shaking, and confining pressure over the potentially liquefiable soil mass. Fine, well 
sorted, loose sand, high groundwater conditions, higher intensity earthquakes, and particularly 
long duration of groundshaking are the requisite conditions for liquefaction. 

Based on the anticipated shallow bedrock and paucity of well sorted loose sandy soils, as 
suggested by Twining's previous investigations, the water storage tank and winery buildings sites 
do not appear to be susceptible to liquefaction . 

Seismic settlement occurs when loose, poorly graded, granular soils consolidate as a result of 
cyclic ground shaking associated with an earthquake. Based on the anticipated shallow bedrock 
and lack of well sorted loose sandy soils, the water storage tank and winery buildings sites do 
not appear to be susceptible to seismic settlement. 

Serpentine Rock 

The proposed water storage tank and winery buildings sites are not located near mapped 
exposures of serpentinite. Accordingly, we do not anticipate that grading operations would 
reveal asbestos bearing serpentinite materials. However, naturally occurring asbestos materials 
may be associated with serpentine rock which has been documented by previous investigators 
at other locations on the development property. Serpentine rock is typically a green or yellow, 
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highly sheared and altered rock, with a fibrous appearance. In the event site grading exposes 
asbestos bearing materials, the location of the locations of these materials should be documented 
and the asbestos content should assessed by Twining. 

If asbestos bearing materials are exposed during grading of the sites, or where asbestos
containing fill material is used, the potential for human exposure to asbestos should be mitigated. 
Exposed cuts with asbestos-containing serpentine should be gunited or covered with 12 inches 
of asbestos free fill. Asbestos materials used as fill should be covered with 12 inches of 
serpentine free fill. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on our reconnaissance and geotechnical evaluation of the water storage tank area, our 
reconnaissance and limited field exploration at the winery buildings site, and our understanding 
of the anticipated construction at the two sites, we present the following general conclusions. 

■ The water storage tank and winery buildings sites appear suitable for the proposed 
construction provided the recommendations contained in this report and design level 
geotechnical engineering reports are followed. It should be noted that the recommended 
design consultation and construction monitoring by Twining are integral to this 
conclusion. 

■ The predominant soil types at the water storage tank site are silty sands, and sandy and 
gravelly Jean clays overlying weathered greenstone bedrock at depths of 5 to 7 feet BSG. 

• Silty sands with gravel are present at the proposed winery building locations to depths 
of about 0.5 to 2.5 feet BSG. The silty sands are underlain by highly weathered 
greenstone bedrock to the maximum depths of exploration of 6.5 and 10.5 feet BSG. 

■ Some shallow groundwater may impact the proposed water storage tank site. Based on 
our estimate of the quantity and location of this shallow groundwater, the french drain 
proposed for behind the tank wall foundation would provide adequate subsurface drainage 
for the tank structure. Shallow groundwater is not anticipated to impact winery 
buildings. However, subsequent to rough grading of the water tank and winery buildings 
sites, slope, soil, and rock conditions should be reviewed by Twining's civil engineer or 
engineering geologist for evidence of subsurface groundwater flow . Adverse shallow 
groundwater can be controlled using the methods listed in the ''Evaluation" section. 
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■ Potentially expansive clayey soils may be present near the proposed locations of floor 
slabs or lightly loaded foundations at the winery buildings site, If clays are encountered 
at these locations foundations will need to be extended to the base of the critical zone 
(approximately 24 inches). Over-excavation and backfilling with non-expansive 
e.ngineered fill soils my be required. Based on soi ls data generated for other sites within 
the Cordevalle project, we anticipate that l2 to 24 inches of nonexpansive granular soil 
would be required between floor slabs and clayey soils. A recommendation for over
excavation and placement of non-expansive engineered fill should be provided with the 
report of Geotechnical Engineering lnvestigation of the winery buildings site. 

■ Data presented in the cited reports of previous investigations do not indicate the presence 
of bedrock faults in the vicinity of the subject si tes. The reports indicate that evidence 
suggests these bedrock faults are not active. 

■ The subject sites do not lie within published special study zones for ground surface 
rupture. Our literature investigation suggests that the potential for ground rupture at the 
subject sites associated with a known faul t is low. 

■ A preliminary deterministic seismic evaluation indicates that the ''upper bounds" 
earthquake event would produce peak horizontal ground acce.leration at the subject sites 
in the range of 0.4g to 0.5g. 

• Soil and rock conditions revealed at the site are not conducive to liquefaction or seismic 
settlement, and suggest a low potential for liquefaction and significant seismic settlement. 

• We do not anticipate that grading operations would reveal asbestos bearing serpentinite 
materials. However, if asbestos bearing material is revealed during grading, the potential 
for human exposure to asbestos can be mitigated. In areas where final grading exposes 
asbestos-containing ~erpentine, or where asbestos-containing fil1 material is used, the 
potential for human exposure can be mitigated by covering with 12 inches of asbestos 
free engineered fill. 

RECOMMENDATION& 

Based on our investigation of the water storage tank and winery buildings sites. the following 
recommendations are presented for use in project design. Recommendation:; for the proposed 
winery buildings are subject to change based on the results of the proposed geotechnical 
engineering investigation. 

When applying the preliminary recommendations for des'ign, the background information, 
procedures used 1 findings, evaluation, and conclusions should be considered. The recommended 
design consultation and construction monitoring by Twining are integral to the proper application 
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A geotechnical field investigation, laboratory investigation of soils, and evaluations 
should be conducted, and recommendations for site preparation, foundations, slabs-on
grade, and pavements should be prepared prior to construction of the proposed winery 
buildings. A geotechnical engineering investigation report has been prepared for the 
water storage tank site (Twining, August 11, 1998). 

Even after submittal of the geotechnical and geological engineering investigation report, 
conditions may be encountered during grading, or the scope of the project may change 
such that additional or altered recommendations may be warranted as an addendum to the 
geotechnical engineering investigation report. Twining should observe the project sites 
after rough grading to assess the potential presence of faults, asbestos containing soils, 
shallow groundwater, loose soils, or expansive clayey soils. 

Potential mitigative measures for adverse conditions are described in the "Evaluation 11 

section of this report. Mitigative measures should be designed by Twining's civil 
engineer or engineering geologist for specific areas, if necessary. 

When grading plans have been generated, Twining should be provided the opportunity 
to review the plans. Conclusions and recommendations presented in this report, as well 
as the geotechnical engineering investigation reports, should be incorporated into the final 
design of the water storage tank and winery buildings. 

Twining should be contacted to provide an inspection of final grading. 

CONSTRUCTION MONITORING 

It is recommended that Twining be retained to observe the excavation and earthwork phases of 
the subject project to determine that the subsurface conditions are compatible with those 
referenced in this report and identified in the proposed geotechnical and geological engineering 
investigation report. These services should include site review by an engineering geologist at 
least monthly. 

Twining should conduct the necessary observation, field testing services and provide results so 
that action necessary to remedy potential deficiencies can be taken in accordance with the plans 
and specifications. Upon completion of the work, a written summary of observations should be 
prepared including field testing and conclusions regarding the conformance of the completed 
work to the intent of the plans and geologic and geotechnical specifications. 
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Upon the completion of work, a final engineering geology report should be prepared by 
Twining. This report is essential to ensure that recommendations are incorporated into the 
project construction, and to note any deviations from the project plans and specifications. The 
client should notify Twining upon the completion of work to provide this report. 

DESIGN CONSULTATION 

Twining should be provided the opportunity to review those portions of the contract drawings 
and specifications that pertain to earthwork and foundations prior to finalization to determine 
whether they are consistent with our recommendations. 

If Twinjng is not afforded the opportunity for review, we assume no liability for the 
misinterpretation of our conclusions and recommendations. This review is documented by a 
formal plan/specification review report provided by Twining. 

,S-OTIFICATION AND LIMITATIONS 

The conclusions and recommendations presented in this report are based on the information 
provided regarding the proposed construction, and the results of the research of background 
information , combined with interpolation of the subsurface conditions fri0m investigations 
conducted at nearby sites. A design level geotechnical investigation is necessary for prior to 
construction of the winery buildings. 

The focus of our investigation was the proposed water storage tank and winery buildings sites 
and pertains only to geologic and geotechnical concerns of this site. Potential geotechnical and 
geologic hazards to structures on or outside of the subject site were not evaluated in this report. 

If variations or undesirable conditions are encountered during construction, Twining should be 
notified promptly so that these conditions can be reviewed and our recommendations 
reconsidered where necessary. It should be noted that unexpected conditions frequently require 
additional expenditures for proper construction of the project. 

If the proposed construction is relocated or redesigned. or if there is a substantial lapse of time 
between the submission of our report and the start of work {over l'2 months) at the site, or if 
conditions have changed due to natural cause or constrnction operations at or adjacent to the site, 
the conclusions and preliminary recommendations contained in this report should be considered 
invalid unless the changes are reviewed and our conclusions and recommendations modified or 
approved in writing._ 
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Changed site conditions, or relocation of proposed structures, may require additional 
investigations to determine if our conclusions and recommendations are applicable considering 
the changed conditions or time lapse. 

The conclusions and recommendations contained in this report are valid only for the project 
discussed in the "Anticipated Construction" section of this report. The entity or entities that use 
or cause to use this report or any portion thereof for a structure or site other than those indicated 
in the "Background" section of this report shall hold Twining, its officers and employees 
harmless from any and all claims and provide Twining's defense in the event of a claim. 

This report is issued with the understanding that it is the responsibility of the client to transmit 
the information and preliminary recommendations of this report to developers, owners, buyers, 
architects, engineers, designers, contractors, subcontractors. and other parties having interest 
in the project so that the steps necessary to carry out these preliminary recommendations in the 
design, construction and maintenance of the project are taken by the appropriate party. 

This report presents the results of a preliminary investigation of geotechnical and geological 
feasibility, and should not be construed as a geotechnical report, or an environmental audit or 
study. 

Our professional services were performed, our findings obtained, and our recommendations 
prepared in accordance with generally-accepted engineering principles and practices in Santa 
Clara County, California at the time of the investigation . This warranty is in lieu of all other 
warranties either expressed or implied. 

Reliance on this report by a third party (i.e., that is not a party to our written agreement) is at 
the party's sole risk. If the project and/or site is purchased by another party, the purchaser must 
obtain written authorization and sign an agreement with Twining in order to rely upon the 
information provided in this report for design or construction of the project. 
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We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to Lion's Gate Estate Partners. If you have any 
questions regarding this report, or if we can be of further assistance, please contact us at your 
convenience. 

Kenneth J. Clark, CEG 
Project Geologist 

cc: Mr. Burt Verrips 

F:\eng\gemech\D3430109.0l 
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Lion' s Gate Estate Partners, LLC 
405 El Camino Real, Suite 127 
Menlo Park, California 94025 

Attention: 

Subject: 

Mr. Tom Hix 

Geotechnical Engineering Investigation 
Proposed Potable Water Tanlc 
Cordevalle Golf Club and Hotel 
San Martin, California 

Dear Mr. Hix: 

D34301.02-06 

We are pleased to submit this geotechnical engineering investigation report prepared for the 
proposed potable water tank at the Cordevalle Golf Club and Hotel located west of the City of 
San Martin, in Santa Clara County, California. The contents of this report include the purpose 
of the investigation, scope of services, background information, investigative procedures, our 
findings, evaluation, conclusions, and recommendations. 

We recommend that those portions of the plans and specifications that pertain to earthwork, and 
foundations be reviewed by The Twining Laboratories, Inc. (Twining) to determine if they are 
consistent with our recommendations. This service is part of this current r.ontractual agreement 
and the client should provide these documents for our review prior to their issuance for 
construction bidding purposes. 

In addition, it is recommended that Twining be retained to provide inspection and testing 
services for the excavation, earthwork, and foundation phases of construction. These services 
are necessary to determine if the subsurface conditions are consistent with those used in the 
analysis and formulation of recommendations for this investigation, and if the construction 
complies with our recommendations. This service is not, however, part of this current 
contractual agreement. 

CORPORATE OFF(CE MODESTO 
2527 Fresno Street 4230 Kiernan Ave., #105 
Fresno, CA 93721 Modesto, CA 95256 

(209) 268·7021 • Fax 268-7126 (209) 545·1050 • Fax 545-1 147 
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Visaffa, CA 93291 
(209) 651-8280 • Fax 651-8288 

BAKERSFIELD SALINAS 
3701 Pegasus Drive, #124 520 4/A Crazy Horse Can)lon Ad. 

Bakersfield, CA 93308 Salinas, CA 93907 
(805) 393-508B • Fax 393-4643 (408) 449-5284 • Fax 449-5092 
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We would appreciate the opportunity to provide a proposal for chis additional service after 
construction documents are completed. Mr. Harry Moore with ow· finn (800-268-7021) will 
contact you in the near future regarding these services. 

We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to Lion's Gate Estate Partners, LLC. If you have 
any questions regarding this report, or if we can be of further assistance, please contact us at 
your convenience. 

Sincerely, 
THE T TT11>n""Tr, 

Kenneth J. Clark, CE 
Engineering Geologist 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The proposed Cordevalle Golf Club and Hotel will include a 70-foot diameter reinforced 
concrete potable water tank with an approximate capacity of 420,000 gallons. The tank will 
have an aluminum "TEMCOR" domed roof and a 36 mil Hypalon liner covering the sides and 
bottom of the tank. The tank is to be located in a gentle swale with approximately two-thirds 
of the tank height below the adjacent native grade level. The reinforced concrete walls will be 
supported on a 3-foot wide perimeter spread foundation. A french drain will be installed outside 
the entire perimeter of the reinforced concrete tank wall. The tank will have a perimeter access 
road surfaced with Type Il aggregate base. 

The Twining Laboratories, Inc. (Twining) was authorized on December 12, 1997. by Mr. 
Thomas Hix with Lion's Gate Estate Partners. LLC, to conduct this geotechnical engineering 
investigation. 

The purpose of this investigation was to provide geotechnical engineering parameters for 
earthwork, site preparation, and preliminary information for preparation of related construction 
documents. The investigation included a field exploration and laboratory testing program, 
evaluation of the data co11ected during the field and laboratory portions of the investigation, and 
preparation of this report. 

Reconnaissance of the site consisted of walking the site and noting visible surface and slope 
features . The reconnaissance was conducted by Mr. Kenneth Clark on July 7, 1998. Maximum 
native slopes within the swale at the proposed tank location range from about 4 horizontal (H) 
to I vertical (V) to 5H to IV. Our reconnaissance did not reveal evidence of existing slope 
failure near the proposed tank location. Native slopes in the area of the proposed tank appear 
relatively stable. 

On July 7, 1998 one (1) test boring was drilled near the proposed tank Jocation to a depth of 
41.5 feet below site grade (BSG). In addition, two (2) test pits were excavated below the 
proposed tank location to depths of 11 and 12 feet BSG. Soil samples were collected from the 
boring and pits for testing. 

Soil conditions encountered during the field investigation were relatively consistent across the 
project site. The near surface soils were silty sands to depths of about 1 to 2 feet BSG. 
Gravelly and sandy lean clays were encountered below the silty sands to depths of 5 to 7 feet 
BSG. The lean clay soils exhibit low to moderate shear strength and moderate compressibility 
characteristics. 

Weathered greenstone bedrock was encountered below the lean clays to the maximum depths of 
exploration in the boring and test pits. 

Based on the Potable TanJc Section diagram provided by PACE it appears the grading for the 
tank pad will extend to a maximum of about 24 feet below the existing site grade. Soil and 
rock conditions revealed in the test boring and test pits suggest variable degrees of weathering 
and generally rippable conditions for the greenstone bedrock to the anticipated elevations 
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required for pad preparation. However, du.ring test pit exploration, the backhoe was unable to 
excavate the pits to an even depth across the bottom of the test pits and encountered refusal at 
8 to 12 feet BSG on relatively fresh greenstone rock in some portions of pits. 

Field data suggests that some shallow groundwater may occur near the tank pad elevation. 
However, the amount of groundwater is anticipated to be relatively small and it appears that 
potential pore pressure and nuisance conditions would be adequately addressed by the french 
drain proposed outc;ide of the wall foundation. 

From a geotechnical standpoint, the site is suitable for the proposed tank provided the 
recommendations contained in this report are followed. 

We anticipate that the pad will be cut to a maximum depth of about 23 feet BSG to achieve the 
designed tank bottom surface (at the center of the tank) . The tank wan footings will be at depths 
ranging from about 10 to 23 feet below existing site grades. Field da.ta indicates the base of the 
footings will be on variably weathered greenstone bedrock. Conditions at the proposed footing 
depths are anticipated to be predominantly competent greenstone. However, due to the irregular 
weathering profile, some lean clay soils are anticipated. Where lean cla;' soils are exposed at 
the bottom of foundation excavations, these soils should be excavated down to firm rock material 
and the excavations should be backfilled with a lean (2-sack) cement slurry to establish a level 
foundation bottom. 

To address potential differential settlement of the tank bottom liner the taok pad should be 
prepared by ripping and moisture conditioning to a depth of 8 inches below pad grade and 
compacting soils as engineered fill. The intent of pad preparation is also to provide a uniform 
base free of sharp rocks which could puncture the bottom liner. 

After excavation of the tank pad, and prior to placement of footings and the bottom liner, the 
subgrade should be reviewed by our firm to confirm the removal of soft or pliant areas. 

A 25-fom high cut slope with a gradient of 2 horizontal (H) to 1 vertical (V) is proposed upslope 
of the tank. The majority of this cut is anticipated to be into weathered greenstone rock. Our 
observations of the greenstone rock materials exposed in test pits suggest that the proposed cut 
slope would be stable. 

For stability, permanent fill and cut slopes should be constructed at 2H to 1 V, horizontal to 
vertical, or flatter . Where fill is placed on native slopes steeper than SH: 1 V a minimum 6 foot 
wide keyway should be constructed at the toe of fill slopes. 
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Analytical results of a near surface soil sample indicate the soils are "mildly corrosive". Buried 
metal objects should be protected in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations based 
on a "mildly corrosive" corrosion potential of the soil. The evaluation was limited to the effects 
of soils to metal objects; corrosion due to other potential sources, such as stray currents and 
groundwater, was not evaluated. 

Corrosion of concrete due to sulfate attack is not anticipated based on concentration of sulfates 
indicating a "negligible" exposure, as detennined for the near-surface soils. Type I or II cement 
may be used as specified in Table No. 19-A-3 of the 1994 Uniform Building Code. 
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GEOTECHNICAL ENGINE.ERING INVESTIGATION 

PROPOSED POTABLE WATER TANK 

CORDEV ALLE GOLF CLUB AND HOTEL 

SAN MARTIN, CALIFORNIA 

Project Number: D34301.02 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This report presents the results of a geotechnical engineering investigation for the proposed 
proposed potable water tank to be located at the Cordevalle Golf Club and Hotel, Subdivision 
and Country Club, San Martin, California. 

The Twining Laboratories, Inc. (Twining) was authorized by written agreement on December 
12, 1997 by Mr. Thomas Hix, with Lion's Gate Estate Partners, LLC, to conduct this 
geotechnical engineering investigation. 

The contents of this report include the purpose of the investigation and the scope of services 
provided. The site history, previous studies, existing site features, and anticipated construction 
are discussed. In addition, a description of the investigative procedures used and the subsequent 
findings obtained are presented. Finally, the report provides an evaluation of the findings, 
general conclusions, and related recommendations. The three report appendices contain the 
drawings (Appendix A), the logs of test pits and borings (Appendix B), and the results of 
laboratory tests (Appendix C). 

The Geotechnical Engineering Division of Twining, headquartered in Fresno, California, 
perf onned the investigation. 

2.0 PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION 

The purpose of the investigation was to conduct a field exploration and laboratory testing 
program, evaluate the data collected during the field ana laboratory portio1.s of the investigation, 
and provide the following: 

a) General subsurface soil and groundwater conditions; 

b) Recommendations for site preparation including preparation of sub grade soils as 
well as placement, moisture conditioning, and compaction of engineered fill soils; 
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c) Recommendations for cut and fiJI slopes; 

d) Recommendations for temporary excavations and trench backfi.11; 

e) Geotechnical parameters for use in design of foundations; and 

f) Evaluation of soil corrosivity. 
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This report is provided specifically for the proposed potable water tank of the proposed 
Cordevalle Golf Club and Hotel, referenced in the Proposed Construction section of this report. 

This investigation did not include a geologic/seismic hazards evaluation, floodplain investigation, 
compaction tests, enviromnental investigation, environmental audit, or investigation of soil 
conditions for a tank access road. The Cordevalle Golf Club and Hotel will consist of the 
development of a 41-Jot residential development, 18 hole golf course and associated maintenance 
facilities , club house, tennis courts, overnight lodges, equestrian center, and winery. 

Our proposal, dated December 12, 1997, outlined the scope of our services. The actions 
undertaken during the investigation are summarized as follows. 

I . The following documents prepared by others were reviewed: 

o Prepurchase Site Assessment of Geologic Hazards, Ground Water Supply and 
Environmental/Toxic Contamination, Hayes Valley Property, Santa Clara, 
California, Project 4297, prepared for LAND USE, by TERRATECH, INC. , 
dated January 20, 1988; 

o Supplemental Geological Reconnaissance Investigation for Proposed Hayes Valley 
Dams, Santa Clara County, California, prepared by Kaldveer Associates 
Geoscience Consultants, dated August 4, 1989; 

o Geologic Input to Draft Environmental Impacted Report, Lion's Gate 
Development, project HRC-101B, prepared by Wahler Associates for HR 
Development Partners, dated April 17, 1990; 

o Geologic Input to EIR, prepared by ENGEO Incorporated, date April 13, 1993; 

o Geologic Feasibility Investigation, Golf Course Maintenance Building, The Lion's 
Gate Reserve, San Martin , California, Project 1385/60, prepared for Hayes 
Valley_ Development Partners, by Pacific Geotechnical Engineering, dated 
December 1995; 
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o Preliminary Geologic Feasibility Evaluation, Homesites on Parcels #24, #25, and 
#26, The Lion's Gate Reserve, San Martin, California, Project 138517G, 
prepared for Hayes Valley Development Partners, by Pacific Geotechnical 
Engineering, dated December 1995; 

o Geologic Feasibility Investigation, Clubhouse and Overnight Lodges, The Lion's 
Gate Reserve, San Martin, California, Project 1385/SG, prepared for Hayes 
Valley Development Partners, by Pacific Geotechnical Engineering, dated 
December 1995; 

o Administrative Draft Environmental Impact Report, Volume Ila Technical 
Appendices, Lion's Gate Reserve, dated December 1995; 

o Draft Environmental Impact Report, Volume Il Technical Appendices B through 
E, Lion's Gate Reserve, dated March 1996; and 

o Final Grading Plan, prepared by Pacific Advanced Civil Engineering, dated May 
5, 1998. 

II. The following geologic and geotechnical reports prepared by Twi._.ling were reviewed: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Report entitled Preliminary Geotechnical Engineering Investigation, Golf Course, 
dated March 18, 1997, and Addendums No. 1 and No. 2; 

Letter report entitled "Review of Site Geologic Conditions and Grading Plans, 
Golf Course Phase", dated May 6, 1997; 

Report entitled "Preliminary Geotechnical Engineering Investigation, Clubhouse 
and Overnight Lodges" (former proposed site), dated October 30, 1997; 

Letter report entitled "Preliminary Evaluation of Geotechnical and Geological 
Feasibility, Clubhouse and Overnight Lodge Area" (proposed new site), dated 
April 16, 1998; and, 

Geologic and Geotechnical Site Review: New Clubhouse ~nd Overnight Lodge 
Area, Cordevalle Golf Club and Hotel, dated May 29, 1998; 

m. A site reconnaissance and subsurface exploration were conducted. 

IV. Laboratory tests were conducted to determine selected physical and engineering 
properties of the subsurface soils. 
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V. Mr. Ron Davis (Lion's Gate Estate Partners, LLC), and Mr. Joseph Gutierrez (PACE) 
were consulted during the investigation. 

VI. The data obtained from the investigation were evaluated to develop an understanding of 
the subsurface conditions and engineering properties of the subsurface soils. 

VII. This report was prepared to present the purpose and scope, background illfonnation, field 
exploration procedures, findings, evaluation, conclusions, and recommendations. 

3.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The site history, previous studies, existing site features, and the anticipated construction are 
summarized in the following subsections. 

3.1 Site Histonr: The site appears to have been used for cattle grazing. No evidence 
of other site uses were noted during our field investigation . 

3.2 Previous Studies: It is our understanding that no other studies have been 
conducted specifically for the proposed potable water tank site. Numerous engineering, 
geological, and environmental studies have been conducted for other portions of the Cordevalle 
development. 

3.3 Site Description: The Cordevalle Golf Club and Hotel includes a 1,676 acre site 
of which 400 acres are to be developed, and the remainder is to remain undeveloped. The 
project site is located approximately west of the intersection of Highland and Turlock Avenues 
west of the City of San Martin in Santa Clara County, California. A site location map is 
presented on Drawing No. 1 in Appendix A. 

The potable water tank site is located on an eastward sloping swale, about 4 ,000 feet northwest 
of the intersection of Highland and Turlock Avenues, and about one-half mile north of the golf 
course. The swale slopes at about 4H to lV. The west edge of the proposed tank is 
approximately 125 feet downslope from the top of a broad ridgeline. 

Oak trees are present on the hillside near the near the proposed tank site. Dry brown grasses 
of up to 3 feet high covered the surface soils at the time of our field investigation. 

According to a geologic map of the site region prepared by Kaldveer Associat.es (scale: 1 inch 
= 500 feet, 1989) for the proposed Hayes Valley Dam, the tank. is located on Franciscan 
Complex greenstone. A serpentinite belt is located approximately 500 feet west of the proposed 
tank site. The nearest mapped active or potentially active fault is the Sergant f'ault, located 2.5 
miles east of the site. 
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3.4 Proposed Construction: We understand the proposed potable water tank will 
include a 70-foot diameter reinforced concrete walled tank with an approximate capacity of 
420,000 gallons. Approximately two•thirds of the tank height is below the adjacent native grade 
level. The tank will have an aluminum ''TEMCOR" domed roof and a 36 mil Hypalon liner 
covering the sides and bottom of the tank. An 8 ounce nonwoven gec.;:extile will be placed 
below the bottom portion of the tank liner. The bottom surface of the t.ank will be sloped 
toward the center at a 4H to 1 V gradient. The reinforced concrete walls will be supported on 
a 3-foot wide perimeter spread foundation. A french drain will be installed outside the entire 
perimeter of the reinforced concrete tank wall. 

A perimeter access road with a Class II aggregate base surface will be constructed around the 
t.ank. 

Drawing 3 in Appendix A presents a cross section of the tank. 

3.S Proposed Construction Gradina: Cuts of up to about 23 feet are proposed to 
achieve a level pad for the tank. The tank foundation is proposed to bear entirely on cut. Fills 
of about 2 co 5 feet are proposed along the downslope perimeter on the pad, beneath the 
perimeter access road. 

4.0 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES 

Tiie field exploration and laboratory testing program conducted for this investigation are 
summarized in the following subsections. 

4.1 Field Exploration: The field exploration consisted of a site reconnaissance, 
drilling of a test boring, excavation of test pits, and soil sampling. The test boring and test pit 
locations are shown on Drawing No. 2 in Appendix A. Due to the relatively steep gradient of 
ground surface at the proposed tank site, the drill rig could not access test boring locations 
within the tank footprint. However, one test boring was drilled approximately 120 west of the 
proposed west edge of the tank, near a level natural ridge. 

Test boring and pit locations were determined by pacing with reference to survey stakes placed 
at the center and on the perimeter of the proposed tanlc. The locations, as described, should be 
considered accurate to within 15 feet. 

4.1.1 Site Reconnaissance: The site reconnaissance consisted of walking the 
site and noting visible surface features . The reconnaissance was conducted by Mr. Kenneth 
Clark on July 7 1998. The features noted are described in the background information (Section 
3.0). 
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4.1.2 Drillina: Test Borina:s: On July 7, 1998 one (1) test boring. was drilled 
west of the proposed tank sit1!, approximately 120 feet from the edge of the proposed tank. The 
bori11g was advanced to a depth of 41.5 feet BSG. 

Under the direction of Twining' s engineering geologist, the test boring was drilled using a CME-
75 drill rig equipped with 6 5/8 inch hollow-stem augers . . The soils encountered in the test 
boring were logged by Twining's field engineer. The field soil classification was in accordance 

'1 with the Unified Soil Classification System and consisted of particle size, color, and other 
distinguishing features of the soil . 

?t 
I 

1 

The presence and elevation of free water, if any, in the 1:>orings were noted and recorded during 
drilling and immediately following completion of borings. 

Elevations of the test borings were not measured as a part of the investigation. The test borings 
were loosely backfilled with material excavated during the drilling operations; thus, some 
settlement should be anticipated. 

4.1.3 Excavation of Test Pits: On July 7, 1998, two (2) test pits were 
excavated beJow the plan area of the proposed tank. These pits were excavated to depths of 7 
and 10 feet BSG. Under the direction of a Twining engineering geologist, the test pits were 
excavated using a backhoe equipped with a 24 inch wide bucket. 

The test pits were loosely backfilled with excavation material; thus, some settlement should be 
anticipated. Portions of flbe pits located outside the cut areas should be re-excavated and 
Teplaced as engineered fill during earthwork operations. 

4.1.4 Soil Samplina: Standard penetiiation tests were conducted, and both 
disturbed and undisturbed soil samples were obtained. 

The standard penetration resistance, N-value, is define.d as the nwnber of blows required to drive 
a standard split barrel sampler into the soil. The standard split barrel sampler has a 2 inch O.D. 
and a 1-3/8 inch inside diameter (I.D.). The sampler is driven by a 140 pound weight free 
falling 30 inches. The sampler is lowered to the bottom of the bore hole and set by driving it 
an initial 6 inches. It is then driven an additional 12 inches and the number of blows required 
to advance the sampler the additional 12 inches is recorded as the N-value. 

Relatively undisturbed soil samples for laboratory tests were obtained by pushing or driving a 
California modified split ban:el ring sampler into the soil. The soil was retained in brass rings, 
2.5 inches O .D . and 1 inch in height. The lower 6 inch portion of the samples were placed in 
close-fitting, plastic, air-tight containers which, in turn, were placed in cushioned boxes for 
transport to the laboratory, 
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Soil samples obtained were taken to Twining's laboratory for classification and testing. 

4.2 Laboratory Testin&: The laboratory testing was programmed to determine 
selected physical and engineering properties of the soils underlying the site. The tests were 
conducted on disturbed and undisturbed samples representative of the subsurface material. 

The results of laboratory tests are summarized on Figure Nos. 1 through 4 in Appendix C. 
These data, along with the field observations, were used to prepare the final test boring and test 
pit logs in Appendix B. 

5.0 FINDINGS 

The findings of the field exploration and laboratory testing are summarized in the following 
subsections. 

5.1 Soil Profile: Silty sands were encountered from the ground surface to depths of 
approximately 1 to 2 feet BSG. The root systems of grasses and weeds along with desiccation 
cracking extended to depths of about 18 to 24 inches. Beneath the silty sands, the soils 
encountered were sandy and gravelly lean clays. Weathered greenstone bedrock was 
encountered at depths of 5 to 7 feet BSG, extending to the maximum depths explored in the test 
boring (41.5 feet BSG) and test pits (7 and 10 feet BSG). 

The foregoing is a general summary of the soil conditions encountered in the test pits drilled for 
this investigation. Detailed descriptions of the soils encountered at the test boring and test pits 
are presented on the logs of test borings in Appendix B. The stratification lines shown on the 
logs represent the approximate boundary between soil types; the actual in-situ transition may be 
gradual. 

S.2 Soil Engineerin& Properties: The natural moisture content measured in a sample 
of the silty sand was 5 percent. 

The natural moisture content measured in samples of the lean clay ranged from 2 to 13 percent. 
A maximum density/optimum moisture determination performed on one near-surface soil sample 
indicated a maximum dry density of 114.8 pounds per cubic foot at an optimum moisture content 
of 18.8 percent. 

The natural moisture content measured in samples of the weathered greenstone rock ranged from 
2 to 5 percent and one in-place density test revealed a dry density of 125 pounds per cubic foot. 
A direct shear test perfonned on a lean clay sample indicated and angle of internal friction of 
28 degrees, with a cohesion value of 369 pounds per square foot. The weathered greenstone 
soils exhibited moderate compressibility characteristics with the addition of moisture as indicated 
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by one consolidation test (about 8.2 percent consolidation under a load of 4 kips per square 
foot). Upon inundation, the soils exhibited low collapse potential (about 1.6 percent collapse 
under a load of 0.5 kips per square foot) . 

5.3 Groundwate1r Conditions: Groundwater was not encountered in the test pits 
excavated below the proposed tank location to a maximum depth of l O feet BSG. Wet soil and 
rock material was encountered at a depth of 35 feet (estimated to be 15 to 20 feet below existing 
site grade at the proposed ctmter of the tank. However, free groundwater was not encountered 
in the test boring to the maximum depth of exploration of 41.5 feet BSG. 

It should be recognized that water table elevations and potentiometric conditions fluctuate with 
time, since they are depe1adent upon seasonal precipitation, irrigation, land use, and climatic 
conditions as well as other factors . Therefore, water level observations at the time of the field 
investigation may vary from those encountered both during the constructio.;. phase and the design 
life of the project. The evaluation of such factors was beyond the scope of this investigation and 
report. 

6.0 EVALUATION 

The data and methodology used to develop conclusions and recommendations for project design 
and preparation of construction specifications are summarized in the following subsections. The 
evaluation was based upon the subsurface conditions detennined from the investigation and our 
understanding of the proposed construction. 

6.1 Soil, Rock, and Groundwat~r Conditions: The soil conditions encountered in 
the test boring and test pits were relatively consistent across the project site as indicated on the 
test boring and test pit logs (Appendix B). The near surface soils were silty sands to depths of 
about l to 2 feet BSG. Hard gravelly and sandy lean clays were encou,tered below the silty 
sands to depths of 5 to 7 feet BSG. Weathered greenstone bedrock was encountered below the 
lean clays to the maximum depths of exploration in the boring and test pits. The lean clay soils 
exhibit low to moderate shear strength and moderate compressibility characteristics. 

Bedrock was encountered during the field investigation at depths of 5 to 7 feet BSG. Based on 
the Potable Tank Section diagram provided by PACE it appears the grading for the tank pad will 
extend to a maximum of about 24 feet below the existing site grade. Soil and rock conditions 
revealed in the test boring and test pits suggest variable degrees of weathering and generally 
rippable conditions for the greenstone bedrock to the anticipated elevations required for pad 
preparation. However, dwing test pit exploration, the backhoe was unable to excavate the pits 
to a consistent depth, suggesting variable weathering conditions across the test pits, 
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Based on field data (subsection 5.3), and considering the proposed tank location near the top of 
a broad ridgeline, we anticipate that some shallow groundwater may occur near the tank pad 
elevation. However, the amount of groundwater is anticipated to be relatively small and it 
appears that potential pore pressure and nuisance conditions would be adequately addressed by 
the french drain proposed on the outside of the wall foundation. 

6.2 Stability of Native and Proposed Cut Slopes: Maximun1 native slopes within 
the swale at the proposed tank location range from about 4H to lV to SH to IV. Our 
investigation did not reveal evidence of existing slope failure near the proposed tank location. 
Native slopes in the area of the proposed tank appear relatively stable. 

A 25-foot cut slope with a gradient of 2H to 1 V is proposed upslope of the tank. The majority 
of this cut is anticipated to be into weathered greenstone rock. Our observations of the 
greenstqne rock materials exposed in test pits suggest that the proposed cut slope would be 
stable. 

6.3 Faults: The project site is located in a seismically active region with numerous 
active and potentially active faults. The nearest mapped active or potentially active fault is the 
Sergant Fault, located 2 .5 miles east of the site. Several bedrock faults associated with melange 
terrace have been mapped by others on the Cordevalle development site. Our review of data 
presented in geologic reports previously generated for the development project indicates that the 
bedrock faults in the site area are inactive. 

6.4 Liquefaction and Seismic Settlement: Seismic shaking may induce settlement 
of loose, unconsolidated sediments. This can occur in unsaturated and saturated granular soils. 
Considering the shallow bedrock below the tank site (absence of loose or granular soils), the 
potential for significant seismic induced settlement or liquefaction is considered very low. 

6,5 Site Preparation: Proposed grading indicated on the tank_ section plan (prepared 
by PACE, dated July 13, 1998) indicates that cuts of up to 23 feet will be required to construct 
the tank pad. Fills of up to about 5 feet are anticipated along the perimeter of the downslope 
portion of the access road. All fills should be placed as compacted engineered fill . Areas to 
receive fill soils should be prepared to receive these fills by stripping surface organics and loose 
soils, scarifying to a minimum depth of 8 inches and compacting as engineered fill. Due to 
organic material noted in the near surface soils, stripped soils are not considered suitable for use 
as fills in structural areas. 

Stripped topsoil may be stockpiled and reused in landscape areas or as erosion resistant materials 
at the discretion of the owner or residential development architect. It should be anticipated that 
topsoil will settle about 1 inch per foot of thickness of stripped soils as a result of decay of 
organic material. Therefore, it is also preferred that stripped soils not be placed in areas which 
will experience frequent foot traffic. These stripped soils should be placed in out-of-way areas 
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where the anticipated long term settlement will not pose a safety concern or require constant 
regrading. 

Often when fill soils are placed on sloping terrain, the filJ soils will migrate downhill due to 
gravity, with slippage occurring on the plane between the fill soils and the native subgrade. To 
reduce the potential for this movement, the fiH soils placed on slopes steeper than 5H: 1 V should 
be prepared to receive engineered by benching and keying into the stiff and competent native 
soils or bedrock to reduce the potential for a failure plane between the fill soils and the native 
materials. Based on the native slope grades at the site and the thickness of fill soils proposed, 
construction of one keyway will be required prior to placement of engineered fill. Keyway or 
benches should be a minimum of 6 feet wide. 

6.6 Cut and Fill Sfopes: For slope stability, pennanent slopes should be constructed 
such that both cut and fill slopes are 2H to 1 V or flatter. If slopes are to be graded steeper than 
2H to l V, these slopes should be evaluated by the geotechnical engineer 0,1 a case by case basis. 
It is anticipated that relatively steep temporary cut slopes of about 10 feet in height will be 
required for construction o1f the concrete wall footing and french drains. Observations of rest 
pits and soil and rock conditions suggest that near vertical cuts may be stable on a temporary 
bases. However, considel1'ing the weathered nature of the greenstone bedrock, temporary 
excavations in weathered rock should not be graded steeper than 3/4H to 1 V unless evaluated 
by a geotechnical engineer. Temporary excavations in soils should not be graded steeper than 
lH to 1 V unless evaluated by a geotechnical engineer. 

Rim-on of surface water onto the proposed 2H to 1 V cut slope could cause erosion, and 
increased moisture content and soil unit weight. These factors would tend to decrease the long 
term stability of the proposed cut slope. Accordingly, a brow ditch , should be provided to direct 
surface water away from the cut slope. In addition, the cut slope should be maintained and 
protected with proper cover, such as shallow rooted vegetation, to reduce erosion and aidt in 
stability. If the slope is landscaped, irrigation should be drip type or one with equivalent lack 
of runoff. 

6. 7 Tank Foundation and Bottom: Tank wall footings are proposed at depths 
ranging from about 10 to 23 feet below existing site grades. Test boring and test pit data 
indicate that the base of the footings will be on variably weathered greenstone bedrock. 
Conditions at the proposed footing depths are anticipated to be predominantly competent 
greenstone. However, dlle to the irregular weathering profile, some lean clay soils are 
anticipated. Where lean clay soils are exposed at the bottom of foundation excavations. these 
soils should be excavated down to firm rock material. The excavations should be backfilled with 
a low-compressib1e engineered fill material or lean (2-sack) cement slurry to establish a level 
foundation bottom. 
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The tank walls and bottom are to be lined with a 36 mil potable Hypalon material. Considering 
that variable weathered soil and rock conditions are anticipated at the bottom of the tank, some 
differential settlement of the bottom liner may occur. Although it is anticipated that the 
proposed bottom liner can accommodate some differential settlement, soil materials exposed on 
the tank pad should be prepared to so that a relatively smooth (regular) tank bottom surface is 
maintained during filling and operation· of the tank. Preparation should include ripping and 
moisture conditioning to a depth of 8 inches below pad grade and compac(-;ig soils as engineered 
fill. This would also provide a provide a uniform base relatively free of sharp rocks which 
could puncture the bottom liner. The liner manufacturer should be consulted to assess whether 
the site preparation recommendations are consistent with the tear resistance of the liner material. 

After excavation of the tank pad, and prior to placement of footings or liner, the subgrade 
should be reviewed by our finn to confirm the removal of soft or pliant areas. 

6.8 Corrosion Protection: The risk of corrosion of construction materials relates to 
the potential for soil-induced chemical reaction. The rate of deterioration depends on soil 
resistivity, texture, acidity, and chemical concentration. The evaluation of potential corrosion 
for the tank was based on the results of an analyses of a composite sample collected from the 
location of proposed lot 8 of the Cordevalle residential development, about 2,000 feet south of 
tank site. Review of soil chemical test data for similar soils in the Cordevalle project area 
suggest that these results represent soil chemical conditions at the subject site. 

Results of the analysis indicate a resistivity value of 21,600 ohms/cm and a pH value of 6 .0 . 
These values indicate the soils are "mildly corrosive". In addition, the results of the two soil 
sample analyses indicated a "none-detected" concentration of sulfate (less than the detection 
limits of 0.01 weight percent), and a chloride concentration of 0.0013 weight percent. We 
recommend that these soil corrosion data be provided to the manufacturer's or supplier's of 
materials that will be in contact with soils (pipes or ferrous metal objects, etc.) to provide 
assistance in selecting the protection and materials for the proposed products or materials. If 
the manufacturer's or supplier's cannot determine if materials are compatible with the soil 
corrosion conditions, a professional consultant, i .e. a corrosion engineer, with experience in 
corrosion protection should be consulted to provide design parameters. 

7.0 CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the data collected during the field and laboratory investigations, our geotechnical 
experience in the vicinity of the project site, and our understandiI..,g of the anticipated 
construction, we present the following general conclusions. 
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7 . 1 The site is suitable for the proposed construction with regard to support of the 
proposed tank, foundations, and concrete slabs-on-grade, provided the 
recommendations contained in this report are followed. It should be noted that 
the recommended design consultation and construction monitoring by Twining are 
integral to this conclusion. 

7 .2 The soil/rock conditions encountered comprised silty sands to depths of about 1 
to 2 feet BSG, underlain by lean clay to a depth of 5 to 7 feet BSG. Weathered 
greenstone li:>edrock was encountered below the lean clay to the maximum depth 
of exploration of 41.5 feet BSG. 

7 .3 Field data suggests that some shallow groundwater may occur near the tank pad 
elevation. The proposed french drain appears adequate to provide subsurface 
drainage away the wall foundation (retaining wall). 

7 .4 After excavation of the tank pad, and prior to placement of footings or liner, the 
subgrade should be reviewed by our firm to confirm the removal of soft or pliant 
areas. 

7 .S The bottom of the tank may be supported on hard greenstone, on low compressive 

7.6 

7.7 

7 .8 

7 .9 

engineered fill, or on a 2-sack sand cement slurry extending to hard greenstone 
rock (slurry required to fill areas of overexcavated highly weathered greenstone) . 

The tank pad should be prepared by moisture conditioning and compacting 
exposed native soils as engineered fill to a depth of 8 inches. 

Total and differential settlements for the proposed tank are estimated to be 1 inch 
or less. 

The potential for liquefaction and seismic settlement are very low based on the 
absence of granular soils at the site. 

Proposed pennanent slopes of 2H to 1 V or flatter are anticipated to remain stable 
during the design life of the structure. If permanent slopes are to be graded 
steeper than 2H to 1 V, these should be evaluated by the geotechnical engineer on 
a case by case basis. Temporary excavations in lean clay or silty sand soils 
should not be graded steeper than lH to l V . Temporary excavations in 
weathered rock should not be graded steeper than 3/4H to lV, unless evaluated 
by a geotechnical engineer. 
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7 .10 The analytical result of a soil sample analysis indicates that the near-surface soils 
exhibit a "mildly corrosive" corrosion potential to buried metal objects. 

7 .11 The analytical result of a soil sample analyses indicate sulfate concentrations of 
"none detected" and a chloride concentration of 0,0013 percent by dry weight. 
Therefore, a low potential for sulfate attack on reinforced concrete placed in the 
near-surface soils is anticipated. 

8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the evaluation of the field and laboratory data and our geotechnical experience in the 
vicinity of the project, we present the following recommendations for use in the project design 
and construction. However, this report should be considered in its entirety. When applying the 
recommendations for design, the background information, procedures used, findings, evaluationi 
and conclusions should be considered. The recommended design consultation and construction 
monitoring by Twining are integral to the proper application of the recommendations. 

8.1 Site Gradine and Drainaa:e 

8.1.1 Develop and maintain site grades which will drain surface runoff away 
from the tank walls - both during and after construction. Adjacent 
exterior finished grades should be sloped a minimwn of two percent for 
a distance of at least five feet away from the tank to preclude ponding of 
water adjacent to the tank. 

8. 1. 2 Landscaping after construction should direct rainfall and irrigation runoff 
away from the structure and not promote ponding of water adjacent to the 
structures. Care should be taken to maintain a leak-free sprinkler system. 

8.2 Site Preparation 

8.2.1 All topsoil, vegetation, organics, and debris should be removed from the 
proposed tank and roadway areas. The general depth of stripping should 
be sufficiently deep to remove the root systems and organic topsoils. For 
estimate purposes, a minimum stripping depth of 6 inches should be used. 
The actual depth of stripping should be reviewed by our firm at the time 
of construction. Deeper stripping may be requir(•d in localized areas. 
Stripping should extend laterally a minimum of 5 feet outside the tank and 
roadway perimeters. These materials will not be suitable for use as 
engineered fill; however, stripped topsoil may be stockpiled and reused in 
landscape areas at the discretion of the owner. It should be anticipated 
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8.3 

that topsoil will settle about l inch per foot of thickness as a result of 
decay of organic material. 

8.2.2 We anticipate that the pad will be cut to a maximum depth of about 23' 
feet to achieve the designed tank bottom surface. This excavation would 
remove the loose near surface silty sand soils. Along the perimeter of the 
pad (where fill is to be placed) care should be taken to remove the loose 
silty sand soils to a minimum depth of 1 foot BSG prior to placement of 
the fill. 

8.2.3 If fill soils are to be placed on slopes steeper than 5H:1V the slopes 
should be prepared to receive engineered keying into the stiff and 
competent native soils or bedrock at the to of the fill slope. 

8.2,4 After stripping, excavation of the tank pad, and ~:rior to placemem of 
engineered fill, the subgrade should be reviewed by Twining to confirm 
tbe removal of topsoil, organics, and soft or pliant areas . 

8.2.5 The bottoms of keyways and footings should be revfowed by Twining 
prior to placement of overlying materials. 

8 .2.6 The exposed ground surface in areas to receive engineered fill materiat 
should be scarified to a depth of 8 inches, moisture conditioned iu 
accordance with subsection 8. 3 .1, and compacted as engineered fill . The 
zone of scarification and compaction should extend laterally a minimum 
of 5 feet outside the perimeters of the fill area. The scarification and 
compaction should be conducted following stripping operations, removal 
of subsurface structures, over-excavation, and removal of all soft or pliant 
areas. 

8 .2. 7 AU fill required to bring the site to final grade should be placed as 
engineered fill . In addition, all native soils over-excavated should be 
compacted on-site as engineered fill . 

Enl:i,neered Fill 

8.3 .1 All fills should be placed as compacted engineered fill . The on-site soils 
and rock encountered are predominantly silty sands, lean clays, and 
weathered greenstone. The silty sand and lean clay soils will be suitable 
for use as fill material to support the structural loads, provided they are 
free of organics and debris and the moisture content of the soil is two to 
five percent over optimum moisture content at the time of placement for 
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the lean clays, or within 2 percent of optimum for the sandy soils. If soils 
other than those considered in this report are encountered, Twining should 
be notified to provide alternate recommendations. If the near surface silty 
sand soils are used, these soils should be moisture conditioned to within 
two percent of optimum moisture and compacted as engineered fill. 

8.3.2 The compactability of the native soils is dependent upon the moisture 
contents, subgrade conditions, degree of mixing, type of equipment, as 
well as other factors. The evaluation of such factors was beyond the 
scope of this report; therefore, we recommend that they be evaluated by 
the contractor during preparation of bids and construction of the project. 

8.3.3 Engineered fill soil should be placed in loose lifts approximately 8 inches 
thick, moisrure-conditioned to 2 to 5 percent above optimum, and 
compacted to a dry density of at )east 90 percent of the maximum dry 
density as determined by ASTM Test Method D1557-78. Additional lifts 
should not be placed if the previous lift did not meet the required dry 
density or if soil conditions are not stable. 

8.3.4 Backfill material behind the tank wall should be non-expansive sandy soils 
or crushed rock material. These non-expansive materials will have good 
draining characteristics. If an open graded material is used in the french 
drain, a filter fabric such as Mirifi 140NS sbou.;.d separate the drain 
material from the finer grained fill material to minimize mixing and 
volume losses. 

8.4 Tank Foundation and Bottom 

8.4.1 Structural loads from the tank may be supported on either a ring 
foundation, strip footings, or on gravel or sand over the native subgrade. 
Ring or strip foundations should be supported on a minimum of 12 inches 
of engineered fill . Spread and continuous footings, a minimum of 1 foot 
deep and l foot wide, may be designed for a maximum gross allowable 
soil bearing pressure of 3,000 pounds per square foot for dead-plus-live 
loads. Gross aUowable soil bearing pressure is the maximum contact 
pressure at the base of the foundations. These values may be increased 
by one-third for short duration wind or seismic loads. 

8.4.2 A structural engineer experienced in perimeter foundation design for tanks 
should recommend the reinforcement, thickness, design details and 
concrete specifications for the tank foundation. 
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8.4.3 A tot.al settlement of 1 inch should be anticipated for design. A 
differential settlement of 1 inch from the center to edge of the tank should 
also b<! anticipated for design. 

8.4.4 The tank bottom subgrade should be prepared by moisture conditioning 
and compacting soils as engineered fill to a depth of 8 inches. 

8.4.5 The tank connections to exterior structures and pipelines should be 
designed with flexible connections such that a minimum of 2 inches of 
settlement can occur without causing damage (more than the predicted 
settlements to allow for variances in the actual settlement). 

8.5 Frictional Coefficient and Earth Pressures 

8. 5 .1 The bottom surface area of concrete footings or concrete slabs in direct 
contact with engineered fill can be used to resist lateral loads (areas of 
slabs underlain by a synthetic moisture barrier cannot be considered). An 
ultimate coefficient of friction of 0.36, reduced by an appropriate factor 
of safety, can be used for design. 

8. 5. 2 The ultimate passive resistance of the native soils and engineered fill may 
be assumed to be equal to the pressure developed by a fluid with a density 
of 300 pounds per cubic foot. An appropriate factor of safety should be 
applied. 

8.5 .3 The passive pressure was calculated based on a minimum soil unit weight 
of 100 pounds per cubic foot. The soils within the passive zone at the 
foot of retaining walls (one footing width in front of the wall to a depth 
equal to the footing depth) should be tested to verify that the soils have the 
minimum unit weight of 100 pounds per cubic foot (with moisrure). If the 
soils have a unit weight of less than 100 pounds pe; cubic foot, the soils 
within this zone should be over-excavated and replaced as engineered fill . 
These soils should be tested prior to backfilling behind the wall. 

8.5.4 A minimum factor of safety of 1.5 should be used for the lateral 
resistance, or as required by the governing building codes. The frictional 
and passive resistance of the soil may be combined in determining the 
total lateral resistance. The upper 12 inches of subgrade should be 
neglected in determining the tot.al passive resistance. 
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8.5.5 The active and at-rest pressures of the native soils and engineered fill may 
be assumed to be equal to the pressures developed by a fluid with a 
density of 43 and 65 pounds per cubic foot, respectively. These pressures 
assume level ground surface and do not include the surcharge effects of 
construction equipment, loads imposed by nearby foundations and 
roadways and hydrostatic water pressure. 

8.5.6 The active and at-rest pressures were calculated based on a maximum soil 
unit weight of 130 pounds per cubic foot. The compacted soils behind the 
retaining walls should not have a compacted unit weight above 130 pounds 
per cubic foot (with moismre). If the soils have a unit weight of greater 
than 130 pounds per cubic foot, the soils should be over-excavated and 
replaced at a lower degree of compaction. If the backfill soils must be 
placed at a unit weight of over 130 pounds per cubic foot to achieve 
minimum compaction requirements the material should not be used as 
backfill behind retaining walls. 

8.5.7 The at-rest pressure should be used in determining lateral earth pressures 
against walls which are not free to deflect. For walls which are free to 
deflect at least one percent of the wall height at the top, the active earth 
pressure maybe used. 

8.6 Temporary Excavations 

8.6.1 It is the responsibility of the contractor to provide safe working conditions 
with respect to excavation slope stability. 

8.6.2 Temporary excavations should be constructed in accordance with 
CALOSHA requirements. Temporary cut slopes in weathered rock should 
not be steeper than 3/4H to 1 V, and flatter if possible. Temporary cut 
slopes in lean clay or silty sand soils should not be steeper than lH to 1 V. 
If excavations can not meet this criteria, the temporary excavations should 
be shored. 

8.6.3 Shoring systems, if used, should be designed by an engineer with 
experience in designing shoring systems and registered in the State of 
California. 
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8.7 .1 The type of pipe bedding, the initial backfiU and compaction requirements 
of bedding and initial backfill material should be specified by the project 
Civil Engineer based on either the manufacturers requirements, or ASTM 
D-2321 for flexible polyvinylchloride (PVC) pipe, whichever is more 
stringent. 

8. 7 .2 Utility trench backfiJl placed in or adjacent to building areas, exterior 
slabs or pavements should be moisture conditioned to within two percent 
of the optimum moisture content and compacted to at least 92 percent of 
the maximum dry density as determined by ASTM Test Method D1557-
78. The contractor should use appropriate equipment and methods to 
avoid damage to utilities and/or structures during placement and 
compaction of the backfill materials. 

8. 7. 3 When utility trench backfills are detennined by Twining to be 
nonstmctural backfills, they should be compacted to a minimum of 90 
percent of the maximum dry density as determined by ASTM Test Method 
D1557-78. 

8. 7 .4 Trench backfill should be placed in 8 inch lifts, moisture conditioned to 
within 2 percent of optimum and compacted to achieve the minimum 
relative compaction. Lift thickness can be increased if contractor can 
demonstrate the minimum compaction requirements can be achieved. 

8. 7. 5 On-site soils and approved imported engineered fill may be used as final 
backfill in trenches. 

8. 7. 6 Jetting of trench backfill is notrecommended to coit';;>act the backfill soils. 

8.8 Cut and Fill Slopes 

8. 8.1 For 1;taibility, permanent fill and cut slopes should be constructed at 2H to 
IV, or flatter. 

8 .8.2 Where fill is placed on native slopes steeper than 5H to IV, a minimum 
6 foot wide keyway should be constructed at the toe of fill slopes. 
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8.8.3 Based on the narure of the slopes in the vicinity of the tank pad a 
minimum setback of 20 feet should be sufficient. This setback could be 
adjusted based on our review of the final grading plans. The setback 
should be measured between the bottom of the tank foundation, 
horizontally to the ·slope face. 

8.8.4 Develop and maintain site grades which will drain s~1.rface and roof runoff 
away from the slopes both during and after construction. 

8.8.5 The slopes should be graded to promote sheet type flow. Brow ditches 
should be constructed at the top of the cut slope to intercept potential 
runon water and channel it away from the slope faces. 

8. 8. 6 A shallow rooted ground cover type of vegetation should be planted on the 
slopes to prevent erosion and aid in stability. Areas particularly 
susceptible to erosion and not amenable to successful vegetation should be 
protected with other techniques such as the use of jute netting or geotex:tile 
erosion control mats. Irrigation should be of a drip type or micro 
sprinkler system which does not generate surface runoff. 

8 .8.7 During earthwork operations, keyways should be observed by our firm to 
detennine if the subsurface conditions are compatible with those used in 
our evaluation and design. 

8.9 Corrosion Protection 

8.9.1 Based on the ASTM Special Technical Publication 741 and the analytical 
results of a near surlace soil sample, the soils range are "mildly 
corrosive" . Buried metal objects should be protected in accordance with 
the manufacturer's recommendations based on a "corrosive" corrosion 
potential of the soil. The evaluation was limited to the effects of soils to 
metal objects; corrosion due to other potential sources, such as stray 
currents and groundwater, was not evaluated. 

8.9.2 Corrosion of concrete due to sulfate attack is not anticipated based on 
concentration of sulfates indicating negligible exposure, as determined for 
the near-surlace soils. Type I or II cement .may be used as specified in 
Table No. 19~A-3 of the 1994 Uniform Building Cxle. 
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8.9.3 We recommend that these soil corrosion data be provided to the 
manufacturer's or supplier's of materials that will be in contact with soils 
(pipes or ferrous metal objects, etc.) to provide assistance in selecting the 
protection and materials for the proposed products or materials. If the 
manufacturer's or supplier's cannot determine if materials are compatible 
with the soil corrosion conditions, a professional consultant, i.e. a 
corrosion engineer, with experience in corrosion protection should be 
consulted to design parameters. 

9.0 DESIGN CONSULTATION 

9 .1 Twining should be provided the opportunity to review those portions of the 
contract drawings and specifications that pertain to earthwork and foundations 
prior to finalization to determine whether they are consistent with our 
recommendations. This service is part of this current con~ractual agreement. 

9.2 It is the client's responsibility to provide plans and specification documents for 
our review prior to their issuance for construction bidding purposes. 

9 .3 If Twining is not afforded the opportunity for review, we assume no liability for 
the misinterpretation of our conclusions and recommendations. This review is 
documented by a fonnal plan/specification review report provided by Twining . 

10.0 CONSTRUCTION MONITORING 

10.l It is recommended that Twining be retained to observe the excavation, earthwork, 
and foundation phases of work to determine that the subsurface conditions are 
compatible with those used in the analysis and design. 

10 .2 Twining can conduct the necessary observation, field testing services and provide 
results so that action necessary to remedy indicated deficiencies can be taken in 
accordance with the plans and specifications. Upon completion of the work, we 
will provide a written summary of our observations, field testing and conclusions 
regarding the conformance of the completed work to the intent of the plans and 
specifications. This service is not, however, pa.rt of this current contractual 
agreement. 
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10.3 The construction monitoring is an integral part of this investigation. This phase 
of the work provides Twining the opportunity to verify the subsurface conditions 
interpolated from the soil test pits and make alternative recommendations if the 
conditions differ from those anticipated. 

10.4 If Twining is not afforded'the opportunity to provide engineering observation and 
field testing services during construction activities related to earthwork, 
foundations, pavements and trenches; then, Twining will ~ot be responsible for 
compliance of any aspect of the construction with our recommendations or 
perfoanance of the structures or improvements if the recommendations of this 
report are not followed. We recommend that if a finn other than Twining is 
seJected to conduct these services that they provide evidence of professional 
liability insurance of at least $1,000,000 and review this report. After their 
review, the firm should, in writing, state that they understand and agree with the 
conclusions and recommendations of this report and agree to conduct sufficient 
observations and testing to ensure the construction complies with this report' s 
recommendations. Twining should be notified, in writing, if another firm is 
selected to conduct observations and field testing services prior to construction. 

10.5 Upon the completion of work, a final report should be prepared by Twining per 
the requirements of the Uniform Building Code, Chapter 33A, "Excavation and 
Grading," Section 3318 .1, "Final Reports". This report is essential to ensure that 
the recommendations presented are incorporated into the project construction, and 
to note any deviations from the project plans and speci.'.ications. The client 
should notify Twining upon the completion of work to provide this report. This 
service is not, however, part of this current contractual agreement, 

.. J 11.0 NOTIFICATION AND LIMITATIONS 

11.1 The conclusions and recommendations presented in this report are based on the 
information provided regarding the proposed construction, and the results of the 
field and laboratory investigation, combined with interpolation of the subsurface 
conditions between test pit locations. 

11.2 The nature and extent of subsurface variations between test pits may not become 
evident until construction. 

11.3 If variations or undesirable conditions are encountered during construction, 
Twining should be notified promptly so that these conditions can be reviewed and 
our recommendations reconsidered where necessary. It should be noted that 
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unexpected conditions frequently require additional exE,..::nditures for proper 
construction of the project. 

11.4 If the proposed construction is relocated or redesigned, or if there is a substantial 
lapse of time between the submission of our report and the start of work (over 12 
months) at the site, or if conditions have changed due to natural cause or 
construction operations at or adjacent to the site, the conclusions and 
recommendations contained in this report sbould be considered invalid unless the 
changes are reviewed and our conclusions and recommendations modified or 
approved in writing. 

11 .5 Changed site conditions, or relocation of proposed structures, may require 
additional field and laboratory investigations to determine if our conclusions and 
recommendations are applicable considering the changed conditions or time lapse. 

11.6 

11 .7 

The conclusions and recommendations contained in this report are valid only for 
the project discussed in Section 3.4 , Proposed Construction. The use of the 
infonnation and recommendations contained in this report for structures on this 
site not disclllSsed herein or for structures on other sites not discussed in 
Section 3.3, Site Description is not recommended. The entity or entities that use 
or cause to use this report or any portion thereof for another structure or site not 
covered by 1this report shall hold Twining, its officers and employees harmless 
from any and all claims and provide Twining's defense in the event of a claim. 

This report is issued with the understanding that it is the responsibility of the 
client to transmit the infonnation and recommendations of this report to 
developers, owners, buyers, architects, engineers, designers, contractors, 
subcontractors, and other parties having interest in the project so that the steps 
necessary to carry out these recommendations in the design, construction and 
maintenance of the project are taken by the appropriate party. 

11.8 This report presents the results of a geotechnical engineermg investigation only 
and should not be construed as an environmental audit or study. 

11 .9 Our professional services were performed, our findings obtained, and our 
recommendations prepared in accordance with generally-accepted engineering 
principles and practices in Santa Clara County as of June 1998. This warranty 
is in Jieu of all other warranties either expressed or implied. 
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11.10 Reliance on this report by a third party (i.e. , that is not a party to our written 
agreement) is at the party's sole risk. If the project and/or site is purchased by 
another party, the purchaser must obtain written authorization and sign an 
agreement with Twining in order to rely upon the infonnation provided in this 
report for design or construction of the project. 

We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to Lion's Gate Estate Partners. LLC. If you have 
any questions regarding this report, or if we can be of further assistance., please contact us at 
your convenience. 

Sincerely, 
THE TWINING LABORATORIES, 

Kenneth J. Clar 
Engineering Geologist 
Ge-0technical E ineering 

~ .·· 
. Kraute~, IJll. ..... ,. ...... • ~ 

Manager - ~ 

Geotechnical Engineering Division 

/\tilt.S LA.9, 

Nil. EG H3o4 
CERi!FH:D 
NGl'.·'.EERI 

-~1 
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APPENDIXB 

LOG OF TEST BORINGS AND PITS 

This appendix contains the final logs of borings. These logs represent our interpretation of the 
contents of the field logs and the result~ of the field and laboratory tests. 

The boring logs and related information depict subsurface conditions only at these locations and 
at the particular time designated on the logs. Soil conditions at other locations may differ from 
conditions occurring at these test boring locations. Also, the passage :"If time may result in 
changes in the soil conditions at these test boring locations. 

In addition, an explanation of the abbreviations used in the preparation of the logs and a 
description of the Unified Soil Classification System are provided at the end of Appendix B. 



SOIL TEST BORING SYMBOLIC LOG 
BORING 8-1 

Project: Cordevalle Potable Water Tank 

Location: San Martin, CA 

Project Number: TL 034301.02A 

Date: 07 /Q7 /98 

Logged By: M. Sekhon 

Drilled By: T. Conley 

Drill Type: CME 75 

Auger Type: 6-5/8" OD HSA 
SOIL SYMBOLS 

Elevation: n/a 

Depth to Groundwater: NE 

Cased to Depth: n/a 

Hammer Type: CME Trip 

ELEVATION/ 
DEPTH 
lfeeO 

SAMPLER SYMBOLS uses Soil Description Remarks Molature 
N-velu• Content % 

0 

5 

AND FIELD TEST DATA 

17/6 
25/6 
32/6 

50/5 

SM SAND, Silty with gravels; 
.. ·ci". ··: very dense, slightly moist, 

··.~.i~~~Q~~.if!~~ •. _l_ip~~-~~~X'"'.~ .. ..... . 
LEAN CLAY with gravels; 
hard, slightly moist, low 
plasticity, brown 

.... ..... . ... Q.r.~~~1. -~~~-~~!~~ . i.r:i.~r~~-~-~ .... ... .. . . 

57 2 

2 DD= 125.7 pcf > 100 
(/>== 28° 

weathered greenstone, very c = 369 psf 

10 

15 

20 

26 

30 

5/6 
50/5 

28/6 
40/2.5 

10/6 
33/6 
26/6 

11/6 
29/6 
20/1 

7/6 
12/6 
22/6 

dense, damp, pale olive 

stiffness decrease, moisture 
increase, gravel fraction 
decrease 

Notes: Approximately 120 feet west of edge of tank. 

>100 4 

> 100 3 

69 6 

> 100 2 

34 

Figure Number 8-1 
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SOIL TEST BORING SYMBOLIC LOG 
BORING B-1 

Project: Cordevaf le Potable Water Tank 

Location: San Martin, CA 

Project Number: TL D34301.02A 

Date: 07/07/98 

Logged By: M. Sekhon 

Drilled By: T . Conley 

Drill Type: CME 75 

Auger Type: 6-5/8" OD HSA 
ELEVATION/ 

DEPTH 
(feet) 

36 

40 

46 

50 

66 

60 

65 

SOIL SYMBOLS 
SAMPLER SYMBOLS uses 

AND FIELD TEST DATA 

50/5 

24/6 
30/6 

~~-46/6 

Soll Description 

Elevation: n/a 

Depth to Groundwater: NE 

Cased to Depth: n /a 

Hammer Type: CME Trip 

Remarks Mollture 
N•velue Cont■nt % 

water content increase, wet 
soil > 100 

76 

Bottom of Boring 

Notes: Approximately 120 fee,t west of edge of tank. 

Figure Number 8-1 
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SOIL TEST BORING SYMBOLIC LOG 
BORING TP- 1 

Project: Cordevalle Potable Water Tank 

Location: San Martin, CA 

Project Number: TL O 34301 . 0 2A 

Date: 07 /07 /98 

Logged By: K. Clark 

Drilled By: n/a 

Drill Type: Backhoe 

Auger Type: n/a 
ELEVATION/ I SOIL SYMBOLS 

DEPTH SAMPLER SYMBOLS 
( fH1) ANO FIELD T EST DA TA 

-o 

. . . . . 

~ ~ ,- 6 

-10 

-15 

1-20 

._ 26 

- 30 

uses 

- ·········· SM 

- ·········· 
CL 

- ········· · 

Elevation: n/a 

Depth to Groundwater: NE 

Cased to Depth: n/a 

Hammer Type: n/a 

Soil Description Remarks N-valu• 

································ ·········· ···'· 
SAND, Silty; damp, brown to 
yellow brown, rootlets and 

.. -~-~~!~.<!~!P.~ .. ~t~~~~- .. .... ' ....... ' .. ' . 
LEAN CLAY, Sandy; moist, 
coarse sand with scattered 
gravel, moderate plasticity, 
reddish brown 

···················· ··· ·· ·················· ··· 
Weathered rock, greenstone, 
highly weathered zones are 
silty clay, low plasticity, 
pale olive, very hard digging 
for backhoe at 9 .5 f eet below 
site grade 

Bottom of Test Pit 

Moleture 
Content % 

6 

13 

4 

Notes: Center of proposed tank. 

Figure Number 8-2 
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SOIL TEST BORING SYMBOLIC LOG 
BORING TP-2 

Project: Cordevalle Potable Water Tank 

l ocation: San Martin, CA 

Project Number: TL 034301 .02A 

Date: 07 /07 /98 

l ogged By: K. Clark 

Drilled By: n/a 

Drill Type: Backhoe 

Auger Type: n/a 
ELEVATION/ I SOIL SYMBOLS 

DEPTH SAMPLER SYMBOL$ 
!feet) AND FIELD TEST DATA 

-o .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -

~ - % 
-6 

-

-

,_ ,o 

. 

-

-16 

1--

t-20 

. 

1--

.... 26 

-

-
,_ 30 

-

-

-

uses 

..... .. ... 
SM 

..... ..... 
CL 

.. ...... .. 

Elevation: n/a 

Depth to Groundwater: NE 

Cased to Depth: n/a 

Hammer Type: n/a 

Soil Description Remarks N•velue 

·· ··· · ·· ····· ····· ········ · ·· ······· ···· ·· ···· 
SAND, Silty; damp, yellow 
brown, fine sand with some 

•. gtavel, roots and desication 
··.~r~~l:t.~ ........ ... ........... .... ......... 
LEAN CLAY, gravelly; moist, 
reddish brown 

•••• • ••• •• • •• • ••••• I• • ••• • •••••••••••••••• •• ••• 

Weathered rock, greenstone, 
highly weathered zones are 
silty clay, low plasticity, 
pale olive, hard digging with 
backhoe at 6' below site 
grade 

Bottom of Test Pit 

Mola,1.11• 
Content% 

Notes: 75 feet east of center of proposed tank location. 

Figure Number B-3 
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KEY TO SYMBOLS 
Symbol Description 

strata symbols 

SAND, Silty (SM) 

LEAN CLAY (CL) 

Basalt (or generic rock) 

■ 
Weathered Rock 

Misc. symbols 

---1\-- Boring continues 

soil samplers 

~ standard penetration test 

Notes: 

Symbol DescriptioJ'I 

California Modified 
split barrel ring 
sampler 

1. Test borings were drilled on 07/07/98 using a Backhoe 
equipped with n/a. 

2. Groundwater was not encountered during drilling operations . 

3 . Boring locations were located by measuring wheel with reference 
to. 

4. These logs are subject to the limitations, conclusions, and 
recommendations in this report. 

5. Results of tests conducted on samples recovered are reported 
on the logs. Abbreviations used are: 

DD= Natural dry density 
UC= Unconfined compression {psf) 
-4 = Percent passing #4 sieve (I) 

-200 = Percent passing #200 sieve(%) 
SR= Soil resistivity (ohm-cm) 

c = cohesion (psf) 
TS= Field Torvane Shear Strength 

test (tsf) 
ND = None Detected 

LL= Liquid limit(%) 
PI= Plasticity index(%) 
pH= Soil pH 
ss = Soluble sulfates(%) 
Cl= Soluble chlorides (%) 
~=Angle of internal 

friction (degrees) 
NE= None ~ncountered 

THE TWINING LABORATORIES, INC. 



C-1 D34301 . 02-06 

APPENDIXC 

RESULTS OF LABORATORY TESTS 

This appendix contains the individual results of the following tests. The results of the moisture 
content and dry density tests are included on the test boring logs in Appendix B. These data, 
along with the field observations, were used to prepare the final test boring logs in Appendix 
B. 

These Included: 

Natural Moisture 
(ASTM D2216) 

Natural Density 
(ASTM D2216) 

Direct Shear 
(ASTM D3080) 

Consolidation 
(ASTM D2435) 

Moisture-Density 
Relationship 
(ASTM D1557) 

Number of Tests: 

9 

l 

1 

1 

1 

To Determine: 

Moisture contents representative of field conditions 
at the time the sample was taken. 

Dry unit weight of sample re;?resentative of in·situ 
or in-place undisturbed condition. 

Soil shearing strength under varying loads and/ or 
moisture conditions. 

The amount and rate at which a soil sample 
compresses when loaded, and the influence of 
saturation on its behavior. 

The optimum (best) moisture content for 
compacting soil and the maximum dry unit weight 
(density) for a given compactive effort. 



C-2 D34301. 02-06 

These Included: Number of Tests: To Detennine: 

Sulfate Content 
(ASTM D4327) l Percentage of water-soluble sulfate as (SO4) in soil 

samples. Used as an indication of the relative 
degree of sulfate attack on concrete and for 
selecting the cement type. 

Chloride Content 
(ASTM D4327) 1 Percentage of soluble chloride in soil. Used to 

evaluate the potential attack on encased reinforcing 
steel. 

Resistivity 
(ASTM D1125) 1 The potential of the soil to corrode metal. 

j pH (ASTM D4972) 1 The acidity or alkalinity of subgrade material. 

-~ 
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COMPRESSIVE STRESS IN KSF 

0 
1<r1 1 10 102 

.62' 

.., J 

2 "" 
~ 

,, 
', 

~ ~ 

~ .(. 

) 

\ .,es 

~ \ 0 

~ ~ 
\ 8 

~ 6 .• 38 ~ 

\ cc; 
~ 
Cl.. 

~ 

a , \ .•02 --. -...... --l > 

10 .372 

BORING . 8-1 DESCRIPTION : . 
DEPTH (ft) : 5.0-5.5 LIQUID LOOT = 
SPEC. GRAVITY : 2.73 PLASTIC LIMIT : 

MOISTURE DRY DENBm PERCENT VOID 
CONTENT (11) (pcf) SATURATION RATIO 

lN1TW, 12.7 110.7 64 .524 

FlNAL 15.3 120.2 100 .404 

Remark : TEST METHOD: AST14 D2455 MOISTURE INCREASE AT 0.6 KSF 

D34301.02 PROPOSED WATERTANK 

The Twining 
Labs Inc. CONSOLIDATION TEST Figure No. 1 

Fresno, CA 



UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION 

COBBLES 
GRAVEL SAND 

SILT OR CLAY 
.I MEDIUM COARSE flNE FINE 

lJ.S. SIEVB SIZE lH INCHES tr.S. ST.ANDJ.RD SIEVE Bo. BYDBOJa:TER I 

s s/4 s/e " 10 20 40 80 140 200 I 
l 

100 

' 
0 

I 
\ I 

\ I 

I 
80 ~ 

\ 
20 

E--t I 

~ 
I = I e 

~ = 
~ 80 \ ~ 

\ l 40 a t!J I 

!i ~ 
I 

t:ll I ~ fa;l 
~ I 

E--t 40 60 ~ z 
l"a:l 
0 
~ ~ 
l"a:l l';a;1 
ll4 ll4 

20 80 

l 
I 

100 I 
0 I 

10°8 
. 

1'oa 
. I • • I . 1' • 1b-8 1cr8 I 10 1 1(; 

GRAIN SIZE IN MJIJJMETER 

I 

~AA I SYllBOL BORING ,s ,s DESCRIPTION 
' 

0 TP-1 4.0-5,3 SILT, Sandy (ML) I 

I 
I 
I 

Remark : TEST METHOD: ASTJ4 D4-22 

D34301.02 PROPOSED WATERTANK 

The Twinin, 

I Labs Inc. GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION Figure No. 2 
Fresno. CA I 
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.! 

I 
,I 

1 
J 

2.0 
I / ' 
' / 

1.0 
/ 

.,, 

/ 
' 

/ 
...... 

/ .,,,,, 

.0 
.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 

NORMAL STRESS IN KSF 

.o..,.__ ......... _--L. _ ____....___..,__ _ _._ _ __._ __ ..___..,___--'-_--' 

.00 

BORING/SAMPLE 
DESCRIPTION 

.10 .20 .30 .40 

HORIZONTAL DEFORMATION IN INCH 

: B-1 DEPTH (ft) 5-5. 5 

STRENGTH INTERCEPT (C) 
FRICTION ANGLE (PHI) 

.369 

28.1 
KSF 
DEG (PEAK STRENGrn) 

MOISTURE DRY DENSITY VOID NORMAL PEAK 
SYMBOL CONTENT (•) (pcf) RATIO STRESS ~ksf) S,:iEAR {ks!2 

0 28.7 103.6 .626 1.00 .93 

□ 30.8 104-.6 .611 2 .00 1.38 
t::,,. 31.2 102.3 .647 3.00 2.00 

Remark: TEST METHOD: ASTll D30B0 

D34301.02 PROPOSED W'ATERTANK 

RESIDUAL 
SHEAR (ksf2 

.90 

1.31 

1.9J 

The Twining 
Labs Inc. 

Fresno, CA 
DIRECT SHEAR TEST Figure No. 3 
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PROCTOR TEST REPORT 

125 

' ' ' ,\.. 
" ... 120 ,,_. 

' ' '\ 
r\. ..... 1.15 u r""III, \. a. ... "-.. ' >, ~ ' ., 

' .,., .. 
Cl) 

' C 
(l) 110 

' -0 

>, ' L ['-0 

" 105 

100 
:12 14.5 17 19.5 22 24 . 5 

Water content, % 

"Modified" Proctor, ASTM D 1557, Method A 

Elev/ Classification Nat. Sp.G. LL PI 
Depth uses AASHTO Moist. 

2-6.0 2.70 

TEST RESULTS MATERIAL 

Optimum moisture= 18 . 8 % CLAY 

Maximum dry c!ens i ty = 114.8 pcf 

Project No.: D34301. 02 Remarks: 

Project: PROPOSED WATERTANK 

Lo cat ion: TP-1 

SAN MARTIN. CALIFORNIA 

Date: AUGUST 6, '.,::198 

PROCTOR TEST AEPOAT 

THE TWINING LA BORA TORIES. I NC. Figure No. 

I 

l 

I 
I 

( 

t 

I 

I 

I 
'- , ... I ZAV for 

' Sp.G.= 

3 .00 

I 
27 I 

I 
,~ > % < 

No .4 No. 200 1 

I 

DESCRIPTION I 

I 

I 

I 

4 I 
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29 May 1998 

Mr. Bert Verrips 
Nolte and Associates, Inc. 
l N. First Street, Suite 450 
San Jose, CA 95113 
voice: 510.652.1666 
facsimile: 510.547.6677 

H.T.HARVEY & ASSOCIATES 

ECOLOGICAL CONSULTANTS 

SUBJECT: Hayes Valley (Lions Gate): reconnaissance-level biotic constraints survey 

Dear Mr. Verrips: 

We have finished our reconnaissance-level field survey of the project modification areas. 
Two specific areas were surveyed, including: (1) the newly-proposed location of the 
water tank/access road, and; (2) winery site. The purpose of our survey was to 
determine if these proposed changes to the original project resulted in significant impacts 
to biotic resources on site. Survey personnel included Dr. Patrick Boursier, plant 
ecologist. A detailed project description and field review of each location was supplied 
by Mr. Ron Davis. Both of these two sites occur within the project boundaries 
intensively surveyed by H. T. Harvey & Associates staff in 1994-95 in preparation of our 
report entitled Hayes Valley, Biological Resources Report (30 Nov 95; PN 385-1 I). 
Each of the project modification sites are discussed below. 

1. Water Tank/Access Road: The water tank/access road complex occurs within a 
habitat identified in our 1995 report as non-native annual grassland, and valley oak 
woodland. The access road will utilize a currently-existing, unimproved dirt road. 
The access road will cross a single seasonal drainage channel with an existing 
culverted crossing. The road and crossing will be upgraded to handle increased traffic 
and may result in relatively minor impacts to seasonal wetland habitats within the 
drainage (on the order of 10-25 square feet). It is our understanding that the steep 
portion of the existing road will remain as dirt or gravel during and after construction, 
some minor tree trimming of lower branches may be necessary to create a greater 
clearance for construction vehicles, no trees will be removed, and the only impact will 
include relatively minor loss of non-native annual grassland associated with the 
footprint of the proposed water tank. This proposed modification will not result in 
any additional direct or indirect impacts to biotic resources. 

2. Winery Site: The winery site which includes a wine processing facility and minor 
planting of vineyards for aesthetic purposes occurs within the non-native annual 
grassland habitat. Our understanding is that no trees will be removed and 

D Alviso Office D Fresno Ottice 
906 Elizabeth S:reet • P.O. Box 1180 423 West Fallbrook, Suite 206 

•.1V1s0, CA 95002 • 408-263-1814 • Fax: 408-263-3823 F-resno, CA 93711 • 209-449-1423 • Fax: 209-449-82'18 



construction will not result in any additional impacts to wetland habitats. This 
proposed modification will not result in any additional direct or indirect impacts to 
biotic resources. 

In summary, the proposed modifications discussed above will not result in significant 
impacts to existing biological resources, beyond those already identified and addressed in 
the approved Environmental Impact Report. 

If you our your staff have any questions please feel free to contact me or Rick Hopkins. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick J. Boursier, Ph.D. 
Division Head, Botany and Wetlands 

II. T. I/AR\ 'LT & .4. .\'SOCIATt::S 
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Mr. Bert Verrips 
Nolte and Associates 
I North First Street 
Suite 450 
San Jose, CA 95113 

29 May. 1998 

RE: Review of Previous Cultural Resources Studies 
Proposed Location of Water Tank and Winery 
Lions Gate/Cordevalle Project, Santa Clara County 

Dear Mr. Verrips, 

~ASIN 
RESEARCH 
ASSOCIATES 

1933 DAVIS STREET 
SUITE 210 

SAN LEA,'IDRO. CA 945n 
VOICE (SI0J 430-8441 

FAX (SI0) 430·8•0 

Please let this letter serve as our review of the proposed location changes for the Water Tanlc and 
Winery for the above project. 

As you are aware, the project is situated in an area which has undergone a number of archival 
reviews and archaeological inventories as a result of cultural resource compliance requirements. 
Four archaeological sites, CA-SCl-76, SCI-77, SCl-305/H and SCl-568 have been recorded 
within the boundaries of the proposed project although only one prehistoric site, CA-SCI-76, was 
relocated during the various field programs. This site was also the subject of a presence/absence 
testing program to determine its horizontal and vertical extent [Fig. 1]. The three other reported 
sites for the project area, CA-SCI-77, SCl-305/H and SCI-568, did not have any visible surface 
indicators of a prehistoric occupation at their recorded location nor did auger testing expose the 
presence of subsurface cultural materials at their reported locations. 

A review of the archival material on file at our office for the project indicates that none of the 
planned changes for the location of the Water Tank and Winery will affect any known cultural 
resources. Both locations are within areas that were previously subject to an archaeological 
inventory with negative results. 

It is Basin Research Associates' considered opinion that the construction planned for the project 
can proceed as planned. No further archaeological research appears necessary and monitoring 
during subsurface construction at either the Water Tank or Winery does not appear warranted. It 
is recommended that if any unanticipated prehistoric or significant historic era cultural materials 
are exposed during construction, operations should stop within 20 feet of the find and a qualified 
professional archaeologist contacted for evaluation and further recommendations. Potential 
recommendations could include evaluation, collection, recordation, analysis, etc. of any 
significant cultural materials followed by a professional report. 1 

I. Significant prehistoric cultural resources are defined as human burials, features or other clusterings of finds 
made, modified or used by Native American peoples in the past. The prehistoric and protohistoric indicators of 
prior cultural occupation by Native Americans include artifacts and human bone, as well as soil discoloration, 
shell, animal bone, sandstone cobbles, ashy areas, and baked or vitrified clays, Prehistoric materials may 



If I can provide any additional infonnation or be of further service please don't hesitate to 
contact me. 

CIB/dg 

include: 

Sincerely yours, 
BASIN RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Colin I. Busby 
Principal 

a. Human bone - either isolated or intact burials. 
b. Habitation (occupation or ceremonial structures as interpreted from rock riogs/featuret:, 

distinct ground depressions, differences in compaction (e.g., house floors). 
c. Artifacts including chipped stone objects such as projectile points and bifaces; 

groundstone anifacts such as manos, metates, mortars, pestles, grinding stones, pitted 
hammerstones; and, shell and booe artifacts including ornaments and beads. 

d. Various features and samples including hearths (fire-cracked rock; baked and vitrified clay), 
artifact caches, fauna! and shellfish remains (which permit dietary reconstruction), 
distinctive changes in soil stratigraphy indicative of prellistoric activities. 

e. Isolated artifacts 

Historic cultural materials may include finds from the late 19th through early 20th cenruries. Objects and 
features associated with the Historic Period can include. 

a. Structural remains or portions of foundations (bricks, cobbles/boulders, stacked field stone, 
postholes, etc.). 

b. Trash pits, privies, wells and associated artifacts. 
c. Isolated artifacts or isolated clusters of manufactured artifacts (e.g., glass bottles, metal cans, 

manufactured wood items, etc.). 
d. Human remains. 

In addition, cultural materials including both artifacts and structures that can be attributed to Hispanic, Asian and 
other ethnic or racial groups are potentially significant. Such features or clusters of artifacts and samples include 
remains of structures, trash pits, and privies. 
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Figure 1: Project Location with Archaeological Sites and Planned Changes (USGS Mt. Madonna, Calif. 1980 and 
Gilroy, Calif. 1981) 
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